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UNIT EIGHT

PRMIUNCIATION AND SPELLING

Introduction
8,1. The Nature of Writing Systems. Although the main topic of this

text has been a single system of human communication -- language -- we
have mentioned and briefly discussed two other types of communication

which go hand in hand with language, These are paralanguage and kinesics.
Together these three systems form what has been called the SPEECH PACKAGE.

We can not, however, neglect a fourth very important human communica-
tion system -- writing. In introducing this fourth communication system,
we.must be careful to distinguish it from the systems in the Speech Package,
for people often confuse writing and the speech Package, referring to them
as though they were just parts of the same thing. How often do we hear
and use the term "spoken language" versus "written language;" yet writing
is not language in any sense of the term. It is, rather, a means of

representing language by means of visual symbols.

Some writing systems use visual symbols to represent the phonemes of
the language, others represent larger units of 11inguistic form, such as
morphemes -- the Chinese writing system does this, In no instance,
however, does a writing system represent every linguistic signal of a

language. .Writing comes as:close as it can to presenting a visual pic-
ture of language, but it' never completely succeeds -- at least not in any

known system of writing.

8.2. Graphemes. The individual written symbols which stand for
linguistic units are called graphs, in, much the same way that the individual
sounds of a language are called,phones:" meaningful combinations of these
symbols are called graphemes, in muckthe same way that meaningful cam-
binations of phones are called phonemes. Essentially the same factors
are involved in defining the grapheme aS are involved in defining the

phoheme,. Each'grapheme must contrast_with all other graphemes"; 'each

grdpheme must consist of allographs in complementary distribution. The
criteria of visual similarity and pattern congruity are not quite as
important, however. The grapheme p in English, for instance, has the

-sllographs 2 randt'pp, each used,in specific environments within a written
'form; The grapheme p contrasts. with all the other graphemes of the English
alphabet as well.

In this Unit we'will discuss the g:aphemes of English and their
allographs, pointing out the environmex s in which each allograph is used
and the linguistic unit that.each grapheme stands for.

. .
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The Writing System of Modern
English

8.3. The Sources of the English Writing SyStem. The English writing
system is a complex thing° Though the actual alphabetic symbols ultimately
stem from the Phoenician alphabet through Greek and Latin adaptations,

there is much more that must be said about the linguistic units that
these alphabetic symbols refer to.

,

As. you know from your earlier study of the history of the English
language,,there are essenially three mpin periods that may be marked off
in the development of the language° The first ii the period of Old English,
beginning on the mainland of Western Europe and continuing in Great Britain
after the invasion of that island by the Ang10-Saxon people. The second
major epoch is the period of the Norman Invasion and MiddleEngliSh, bes.
ginning in 1065 A.D. and continuing up to approximately-4500. The third'

major period is the period of modern English and the consolidation of
Great Britain as a single political and social entity.

These three major'periods of English history and development of the.
English language are mirrored in our writing ,system. When Old English
came to be written -- probably roughly around 700 A.D, -- specific
alphabetiO' symbols from the'Latift alphabet wem adapted forsuse in re-
presenting specific'phoftemes in Old English. As writing,spread in the
Old EnglishLspeaking area and as it became part of, the pattern of educated
life, problems drOde: Different .dialects of Old EngliSh used-aifferen't
phOnemes in what were essentially .the same words. Susch phonemic differences
were not so great, however, that the speaker of one 4aleet could not
understand the speaker of another. The differences were-,about of the
same type as we find in a southern dialect pronunciation and a Northeastern
dialect pronunciation today.. The problem that arose in Old English times
concerned the Sp.elling of such mutually understandatile-yet.phonemi.cally
different WOrds, Since the principle Of the'uriting system was to represent
ei.ch phOneme'by a written symbol, Such identical words would be spelled
differently.in different dialects, It would-Jac as though the North,easterner

spelled houde as haws while the Southerner spelled .it hews. When applied
to the totality of such similar-yet-different words, the net result ould
be a diffft,lng system for eachdialect,

The Old .English scribds_solved this problem in a very simple manner --
probably so siMple that they thqmselves were not consCious of what they were
doing in many cases, instead.'of4using a single written symbol to stand
for each phoneme of the language, they soon began to use a single symbol
for each equation of phonemes from dialect to dialect. The /aw/-/ew/
equation would be written in a single manner, which might bc pronounced
/awl or jewrdepending.upon the dialect of the reader. In short, Old

English scribes began to write morphophonically, not phonemically. To

this day this is the principle of the English writing system -- indeed, it
is the principle of almost all alphabetic writing systems throughout the



world. Our alphabetic symbols do not stand for phone-mes; they stand for
. .

morphophones,
sot

After the Norma'n French invasfon of England in 1066 under William
the Conquerbr, English and French existed side by side as official lan-
guages, French, however, was the preferred language of public life, and
many native English speakers became bilingual in order to function properly
and acceptably in English society. As the years and centuries moved on,
however, the English language itself became changed. 'Not only' did the
phonemic system of Old English undergo changes, but eomplete new vo-
cabulary items were borrmed whole-cloth by the thousands from Norman
Fi'ench, -By the 1500'sIspoken English would no longer have been recogniz-
able.to the English-speaker of the 100Q's..- The new. language -- which
essentially it was -- was Middle English. Basically native English in
sound and'syntax, it was fifty.percent or more Norman French morphemically.

7 -

Since, writing was.wellwentrertched by the times o the French invaSion,
the new No'rman French morphemic items became, of course, not .only part of
the spoken language, but also part of the writing system. However, the
system used to write these, borrowed.morphemes and the words formed from
the.m.was not the same.as had. been used. for writing.native English words.
The.writing_.,sy.stem used for theseIntt'S.-waS' tlirrIfing system of French,
which Was in some. important respects:quite-different from that used in
Old English'. xative English 1,:ords,.however., continued to be written in
the Old system. By 15002 then, we had not only a new hybrid
language, but also a hybrid writing system part native aiglish, part
Norman French,

During this same time 'p'eriod French ceased being the official
educated language. Writers such as Chaucer helped displace French and
bring about a rep_irn to..use of Eaglish as: the standard national language
on all level S of'. society. At the..same: time, ties. with. the French mainland
were politiCally weakened, and by thp..1600's England was again, as it
had been. ifi Saxon times; a self-sufficient social entity.

°.

Düring the periOd of Britain's national amergence and gradual colonial
spread, the language also continued to change. As it changed and as more
writers continued to comp.ose:in th6 writiag sS7stem also Changed, By
the 1700's a third spelling .system :had developed; .rt successfully
attempted to establish specific morphophonic values-fox eadh a'lPhabetic
symbol. This system of spelling is still the one in use-today with only
a feW minor changes,

To sum up the. historical, evidalce -- modern English uses three
patterns 'of spelling: the Old English pattern, the pattern otRorman
French,' and the p4tern developed in the 1600-1700's. Our task is now' to
determine which morphcmes and words use which pattern and to establish the
morphophonic values oE each.alphabetic symbol in each of -the three patterns,
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0.4. The Three Patterns. The most important thing for the student

to remenber is that each 1,Ater of the English alphabet stands not for
a single-sound or phoneme, but for a Yange of souYds. In this way alone
is it possible to write in one way and yet have such writing be understood
by speakers of all dialects. For each one of the ranges of sound or
phonemic equations listed in Unit VI (pag es 5 - 6) we use an alphabetic
symbol. .As you know, we call such phonemic equations 22.21022219.2.
For example, on page 5 of Unit VI, you were given the phonemic equation
/a1.7/R;Ialu/eV/ewP,Z1/9w/. The generalized morphophonic symbol for this
equation was aw. , since law/ was the most frequent pronunciation. In

English the regular alphabetic symbol for this entire equation -- not just
for one of its variants -- is ou, as in the words house, about,'shout,

bout, gout, lout, pout etc. Any of these words may actually be pro-
Wouhced with Da of the phonemic variants of the morphophone aw., depending
upon the dfalect of the speaker: Be certain that you understand thls
principle and that you can actuafly cite examples of it. This principle
'alone reduces the so-called irregularities of the English spelling system
consid:rably.

The secjnd principle that you must constantly bear in mind is that
ther° ere_LIS12.2_22.112:22f English s elling that we discussed in the
preceing section. .There is.not just one spelling pattern with many
irregaarities; there are three, and in at least two of these the correspond-
ence between morphophones and alphabetic symbols is amaiingly regular and
consistent,

Two of the spelling systems apply only'to native English words. "the

third applies solely to non-native words, largely of Norman French and
Latin origin.

The first spelling system which applies to native English words may be
called the RESIDUAL PATTERN. Words in this group are: (1) native worde
of extremely high frequency in all styles of speech. This will include
most Of the words in the following morphemic classes pronouns, negatives,
positives, locatives,.demonstratives, relatives, and x-words. (2) native
words of extremely' low frequency in all styles of speech. These are
primarily nouns like 11111s1, ghoul, knight; etc; Words of both thege types
ha-Fe shoun a change in phonemic and morphophonic shape since Old arid
Middle English,. times, but the'spellings have not changed appreciably since
Middle English times. These same lexical forms are'also regidual in a
grammatical. sense L... that is, here fall the "strong" or "irregular" verbs,
the nouns with "irregular", :vowel-change plurals, etc

Such a residual phenomenon is not at all unusual. The same thing can
be seen in Hicroglyphic Egyptian of the later dynasties, in late Cuneiform.
Akkadian, in the Latin of the Late Empire days, and even ih Hieroglyphic
Maya. High frequency and low frequency lexical forms tend to remain rela-
tively s4b1e in graphib representation, even though their pr)nunciations
may_change. Jr' English,the words in this category are surprisingly few ..
an -e8timate would be less than 1,000, though a full count has yet to be made.
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The second spelling system used with native English words involves
the middle ground -- those words which are neither of extreme high fre-

quency nor of extreme low frequency. Most, but certainly not all, nouns,

verbs, adverbs, and adjectives fall in this category. This spelling
system will be aalled the REGULAR PATTERN, since I.e bulk of. native 'lexical

forms fall here and since there is generally a one-to-one correspondence
between morphophone and grapheme in this pattern. The pattern to.which

these words oonform was generally and gradually standardized from Late
Middle English to Early Modern English times -- roughly from the 15001s
through the 1700's. The development of this pattern can, of Course, be.

closely linked to the rise of printing and wide-scale public education.

Finally, the third English spelling pattern, which me wiji. Call the

NON-NATIVE PATTERN, invol'ves words of Latin and Norman French origin as
well as many items which have come into the language in'Modern'Engltsh
times from non-Romance sources -- American Indian, African, Asiatic, etc.

In the table on the following two pages you will find 6 rise of the

phonemic equations or morphophones of English -- this is the same list
that you have already studied in Unit VI (pages 5-6). In the sedond,

column of the table you will find the allographs of each gnpheme used
to represent the morphophone in the REGULAR PATTERN. In column three' .

you will find most of*the allographs used to represent the same morpho-
phones in the RESIDUAL PATTERN2 and in tt--1 fourth and final column you

will find the allographs used to represent the same moxphophones in.the
NON-NL.TIVE PATTERN. Each of the spelling patterns will be discussed in
detail in th: sections of this unit which follow the table.\

In the RESIDUAL and NON-NATIVE patterns the alphabetic symbols used .
in the REGULAR PATTERN are also used, with the same values. The other
symbols given in these two columns are used in addition to the REGULAR
PATTERN symbols. If the morphophone or moxphonic combination.is. not.
present in one or more patterns, dashes have been placed in the proper

columns to indicate such lacks.



THE VOCALIC EQUATIONS :

EQUATION REGULAR

1

2. 0.7z/e&i/

3, y/PSfie h/Weh/

4 9 Z. /94:gahb'NY/e y 4:d /

5 a . ..:-Jakdah/&a2 h/

6. b. =,---10/Pdo.Woh/Alloh/A`,/

. o kJ/ow/P.1,h w/

7. u. /uAt/4/

8, iy. z /iy/Z/iy/

9. ey. = /e3i/gileh/

10. -.)7 /ay/d9y/&. y/

11. ow. z /ow/gJew/VewPdow/

a

au

00

e

a

12, uw. /uwk/iw/

13, aw, / a wk: w/eewki ou
/aw/

14, yuw, = Iyuw/V, piw/

15. oy. z /03/k1G37/10y/ oi

RESIDUAL

o,u,ui,ie

oa,ai ,u,eo,a,

ay, ietei

ai ,au

oo,o,e,ou

a ,ow, ea , e

o3.00,o,a,ou,aw

ee,eaie,ei,i,
yle,eo,ey

NON -NATIVE

a e ,oe

ay,a i ei ,ea,ey,ao,au

o,ow,ou!,eo,aa ,oe, ew

ou,oe,o ,wo,-uCe,00

ow,oa ,oe

ew,u ,you,eu, .

ui ,e'we,ue

oy

ae, oe

eau

eau

s)



THE CONSONANTAL EQUATIONS:

EQUATION REGULAR

16, /p/1-1/67 p2pp

17, /b/z/b/ b,bb

13, /t/=/t/ t,tt

19, /didd/ d,dd

20, /k/z4k/

21, /ks/;/ks/

22,

23,

26,

25,

26,

27,

28,

29,

30,

31,

32,

33,

34,

35,

36,

/f/z1fl

/v/417/

/0E/=/d/

/s/z/s/

/z/z../z/

gt=a/

/m/.-41mi

/n/z/n/

/1]/=/13/

11/z/1/

/r/z/0/:./0/

k(before e,i)

c(elsewhere)
-ck

g'gg

ch,tch

g(before e,i)
j(elsewhere)
.-dge

f,ff,-gh

von/

th

th

c(before c,i)
s(elsewhere)

ss

z,s,zz

sh

m,mm

n,nn

ng,n(k,g)

1,11

r,rr

RESIDUAL

-1k,-1m

gh-

-st-

-mb

kn-,gn-

NON-NATIVE

6k,:dh,kh,que

g,gh

ch

g23'

f,ph

dh

s,ss,sc,sch

sch

-gm,-mn

gn

ng

r,rr,rh
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THE CONSONANTAL EQUATIONS (CONT
. -

EQUATION REGULAR RESIDUAL N ON -NAT I lig

37. /h/z/0/

387 -/017/0/

39, WT-10/

40. /hc4/74/w/

41 /kw/zT/kw/

42, No rphophon i c
t,y, fel zIty/

43. No rphophon i c
d,y, tf37//dy/

44, Morphophonic
s0y0 /N/r./sy/

45. Mo rphophoni c
/11/:-/zy/-.

wh

qu

111111.NOININIO

1/

0 (use)

0 (one)

IllwAmasivI

eswOMII001

h, j

Nal ( ch)o ,(q)u

t(u)

.d('i)

t(i) ,ss(i)

z,s(i) ,s
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In learning how to spell properly, in English, whether as a .beginner
or as a student who wishes to remedy hls spelling problems, the simplest
approach is. to learn the alphabetic corrdspondences to each .morphophone
first in .tlie REGULAR PATTEW tEen in the RESIDUAL PATTERN and f inally
in the NON-NATIVE PATTERN. If one attempts to learn all the patterns
simultaneously, he will be overwhelmed with the seeming irregularities and
inconsistencies and will come to the same conclusion that most tz'aditional
presentations of English spelling have come to; namely, that English
spelling is extremely difficult and has no 'rhyme or reason behind it, It
is for thi s reason that. we. have not approac.hed the problems of spelling
here by taking each phoneme and showing the various.. alphabetic symbols
used to represent it in a hit-or-miss fashion. If you will learn the
three patterns, you will find that most of the horrors of English spelling
will -vanish,

.THE .THRtE RULES .0.F THE .R.EGUL.AR

PATTERN

8.5. Rule # 1: Simple Vowel Morpho hones and Double Consonant
arapries, You will notice that each of the'vówél symbols a, e, 1, and o
are used to represent two different sounds in the REGULAR PITTERN. Each
is used, first, to represent a simple vowel riuôlèus: , e1, 1 and a,
respectively for a, e, i, and o. Secondly, each of_these symbols is also
used to represent a complex vowel nucleus: 637,.iy,.-ay,, and ow.
respectively for a, e, i, and o. The symbol u is used,to represent three
different sounds: simpie vowel:" and complek oyêls uw, and y.uw. The
symbol oo is used only to represent u; the symbol oi only for oy,; the
symbol ou only filr aw.; and the symb31 aw onty'fOr o..

You will also notice that the great maSoiify of consonant symbols
have two allographs: a single form and a double form. The double form
is usually literally that, though in the case of cc, chch, jj, -and '(some-
times) ff ck, tch, dge and gh are used instead of actual doublings.

. .

These two sets of circumstances -- two morphophones represented by
each vowel symbol, and two allographs for !mist Consonant symbols -- work
han&-in-hand, They foam the basis for the first two rules of the
REGULAR PATTERN,

. .

The first rule may be briefly stated as' follows:

RuLE 1: When a vowel grapheme is followed by two or more
non-vowel graphemes, 'tile *voWel symbol represents
a moxphophonic simple nucleus,.



By "nonrvowel77 graphemes is meant: (1) a consonant grapheme, or (2) any
graphic indication of juncture. The latter would include spacing between
words and the various punctuation marks. The actual shapes that are
included in the above rule may be symbolized schematically by the
.forlowing formulas, where vzz any vowel grapheme indi cating a simple
vo.kl nucleus, C1:: any consonant grapheme, C2= any second, different
coqsonant grapheme, C3= any third, different consonant grapheme, and
izany graphic indicatv of juncture.

-vC1C10, -vC1C2#, -vC1C2C3#,
-vC1C2-, -vC1C2C3-

It !should be pointed out that a simple vowel nucleus in English must be
followed by. at least oneS consonant, so that the combination -v.# never.
occurs, It should also be.pointed out that the first combination listed
in the formulas above (-vC1#) will become -vC1C1- if a second morpheme
is added to the one ending in -vC1#, Examples of this rule are given below

1. -vC1#

man - m.a?.n.

men - m,e.n.

--ttm ;11-c.*

LTE.

cup -.
cook

2, -vClC1#

staff -

. bell - b.e.l.

fill -

putt - p.a.t.

3. -vClC2#

land -.1.a.e.n.d.

bend - b.e.n.d.

fist - f.i.s.t.



pond -.nand

rust

4, -vC1C20#

lands - 1.a4n,dz

bends -

fists - f,i,s,t,s,

maaE p,a,n,d,z.

rusts - rG,s,t,s,

..

.1 I*,
. .

P.
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5. -vC1C1-

6. -vC1C2-

manning

webbing

pinning rzp.i.n.i.r).

dotting .7..

putting

ranking =

tending 7...t0e.n1d.i113.

misting =1

bonding

rusting z

J6

. .

c 4 .

.

Native English words with the internal combination -vC1C2C3- are
ektremely rare. In the few which do occur, such as hamster
the expected morphophonic pattern is found, however.

In all of the above patterns except -vClik no spelling changes are
necessary when additional morphemes are added to the word. laten, however,

a word (and therefore a morpheme, too) ending with -vC1# has another mor .
pheme added to it, the juncture is no longer there. In order to retain
the principle that two consonant symbols indicate a simple vowel nucleus,
the Cl is doubled. For example, the word man needs no doubled consonant,
since it is followed by juncture (#). When, however, we add the suffix
A/1.13. to it, we spell the resulting form manning. This must be done in
order to indicate that the a grapheme stands for the simple nucleus ae.
This type of doubling of a consonant grapheme is called terminal doubling.

8.6. Rule # 2: Complex Vowels and Single Consonant Graphemes. As

you will remember from the listing of morphophones and their REGULAR RAIrTERN

graphic symbols, the graphemes a, e, 1, o, and u may stand nct only for the
simple nuclei ae., e., 1., a., and G., but also for the complex vowel nuclei
ey., iy., ay., ow., and (y.)uw. We have just discussed the graphic con..
ventions_used to tell the reader when these symbols stand for the simple
vowel nuclei. Rule P 2 will indicate when they stand for the complex vowel

nuclei. It is well to note here that the complex nuclei that they stand fox
are the names that we give these letters in the alphabet. This is a handy
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device for remembering their complex vowel equivalents. Rule # 2 may be
stated as follows:

^

RULE 2: A vowel grdph'emb followed by 'one consonant grapheme,
which is itself followed by-a vowel, indicates a com-
plex vowel nudlétth, if the 'combination of vowel
consonant vowel grapheme ocpurs immediately before
any phoneinid junctu re, the final vowel grapheme will be
e not pronounced, if the combination occurs in-.
Eernally in a morpheme or word, the final voWel may
be any vowel and it is pronounped,

*.nu.cLeus'-before-any: phonemic juncture is indicated by
a final, unpronounced e grapheme.

This rule is somewhat longer than the one governing the graphic conventions
for indicating simple vowel nuclei, It is just as .simple to work with,
however. Using the same type of fOrmula as in"' the" prelfious" iedfion, with
V standing for any vowel grapheme.which symbolizes a complex nucleus, we
may symbolize tbe possible combinations-as. foljovst*

(1) -VC1e# (e not pxonouncec1)2

(2) -Ve# nbt 'prondupcad)

( 3). v pronpunCed)

Examples of these-three types are:

1. -1,1Cle# . (e not piOnounced)

-Ve#

'made m.ey.d.

mete m.iy.t.

side -.:.,. :

cube k,y.uw b.

e not pron'ouncbd)

Mae = m.ey.
1.110011.*

bee b.iy.

die d.ay,

doe dow,
due = d.uw, (or) d.y.uw.
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3. -VC1v- (v pronounced)

dating =

meting

siding

roving =

cubing :.-..

ilotice that wo'rds ending in -VC1e# (e not pronounced) drop the e
grapheme if another morpheme beginning in a vowel is added to them -- e.g.,
side, sidin mete, meting; rove, roving; cube, cubing.! The convention of
writing the,final e grapheme to indicate a preceding complex nucleus is
ITOt'needed, ince thq pxesence of the single consonant followed itself by
another'imwel,grapheMe indicates the same thing.

TUEN. 'TO EXERCISES 1 AND 2 P.a. END OF UNIT.

Rule # 3: The Spelling of Variants, Interchan es, and Replace.
As.you can see from :the chart of morphophones and their graphic

equiVal'ent, the vi'riant's each morphophone are represented by a single
symbol. If you will go back to-Unit VI for a moment and review the.sections
on.interchanges And diaphonemic variants, you will see that these !Isound
change§t? within and7between dialects.are also represented by a single
graphdte. ..E'or example, one,of.the interchanges was aw. 4e) ow, as in'
h.acti;s. 4.4'how.s. UhaWsN'ih6'wsiere/h4wsPAV/heS ws/. f14 /h6ws/w/Ows/
in fUll form). Even though this is a change from one morphophone to another »
from aw, in any of its variants to ow. in any of its variants -- the spelling
of the word stays house, the REGULAR PATTERN spelling for aw. (-ouCe) does
not change to the REGULAR PATTERN spelling for ow. (-oCe#). We do not
spell the word hose for those dialects which'use the /h6ws/k:/hSws/ pro-
nunciations, Each interchange, then, is represented by a single morpho-
phonic spelling.

By the same token all diaphonemic variants ar:e represented by a single
grapheme. in the diaphonemic equation /4/f.z-3/9/ , as in /Ncst/V34st/ for
y.e.s.t the letter u is always used, just.'

If you will now look back briefly at the section.on replacements in Unit
VI, you will see that some replacement patterns do not show a spelling
change while others do, Rule # 3 of the REGULAR PATTERN expresses the
.graphemic pattern for replacements. It may be stated as follows:

RULE lb 3: Mile each set of variants, interchanges, and diaphonemic
variants is symbolized by a single grapheme, replace»
ments follow a two-way system of graphic representation.
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,11..w.m.

(1) Consonant replacements are always represented
by a single grapheme; (2) vowel replacements are

represented by different graphemes.

Examples are:

1. house (h.aw.s.) -- house (h aw.z,)

close (k.low.s.) -- close (k.l.ow.z.)101. MOW

2. sing (s.i.rj.) -7 sang

.%

mTite (r.aT.t.) -- wrote .(r.ow.t.)

/ 3. (with both-ki and c replacerdents)

bath (b.m.0.) --. bathe (b.a.d0

TUN TO EXERCISE 3. AT END OF UNIT.

RECOGNIZING THE THREE PATTERNS
8.8. If you have carefully studied the material presented up to this

point in this unit, you will'undoubtedly have come to the conclusion that it
is quite difficult to decide, when you hear a word spoken, if it should be

spelled.according to the REGULAR PATTERN, the RESIDUAL PATTERN, or the
NON-NATIVE PArrEml. If you are working from the spelling to the sound,
you will have been confronted with the same problem. It is therefore
necessary that we stop briefly in our discussion of the details of each
pattern in order to, make sure that you know how to recognize the proper
pattern into which words fall. There is a rather simple step-by-step
method that may be,used to identify the pattern membership of English
morphemes and full English words.

If you are trying to decide how to spell 4 word that you have heard
for the first time, you should follow the steps given below:

1. W'rite the. word phonemically as you hear.,it.

2. Convertthe phonethic spelling into a.morphophbnic spelling (using,
the chaxt.in Unit VI :.f.necessarY),

3. Decide whether dne morpheme or word i a native English form or a
rion-native form. This is done as follows: (a) any form with the
Latin or Gre t pre-forms listed in Unit VII is a non-native form;
(b) any word in which the primary base contains more than one
vowel nucleus (i.e., more than one syllable) is a non-native word;
conversely, monosyllabic words or primary bases are usually native
forms; (c) any word or morpheme ending with g., or cf.and any
word or morpheme beginning with g. or (Lis a native English word.



4. if the form is a native word or morpheme, one must then decide
if it kis REGULAR or RESIDUAL. This can be decided partially upon
thd morphemic part of speech the word is. Xs.ords, positives,
negatives, .locatives, demoilstratives, relatives, and pronouns are
RESIDUAL forms. Nouns, verbs, adjectives, and adverbs may either
be REGULAR or RESIDUAL. If they are of high or low frequency
they are RESIDUAL; if they are of mer'ium frequcncy, they are
REGULAR.

-4

5. Once the form has bperi placed in its proper category,-ip-p-ly, .the
spelling rules gven. in 'the chart-in this Unit. .

If you know the spelling of tfik. iirofd 'and. ish 'to .be ;sure of !the correct
pronunciation of the foxn, use the following procedures:

.

1, Consult your dictionary to firld the etymology of the ip5O. This is
given in parentheses after the spelling of the wbrd and its.zro-
nunciation. (One couldr .of course, stop here, since the pronun-
ciation is given you byiedictiori.xy entiy. W ish; however,
to make it clear that even if the..pronunciation was not iven, you
could easily discover it yourself...by _these procedures, Assume, . .

then, that no pronunciation key is given by yodi dftiöhy-
Consult the etymology alone,) This will immediately.,tel:1 you if
the word, is a native word or. a non-native word. Any word with
hn.u.(Old aiglish) 'or Gmc .(Germanib)' 'Origin; .is native word,

r ;

If the word is a native EngliSh word, determine _which morph.ernic. .

part of speech it is _If it is one' of 'the very fequent sev:en
(x-wOrds, positives,. netiyes, locatives, demonstratives,,..rela-.
tive, -.pronouns), it will .be a tiEs'IDUAL 'wOrd. If it is a poun,

.-verb, adjective, or adiferb it may be eithdr REGULAR orRESIDUAL,
depending upon its, frequency,

.
.

3. When you
belongs,
with the
take any.

have determined to which of the three patterns thewovd
translate the graphic symbols into. Mori5hophonic symbols
chart in this Unit,. The actual pronunciation may then
f.orm..of the .yariants of the. morphophbries,,.:

These procedures obviously can no; be used for every new word you
hear .or see for the fifs-t-time--in--print. 13'Y learning the' -pattp,rn rules
like the 'REGULAR _PATTERN .rul es we have just discussed you can side-track
this lengthy method we are desetribing. When,you can not apply the .rules,
however, the procedures will enable you 'to reach.:the tight . solution,

It should. certainly be.added that' these prdbedures,:-.like..any set of
rUles, 'sate not one hundredipercent fool-proof, There are exceptions to
all rules.- You will particularly have difficulty Taut nouns; verbs,

:..adjectiYes, and adverbs that are natiye ig1ish words, for it;is sometimes
nbt an easy task to decide what thei i. approximate', frequency of occurrence
'is, Even here however.

2 your job is partially simplified by the fact that
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most' RESIDUAL words use the three basic spelling rules,of the REGULAR

PATTERN. It is only the very infrequent nouns, verbs, adjectives, and

adverbs that use the ,,irregular" RESIDUAL PATTERN,spellings.

TURN TO EXERCISES 4 AND 5 AT END OF UNIT.

. THE RESIDUAL PATTERN
Not hard to swallow111

I wonder what would help my cough
A cup of coughey should.
At least it wouldn't bump me ough,

And it'might do me gould,

Margaret Fishback
Wemn's Day, August 1959

This charming little ditty aptly expresses the nature of the RESIDUAL

RATTERN in English. It consists of those words which we think of as highly

irregular in spelling. When Conpared to'the. REGULAR PATTERN spelling, they
are indeed irregular. They nevertheless have their own patterns of graphic
representation.. These patterns,stem. irom Middle English in most cases and
in some even from the Old English spelling. -As has been pointed out
before, morphemes and words in the RESIDUAL PATTERN are of either extremely
high frequency in all styles..of' speech oY are of extreme low frequency

in all styles of speech.- They are all of OE origin as well. This will

'nclude the seven morphemic parts of .speech Mentioned earlier and many
nouns, verbs, adjectives, and adverbs.

,
.

With respect 'to con-sonant graphemes these forms by and large follow
the rules of the REGULAR PATTERN -- or, to put it more accurately, the
rules of the REGULAR mrrERm are an historical outgrowth of general
spelling patterns that have persisted,from OE times to the present. It

is in the vowel graphemes that there is corisiderable inconsistency from
the present-day viewpoint. In discussing the RESIDUAL PATTERN we can do
little better than mention briefly sdme of the guide-lines to the most
recurrent patterns. We cannot set up a deries of three or four rules which
always apply, as we did.'for the REGULAR PATTERN.

8.9, Silent Graphemes. The following consonant graphic combinations
quite generally have an unpronounced member (underlined):

. . ,

-lk z k., (walk, talk, balk)

g, (ghost, ghastly)

f, (pften., softeff)

-st- ..T.ts. (listen, whistle, wrestle)



-mb m, (lamb, numb, thumb)

.r. n. '(knight, knee, know)

(gnaw, xw.

Some entire graphic combinations have no pronounced member in Modern
English;

-gh ç, (high, eight)

W gado,

110 00 (sword, two', *toward)

In every case the grapheme that is "silent" at one time represented a
morphophone and phonemic aetualiza.tion,in either Old or Middle Diglish,
While the morphophonic content of the morpheme or word has .-.thanged overthe centuries, the spellir. has been retained as though the now "silent"
morphophone were still there. LO.ok at the etymologies of some of the words
cited above, for examplel

.walk cME woa,l,kn. (walken)

ghost (ME .o.s.t, ghost..)=
spi rant g

is a. voiced velar

.whistle<j4E how, s ,t ce (hwi stl e)

thumb < ME '0 :e (thoumbe)

kn-ight <ME k.n.i,x,t, (eniht, cnight) = x. is a voiceless
velar spirant,

gnaw < Me gjc:a 0w .G (griawen

eig,ht er ME ahx.t.9 eighte)

two <MEt.w,a,. (twa)<
4

OE t.w..6t (twa)

;

The same is true of several of the "silent,' vowel graphemes in RESIDUAL
wOrds:

-le 1. (whistle)

-ed z d, in a replacement formula with t,
(manned n.;d.)

Again the ME etymology shows a shwa (e.) przmunciation tor these now4silent" e's: whistle <ME (hwistle) manned ..ME m,a,ne,d,0

(maned),
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8,10. Homographic and Heterographic_Spelling. if you will iook back

to the chart in this Unit you will see that while most consonant morpho-
phones are represented in the same manner in both the REGULAR and RESIDUAL
patterns, each vowel morphophone has many different graphic forms in the

RESIDUAL PMERN. These variant graphic shapes for a single morphophone

are called heterographs. Thus the e-e of mete (m.iy.t. = /miyt/) and

the ea of meat (m.iy.t. fmrytf) and the ee of meet (m.iy,t.

are all heterographs for the same morphophone iy. The retention of such

heterographs from the RESIDUAL PATTERN is not as unnecessary as it might

seem on first sight, for the use of one heterograph rather than another give

the reader a means of dist.,aguishing between words which are morphophoni.call

and phonemically homophonous.

Looking down the RESIDUAL PATTERN column in the same chart, you will

see that the same graphic combination may serve to represent more than one

moxphophone. These are called homographs. Thus the ai of said (s.e,d.

/sedj) and the al of paid (p ey d --/p6ydn is a homograph for two dif-

ferent morphophones e0 and ey, It is just such homographs which give

the most difficulty in the spelling of RESIDUAL words, and it is on this

aspect of the RESIDUAL PATTERN that the student who has a spelling problem

should concentrate, There Ere no nice rules to assist him. The solution

lies solely in tedious, boring memorization, In this area of spelling

at least, the age.old.educational. method of learning by rote can, unfor-

tunately, not be replacedland.th'e.student should stoically resign himself

to thi's sad fact.

8.11. The;Spellin'g of Replacements in the Residual Pattern.. Earlier

in this Unit we mentioned the fact that most words which were' residual in

spelling were also residual grammtically. By this we simply mant that

not only have the highest and lowest frequency words of native English

origin retained their OE or ME spellings but they have also retained the

grammatical treatmient that was customary in OE or ME. These are the nouns

with the irregular" plurals such as mouse - mice, foot - feet, and the
nstrone verbs with "irregularn past forms such as sing - sang, came - came,
These grammatical irre6u1ariti.es, from the modern English viewpoint; are

replacement.pat:terns whi.ch affect RESIDUAL words. The REGULAR PATTERN

replacement spelling rule,dpes not apply completely to thesevfaxms, for

sometimes thA vowel replacement patterns are not symbolized'by different

graphemes: for example, dream - dreamt (d.ray.m0 d:r.dim.t.), and

sometimes the corisonant replacement patterns are symbolized by diffelent

graphemes: for
.

example, knif'l - knives (n.ey.f. n.47.v.z.). That

is, the REGULAR PATTERN replacement spelling rule is simply reversed,
though there are as many RESIDUAL PATTERN cases where it is abided by,

such as goose - geese (g.4.s3 4 ge*.s.) with the expected change

in vowel spelling, or breath - breathe (b.r.eate. dE.) with

the expected lack of a change in consonant spelling. Here, as with the

homographic and heterographic spellings, there is no simple solution to

learning these forms. Memorization is again the only safe and total
solution,
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8.12. The Inventory of Residual Pattern Words. Thq.m%ny problems
of the RESIDUAL PATTERN are not so great a they might seem, for the number
of 'words involved is actually quite small. Furthermore, the very fact, that
most of than are of very high frequency means that you will probably have
learned these.spellings so well from early days that you now have no
trouble in spelling.them at all.

, 1

'TURN 'TO EXERCISE .6 AT EN'D-OF UNIT.

-THE NON-NATIVE *PATTERN
8.13. The spelling of Alternants. As the RESIDUAL PATTED!. words

generally cOnformed to the spelling conventions of the REGULAR PATTERN, so
the NON-NATIVE PATTERN words do the same thing, The vowel morphophones,
pa.rtieularly, :do not. show many instances of divergence from the REGULAR .

PATTERN' spellings; 'The consonants' , however, do show some differences,
especially with words that are ultimately derived from Greek. As with
the RESIDUAt words, the 4uickest, safest, most complete solution to the
spelling o:f. NON-NATIVE words iS throb& memorization. There is one area,,
however, in which certain rules niay be-laid down; This area is that of
the replacement patterns which eame to' uS. frcm Norman French. These wereset aside as a sPecial class of ',sound change in Unit zt alternations.

you.wili. go baCk'anif briefly review the section of Unit VI in which.,
alternations are discussed you will find that all the examples are words
of Latin origin.

The full problems of .alternations and their spelling was dealt with in
Unit VII., pages 26-31, You should'go back to these pageS and re...do them
thoroughlY in ihe light bf the,graphic equivalents given in the NON-NATIVE
column of the chart in the present Unit. You will find that the spelling
problems do 'not center around the vowel alternations but, rather, the eOnson-..
ant alternations.,-especially the rnarphophones t., k;t arkd.a.

TURN TO EXERCISE 7 AT END OF UNIT,.

0

A 'N'O.TE *ON THE SUPRASEGMENTALS
8.14. From 7Our'previous work with morphophonics and with the

supiasegmeritals, you will remetnber that..kme morphemes consist solely of
stress -- for eicarnple, the difference in meaning between content (the noun)
and content (the verb) is made only by a change in ,the superf ix morpheme.
In the noun content the morpheme ,/ '0+ ' is used'; in the verb...content the
morpheme ,/,077=4s. used, Nlitice that the mdrphophonic spelLings of these
two f6rni1 are: k.d.n.t.e.n.t. (noun) and k.Q.n..t.d.n.t. (Verb). The a, of

h'aS become under weak stress. This is a typicd1 phenomenon in
English. It may be stated as fellows:



Any morphophonic vowel nu:cleus, simple or complex, will be
replaced by schwa (o.) T.:6Q.ft that nucleus is under the weak stress
merber of a superfix morpfteme.

This eLement of Englis-fi..-..ilacemetit-iit.ferning often causes considerabl
trouble in spelling. In the list of spelling ndemons in the next section
of this unit, the bulk of the common misspellings pre,a result of a %my-
tralizedn vowel nucleus; that is, a vowel rnicIeusfàhhbecomeo .
under weak stke'ss, There is, however, a 'general rule" of .thumb that will.
help you spell these forms:

Each vowel replacement due to uneutralizationn of any vowel
=blew:. to shwa will be represented in spelling by .a sinOe

This-grapheme may be determined by. lpok,ing at related
worEls5. containing:the sanre'morpheme, but withthe vowel in
question uri-der morphophottic stronger stress;

The first colunn below lists a number of words included on most 'lists
'of spelling'mdemorisn, Words that' tend to giVe trouble precisely at the
point of the Unstressed vowel. The...Second column lists related forms in
whith' a shift in stress nrevealsn the identity' of the .vowel .in. question:

ddfinite
b4nefTt
vraory
prfncipal
rdal
pgcti cal

dfjnjte
rdsTdence

reqr
finorant

Stress pull is
'that end in -ve .and
emphasize the f fist

rec&ve
decefvd
concefve (concert)
percerire

.1

def infti on
bendf cent
vicTdrious
ritincipdlity

prcticflity
histdrical
deffne --
reirde
gen7ric
rdference
igadre

"also useful to ascertain spelling In the comon verbs
take -eiw. and The former have noun forms which
vowel, and allf7cilow

rec tion
'dec ption
conception ( cdnc?pt)
p ercdption (p4r66-fit)

The sies- verilq:, on the ottier hand, have nouns of parallel vowel
p ronunciation; and parallel stress' and end in

believe
griev.e

beli ef
gra?'

*relief



i !.

eNN

aphieve chief
. thieve thi ef

N

Two exceptions, the verbs reprieve and retrieve, have nouns which meet
the first tTqo requi rements, but end in -ve and -val respectively,

. .....-- .
TURN' TO EXERCISE 3 AT END. OF UN IT

. TIONS OF THE APPR:O/LCH:
SPELLING "DEMON.S"'

8,15. On* the following pages are given the most commohly misspell ed
words., in Engl ish, This 1 i st is taken from Thomas Clark rollOckts Sp ell ing

port an article which app eared in the joumal Coll ege Engl ish in
November 1954, The underl ined graphemes are the ones whigh gi ve the mast
trouble,

. .

Take thi s st and go ihrough it carefully, decidihg:tohich of the
three patterns. the word:&foiris, Once thi s has been done you should be
able to explain the sp ell irkg that is used and to indicate the :accepted rangd

of pronunci a ti on f or the

. I
Words and Wo rd-GrciuP S ,Mi-ssp ell ed 100 or More Times' ..

their definite benefit., ,: than
theyl.re -, djinItely ` :bellefite4 - then -:
there... ..1.,: ,- den.nWroft: :.7berxefici'dr--;..:.;. ... .denne .. principle

precede prin'clpal
too separa te
two separation' ref erring choose'
to ( . . . .."' .; 4 . 1

., . chcise
recei ve ;: '.'.bel feve success ch3i ce
recei ving bel i ef..... ---succeed

r, succession
occasidn.:: perform

.exi st i ts p erformance
, ....-
.existence lose it's
I

texi st en t
7 @mom OIMP

losing . similar:.
pri vil se....

1
writ e professor

o &Ili writing en vi ronm en t profession
occurred wri ter
occurring
occurrence description p ersonal necessary

describe p ersonne 1 unnecessary
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began
begin
beginner

beginning

II

Words and Word-Groups Misspelled 50 to 99 Times

tries

tried

weather
whether

control

controlled forty
. ^

controlling. fourth-
._

argument
arguing

proceed
procedUre.-

achieve

achievement
0

, .

realize
really

. led

loneliness

lonely

prefer
preferred .'

surprise

explanation

criticle

apparent

..conscious1
controversy -studx.ing

controversial ..1M0
varies

all right various

possess
possession

psychology
psychoanalysis

psychopathic

psychosomatic

analyze

analysis

equipped
equipment

affect
affective

rhythm

.category

embarrass

excellent

. excellence

grammar

grammatically

reptition

:. consistent

consistency

prevalent

intelligence
intelligent

fascinate

immediate
immediately

interpretation
interpret

thorough

useful

useless
using

noticeable

noticing

probably

imagine

imaginary

imagination

marriage

prejudice

disastrous

passed
past

acquire

busy
business

Negro

Negroes

_

an1.9111..

height

:;.*. Interest

origin
origInal

'

:conscience

conscientious .

accommodate

comparative

decision

..;.*dd6ided

experience

prOMinent

_pursue

shining



Words onnd.,Word-Groups Misspelled .40. to 49 Times

practical

woman

acquaint
:..

acquaintance--:,

exaglerate

incident

incidentally,,r;

effect V.

government
governor

prepare

re-zommend

appear
appearance

convenience
convealenti,,,f;.

mere

opinion

possible

ridicule

summary

summed

attended

attendant
,.attendance

,coming

difference

hero
heroine
heroic

heroes

jr opportunity

paid

quiet........ ' .

accepting

villain
"r

accept
acceptance
acceptable

dominant
predominant

foreign
foreigners

:

independent athlete

independence , .athletic

particular . challenge

technique fundamental

fundament2,11,7

transferred

liveliest '
discipline . livelihood

. ; ,.. . , ..........

disciple -, .,. . liveliness .' ...

lixes
humor

humorist philosophy--
humorous

quantity

accident
accidentally

character
characteristic,

characterized across

speech

sponsor:. .

unusual J a

usually

hypocisy'
hypocrite

operate

planned;

pleasant

;

aggressive, ,

r
article

4.,...o.

disappoint

1

suppose

4.
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curiosity
curious

desirability

desire

knowlegle

ninety

undoubtedly

dependent

extremely

finally

satire

careless

careful

condemn

maintenance

parallel

permit

IV

Words and Word-Groups Misspelled 30 to 39 Times

. . .

optimism

permanent

relieve

religion

together

you're

weird
~lane

efficient

efficiency

-"
friendliness

friend

fulfil

piece

temperament

carrying
carried

carries

carrier

4,

familfar

suppress

. where

whose

V

author
authority
authoritative

happiness

response

further

laboratory

opose
opponent

propaganda .

propagate

therefore

hindrance

basis

basically

before

conceive
conceivable

consider
considerably

continuous

approach
approaches

physical

advice
advise

entertain

influential

influence

significance

Words and Word-Groups Misspelled 20 to 29 Times

exercise suspense

involve amount

leisure approximate
leisurely

curriculum
sergeant

-disease
subtle

especially
Britain

indispensable

laid

lenath
lengthening

mathematics

remember

seize

moral
morale
morally

phase

playwriaht

represent:,

schedule

-
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Britannica

completely

dealt

divide

excitable

favorite

interrupt

perceive

persistent

reminisce

reaard

roommate

story.

stories

strenath .

accustom

forward

pertain

safety

satisfy. ?
..

satisfied

sentence

theory.

theories

tremendous :

fallacy

financier

financially :

meant

politician

political

relative

scene

sophomore

guarantee
auaranteed

huge

guidance,

guiding

ignorance
ignorant

magnificent
magnificence

narrative

obstacle

shepherd

sixipry

simple

straight

synonymous

themselve.
them

amateur

attack

several

substantial

tendency

whole

accompaming
accompanies

accompanied
accompaniment

hear

here

luxury

intellect

source

capital

capitaliqi

certain
certainly-

chief

counselor
counsel

council

divine

fictitious

primitive

field

irrelevant - hungry
hunally

laborer hunger
laboriously

labor

later

license

medieval

naturally..

noble

peace

sacrifice

strict

symbol

actually

actuality
actual

interfere
interference

likeness
likely

likelihood

magazine

maneuver

mechanics

medicine
medical

miniature

mischief

omit
WW1

41,



vacuum.

view
attitude

adolescence

persuade

boundary adolescent those

accormlish
clothes against. thought

arouse

arousing
expense apprecite

appreciAtion
trazsgy

fantasy

despair fantasies experiment yield

$

e
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EXERCISE 1

'Re-write the following words in morphophonic orthography:

1, bad 15, flue 28. fussing
2, mite 16. glee 29. bonding
3. blue 17, late 30. citing
4. Rae 18, foe 31, filming
5. lot 19. met 32, pitting
6, good 20, rule 33. bumping
7, Pete 21. eking 34. coping
8, fume 22, .backing 35. helping
9. rote 23: .planting 36 . branch
10, pit 24, bathing 37. fuming
11. eve 25. blessing 38. width
12. pie 26, rotting 39. botched
13, blaze 27. rating 40. twelfth
14. but

EXERCISE 2

Re-write the following words in REGULAR PATTERN orthography:

1. t.zz. b.

2. f,l,uw.
3, r.ay,t.

4. y,uw,l,
5. S.t. iy.v.
6. rntO ',sots
7, 1.1.1,,k,

9. setar,e,11,0,

10, r.uw.1,
11. t.e.n.

12. g,l.iy.
13. k.u.k.

14, t,ow,n,

15. n.a,t,
16, h,uw.
17. t,ey.m.
18, f.u,t,
19. t.ow.

20. v.ay,

21. k.l.ayon.m.k.s.
22. m.e.n,Li.13,
23. f.l.uw,i.d,
24, s,p,ay,
25. b.r.m.n.c.i.13.
26. d.ay,l,uw.t.
27. p.ey.g.m.n,

28.

29. s.ay.r,e.n.
30. b.ow.n.e.s.
31. s.ae.p.l.i.mt
32.

33. s.t.uw.p.i.d.
34, m,ow.1,e,s,te
35. t,e.f.t.
36. b.ey.s.i.k.
37. 1.iy.g.B.1.ay.z.
38, p.a.m.p.
39. k.y.uw.b.i.k.
40.

EXERCISE 3

A. Re-write dhe following hypothetical word pairs in REGULAR PATTERN
orthography, underlining the replacement symbols:

1 . .1 . z.a2.13 .

2. U.ce,P . ey.E.
3. w.m.m. w.o.m.
4. f.n.i.z.
5. g.aw. s. g,ay,s,
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B. Re-write the following hypothetical word pairs in morphophonic

orthography, underlining the replacement symbols:

1. sev sov

2. frite frote

3, moth mathe

4. jouse (noun) jouse (verb)

5. rote rate

EXERCISE 4.

Indicate to which spelling pattern the following morphophonically

written words belong by following procedures 3 and 4 on pp. 15 - 16. The

primary base is underlined,

1. p.r.a.v,e.r.b. 14. n.e.v.r,

2. 15. k.a,mG.n.
3. e. 1 m 16. w.a.t.

4. k.m.e.a.r.s.i.s. 17. 0.a2a.ow.f,ay.t,

5. 1.iV. 18. s.G.n.

6. o.n. 19. s.e.m.

'7. 01ey.n. 20. h.ae.k.

8. e,v.r. 21. 7.771.
9. iY.r. 22. a.r.l.

10. hee.n,s. 23. w.a.e.

11. k.a.n.t.e.s,t, 24, d,i.s'.t.r.ea.k.t.

12, cE.e.n. 25. p.ay,

13, r.o.ri.

EXERCISE 5.

Tndicate to which spelling pattern the following words belong by

following procedures 1 and 2 on p, 16.

1. jade (verb) 14. thought

2. loose 15. if

3. miss 16. give

4. sea 17. stereo

5. servile 18. none

6. nature 19. period

7. drag 20. gusto

3, shrimp 21. miracle

9. those 22. doe

10. here 23. dodo

11. steel 24. dolphin

12. hang 25. stick

13. when
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EXERCISE 6,

Examine the ME or OE spellings and then give the modern English
spellings of the following words. Describe the rnorphophonic changes
that have occurred.

1. nav.f0 < ME knif
2, ce,n,s.r. < N E< OE an(d)swarti
3, set,o,l,k, < 1>1e stalken
4. ri,07, < liE knDwen

< ME < OE p.,rjalt
f,m,s0n,.< M fastnen

7, ME killed
( ME < OE cnafa

9. ta.s.l. < ME justele (?)
10. ,out. < ME thOht
11. n.iy. < ME OE env
12 m,ay.t0 < ME OE ainte
13, (f,ow. < ME thil the relat.dd OE word thah

.

14. rn.ay,t0 < ME < OE rdite
15, n,c1, < ME knellen

EXERCISE 7.

Re-work the exercise on pagbp 46, - 47 of Unit VII Morphemics.. .

This exercise concerns words of Romance origin (Latin and Norman French).

EXERCISE 8.

Supply a derived fo.rm of each of the following in which the underlined
vowel is under stronger stress,

parent preparation ad tho r,

rhaoric f 4 cil e 'vital
,

barbar.sm s4crecy prciphet

d fp ioma t slmlia _ instrument

cdnfidence pot 6riti al apprdpriate

r61ati ve analysi s ,
influence



UNIT NINE

SUTAX: The Structure of English Sentences

9.1. Introduction. The study of syntax will provide you with a new

experience in this course, even though it will concern itself with the

areas of traditional English study with which you.are.familiar. Ewe: since

you began studying English grammar, probably around the sixth.grade, you

have been learning about English parts of speech, phrases2 clauses and

sentences. We will now turn our attention to these: with one difference.

We will look at them in terms of the new framework that we have been

building. We will use the information learned in the study of the sounds

of English and in tKe study of segmentation af English words. This does

not-entitle-you to forget all you previously learned about EngliSil

grammar; on the contrary, the more you remember, the more easily you will.

progress. We will, huwever, redefine some things and add sbme new

dimensions. The chief problem in traditional grammar is that it ignored

some of the preliminary; but essential, information. you haVe now studied.

Traditional grammatical ana:ysis was based on Latin. Let us illustrate

thist

In the simple English sentence, John hit Bill, the- gbbject and the

object a.re determined by the word arrangement in the sentence. There is

no other clue, other than the word arrangement, to indicate whè did the

hitting and who was hit.. By contrast, the situation in Latin is such

that the word order is of Considerably less signiftcance. In this par-

ticular sentence the noun which is the subject would be inflected with

an us ending and the noun which is the object would be inflected with an

um ending. If you will forgive our writing half English and half Latin,

we would have something like this: Johnus hit Billum. It would be per .

fectly permissible to say, in Latin, Billum hit Johnus and the essential

meaning of the_sentence would stir be the same, though'it'would be a

style _distinction. We would still know that'John is dding the hitting,

by the .us inflection, and that Bill was getting hit, by the um inflectiono

We cou1 0 even have such a word .arrangement as Hit Billum.johnus, and

the sentence would still basically mean the same. Languages highly

inflected), with ..many types of word endings, such as Latin or mai:Wm

Russian, attach relatively small significance to 'word order. Lahguages

like English, having lost most of their inflectional endings, use word

order as an important grammatical device. 'Modern Chineie is even less'

inflected than English, and therefore, as we would expect, word order

is highly important in Chinese grammar.

For these reasons English grammar, when it is forced into a Latin

pattern, doesn't always work very well. Some of the kinds of cases in

the nouns and .adjectiyes that are easily distinguishable-in Latin, by

their inflection, simply do not exist in English. Instead, we have
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. .

the highly pmScribed'Word order system that would be equally Confusing

to :a'speaker. o'a lnguage not adcustómed to.this as a grammatical.

deVice.. For inSt'e.nce,'the sentence, All the ten old grey stonelouses,

illustrates a word order thae -could not be changed Without a distortion

of meaning, unldsS it was said with an uflusual intonation.

Foreign language teachers often complai.n that if students really

knem Ezglish gramiliar, their job of teaoliinethe *grammar of.another

Idnguage would be much simpler.. That is not an accurate observdtion.:

These teacherS are merely:displaying.their maivet6 concrning linguistic

struc:tures...-
.

.
One aspect of traditional grammar needs to be 'separated from what. we-

WM be doing here. We are, not.gotrieg to be,concerned with 2144r usage

in thLs unit W wIlI fitst lay the ground work forltrying tb. understand

English syntatc.' Later,.in the next unit, we will cohSider what are usually

regaided as poper or.improper"conStructions in the lariguag'e.
r

ye wiLl begin by noting how the intonation features of English bind

basic expressions. We will then examine the different kinds of lexical

items in English, and see how'lle can Classify them. We will see.how our

kind.of morphemic' segmentation may. Im0. us in labeling parts of,speech

with_great'acoUracY. And We will eXamine hov words form in phrases,
,

.

phrases in clauses, and.cl6uses in gentences.. When you hare finished

,with this uhft7, You will be a6le to say tith-pride in.the achievement--

that ypu knoW more about your language functions, on all levels from :

phonolOgy through syntax,than...m. Class, anywhere. If,this statement

seeMs too graarlinse toiod; discuss it with.your teach.er. You have:

been part of 'ari experipent,.never attemp.ted before this year, teaching

newly discover6d about.language:tostudents. Congratulations

on your.efforts and your acquired knoWledg6.

.

9.2. Sy_21:_ap_ti_c" P.arts of-Syeeoh.. In Unit VII, we were concerned

with identifying par1s-6f speech solely 'through the presence of certain

morphemic segments. We now muSt Ldd another dimension to the analysis ,

of parts of speech. ,There are fbr insthnce, cprtain.parts.of speech

that cannot:be idedtified by,:the-presenc of any segment. '4Mond these.
. _

are prepositions'arld cOnjunctions: By exAmining_the posdibilitY' 'of other
,

kinds of cluesp.we crnldind y of distinguishing these two parts of

speech, which,would hbve been classified as x, unclassified, In morphemics.

One of the distinguishing criteria for these two classes is that preposi-

tions go into binary phrase with the objective case of pronouns while

conjunctions go into phrase with the nominative case. As examples:

He threw the ball at him. John and I are going. He gave the books to

them.

There is the complication that within a prepositional phrase, the

objective case could occur with a conjunction, as in: He threw the ball

at John and me. We have a further distinguishing clue in that preposi-

tions will not have more than tertiary stress whereas conjunctions will

et- -,
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most frequently have secondary. In fact manY conjunctions willrnever, have

less than secondary stress, though some very commonly used.ones: Will

-appear-uhder tertiary, s in:

2.16hn 'it I are
3g6ing 1

:LI

There are many other reasons,why syntactical relations are involved
in a classification of parts of speech.' The first:of these is that the

At .Z ahd NiZi'inflections are completely homophonous, If we take the/

wdrd walks in isolation, we cannot determine whether it means the plural
of walk, or whether it means the third person singular inflection of the

verb, as in He walks. 'We must decermine the syntactic environment before

- we can establish which of these forms is intended.

Ige will also find that: even in the case of words that are already
inflected for one part of speech,-,they may take a further inflection,

changing their part of speech, or_ they ga_dometimes be used: autastisauy,
as another part of speech.

Let us examine some occurrences of this phenomenon: calm would

normally be consideree !zo possess the 143 suffix designating the participle

form of the verb Yet.this can take'the pluralizing suffix, transforming
this into a noun, as in the sentence, His comings and Foinps were carefully
noted. In caseS like this, the last inflection 'to be added would be the

final determiner of the part of speech.

At this point of our discussione should consider parts of speech
from an entirely different'perspective, that of syntactic relationships
rather than of their morphemic segmental. components, We will find that the

ultimate determiner of a part of speech be whcre it appear's in a

sentence. For instance, one group of teenazers came up with the expression

"He's a real was.' Even ,though.there is no inflectional or,segmental

machinery which turns the normal verbal,paradigm of was froida verb to a

noun, we'immediately know, from its position in the sentence that, in this

instance ? it is beilig used as a nominal. And we !mow, enough of the

semantic connotations of was to gct a .strikingly clear.picture of the

meaning being expresscd by this statement :. even if we hear:it for the

first time,

93Bary At this level of grammatical analysis, then,

instead.of looking at the parts of a word, we 773.11 bc examining the possibre

combinations of words into binary phrases. You 7i11 recall in our dis-

cussion of superfixes that in Englisheverythin& is joined together by

twos. 4',s we examine tho.composition of binary phrases, we find ultipately

that everything is put together in this way. For instance; we have'the

single-word utterance
2
1217. #;

put it undera superfix of
would. then'call this a binary

if we want to add another word to it, we woul

+ ' and come up with good
A

+ b6y #. We

_shape and enclose it in brackets, on this
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,
leVel of syntaX. (

2
gd

3
bd + boy

1
0 If ue /wanted to add still another word

to this phrase, it would be done thrpugh an .9.panded binary...2hrase, under
the superfix ,v/s + ' In other words, the.already =isting binary phrase
would now be considered as a singio item and its entirety would be repre-
sented by the /1 stress, and the new word in the phrase would come under
'the tertiary 0 stress. This is the way to symbolize the expanded binary

phrases. E
2
the ':+ (

2
gdbd +

3
b6y

1
0] Through such a symbolization as

this oneye are able to show the binary nature of English composition and
the necesSity of always joining words into phrases.by twos.. Once me have
joined two words into a single binary phrase, we consider that'as a unit
and join the new word of the expanded binary phrase to the already com-
pleted binary phrase.

Ihe basic- composition of English
phrases is the BINARY PHRASE. :lords

are always joined by twos under a
superfix. Once this has becOme a
single unit, other words can be
joined.'co..itin an expanded binary
phrase unddr another supsrfix:
This expanded binciry phrase can then .

become a single unit and again joined,
under a superfix,. into a still larger
expanded binary 'phrase. The way that
these phrases are held together is
through the superfi% pattern. A
binary phrase will extcnd up to a-

,
major juncture (1, or #),'

17or the sake of understanding how 'binary composition work's,:let us look

at a few mote dxamples*, The sentence
2
He + wa's + rUnnIng # would be ana-

3 1 ,

lyzed in'the following way:

We always start at the finite verb and proceed to.the4ght°to'the
sinile bar or major juncture. A fLnite verb is a morpftemically Marked
v(D or /1.3 .form. In phrases, not having,?, finite verb, we staft'vith

the priiary strdss and proceed the right, as far as Possible,- and then
include the materiar to tILe left. In thi.s case we Would find the word

1
running under the word superfix of -4 the binary phrase (

3
rUnn-ini3

Was ould then be joined to this under the superfix + to yield

[was' ' (3runn-ing # ).1 He would be joined to thib expanded binary phrase
- 1

under the superfix of ,/ yielding --4-( He . + [was*'+'Crunnng10]1.



In Making this first level analysis of syntax, we woilld first trann

scribe all utterances with the suprasegmentals: Normally, we use regular

orthography rather than phonemic transcription; for the'sake of saving

time. In some instances and for some purposes, however, we transcribe

phonemically to show the exact phonological composition of an utterance.

It is required for Work of great accuracy.

Let us take the simple Englfsh sentence, "He went home." First

transcribe the sentence with the suprasegmentals, either the way'someone

has actUally said it, or the most likely way that we would expect it to

be said, based on our knowledge of English patterns.

He + went + home #

v n

Immediately below each word ue list its moraemic part of speech,that

is, its classification based on the information derived from sezILtationnet.

In doing these exercises tó this point, we have been making phonolosica/.

and mortelogica1 analysis, but we have not yet entered the level of syntax.

Below such a level'as that .3iven above, we would make our first lerel'

anakula of saltaa, based on the binary phrases, and their'expansions,

that we have been discussing; and we shall now re.classify, where necessary,

the parts of.Speech according to their syntactic use. In the oase of this

first example, no reclassification of parts of speech will be necessai.y.

In giving a formulaic statement of the binary coMposition, we will present

the superfixes and the syntactic parts of speech, dropping our cohsidera.

tion of pitch and juncture for the time being. We could now add this new

dimension to our previous eicample. SyntactiC parts of speech 7111 be

written id capitals tD_ contrast with morphemic parts of speech::

2He + 116nt + 3h6mel. #

.P

1st line of syntax [P + ' (V 4 N)]

2 , 3 , t
Other examples: He hit -

1st line of syntax [P
p)]

.3.(511n + + 3B1111#

[14 A + (V"+'14)]

The examples that we have Seen here have been deliberately selected

instances of a lack of change, as far as parts of speech are concerned,
between the level of morphemics and the level of syntax, in order to be

able to illustrate the first line of syntax without confusion. We must

now turn our attention to situations where the part of speech of a word

will undergo a transformation between the level of morphemics and the

level of syntax.
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You must remember that when you are responding.to a.statement, as a
naive speaker, you arc responding to all of the glues present, the:Thono-
logicl, the morphological, and the syntactic; and you further know which
outranks or takes precedence over a different kind of clue. This may all
seem very complicated to you, but you do respond to it, quite naturally
and unconsciously. We may make the. analogy, again, with biology. we
do not all understand the circulation of blood in the human body; but
if something goes wrong, we all become ill, whether we understand the
principles of blood circulation or not. Likewise, though this analysi.
of English may seem complicated, it is the knowledge that anyone would.
,need if.he seeks to understand how our,language works.

Lle will now concentrate our attention on examining the classification
of parts of...slieech on the basis of what they can go intoa syntactic binary
phrase with, or th.eir use hs a part of f.,1 sentence,

9.4. Nominals, .T.n addition to the other clues that we.have studied
for the identification of morphemic nouns, we will find that they very
frequently go into binay phrase immediately following a demonstrati've,
.; defined morphemically,:such as the, this, that, those, dr following

the indefinite article'a, ExaMples are:,
2 -.2 1 2 2 . 1 '2 2 1

( th'e +-.bdok ) ( thls + h4t #) ( that + ddor if)
2 2 1 2 2 1

( those + m6n ) ( '.1 + My 0:

In the context of a syntactic frame, then, we may say that words.
which go into binary phrase with and.following a demonstrative or in-'
definite article are syntactic nominals. In the case of the examples
given above we would have recognized the words used as nouns by morphemic
segments, but now we find that theY oie also used, syntactically, as nouns.
Thisls not nddessarily true in all cases, 'For instance, let us take a
coined sentence like "he's a was", 1..las is a regularly inflected,.therefore
morphemically marked, verb, Normally it functions as a várb.A. . syntactically
but in this case we find that the verb in that sentence is isrand that was
is used nominally; therefore, it,becomes a-syntactie,nominal. How can
we say this? It occupies the position in-the sentence of a nomimal, and

. ,

ta
..

it isAn'binary phrase following the; indefiniteart.i;ple.a: (2 2w4s1#)
.,

So what we automatically sns.0 about the use of waS in ads sentence,:
without:analysi's, is borne out through analysis'. '14e 'are'taking a wcl.1 .

marked'Verb, Morphemically, and using it as a nominal; syntactically,...111
Gerunds are the participle form of verbs used syntactically as

nominals. For instance, swimming is the normal A form of the verb; the
v6I morphemically marks it as a verb, But we use it syntactically in the
normal nominal position, preceding a verb, as in the sentence, "Swimming
is fun," Viewed this way, a gerund need not be a mystery, It is an
example of what we previously called a syntactic transformation - that is,
using a part of speech marked as one thing morphemically, syntactically es
something else,



As Ou have seen, to inaintain the separation of the morphemic and
syntactic levels, we will label morphemic parts of speech in the'normal
way, i.e, nouns, verbs, etc;, and syntactic parts of speech as nominals,
verbals, ete.

There aie also frequent examples of adjectives, morphemically, used
as adverbiali, syntactically. The word faster would be morphemically
identified as ar:adjective bacause of the presence of the comparative
degree of the adjuctival inflection; however, in the sentence "John runs
faster than Bill", it is identified as an adverbial because it appears

in thc normal adverbial position, that is, following the verb. The syn-
tactic classification takes precedence over the morphemic one.

One nE the clues for identifying 1

syntactac nominais is that they
will appear in.binary phrase
following demonstratives or the
indefinite article.

Neminals may also follow the possessive case of the pronoun in a
binary phrase as in (h6r +.4026), (his +1140, (thbir + costs), (rn + car),
(obr + hodse),

The principal constituents of sentences will be discussed in greater
detail later, but they must receive some consideration hee in considera-
tion of the ultimate classification of 1;arts of speech syntactically.

Neminals are used syntactically as subjects of sentences (Desks are
made of wood), (The boys went to the game); as complements (.1: saw the
store), (He hit thc ball); or as objects of prepositions (I was disappointed
in the story), (lRe was by a truck). Notice that many of the other
clues that we gave you for identifying nominals syntactically also
operate in these Aamplcs, All languages are redundant; that is, thby
repeat the message they want to give you several different ways. Notice
that in our example of the unusual usage, "ne's a was", we had the
syntacti:6 clue that was was being used as a nominal because it was in
binary phrase follbwing che indefinite article a and we also see that it
occupies the -complement position in the sentence. This is an example of
linguistic redundancy.

9.5. Verbals. A syntactic clue for the identification of verbals

is that they wfli go into a binary phrase rollowing an auxiliary, such
as dan, may, might, would 'should was is and a rather limiLed number of
words. Examples are:

He- ( ea'n g6) 0 inL.y (mAy + wS1k).f She (might + tAlk).

John (wbuld + flght). Harry (should + stddD. The boys (wbre +
-rdnnIng).
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Mary (w'as sWing). HQ. (Is + wrstling). They (hAd + drfvZ:n)

Again we find the process of transformation operating. We normally__

think of the name of the automobile, Thunderbird, as a noun. yet the

advertisers are deliberately promoting its use as a verbal, 'in such con-

structions as "mould you like to Thunderbird?" or "A new activity --
to Thunderbird." It has now became a verb, as well as a noun, and it will
take the verbal ,/13 inflection, ns in thunderbirding. Thu advertisers
continue to capitalize the word, even when it is used as a verbal;
however, this does not follow our normal.patterns. If they want to
introduce its use as a verb, dacn they should be satisfied with the
advertising effect thus achieved and should not.capitalize it.

With the few exceptions that we have noted, that is, the gerund
construction, the infinitive form of the verb, and a few very special uses
as in the example "he's a was",..verbs will most'o5teri romain as verbals
syntactically, if we have found that they are identified as verbs
morphemically.

9.6. Adiectivals. . These have been thought of traditionally in terms
of their sanantic function of "modification"; however, it will be more to
our point to discuss their structural analysis. Again, what we most often
expect to find is that words identified as adjectives morphemically by
the presence of such postbas6i as ./ful or the comparatiye or superlative
inflections (/r or ,/ist) will become syntactic adjectivals. '40 have '7

already mentioned the frequent exception that the comParative and super-
lative may became syntactic adverbials in such sentences as "John ran
faster than Jim" or "Bill ran the fastest of them n11. In these instances
we see that the adverbial syntnctic position, following the verb, overrides
the morphcmio adjective designation.

We find that in binary phrases adjectives are frequently found
2 3 1 2

prcceding'n noun, as in WS , tall + bdy # (Aj " + eli) or Thll +

1 2 2 1

black ' cAr 1 strUck Lbg hOle t (Aj " 10 (applying to hoth.black
cal an, big hole). We also find, syntactically, that adjectives sometimes

imediately follow a verb and form their own principal constituent of a

sentence, as in "She is beautiful" and "The 'Coat was gorgeous". In this
case the principal constituent is called an adjunct. These will be
discussed in further detail later, Hero we are d_pendent on the morphemic
identification of the adjective. Adjectivals in this position follow only
certain kinds of verbs hich have traditionally been labelled linkdng verbs.
This conStruction deserves considerable attention bemuse some people
incorreetly place only adverbs following a verb. There arc these kinds of
verbs, such as the forms of be, seems, looks, grew, tasted, smells, appeared,
and a few others, which are designated as linking verbs and which can take
an adjective as a principal constituent following them. Some people will
say that something tasted well, inst d of the generally preferred tasted



good, when they misunderstand this construction. These same verbs will

take the nominative, in such sentences as That is ho although in normal
speech we often hear it used with the objective case (That's him). To

use a semantic criterion for a moment, we can say that ,in these construction

the noun or pronoun following the verb will have thc same semanti reference

as does Ulu noun or pronoun that is the subject. Examples: John is the man

He is our doctor. Harold Smith is n physicist. He's the one. Thu car is
a Ford.

9.7. Adverbials. These derive from morphemically marked adverbs and
from words that had been impossiblL tn classify morphemi2ally because of
the absence of key morphemic segments, In th example al-_-eady cited, the

comparative and superlative degrees of the acriective, they can also derive
from morphemically marked adjectives. 9c can recognize them on the level
of syntax through the fact that they will be found in binary phrase either

2

preceding or following a verb. In the sentence hb. + siAdom + rAn +
3 1

qufck1.57 we have two adverbials in phrase with the verbal. (ran " '

quickly) and [seldom " + ' (ran " + quickly)]. These aro the two.main
positions that an adverbial may occupyvin- a sentence. Wo:may, however, ,

have as manj'as. two adverbs preceding the verb ond three adverbs following
the verb; as in: He' very seldom ran too quickly up the hill. Of course
the prepositiona ply.-ase up the hill occupies the, syntactic slot that could
be 'filled by a siu,lc adverbial'.

Again we can define adverbials
by their syntactic positions.
rather than through ssemanti c

'reference.

9.8.. Other Syntactic Parts o.f SAeech., .Orgnouns, morphemically marked,
became pir-cindminals in syntax. Demonstratives liecome demonstrivals, rela.
tives become relativals, negatives become negativals and positives,
positivals. Of course conjunctions And prepositions (gal ly conjunctivals
and prepositibnals) arc lp.belled onl'y on the lev of7syntax because, we had
to consider' them unclassified on the level Of morphemics an'dcoard 'offly
classify them throUgh syntactic pri turi a ; that. is, that .conjunctions go into
binary phrase with the nominative case of .pronouns and prep-ositionals
with the objective case.

EXERCISE I

Complete a first line syntactic analysis for each of the following
sentences:

2 3

1. JOhn + lemt + h6me,4.-

n
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2 3 2 1

2. Ht + hit + hArd 4.

P v aj .

2. 2 9 2 2 2 2 2 2

3. Ht + wLt 1 CO + tht + st6re # And + b6ught + '6 + 16af 1

1

P v x cf n x v x n

2 3 1

of + bre3ad

2
0

3 1'

4. Tht. + bays + And + erls + d4nced.4k

cE n

2 3 1

5. + swetut + salcsmlin

aj n n

c

9.9. On the second level of sYntax, we become primarily concerned

with the relationships.betwcen and within the binary phrases. There is a
finite list of possible relations and we shalT study each of them and
develop a symbolization. This aspect of cyntax will be written as the
second line of syritax and will be symbolized immediately below the analysis
of the binary phrases presented on the first line,

9.10. Pre-verbals. The first 1:elationship that we will list is a
pre-verbal. It is symbolized by a triqrcic with a small flag on top
pointing toward the material that it is in phrase with. A** in example
of this relationship would be found in the sentence
In this case, then, we have a morphemically marked adverb appearing in a
pres-verbal position. It could, and frequently does, appear in a post
verbal position, from which its traditional name, adverb,-is p.bviodsry

. .

9,11, Pre-adjunctuals, 'We could also 'have a sentence such 'as He
zery.....___druns. In this case, we have a morphemically unclassified
word, very, in phrase With a morphemic adverb, This relationship would
be classified as pre-adjunctual because we will find that suph a rela-
tionship may be found in front of both adjective and adverbs,. It is
symbolized by a large dot with a flag pointed toward-the higher ranking

word that it is in phraqe with o- An example of its occurrence pre-
ceding an adjective wot..d be She2s a very retty girl.

The pre-verbal relationship is
material morphemically ranked below
the verb, noun, or pronoun in phrase
in front of a verb. The pre-adjkinctual ,

relationship consists of material
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ranked below the noun, verb, or pronoun,

in front of an adverb or adjective.

-,9.12. Pre-nominals. The next relationship.that we will examine is

that of material preceding a noun. We-will term this relationship

pre-nominal and it will'be symbolized by a circle with ,6 flag pointing

toward'the higli.:ranking word:

In the case of two nouns in the rou, one of th'e nouns may be trans.,

formed into an adjectival. 7or instance, mahogany,and desk are both well

marked morphemic nouns, but in the p1!ras3 ThAt's eih6Ontddsk# the

secand noun in the row receives the primary stress, This determines that

the other noun, the one without the primary stress, will be transformed

syntactically into an adjectival. In the case of two nouns in a row where

the primary stress falls on the first in the series of two nouns, it be-

comes a compound noun as in sail÷bbat, bord+ 17ol1c, ice+crtaam,

etc, But if the primary, falls on the second nwn, the first is trans-

formed into an adjectival.

The relationship of the lessor -

ranked material is always defined

in terms of the higher morphemically

ranked material.

9.13. Ante-verbals. These int..32:212A.-Asal relationships we-shall call

immediate constituents, but we shall also have :t.o examine-the-relationship

, 2 - 1

between phrases. If wc examine two very simple sentences, ran +- rAn

3 1

and H + rAn we can get out the next kind of relationship, th9 .ante-

verbal. This is distinguished from the p2.2.al relationship in that the

material preceding the verb must be of nominal or aroaominal rank-.

The ante-verbal :relationship consists

of nominal or pronominal material in
phrase in front of a finite verb. This

relationship is symbolized by 0.

9.14. Post-verbdls. Clasely related to this we may examine simple

2 3 1 2 1

utterances such as -Mt Bill #," Hit + him ,/, , Here we have nominal

or pronominal material following a verb, in this case not a finite form of

the verb, but the name form. This relationship will be called a post-verbal.

Please notice the contrast with the adverbal. It will be symboliiild by 8.

If you .use a morphemid dembnstrative;-such as that, In Such a relationship,

2 3 "z. .

as in Gtt 4. that g, we have a syntactic transformation of a demonstrative

into a pronominal because only a nominal or pronominal.can enter_into this

rel4ionship.
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9.15. Inverted Ante-verbals. Let us now examine a simple utterance

2 3

such as ales 4- ht Applying the criteria that wc have thus far examined,

we would be tempted to say that the relationship seems to be a post-verbal

one, pronominal following a yell-marked finite verb. But there is one

difference here. Normally we would expect to find the objective case of

the pronoun following a verb, but here we have the nominative case. This

different relationship we will then term the inverted ante-verbal and

symbolize it.with m Ve may also have a noun in this relationship in

2 2 3

such an example as Old TOM' p

Let us now look at a longe'r utterance:

EXAMPLE:

4.
The boys and.girls seldom ran faster than I.

Morphemic analysis

The rdemon4rative cE
boys - noun .

and - unclasSified
girls - noun Z
seldom - unclassified
ran - verb dl .

faster - adjective r sub-base
than - demonstrative

- pronoun - part Of the paradigm

syntactic.analysis

The - demonstrival
boys - nominal.
and"- conjunctual - will go in phrase wi.11 nom, case of pronoun

girls - nominaL
seldom - adverbi:Al in phrase in.front cf a-verb
ran » verbal --

faster - transformed to an adverbial becauSe it is in phrase after a

finite verb.

than - transformed to7a conjunctual in phrae before nominative
case of pronoun,

- pronominal

9.16. Levels of Language Analysis. One of the difficulties in the

way that syngtax has been traditionally approached is the lack of distinction
in what All stientists, in all fields, call levels. A medical scientist

cannot simply study the subject of blood; there are several different .

aspects or levels in his stU.dy of blood, He might, for instance, be con»
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cerned with the chemical composition of blood; or he might be concerned with

the proportion of white blood cells to red blood cells; he might be inter..

ested in the analysis of foreign bodies, such as viruses, in the blood;

he might be interesLed in the circulatory efficiency of the blood; or the

degree of pressure on the walls of the blood vessels, or any one of a con..

siderable number of other aspects. In each instance the hemotologist

or blood scientist approaches the study of blood from a different level.

In the same manner, the language scientist must study his subject matter

from different levels or aspects. That is why we must take the analysis

of syntax through different levels, namely, three. We will, however,

after showing you what goes on in each of these levels of.aptax, reduce

the formulaic writing of sentences or utteranCes to two lines. This will

at least save you some learning of symbology. The value of learning to

write formulas for sentences is that it will give you and yogr teacher

a shorthand for discussing the structure of your writing and will mable

you to communicate about problems of improvement of writing more efficiently

and effectively.

In the preceding section of this unit, you were given some introduction

to the writing of the first line, or first level of analysis, of syntax.'

Let us look at these further.

.
This is the level of the binary phrase and the expanded binary phrase.

English puts things together in twos. Then two words have been joined,

they axe then considered as a unit, and the third word to be added is

still joined as a sing16 unit to the expanded unit'. Adjectives and articles

have leen talked about traditionally in terms of modification, but in a

simplephrase, such as The old man does the modify only man? Let us take

thiS simple phraie, which couldsbe a complete utterance', through the first

level of syntactfc analysis. "Who went with you?" "The old man.".

2 3 1

ThA + Oldi+ mdn #

Normally, we would start our analysis at the finite verb; as there is

no finite verb in.this utterance, we apply our second rule and start at

the primary stress and go to the right. As the primary stress has nothing

between,it arid the terminating juncture, we must go to the left. We would

then state the operation as follows: m4n & (combined with) 61d (all words

in isolation, remember, have a primary stress) and (operated on) 0 by thb'

superfix.,/ ^ + ---) (yields) (Old + mdn). Taking this now as an expanded

single unit (8,-d + m4n) & th6 ' ' ' (old + man)] as an

expanded binary f)hrase. It is edsy to see that whatever the does, call it

modification or what you will, it'doesj.t to the whole phrase old man, not

just to man alone..

Here are further examples of first line analySes, remember that the

part of speech immediately under the word is arrived at through morphemic

analysis and is symbolized in small letters; the capitalized symboll.zation
represents its syntactic part of speech, which may. oral:m.221 include a

transformation from one level to the other.
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2 0
J 1 2 1

John + hit + Bill 5P,, "rib + hit im f
n v n P v ' P

ENA-,-*(VA+'N)7 EV% + ' or'+`-p)]

2 2 7 2 9 2 3 1

Tht + tAll + b6y I kicked 1 N + smAll + deig ?It'

d adj . n v ar adj n
[D' + ' (Aj " + 'N)] (V). EA- + (Aj " + 14)j

2 2 2 2 2 2 2 3 1

Th6 + Old + pdistmn. 1 sndom + rdns 1 vL,ry + fAst
Cf aj n 41 V aj

(.0 + [AjA (o".isN)]) (X")/A,v" ( "IDA jn +

-A> this means that a syntactic transformation 'from one part
of speech to another ds takin3

9.17. Second Level of Syntactic Analysis. Having done the first level
analysis as indicated, of the binary phrases ad their expansions, we will
now apply the criteria we hnve.been. deve1opi4 for an analysis of the
relationships within the binary phrases, the intra- or immediate con-
stituents and the relationship between the phrases.

Starting at the flnite.verb, runs, we find a morphemically unelassi-.
fied uord which becomes transformed into an adverb in front of it,and by
our criteri this becomes a pre-verbal, i In the laSt binary phrase,
we have x, unclassified material, which becomeS transformed into an
adjunct, in front of an adjective which becomes transformed into an adverb,
and thus is in pre-adverbal relationship, o- In the first phrase, we
have a mo9hemically marked adjective in front of two nouns. Because the
first noun has the primary stress, this is considered a compound noun and
will function syntactically as a single nominal, The adjective old is in
pronominal relationship to this nominal. The demonstrative is also in
pronominal relationship to the phrase, old postman.

Now let us look at the relatioqghip between the throe binary phrases.
Again, we start with the highest ranking, the verbal, and define the
relationship of the others to this,' .As the phrase following the verbal
has an ,adverb as its highest ranking mmber, it is an adverbal and is in
adverbial, A, relationship, The preceding ph-A-se contains a nominal, is
a mminal,phrase, and is therefore in ante-verbal relationship. We
would write our secondline formula for this sentence as follows:

(cr*
[O.

( )]) ( ) (cr 0)

A complete first and second line analysis of this statement would be
as follows:
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2 2 2 2 2 2 2 3 1

Tht + 81d + pOstman 1 stldom + rdns I vtry + fast #

cf aj n n x v x aj

( + [11j" + #(N 'N) .1) AvA + 'V) (x A jn' +

cr. [ C ) 3 ) ( LS' ) C.

EXERCISE II

Do a first and second line analysis of the following sentences:
2 2 2 2 2 2 3 2 1 1

.1) Tht gdbd b6ys 1 rtally wdrked I quite efffcitnt* #

cE aj n' av v x av

2 2 3 1

2) Ht was geod bdy
p v x aj n

2 2 2 2 1

' Oar fdreman I became tht sdp'6rv165r #

v cf

9.18. gracipol Constituents. An important distinction to keep in mind

at this level of syntax is tha difference between immediate constituents and

principal constituents. Immediate constituents, you will remember from

prior discussions, are'concerned with intra. phrasal relationships. The

principal constituents, we will find, are the major parts of a sentence

and they are made up) in simplest.form) of single words but more frequently

they'are made up of binary phrases"or expanded binary phl..-sos. Most usually,.

then, our analysis of principal constituents will involve 1nter.phrass1

relationships.

You will not need to concern yourself with memorizing the.symbology

of the second and third level of syntax. These twolines were presented

to you for analytical reasons so that you could Understand the basis on

uhich linguists make their particular kind of ana.lysis. After'ydu.have

been presented this theoretical lurtification for the analysis, we-will

simplify the second and third line into a single line which can be'usud

quite simply as,an aid in instruction in composition. You will be able

to take this formula and analyze Most of your sentences. If you have aw

awkward sentence in a composition, your teacher can show you Vhat i"P

wrong with it araa5maz and how you might be able to improve. However, .*

the greatest.aid that.can come to your composition efforts is to simply

make you more aware'Of how a language functions. We might make a comparison

between writi-ng.iMprevement and learning to swim better. A competent

swimming coach mitshtsgiVe you all.sprts of background information about
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swimming styles nnd techniques; ways to avoid fatigue; how best to condition

yourself, etc but no matter how veil you maser these theoretical aspects

of swimming, you could expect great improverJent in your swimming skill

without a great deal of directed practice. You would have to personally

applywhat you have learned and it would certainly aid you to have your
coach watch you and help you in applyin,,, the n(ral theoretical information

he has given you. The same seems to be good advice ifor writing. As you knot

more about the structure of :..anz;uage on all levels, you should have a

theoretical understanding of why a particular phrase is efficient and

effective and why anor ono is varguc: ineffective or awkwardt But this

knowledge alone wIll not ins;ure your r.bility to improve your written
communication. You must practice: uith eons:clews effort on your part, what

you have learned, In the ult!,mate sense r. then, how much .benefit you will

derive from this study will Jepend '.t1 large :leasure on you alone.

In illustratin; the four principal constituents of English sentences
we will begin with very simple examples, -lost:frequently where each con-

stituent is composed of a single word, though Tfou must remember that most

usually the constituents will be made up of phrases, rather than single
words.

1st Line

2nd LiTie

3rd Line-

'2
Jan + hits + 3B1114

[N"+' (V"+'N)]

y.]

N Vz N
2. c

This is probably thd most common 'syntactical pattern in English. TO

r..Wew our analysis up'to the third levell, we would start with our morphemic

. parts of speech,,then on che first line of syntax we woule show the binary
composition-(phonologicfAly) and oli the second line Le would show the lntra-

phrasal construction; tnat is Bill is postverbal to hits because it is
nominal or pronom1n3l2ateria1 i,in phrase folioring n verb and John is in
anteverbal relationShill'to (hits + Bill) because it is nominal or pro-

nominal material in phraSe in,front of a verb,. As you have observed

the verb:is the central- structural point of .Fnclish syntax. We first sau

indications of its gre4Cs.ignifIcanee in English syntax at'the level of

morpheniics where we found that it had the greatest amount of inflectional

functioning ffaohinery ,

We.-wiliAlave to devise.new,terminology for the third levelAn ordei .**

to maintain ibs AistinetiOn'frbm the precedinc levels. Our "Aird tine

an41ysis for thio sentence wodld consist.of M (nominoid)-,wiiibh Is derlved

from its krntactical classineation and it serves as a (subjebt) because

ofthe anteverbal. relationshipl As yoU Can see, in the th1d fine-of :

syntax, we summarize all the preceding-information in-order-to 'arrive at



the princilvq constituents. The yz (vorboid) is also derived from its

syntactical classification snd we inaude the small ''z" after the verb to

indicate that it is the J7., form of the verb. In this sentence we find

that the verboid is fulfilling its normal syntactic function of (predi-
P.

cator).. Bill, Z(nominoid) ks again derived from its syntactical classifi-

tation and it is nn servin; this time as the (complement) because it is

in bostverbal relationShip_

Before turning to other sentence patterns, let us examim the classifi-

cation of other sentences which follo..7 this formula but which use pthEaes

rather than single words for each of these brincipal constituents.'-

? '3 , 212 3 1

"Tae z-111 + boy i seloom , runs2 212the new + c5r4b

dE adj n x v adj

1st Lino [D' Jr* (Adj"4-'N)] (1Z>Av"+\/) E.10'4- (Adj"4!N)]

2nd Line o- ( o- )] ( ) o- (. o- )]

3rd Line ,i..1,(-7-D.Adj.N)s V(-tiv.Vz)
AJ

D.Ad j .N)
c

P.
(NJ

In this case we find that the septence follows the same basic'formula

as our earlier example that is, it has an (nominoid) as subject, a,ys

(verboid) as predicate, and another .N (nominoid) as complement. Of course,

in this example, each of the constituents.is expanded and is filled by a

phrase rather than a single word. Let -us read the formula so that you

may have further practice in understandipg,tho symbology.

On the first line we transformed an x (unclassified) word into an

adverbial because it uas loss than nominal 'or pronominal material in front

of a verb. On the second level, starting with the verb phrase we classified

the relationship of seldom to aiu .s,preverbal Ls- (lesser ranked than

nominal or pronominal material in front 9f a verb).. In the phrase the

new car we classified the relationship-of nau to 'cJar as pre-nominal o-

(lesser ranked naterial in phrase in front of a nominal) and the relation-

ship of the to new car was alSo o- pronominal for the same reason. The

first phrase in this sentence, die.tali. bov has a similar analysis as the

'phrase the new car. The relationship between the phrase seldom runs and

the neu car Is A post verbal (nominal or pronominal material following a

verb) and the relationship of the tall ya-to seldbm.runs is 0 ante-verbal

(nominal or pronominal material preceding a verb),

On the third him we now have a nominoid 'Alich is not simply composed

of a syntactical nominal but is instead coz;posed of a nominal preceded

by an adjectival ana a demonstrival, both arrcinged to the nominal. The

highest ranked vord in this case the nominal, always has the lesser ranked

material arranged to it. This is all summarized by that part of the third
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The distinction between the direct and indirect object will have to be

made, at this level, as a matter of which precedes the other. Let us

look at this same type of sentence in expanded form.

') 2 2 2 2 2 3 2 2 3

Tht + leiclil Mys I ggve 1 tht + vfsitOrs 1 '5 + so0nd + trodncing. 1

cf adj n v
,
, n x ad.j v

'N (v) (4) 'N) [X> r +4(Ad jA+ .V)N )

[ o- ( o- )] 0 ( ) A ( o- ) A [ o- ( o- )]

N (::D.Adj'N) V N(=D=N) 1 N (-4.I.AdjN)c2, s c

In this example note that trouncing, which is a verb morphcmically

in the Aizi form is transformed on the first line of syntax into a nominal.

Our syntactic criteria for this reclassification are that it is in phrase

following an article and it occupies the complement position in this sen-
tence. These syntactic criteria over-ride the molphemic signals that we
are given. The traditional terminology for this kind of example is.a
gerund. By keeping our analytic levels distinct we can see that this kind

of construction involves different signals on different levels. Anq we can

also see which criteria are the over-riding ones,

On the second level of analysis we see that local is in prenominal
relationship to boys and that the-, is n1so. in pre-nominal relationship to the'

binary phrase isnal_tm. This expanded binary phrase, the local boys,

in anteverbal relationship to gave. The is in Pre-nominal relationship

-J visitors and this binary phrase, the visitorso is in postverbal relation-

ship to gave. Sound is in pre-nominal relationship to trouncing and a is in

pre-nominal relationship to the binary phrase sound trouncing. The whole

expanded .binary phrase, a sound trouncing, is also in postverbal relationship

to verb, Here we "again see the pivotal importance of the verb in the struc-

ture of English sentences. The criteria for these second level analyses
have been previously enumerated and have* not been repeated here.

On the thir,' syntactic level of this example we read the formula as
follows: N (=D.AdjuN)s A nominoid which equals or is composed of a

demonstrival, an' Lljectival and a nominal serving as subject. 4. A vdrboid

serving as 0.yedicator. N D-N)c" A nominold composed of a demonstrival
A-)

WIMP

and a nominal serving as the first complement_ N (=I.Adj.N)c2 A nominoid
MON.

composed of the indefinite article, an adjectival and a nominal serving as

the second complement.

Perhaps the next pattern that we should explore is even a simpler one,

such as The boy runs.
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.,
2 3 1

The bt)y
ct n

' 'v)

[ -0 ( 0 ) 0

D .11) s vz .p

In this sentence we simply have tuo principal constituents, a nominoid

composed of a demonstrival and a nominal as subject and a verboid composed

of a verbal in the N/2,3 form as predicator,

Now let us expand this pattern a little.

2 2 2 2 a

Thtl. shOrt + bc5y 1 seldbm + rdns.#

adj

[-D `4. '(Adj A+ N)11 (X> AvA+ 'V)

[ 0-( 0- ).1 0 ( )

( i.--..D.Ad j3N) AvVz)p:

In this expanded sentence-we still have, the, same two principal con-
stituents but they are now composed of expanded phrases, that isobinary

phrases which make LIP:. :each.of these two,printipal constituents. Note that

on the second line. -arinfysis we have a demonscrival and an a'dject.ival

arranged to the nominal and an adverbial transformed from a morphemic x

word arranged to the verbal, In the third line of the analysis, then, we

still have a ncminoid as subject but it is now composed of a demonstrival

and an adjectival as well as the noun and we have a verboid as predicator

but it is composed of an adverbial as well as a verbal, the total acting

as predicator. Let us expand this same pattern a bit more.

9
2 2 2 2 ,

3

"IV?. + Undsnil + short + 'Ay 1 vri + stldOm + rAns + fast.

av adj n x x v adj

(D [Mr >Adj A (AdjA 'N) (X) A \TA+ '[X >Alt+ °(t7?*+ 'Adj> Ay)))

( [ ( cb- )]) ( [ ( )3) o

N ( .1) .Adj °Ad 'N ) ( rz.M.Av.vzAv)p.
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In this sentence we can observe several interesting phenomena. First

of all, on the second level we see the word fast, which is a morphemi.c
adjective because it can be inflected for faster and fastest'emerging as
an adverbal because it is in adverbial relationship to the verb, We also

see very and seldom, both x words morphemically, transformed into adverbals

because of their pre-verbal arrangement to the verb. Let us now turn to the

first binary expansion and we also see a transformation that may cause
some controversy. Morphemically we label the word unusually as an adverb

because of the presence of the derivational sub-baseTy . But syntactically

we transform it into an adjectival because it is in prenominal relation-

ship, TM's' is in contradiction to the traditional lab,ling of this word
os an adverb through the semantic definition that an adverb modifies

a verb, another adverb, or an adjective.

But we have not been cancerned with semantic definitions of parts of

speech.-- we hav,.in'stead, been concerned with dhe ri,gorous application

of structural criteria: phonological, morphemic, and syntactic, By

these criteria we can find no reasons for calling unusually an adverbial; it

is in pre-nominal relationship and it qualifies the phrase short boy.

In our system, then, we will consider unusually e morphemic adverb, but

when it is in phrase with nominal material it will be transformed into an

adjectival, If it is in phrase with verbal material, then it will be

adverbial, The word very, of course, which is an unmarked word mor-
phemically, would bc transformed into an adverbial, as in the sentence ye
have been analyLing, or into an adjectival, in a phrase such as the very

tall tree, In the preparation uf these materials, a deliberate effort

has been ma4e not tc go against traditional analysis of English except

where absolutely necessary. In this case we must vary from the traditional

because no criteria consistent with this point of view exists to support
the traditional analySis.

We have stated that there would be four types of principal con-

stituents; so far we havc examined three -- subjects, predicators, and

complements. we now turn our attention to the fourth, which shall be

called adjuncts and labelled a .
These are distinguished not only by the

criterion of a particular syntactic relationship but by phonological
restrictions as well. The phonological element is important in all

principal constituentt but it assumes a peculiar significance in regard

to the adjunct,

2 2 2 3 1

John + hit + I hdrd,#

n v n adj

(V"+°N)] (Adj.> Av)

( )3 -6 (

N V N v,
itre
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In examining the formulaic statements about this sentence, observe

that in the first line analysis the morphemic adjective.hatd (because it

is inf.lectable for the comparative degree harder and the superlative

degree hardest) is transformed into an adverbial because it is in adverbal

relationship to the verb hit. It is further set off in its own intonation

pattern through the use of the single bar. When words ranked below a

noun follow a verb within a binary phrast., the relationship is adverbal

tut they do not become a seperate principal constituent; rather, they

are included within the constituent, the predicator, much as pre-nominals

or adnominals are included within the constituent of subject or complement.

If these words arc set off by a /0 or /I1/ juncture, then they serve a

different function, one that has been labelled traditionally a sentence

modifier. Because the purpose of this discussion of syntax is directed

toward an application to composition, not every subtle nuance of.linguistic

structure can be explored in full as it would be in a.linguistic analysis.of

syntax for its own purposes. If ycu should became interested in following

up some of these elusive and fascinating details of language structure, your

scholarly interest would be encouraged and you would find it a rewarding

and fascinating pursuit, as all science is. As stated earlier,,you.are not

asked to memorize the symbology of the second and third line -' syntax as

it has been here presented. Therefore, the examples are few '111: you should

find working them to be an interesting puzzle.

EXERCISE III

Write a third line analysis of the following sentences:

2 .2 2 2 2 2 2 2 1

1) Tht'2 gOod bdys I reall'57 we3rked I Oite 'efficintr57.#

ct adj n av v. av

[D c4 °(A dj"+ j (A "v) (Y. > Ay" ' Ay)

[ c- )] o ( ) (

2 9 2 2 2 2 2 3

2) Tht: -!. fat :- ciciwn 1 cOnttntiall 4. 1.1relssed I th 4- staid 4- rfng -- mase6

cf adj n av v ' cf x n n

C.1) '4- ' (A djA IN)) (A v"4- 'ti)

[ 0- ( 0-- ).1 r3 ( E ) A ( 0-.[ 0 ( )])

''N)))
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2 2 22 3 1

JOhn + ind + lielr'57 j ;Orked + retpldr57.ii
n x n v av

(x )c*+'N)3 0^.)-#A17)

E ( )3 El ( )

*Note. Though the conjunctual relationship was earlier discussed, it was
not exemplified. The 4--)is the symbolization on the second level for two
equally ranked gnits joined by a conjunctual.

9.19. Biverbals, and Prepositional PhrL'es. The biverbal relationship
is one that has great significance in alglish syntax. It is the relation-
ship of two or more verbs joined in a binary phrase, such as the following:

us rdnning . did + wdrk 1l + fdlrow sh'3uld + d'etdimine
v, v V

( r.:-Pv)

( )

(v+#1.r) (v-,..°17)

PrepositiorAal phrases will have to receive special consideration. We

will find that they fill the syntactic positions usually occupied by
adjectives or adverbs; that is, the ...7ho1e p.hrase will fit into ad-neminal
or ad-verbal relationships. This is why consideration of them had to
be reserved ontil other analyses were made. It is for this reason that
they cause speLial problems in writing, that of dangling modifiers, as
they are traditionally known. The prepositional relationship will be
symbolized by V . Compare these two sentences.

2 2 2 2 3 1

Tht + + glAss I wAs + thrhn + he:re.#

(N!+N)3

( )3

^a
N (TIDN'N)s z.v.vAv)

[(r+'Tr+°X>AvIl

0 E( v

.'.:

2 2 2' 2 2 2 2 3 1

Tht + g1tiss 11. Of w4tlir I was + thrdwn I On + tht fldor.#...

cf n x n v..... v x cE n
.

. . .

(4) *[NA1-# (x>v-i.')3) x>p+°(.0%+°m):1

( 0 ( )3) ( ) scz ( 0- )3
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N (---7D.NP.N)5 V (:-.17.17)

*Note. symbolizes adnominal relationship.

k
411106

In the first of these two sentences, there is a subject made up of

two nouns with a demonstrativc ayrange to them, The predicator is made

up of a biverbal phrase with adverbal material arranged to it. In the

second sentence, there is a subject which is the semantic equivalent of

the subject in the first sentence but it is structurally more comple.

It is composed of a noun with a demonstrative arranged to it and a

prepositional phrase (composed of noun following preposition) also

arranged, in adnominal relationship, to_thi same nouni. The predicator

is simply made up of the biverbal phrase and the adverbal material'becomes

a separate constituent because it is set'off a single bar. The

adjunct is made up of adverbal material which composed of a prepositional

a demonstrival and a noun in adverbal relaticdn.,nip td the verb phrase.

One other significant syntactic rela.tionship that.has not been

detailed is the series relationship, It functions similarly to two nouns

joined by a conjunction, as in the following sentences.

2 2 3
2 A
John + and + Bill I fodght.#

n x

EN"+` (x> (v)

( 0- )3 0 ()

2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 3

JcIhn I HArr57 Mike I Bill I And + B6b I foUght.#

4 n x. n. v

( N ( N ) (N ) ( N ) (:z>cA+N) (v )

*Note,

) )G--)( )®( ) )

symbolizes the series relationship.

9.20. SimiAifisd syntactic Formula's. Though the terminology and

symbology of the past few pages may seem hopelessly complex it was

necessarily so because the linguistic system is complex. If you have become

discouraged it might be useful to remind you that the system that you
are now trying .to consciously learn,you have once unpmsciously learned

when you fint learned to speak. By the age of entrance into school, the

general syntactic framework that has been here analyzed is known by all
speakers of the language, though some of the most complex structures are
literary creations and' are not learned until a high degree of literacy is

attained. In the next few pages a simplified version of the second and
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third line of analysis i1l1 be presented

apparent and which should also be useful

The following table lists tile princi

for these purposes,

Verb

-- one which should be self-

for composition analyses.

pal symbology which will be used

Subj ect N

P

inverted subject V1

Biverbal Phrase BV /--

Complement

Pre-nominal' A j --4

Pre-p re-nominal

Ad-nominal Aj

Pre-verbal

.Ad-verbal

Adjunct Aj

The subject is generally composed of syntactic nominal or pronominal

material and will be symbolized by an N or P with an arrow showing that it

Is arranged to the verb. In the case of other material, such as a morphemic

verb which is transformed into a nominal; they will still be represented

by the capital N, as in the following sentence; Swimming..is fun,
...

v

(N) V (4---(Ana
s a

In an inverted subject, the verb precedes the subject but the relation-

ship of the nominal material is not that' of a cor.....221.ement: but that of a

iubjecs, This relationship will be shown in the following way;

Does he?
v pron.

(v)(--(4)
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The backwardA or 9 are used to distinguish this relat mship from the
normal symbology used for the complement.

In cases where there is pore than one verb in a sentence, it will be
marked as a biverbal Phrase, BV.

The boys were running the truck.
cf n v v ct n

( N BV ) ( N )c

The above sentence illustrates the use of the symbology for the
complcment also.

The ore-nominal relationship is symbolized by Aj This is
always syntactic adjectival material, as in the following example:

The tall boy ran.
cE adj n v

(4):5\ Aj N) V
s p

tora

Ad-nowinal material is very similar co pre-nominal material except
that it follows rather than precedes the noun.

The bowl of soup was warm,
cf n p n v adj

(4) N (AD,

Pre-verbal and ad-verbal material can be illustrated in the following
sentence:

The talLboy seldom ran quickly.
cE adj."n. av v av

(-6 -4"Aj 4 10;--XAv

Adjunct material, symbolized by the
is used to symbolize adjectival material
adverbal material, as in the case of the

capital Aj ald the double arrow,
following the verb...instead of

sentence above, The bawl of soup
was warm.
11000ffielft.M.M0

Panntheses. are used to indicate the extent of the principal con-
stituent.
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In the use of these simplified formulas, you may pmceed directly

from the morphemic parts of speech, if you understand the necessaly

transformations, in the instances where a morphemic part of speech is

used differently syntactically. For many purposes, you will want to

examine the binary composition and to detail what goes.on in the first level

of syntax, In those instances you will be able to -v./rite the first line

analysis and then the simplified formulas instead of the fully detailed

second and third line analysis, A comparison of a full analy5is,

syntactically, with the simplified form is presented in the fon:cuing

examples.

2 3 1

JOhn + hit + Bf11.#

[1\1"+' (VA-1-'1N))

[ 0 ( ).1

v rse

(N )--.(11)P (N )
5 c

2

Tht + tAll +
cf adj

2 2 2 2

bdy 1 kfcked

n v

2

1

x
+ smAll +

ad4J

3 1

ddg.#
n

['Est.,/ (Adj"+°N)11 (V) CXr+*(AdjA+'N)11

E 0 ( a- )3 0 ( )

(4):0 N)(V)t-(1Wj-01)
(=DAdj.N)s S2. N (1.'DAdj'N)c

2 2 2 3 1

John + cave + Bfll 3 mc5ny.#
n V. fl tn

(V+14)) (N)

0 ( A )3 A ( )

e2

(3)s---7\ (v) (N)e1 e- (N)e2
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2 2 2 2 1

1.1 + will J, hit I JOhn.#
pron v v - n

[Pron ''(1,7'4."V) (N)

[ 0 ( N7 ) L (- )

,Es flii ( v*Y)/3 Ze
(P)5 (Bv)2.<----- (N)c

EXERCISE IV

Do a simplified syntactic analysis of the following sentences. If

necessary, do a binary phrase analysis.

1) The team of boys played vigorously.

2) They fought well. .

3) They hit him.

4) The flowering tree was beautiful.

5) Mary gave the children milk,

6) Harriet flew the kite.

7) John frequently swam vigor6usly.
..

. . 8. I
I I
1 I
s

,

3) Running is a healthy exercise.

9) John was arguing viciously.

10) The loaf of moldy bread was thrown down the incinerator.
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PUNCTUATION

I.ntrocluction
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WrilLI/Iyastlius.§22echt Why do we use punctuation? BeZore we

can answer this question, we must consider briefly the nautre of writing

and its relation to speaking.

No one knows when language originated, but it must be as old as human

t 1
soctety'itself; for withoutn1ariguage.organized society could nst exist.

' For many lon.j, ages language existed in spoken form only. Even today,

,re are more languages in the world without a written form than there

ere with it.

.

Naturally enough, the first approach to writing was in the form of
drawings or pictures.. Men drew pictures of animals and other natural

objects and of men hunting or fighting or swimming. But tts se pictures

did not constitute writing. True, they represented.objects and ideas,
but they did not represent language.

The next step was to arrangethe pictures in the.order of 'the spoken
words. This was picture writing. In the next stage -- word writing
the pictures became signs which stood.for the.spoken word (or, sometimes,
the spoken syllable). The signs could now be*simplified and conventional-
ized. The sign for "bird" no longer needed to look like a bIrd, for it

'symbolized the spoken word.-
:

Anhough word and syll'able writing systews symbolize speech; they are
ilwkward and unwieldy tci use. Large Chinese dictionaries, for example,
4ontdin fOrty or fifty thou3and signs or "characters" which the scholar

must learn In order to read or write the language

About three thousand years ago the Phoenicians and the Greeks took the
final step that made modern writing systems possible. They.developed

alphabet writing, in which a few signs or letters represent*the significaut
sounds, or phonemes, of the language. Alphabet writing can sy:::oslize all

of the words in a languageby means of a few lettars, such as the 26 in
our present alphabet. Furthermore1, no new signs or characters are needed

to represent-new words that are added to the language.

Writing had now taken an immense forward step: it could symbolize
quite accurately and economically the exact words used in speech. But
there was still something lacking.

4
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wromgrawrIoriinuradaiero....4,....mortirermia4soppli
ainftrammieslimmicvsimporpoomialliftwalawadlemamrsolorla.

Try saying the sentence below in the two ways indicated by the tranft
scriptions:

2 2 2 3 1

(a) hwtits dAt 1 in ee r8wd 9hell #

2 2 2 2 3 1 2 3
(b) hw9ts cfit in cf rowd 1 hed

The words are the same; only the intonation patterns are different.
Written English cannot represent the details of the intonation, but it
c.an show the lifferende in meaning between the two sentences, as follows:

(a) Aat's that In the road ahead?

(b) What's thatIn tLe road? A head?

sentence (b) differs from sentence (a) in three ways: the question mark
after road, the capital A; and th space between A and head.

Just as the letters stand far the significant sounds or phonemes of:
the spoken utterance, the graphic signs of punctuation, capitalization,
and spaces between words stand for'other vocal signals of meaning. The
ancient Greeks, who used neither punctuation nor capitalization and left
no spaces between words, would have written the sentence like this:

!IHATSTHATIN",UROADAHEAD

and it would have been impossible for the reader to know which meaning
was intended,

This, then, is the answer to the questira, why do we punctuate? We
punctuate tiD represent in writing certain vocal signals of meaniag which
cannot be .repr.nented by the words alone.

Not until the Middle Ages -- only a few hundred years ago -- did
punctuation have its beginning. Priests began to mark their manuscripts
with squiggles and dots to indicate the points at which they planned to
use extra force, to change the pitch, or to altar the inflection when
they read aloud their sermons. Thus punctuation begaa with an attempt to
symbolize speech patterns of strass, pitch, and junctura. Through the
influence of the printing prass, punctuation became fairly well otandardized
by about FOO,

Modern research has provided much information about the process of
reading. T4 know that, to get ti.e thought from the printed page, the
reader must do more than just read words. He must reconstruct in his
mind -- unconsciously, of course -- the vocal signals of stress, pitch,
and juncture. He must imagine the sound of the seatences. The most
important clue to these vocal signals Is punctuation.
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It is the purpose of-these lessons to show you how to use punctuation
in such,a way as to compel the readex to get the full meaning you intend-
ed to convey,

10.2. In Punctuation, as in Clothing, Fashions...2mo., If punctuation
in writing corresponded perfectly with intonation in speech, it would be
relat;vely easy to learn ..unctuate, Unfortunately, this is not the
case. Though there is a definite relationship between punctuation and
intonation, it is by no mans a one-to-one correspondence.

When we see an old silent movie or a school year1look from the 1920's
or 1930's, we are amused by the "funny" clothes that ,34opie wore. Styles
of punctuation likewise change with the passing of the years. Most
writers today use pvnctuation less frequently than did writers in the
eighteenth and nineteenth centuries, Those writers used a formal styleo
Therr long periodic sentences needed many commas to enable.the reader to
get the thought. The pace of living, too, was slovter in those times.
Reading was a lefsurely pursuit, and readers did not object to being
slowed down by maly marks of punctuation.

Today's fast-moving world encourages rapid reading. Mcst writers use
an tnformal style ith many loose sentences that require few commas. Many
writers tend to eliminate commas if the meaning is clear without them.

; The less punctuation, the more rapid the reading -- as long as the meaning
is clear,

But fashions differ according to place as.well as time. In 1963 no
'one would wear the bathing suit of 1920; bilt nelther would anyone wear .

in thurch the clothes meant for hiking, The prom, the churdh service,
the classroom, the informal party, and the beach all require different
kinds of cldthing. Each style is appropriate and therefore "correct':
for the occasion.

For much the same reason, today's writers vary their punctuation
according to the occasion and purpose of the writing and the type of
reader for whom it is intended. The three varieties of usage (sometimes
called "levels") are formal, general, and 2122.9:s2aLatu. These varieties
will be thoroughly discussed in a later unit. At present we are con-
ceed with their relationship to punctuacion.

10.3. y2/12..tie_a_ouraiLELL2aa., , .Formal'English is used in ,scholarly,
technical, legal, and.rel.igious uriting and in much of literature
It is characterizea by completeness of structure; it avoids such short
cuts.as contractions and the omission of relative pronouns. It may be
ceremonial or even archaic.

Formal English makes more freqUent use of the comma than other
varieties do, Formal English uses the colon in same situations wher-e
other styles perfer the dash. Finally, formal English uses the semicolon
more frequently than do other stylee'.



General English is the variety most widely used in writing. It

is found in same works of literature, in most books written for the
general public, and in most writing done by college and high sdhool
students. General style uses somewhat less punctuation than does
formal style.

Unacceptable English is the style that is called "ungrammatical
by mmAy people. It emoloys substandard expressions like "ain't," "He
don't," "You was," etc. Unacr;eptable usage rarely appears in print
excePt when quuted. Its punctuation is about the same as that of geneTal
English.

Journalistic style is a special branch of general style, 1 ews-

papers usually reduce the number of oammas to a mir'mum to save type-
setting and rroofreading rnsts.

Tile have seen that there are differences in the fashions or styles
of punctuating, These differences, however, are relatively minor. There
is an increasing trend tc,./ard greater uniformity of punctuation. Most
publishers are in substantial agreement as to the "rules" of punctuating.
But these ,rules" are actually nothing more than generalizations or
2411d1Lurinciples,

Eow Punctuation Works
10.4. The Four Functions of Punctuation. Many 7nglish textbooks con-
tain so many rules of punctuation that thestudent is discouraged. To
memorize the riles and learn to apply them seems almost a hopeless
task, But there is no need to be discouraged. The task becomes much
simplpr when we realize that there are only four func'ions of "jobs"
that punctuation can perform, and that every rule is merely an example
of one of the four functions. Professor Harold Tghitehall has described
these functions clearly.* They are as follows:

(1) Punctuation may sally211 sentences Or parts of sentences,
as in:

After eating, the baby fell asleep,.

* The concept of the ,jur functions of punctuation is borrowed from
Whiteh'll's Structural Essentials of Encrlish, New York: Harcourt, Brace
& World, Inc., 1956, pp. 120-133, Some chan?es have been made, however,
in the assigning of specific punctuation uses to each function. The present
treatment places less emphasis on position in the sentence, and mOrc on
the purpose of the punctuation and on similarities of intonation, than
does Professor Whitehall's treatment,
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Why is it necessary to separate "after eating" from the rest of the
sentence?

. 7

(2) Punctuation may link words or groups of words, as in:

fifty one-dollar bills
fifty-one dollar bills

What difference does the position of the hyphen make in dne amount of
money?

(3) Punctuation may enclose words or groups of words, as in:

He said, "I'm not going."

If the punctuation is omitted, 4o14 is "the meaning changed?

He said I'm not going.

(4) Punctuation .may iftdicate omission of letters, figures,
words, or groups of uords. Compare the following:

The cartoons are on pages 39 and 46.
The cartoons are on pages 39 and 46.

How many pages of cartoons are there in each case?

10.5, Outline of Punctuation. Before starting out on a mtor tour, we
like to trace our route on a map, noting dhe direction in which we will
be going and the territory we will cover. For much the same reason,
we should study the outline of punctuation lessons, which constitutes a
sort of map for Our punctuatico tour.

In taking our tour, we shall occasionally make a short detour to a
point of interest that will help us to understand the region better. Yor
example, we shall learn something about the structure of English sentences,
about the order of words in English, and about clarity, emphasis, and
rhythm in writing -- all of which will help us to understand punctuation.
Our "map" does not show these detours, but it does provide a complete
description of the main route. Here it is:

I. Separating punctuation (comma, dash, period, question mark,
exclamation point) -- Sections 10.15. - 10.44.

A. The separating comma
1, separating nonessential modifiers

a. Adjecti.valphraSes and clauses
b. Appositives (sometimes the dash is used)
c. Participial phrases .

A..Certaift adverbial clauoes



e. Contrasting expressions beginning with not

2. Separating absolute (independent) expressions
a, Nominative absolute phrases
b. Vocatives
c. Expletives (an exclamation point may be used)
d. Parenthetical expressions opening or closing

the sentence

3. SeparatiAg dialaced modifiers if separation is
needed for clarity, emphasis, or rhythm.

a. Adjectives out of normal order
b, Adverbial sentence openers: words,phrases,clauses
C. Infinitives expressing purpose, if out of

normal order

B. The terminal period, question mark, and exclamation point

1. Separating sentences

2. separating sentence equivalents

II. Liatim punctuation (comma, semicolon, colon, dash, hyphen)
Sections 10.45. - 10.63.

A. In a series of words, phrases, or clauses

1; The linking comma

a. Linking members of a series of words, phrases,
or clauses

b. Linking parts of a date, an addxess, etc.

B. /n a series of sentence patterns (a 'compound sentence )

1. The comma,and oonjunction

2. The semicolon

3. The colon

4. The comma or colon linking a direct quotation with
the subject-predicate' identification of author

C. Linking examples, summarizing words, and,sentence

appositives with the 'rest of the sentence

1. Linking single examples, etc.: the Comma or the dash

2. Linking lists of exanOes, etci: the oolon or the dash

3. Conventional uses o4. the colon for linkin



D. Linking words or prebases and words to form compound

words: the hyphen .

......

III. Enclosing punctuation -- Sections 10.64. - 10.67.

A. Enclosing inserted parenthetical matter

1. Paired comma's

2. Paired dashes

3 Paixed parentheses

4. Paired brackets

B. Enclosing quoted words, sentences, or longer passages

1, Double quotation marks

2..By Underlining (italic type)

IV. Omitting punctuation .. sections 10.68. ... 10.75.

A. The omission comma

B. The period after abbreviations

C. The apostrophe

D. The ellipsis ..

1. Three dots or periods

2. Four dots or periods

E. The omission dash
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How Intonation Signals Punctuation
10.6. Intonation as a Guide to Punctuation. We have seen that punctua-
tion has its origin in an attempt to symbolize in writing the rhythms of
speech stress, pitch and juncture -- as mell as paralinguistic
phenomena such as pause and overloudness. Today there is a definite
relationship between punctuation and intonation. It is true that punctuai.
tion does not correspond exactly to intonation. But the correspondence
is closer than .has generally been recognized. As we ghall see in the
lessons to follow, an understanding of the relation of punctuation to
intonation can make the textbook rules understandable and help the student
to use them with precision and confidence. When the situation permits
a choice, the student can make the choice wisely. He can learn to
punctuate his writing in a way that forces the reader to say the sentence
to himself as the writer wants to say it. This is the secret of using
punctuation as a device of style, contributing to the clarity, the emphasis,
and the rhythm of prose.

10.7. Relation of Juncture to Comma. Just what is the relationship of
intonation to the use of the comma? Let us consider first the_junctures.
Since junctures seem to provide a.kind of oral punctuation, it seems likely
that they have some relationship to written punctuation. To test this
supposition, let us look at some typical English sentences. Compare
the junctures with the commas in the sentences below. First study the
suprasegmental transcriptions and practice saying the sentences:

2 2 2,2 3 1

Hb's kn6wnl since I arrived #

2 3 2 2 3 1

lib krAw # since / arrived #

2 3 2, 1 1
Th&re's a an 1 thdre #

3 2. 2 3A 1
Th4re n tMrets a man #

2
(5) Hb trtated

2

(6) Hb trtated

20 2,2
the Indians I whb mtre

3, 2 2
the Indians # who were

3 1

sick #

3, 1

sick #

2 2 , 2,2 A A 2, 2 2
(7) The student I who write;the best essay # will receive a

3 , 1

prize #

Now study the punctuation of the seven sentence:

(1) Hess known since I arrived.
(2) He knew, since I arrived.
(3) There's a man dhere.
(4) There, there's a man.
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(5) He treated t'cie Indians who were sick,

(6) He treated the Indians, who were sick,
. (7) The student who writes the best essay will recelve

a price,

Do you find a contrast between major juncture and single bar juncture?
. Which usually signals the comma? Nhich is never indicated by a comma?
'Assuming that the seven sentences as transcribed and punctuated are
typical of English, write in the space below two statements describing
what seems to you to be the relationship between junctures and commas,

Remember that these statements you have made are based on an analysis
of only a few sentences, Therefore, the statetsents are hypotheses, not
established facts, Sentence (7), which has a major junctUre after essa
and yet is written without a comma, seems to"contradict our"hypothesis.

To explain this seeming contradiction,we must make a short detour to
examine the basic sentence patterns of English and the relationship of
punctuation to them,

10,8, Basic Sentence patterns of En lish, In a later unit we shall
study the ten basic sentence patterns of English. The six patterns
presented below are especially important in understanding punctuation.
A large majority"of English sentences have one of the first five.
patterns, (a) through (e), Pattern (f) is rather rare,

i(a) John runs,

Subject Verb 2hiect
'.(b) John hit Bill, John hit Bill

Basic Sentence Patterns

22121221 Verb
John runs

(c) John gave Bill money,John

22111221
(d) The whale is a mammal, whale

aatizst
(e) The grass is green, grass

Verb Indirect object
212122..t

gave Bill money

Verb predicate Noun
is mammal

.
Verb Esalsalmusu:24,t..72

is green
.

221211aL Verb 2.12Ject, L12.91.29222-.11215.
(f) They elected John ceptain. They elected John captain
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The words listed in the four colut.ths at the right are the major

parts, or ccns!:.ituents, of the sentences, ,Of course, any of the sentences
could be expanded by putting in various kiwis of modifiers. We could
say, "The grass on the golf course is always'very green" or "John
reluctantly gave Bill a little money to buy a sandwich." .But the basic
structure -- the skeleton, so to ppcak of each sentence would still
be the same: "grass is green," "John gave Bill money."

Because the words listed in the four columns make up the framework
or skeleton of the sentence, they pre'called principal constituents, which
means "the basic parts of the sentence." The principal oonstituents of
the six sentence patterns are as follows:

Principal Constituents

1 subject 2 Verb 3. Complement
a, Predicate Noun
b. Predicate adjective
c. Indirect Object
d. Direct Object
e. Object Cemplement

Five of the principal constituents always appear after the verb (if the
sentence is in normal word order). They are the predicate noun, the
predicate adjective, the indirect object, the object, and the object
complement. When we talk about the structure of the sentence pattern,
it is often convenient and time-saving to use a term that means "any
principal constltuent that comes' afterhe verb." We shall use the term
complement for this purpose. From now.on when we say "complement," we
mean "a predicate noun, a predicate adjective, an indirect object, an
object, or an object complement."

10.9. Relationship of Punctuation to Sentance Patterns. The relation-
ship of the comma to the sentence pattern may be summarized in four
statements:*

(1) The comma may be used after an introductory word,
phrase, or clause,that PRECEDES the basic sentence
pattern.

IC

If he is in a hurry, John runs.

When-we:have plenty of rain, Illeluassis.arem.
To be sure, they elected John captain.

(2) CommaVmay-be *used tecset off wOids, phrases, or
clauses that INTERRUPT the basic sentence pattern.

:The whale, le are told, is'a mammal.
John9'if he is in a hurry, runs.
John, to be sure, hit Bill.

" .

11 ea s a aptetl rom Sumner Ives New Handbook for Writers, New York:
Alfred A. Knopf, 1960, pp. 169-191.
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(3) The comma may be used to set off a word, phrase

or clause tivit FOLLONS the basic sentence pattern:

The whale is a mammal, we are told.

johnjaajj11 mona, however.

(4) The comma may be used before a conjunction to

LINK t4z or .more basic sentence patterns:

John hit Bill, and Bill hit him back.

The whale is a mammal., but the sharlc is a fish.

The four comma positions may be diagrammed as follows:

(1) Introduction, SENTENCE PATTERN

(2) SENTENCE, insertion, pATTERN

(3) SENTENCE PATTERN, addition

: (4) SENTENCE PATTERN, conjunction, SENTENCE PATTERN

10w10.....larinci al Constituents and punctuation. Oue extremely important

point remains to be stated: No commas may be used within a sentence

pattern .unia._._sth9.2aLtarLIELinteaupIad, In other words, we 'do not

use a comma between principal constituents of the sentence. No comma

may be used between subject and verb, or between verb and complement, or

between two complements. That is why the six sentences in section 10.8.

must be written without commas:

(a) John runs.
(b) John hit Bill.
(c) John gave Bill money.
(d) The whale,is a mamoal.
(e) They eleet'ed 'John captain.

Here is a transcription of three of the basic sentence patterns we

have been studying:

3, 2 3 1 .

John # rims #

2A 2 2 3 1

John gave B::11
j

money #

2 A A. 3, 2 3, 1

They elected John # captain #

Of course, these sentences can be spoken in various ways. But the trans.

criptions given above do represent possible ways of uttering.the sentences.

The first sentence, for example, might be part of an antithesis or contrast.

"Mary walks; John runs.
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Each sentence has a major juncture within the sentence pattern: /0
between subject and verb in the first sentence, /II/ between two complements

in the second s,intence, and /0 between two complements in the third
sentence, Yet, as we have seerl, these sentences art written without any
commas, for principal sentence constituents cannot be sepalated by oammas.

Sentences in the inverted order are often spoken with major junctures
separating principal constituel,ts, but again no commas are used:

2 2 2,2 3. 1
Away # ran # JOhn # Away .ran John,

2, 2 2 3, 1 :
Came.# the dawn Came the dawn,

göme'stUCients are reluctaat to write a long sentence without a camma,
But in a sentencd like the following, no comma is needed:

Nhether members of the House of Representatives should
be elected for four-year terms running concurrently
with a presidential term is difficult to decide,

No comma is permissible after term, since no comma may be tia-Setweeti
subject and verb, .

..

10,11. The Noun Clause and Functuatfon. The-fact is that major juncture
-- especially double-cross juncture is quite common in speech, even
at points where no comma is used in writing. For example, double-Mass
juncture usually occurs at theend of the subject if the subject is long,
yet no.comTa is used. The noun clause, which most often is used as sub-
ject%cir complement, is frequently set off by double-cross juncture, yet
it is not punctuated, Why not? The commonest uses of the noun clause
are as follows:

(a) Noun clause as subject: .

2 . 3, 2 ; 3, 1

That he will come # 1s. certain #
That he.will dome'is certain,

(b) Noun clause as direct object:

24 2, 2,2 3 , 1

He saw 1 that I knew #
He saw that I knew;

2, 2 0 2, 2 3 , 1

He knew 1 who was there #
He knew who was there,

(c) Noun clause as a predicate noun:

2 ,2 2 3 1

The reason is # that' he was tired #
The reason is that he was tired,

'
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(d) Noun clause as object of preposition:
2. , 2 ,2 2

. A % %
3 . 1

. I couldn't see # from where 1 was standing #
1 couldn't see from where 1 was.standing,

(e) Noun clause as Ilrestrictive appositive77*:

2 2. 2 2 . 3. 2 2. 3. 1The fact I that he went # is puzzling #
The fact that he went is puzzling.

Five of these sentences contain internal major juncture but are.unpuactuated. Three of them can easily be explained. In (a) and (e) themajor juncture comes between subject and verb; in (c) it CaMes betweenverb and complement (predicate noun), We have seen that no comma canbe used in dhese positions,

:116'(d) a comma might be used af,ter see if the word were spoken justa little differently. Can you guess what this difference might be? Try'saying the sentence as if dhere were a comma after see. What changesin intonation or in paralanguage do you notice?

Nhat we have learned about.the relationship of comma to juncturemay be summarized as follows:

The onmma is associated rarely, if ever,
with single bar;

2, The comma may or may.not be used where there
is major juncture,

10.12, Aelation of Pitch to Comma Let us:take another look at thesev'en sentences that-we studied at the .beginning of our investigation.This time, see whether you can find any relationship between pitch andcomma,

2 2 2,2
1(1) He's knoun I sihce t arrived #

He's knon since I arrived.
2, 3 2 2

(2) He knew # since t arrived #
He knew, since'I arrived,
2 ,

(3) There's a
Therets a

3, 2 1 , 1
man 1 there #
man there.

3 . 2 2 , 3, 1
(4) There theres a man #

There, there's a man,
2,

(5) lie treated the

'He treated the

2 2 3, 1

Indians I whO were sick #
Indians who were sick,

* This term.will be explained in Section 10,18,(d)
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2, A 3, 2 2 3, 1

(6) He treated the Indians # who were sick #
He treated the Indians, who were sick.

2 2 0 2,2 A 2, 2 2
(7) The student I who wrItes the best essay # will receive

,

3 , 1

a prize #

The student who writes the best essay will receive a prize,

study the pitch pattern of each word that is followed by a major
juncture. What pitch pateern usually signals the comma? What 'sentence
contains an exception? Why?

In the sentences examined thus far, the comma is associated with
the pitch pattern /3,- 2 0 or / 3-2 11:0 Another pattern, much less
oammon, that may signal the comma is illustrated in transcription (b):

2 3 2 2
(a) The Indians # who were

3, 2 2 ,

sick # were

2 2, 2.2 A 2, 2.2
(b) The Indians who were sick n were

3, 1

healed #

3 , I

healed #

(a) and (b) *The Indians, who were sick, were healed.

In (a) the most frequent pattern -- he combination of:/3 2/

pitch with major juncture is a strong comma signal. (There are excel)...

tions. For example, sentence 7 in our original list of sentences
might be spoken with the /3 - 2 0 intonatioh on essay, yet no =ma is
used. These exceptions will cause no trouble, howeiler, if you remember ,

that no.spamErnaleused b.9.2121.-Larinsisalconslituents of the
sentence.) In (b) the comma signal (a much less frequent one) is /2..211/.

Thus the comma-signaling pitch patterns seem to be /3...2/ with
either major juncture and /2-2/ with double bar. But we must take
another look at sentelce (6) above. The sentence might weq be
spoken as follows:

2, 3, 1 2 A , 3, 1
(6) He treated the Indians # who were sick #

As you know, /3-10 is by nature a terminal intonation in English,
signaling the ell of an utterance. Yet in the transcription above,
which represents a perfectly possible way of uttering the sentence,
we have /3-10 on Indians, in the middle of the sentence. This intona-
tion probably el:plains why a sentence like (6) is occasionally written
incorrectly as two sentences& 7,1e treated the Indians. Who were sick."

In the Introduction to this unit we statcd that though the rela
tionship betw2en punctuation and intonation i clOse, it is not a one..
to-one relationship. We cannot punctuate correctly by intonation alone;
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we must have some knowledge of stuctUre as well. Remember that, regard-

less of intonation, an adjectival or adverbial modifier should never

be written as a separate sentence.

NOTE: The intonation /340 is terminal in a sense even in
sentence (6) in the transcriptioa we are discussing. It shows the end

of the basic sentence pattern, This intonation is never used when the

modifier is inserted in the basic sentence pattern. It can be used only

when the modifier follows the basic sentence pattern.

10.13. Relation of Pause to Comma. Some people believe that the comma

is used in writing to take the place of a.pause in speaking. There is

an element of truth in this statement.. It is natural to pause after

major juncture; in fact, it is almost impossible not to pause at least
slightly. Pause seems to be virtually automatic after the comma-signaling
patterns of /3-20, /3211/. /3-1#/, /2-211/.

Nevertheless, pause alone cannot be used as a comma signal. There

are two reasons for this. First, a speaker may pause anywhere in a
sentence -- for example, we often pause while we are trying to think of

the next word, Secondly, pause is not part of the language system: it is

paralinguistic, as you have already learned. It is easy to show that

pause is not phoneslic. Compare the following:

2 2, 2,2 3, 2 2 3, 1

(a) The Indians I who were sick # were healed #

2 2, 2, 2 , 3, 2 2 , 3, 1

(b).The Indians I (pause) who were sick # were healed #

Is there any difference in meaning between the two utterances? No,

the pause makes no difference in the meaning (no matter how long you
pause) provided that you use the same intonation for Indians. With or

without pause, the sentence means that some of the Indians were sick and
that the sick ones were healed,

Pause does, of course, affect the rhythm and the emphasis of an
utterance, and writers do use commas to suggest pause. It is true, then,

that pause strengthens the comma. signal. But pause alone cannot signal

the comma, It is the intonation_andqe_pause together that signal the
comma, This is a very important point to remember. In section 10.11.

we found that noun clauses often end with one of the comma-signaling

intonations -- but followed pause.. There-

fore.they are not punctuated. Principal sentence constituents are not
sellarated by perceptible pause, nor are they punctuated.

10.14. Summary of Relationshi of the Comma to Intonation. Ne have begun
with the comma for two reasons: 4rst, the comma is by far the most
frequently used of punctuation..-markrtihat appear within a sentence; second,

the intonatiov signals for the comma are very similar to those for other
punctuation marks, Be sure that you understand clearly the staEements
below, which summarize what we have discovered about the relationship of
the comma to intonation.
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Relation of Comma to Intonation

(1) Neither pitch, juncture, nor pause is a
dependable comma signal by itself.

,111111M~1

(2) Certain combinations of pitch and juncture are
dependable signals in situations where punctuation
is possible (not between principal constituents).

(3) These combinations are:

(a) /3

(b) /3

(c) /2

*(d) /3

- 2 0
- 2 H/

- 2 II/

- 1 0 (used only before a
nonessential modifier.that
follows the basic sentence
pattern)

(4) Pause is an almost automatic paralinguistic
accompanimnt of these pitch-juncture patterns and
therefore stx'engthens the comma signal.

Separating Functionsof Punctuation

10.15. Separated The following
types of expressions are separated by the comma from the rest of the
sentence:

(1) Nonessential (nonrestrictive) modifiers -- that is, modi-
fiers that could be omitted (though, of course, they give
additional information);

(2) Absolute expressions that are independent, not closely
connected grammatically with the sentence.

-(3) -2.11s211221 expressions that are not in their usual position
. .

. in the sentence.

A. Nonessential Modifiers

10.16. ......e......../....____,Iti_.dmocosisearatinNonesse.
You have learned that an adjectival is*a word or group of words that
functions like an adjective, that is, modifies a nominal (noun, pronoun,
or other word used like a noun in the senteace). Post-positional is
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derived from Latin post meaning "after" and Latin ponere meaning "to.---1
place" (cf. English word position ). Thus it means something placed
after something e]se. A post-positional adjectival, then, is an adjectiv-

al that follows the nominal it Modifies.

An adjectival may be a -,....d, a phrase o a clause:

ACtiaq.zals

Word: The day, dark and dreary, was
depressing.

Phrase: His face, with its saiken cheeks

and hollow eyes, was like a death-
mask.

Clause; The student who writes the best
essax will receive a prize.

:The underlined adjectives in dhe first sentence are displaced; hence
this sentence will be discussed in a later section. In this section, we
shall examine adjectival clauses and phrases.

Compare ene.Tollowing sentences, which we have seen beforet

2 Z 2 2 A 2, 2 2, 3, 1

The Indians 1 who were sick # were healed #

2 3, 42 A 3 42 5, 1. !
The Indians # who were sick # were healed #_

.

(Both /0 and /11/ are placed after Indians and after 'sick
to indicate that either juncture might be used.).

. Practice speaking the sentence in the two ways indicated by the
trahscription above.

! Which sentence means that all the Indians were sick and all of
them were healed?

_

Which sentehd.e Mean's that notail of.the-Indians were sick but that
the sick ones were healed?

: The 42ause..."who wer.e..sick" in the first sentence is called a

"restrictive"-dr "essentiai" modifier because it restricts the meaning
of Indians by.pointing od which Indians are being talked about, In

the second sentence "Who were sick" is called a "nonrestrictive" or
"nonessential" modifier because it does not point out which Indians are
meant; whether.the clause is put in or left out, the sentence refers
to all the Indians',



Mich sentaace must be written with commas? 9here should the comma

be placed? Mat is the intonatl6n signal for these commas?

'You-will note that the camma signals agree with the principle that
we stated in section 1014, lihen you practice saying the second sentence

and listen to other students saying it, you will note that the repetition
of pitch-pattern of Indians and sick gives sort of "echo" effect. The

intonation of sick echoes that of Indians. You will soon become familiar
with this pitch "echo" and recognize it as an extremely dependable comma
signal. Remember, too, that pause strengthens this comma signal.

A Helpful Hint

Most adjective clatses are introduce.] by who (whose, wham), which,

or that. These wordswheft iised in this way, are called relative

aunouns,.....
The-relative pronoun that always occurs with weak stress, and

is_alwasareceded by single bar. Adjective clauses introduced by

that are invariaby essential:

The book 1 that he gave me # is lost.
This is not the man I thgt I saw

Thus. ue 6án state a useful rule:

Nat,er use a comma before the relative pronoun that.

The punctuaticn of adjectival phases is similar to that of clauses:

2 2, 2 2, 2, 2 2 3 1

(a) The man I with the lOng beard #.spOke first #
The man with the long beard spoke first.

2, 3, 2 2 , 2 , 2 2 A 3, 2

(b) His face # with its sunken cheeks j and hollow eyes # was

3,
llike a death,ask#

His face, with its sunken cheeks and hollow eyes,was like
a death-mask.

10,17, Using Pun,;tuation as a Device of Style Since punctuation sug»
gests the intonation that the reader (perhaps subconsciously) imagines

as he reads, the skilled writer can use punctuation to compel the reader
to read the sentr- .e in the "right" way that is, the way the writer
intended it to be read. Punctuation affects the clarity, the emphasis,
and the rhy_thm of writing,* The writer, of course, muSt use punctuation
when it is nec:ed for clarity. But often the writer has a choice of
punctuating or not punctuating, according to the kinds of emphasis and
rhythm he wishes to suggest.

* The present writer is indebted to Professor Sumner Ives.Tor calTing
attention to the importance of these three elements of style

t.

4 1.
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Of course, emphasis and rhythm are partly dependent on context. For
instance, a paragraph has a rhythm of its own which each sentence in the
paragraph should help to provide. Thus, ideally, we should study empha-
sis and rhythm in paragraphs or longer passages. Nevertheless, we can
gain some idea of omphasis and rhythm from isolated sentences, even
though they are out of context.

/INIPIM.I=1.=MMI1W

A good example of achieving clarity througu punctuation is the
sentence on page L beginning "What's that in the road." Here is another
exaimple which we have seen before:

After eating the baby fell asleep.

The reader will at first read this sentence as if there were /1/
akter eatti and will think someone ate the baby. If the sentence were
Ooperly punctuated:'

After eating, the baby fell

the ..eader would be forced to assume 4/ or /0
get the thought withodt effort.

asleep,

after eating and would__

Study the two vprsions of the sentence below:

222. 2, - 2 2 , 2 2A 3, 1
(a) A women I with two small children. # entered the bus. #
(a) A woman with two small children entered,the bus:

2 3 2 II 2 2 3 2 11 3 1
(b) A wOman # with twO small children # entered the bds #

A woman, with two small children, entered,the bus.

Note the change in.emeasis in (b), The commas emphasize the two
children, just as the junctures,-15itches,and pauses do. With the commas,
the reader Senses that the presence of the two children is somehow
important in the situation, The'rhythm of the two versions varies also.
In (b) the pitch-juncturd patterns of woman, children, and bus, together
with the pauses'after woman and children, seen to divide the sentence
into three cadences or waves of sound. There is even, perhaps, a slight
difference in meaning, In (a) the reader in imagination sees the
woman and the'children at.the same time; in (b) the pause after woman
causes the . reader to hnagine that he sees the woman at first glance
and the children upon a second glance.

Consider this famous quotation:

United we %stand; divided we fall,
ft.. 9. r

Now let us substitute a veriod 2qr Lhe semicolon:
-

United we stand. Divided we fall.
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The rhythm is changed, and the force of the contrast greatly weakened.
The reason is that the period suggests the pattern;

3 1

/ stand /

which signals the end of the statement, while the semicolon suggests;

3 ,

/ stand
2
#

pitch /2/ signaling that there is more to oyme.

Here is another sentence that can be punctuated in two ways:

2, 2 2. 3,
(a) If he comes # I'll see him #

If he comes I'll see him.

2, 3, 2 2, 3, 1

(b) If he comes # I'll see him #
Tf he oymes, I'll see him.

Which sentence emphasizes "If he comes"? Obviously the rise to pitch /3/
on cames in sentence (b) calles attention to the word. The paralinguisq-
tic pause that is almost sure to follow slows the pace of the sentence
and addes to the emphasis. In writing, the comma, which suggests the
rise to pitch /3/ and the pause, provides the empahsis.

This quotation is a balanced sentence, a very effective rhetorical
type that is especially useful in expressing antithesis. But the
balanced sentence requires the use of the semicolon instead of the
equally correct period. In other words, it involves a choice from
among the possible styles of punctuation.

Both of the following are equally clear. Which is the more
rhythmic and emphatic?

Man dies as he has lived, alone.
Man dies as he has lived alone.

Let us consider one more example, this time from Hazlitt (the
second version represents Hazlitt's punctuation):

(a) Like a clown at a fair, we are full of amazement
and rapture and have no thoughts of going home.

(b) Like a clown at a fair, we are full of amazement
and rapture, and have no thoughts of going home.

Note the grammatical sturcture of this sentence:
Subject Verbs

are
we have
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Now, according to the textbook rule, n6 661mmajs used between the'parts
of a compound predicate; and usually this rule ig entirely sound, .For
example,-no one would use a comMa in the sentence "He cames and go'es,"

Subject

he

Verbs
.comes

goes

But in Hazlitt's sentence his use of the comma after mature imprcves
the rhythm or cadence and provides additional emphasis on "have no
thoughts of going.home,"

10,18, separacingionessenliallifisra.12222iLlyea. (a) Intonation
21.62222iamso An appositive is a nominal (noun or word used like a '

noun) placed beside another nominal to emphasize or clarify its meaning,
(The 'word appositive means "placed beside",)

3, 2 2 .3, 2 2 3, 1
John # the king # Is dead #
John,' the king, is dead,

2, 2, 3 2 2 3,
He called his brother4,a do666r
He called his brother, a doctor,

2, 2, 3 , 1 2 3, ).*

He called his brother a doctor #
He called his brother, a doctor,

As we look at the pitch patterns, we find in the first and second
.sentences the "echo" effectwhich we noted in the non-restrictive
;adjectivals, King echoes the pitch pattern of John, doctor edhoes
1brother,

NOTE: As in the sentence "He treated the Indians, who were siâk,"
sio in the second sentence above we may find terminal intonation preceding
d, final modifier -- in this case, an apPositive, Regardless of intonation,
aivositive words and phrases must not be written as separate sentences,
For example, it.is never correct to writeC"He was a fine player. One
of14 the best in the league," Even if you utter player with /3401
regard this intonation as a comma signal Lrls:AE.tae_2E_.s..tsucture and
write:

(a) He was a 4ne player, one of the best in the league,
or

.

(b) He was a fine player -- one of the best in the league,

(b) tow the Comma Si nals thepppsi tive, The tWo sentences that we usedto Oustrate appositives can be spoken and punctuated so as' to convey
an eqtirely different meaning :
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2, 2#2 2,
(a) John the king I is dead #

John, the king is dead.

The speaker is telling John that the king is dead. John is in this sent-
erice a vocative, or name used in direct address.

2, 2, 2 2 2 , 2 2 3, 1

(b) He called # his brother # a doctor #
He called his brother a doctor.

This sentence means that he said that his brother was a 'doctor: Brother
is direct object and doctor is object complenent. The pattern is like
that of "He named his brother chairman."

Thlfs. WC see that a comma may signal an entirely different basic
sentence pattern and therefore an entirely different meaning. In (a)
a cothma after king shows that this word is an appositive rather than
the subject; in (b) a comma after brother shows that doctor is an

:appositive rather than the object complement.

.(c) Thuounsializej/LarLA2222iu.ye. Occasl.onally a noun clause intro-
duced by unstressed that may be used as an appositive.

.

2 3 , .2 2 2A
The Ptblemaic theory # that the earth Is 'the center of the

3 2 2 , ' 3* , 1

universe # was acc4ted for centuries #

The Ptolemaic theory, that the earth.is the center of.the
universe, was accepted for centuries.*

Again, we have majori;dnetures combining with an echo of pitch in
uniierse and theory to signal the commas.

'NOTE: We have seen that adjectival clauses beginning with
that are never punctuated. Likewise, noun clauses beginning
yith that are never punctuated, with the single exception
bf the noun clause as a true appositive, as in the sentence
4bove. Since this noun clause is rareYit can be said that
Clauses introduced by unstressed that are almost never set
off by commas:

(d) listrice Ap....2.or, 9...s.. We have seen that some post-positional
adjectivals are essential or restrictive. TheSe adjectivals are pre,.
ceded by single bar juncture without pause, have ,no echo bf pitch, and

....are wriAten without coffimas:

2 2, 2,2, 2, 2 2 3e 1

The man I I saw # has gone #
The man I saw has gone.

*It is, of course, possible to utter this sentence with /1/ after theory.
In this intonation'there would be no rise up to pitch /3/ at the beginning
of theor and universe. To indicate this intonation, the sentence would
be written without commas.
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Appositives that are restrictive have the same intonation pattern.
They are not set off by commas,

2 2 2 2 2,2 3, 1

Alexander I the Great 1 Is dead #

Here we have single bar junctures after Alexander and Great; there is no
/3»2/ pitch echo; thus no commas are signaled,

Study carefully the differences between the two kinds of appositives:

Nonrestrictive

3, 2 2, 3, 2 IF
Mary 7, my sister #

3 ; 2112 A 3,, 2
Shelley # the great poet #

3p 2112 3 p 211

Johnson # the president #

Mary, my sister
Shelley, the great poet
Johnson, the president

Restrictive

2, 2, 22/3 211

my sister 1 Mary #

2 2, 2,2/3, 2 11

the poet 1 Shelley #

2 2 2, 2 p2/311
the play 1 Macbeth #

my si ster Mary

the poet Shelley
the play Macbeth

We see then, that the comma clues for appositives are the same as
those for adjectivals; major juncture, with.the echo of the /3-2/ pitch
!pattern and paralinguistic pause, Our hypothesis can be applied with
confidence to appositives,

(e) LiaLats_ELthisiti_.ves, Dashes are occasionally used instead
of commas to separate an appositive from the rest of the sentence,

2 3 2 2 3 2 2A I AThe general # an excellent strategist # developed a
3, 2 1 1A %

brilliant battle plan #

The general, an excellent strategist, developed a brilliant
,battle plan,

The general -- an excellent strategist -- developed a
brilliant battle plan,

Both punctuations are correct, The dashes are more emphatic than
the commas; thus the appositive phrase "an excellent strategist" is
somewhat more prominent with dashes than with commas, The intonation
pattern seems to be the same whether commas or dashes are used. However,there are probably paralinguistic differences. To many readers, the dash

,..11..r. 41111.
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suggests a longer pause, which may be accompanied by paralinguistic

increases in loudness and duration of qeneral and atzELEaLlt..

The choice of dashes or corgmas is based on consideration of style.

In the sentence abcut the general, the dashes affect the emphasis and

rh'ythm of the statement. Sometimes the dashes are needed for clarity,

as in the following sentence:

Three senior boys,.Jim, Tom, and Rick, received awards.

.In spite of the comma after Rick,'the sentence is not very easy to

:read. The reader may have misread the sentence before he reaches this

last comma. If tne appositives are placed at the end, the sentence is

definitely ambiguous:

Awards were given to three senior boys, Jim, Tom, and Rick.

How many boys received awards -- three or six? Dashes make the meaning

perfectly clear:

Three seniorboys -- Jim, Tom, and Rick -- received awards.

Awards were . given to three senior boys -- Jim, Tom, and Rick.

EXERCISE ONE'

Some of the sentences require commas; .other. do not. Try to .s.217. each

sentence in some natural manner; then de'cide whether or not the sentence

requires punctuation. Copy the numbers of the sentences. If a sentence

needs no punctuation, write "No punctuation after the number of that

sentence. If the sentence needs punctuation, copy,the.word immediately

preceding each needed mark of punctuation and mark the stresé, pitch,

and juncture. Then copy the word again and place the correct punctuation

after it, study the following example:

1. John the captain of the tem was an.excellent player.

2. He said that he could not go.

3 3
Answersa. JOhn

2
# t4am

2
John, team,

2. No punctuation

If a sentence is given tuice, it has two possible meanings. Try to

punctuate it in two ways, and be prepared to explain the meaning of each;

version:

A.--1...Xe treated the Indians who were sick.

2. He treated the Indians who were-sick.

3. He saw the man that I knew. .

4. He saw the man whom I knew.

5. He saw the man I knew,
6. He saw the mon I knew.
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7. Eric the Red was an explorer.
8. I have read about the famous explorer Eric the Red.

9. That Marlowe was dead was certain.
10. It was certain that Marlowe was dead.

11. My son John is at Yale,
12. This is the house that Jack built.
13, The fact that he quit his job is significant.

14. Ben Jonson the great playwright was a contemporary of Shakespear

15. The scholarship was won by Nancy Jones editor of the school paper,

16, He knew who was there',

17; He knew Professor Smith who was there.
18. We visited old Bruton Parish Church where Washington often

worshiped
19. The sky 'which had been clear at sunrise was now covered with

ominous black clouds,
20. A woman with a parrot in a.cage sat ilYthe. waiting room.
21. He was struggling with Chinese which is difficult for Westerners

to learn.
22. Another language which isdifficult 'for Westerners is Arabic.

23. The Giants have Signe8 Bill Smith for All-American quarterback.
24, He saw thac that was right,
25. Old Mrs. Watson who never forgot a face was sure that the Frank

Maxwel.; v/ho was 'sellirig the stock was the Frank Maxwell

who had .1windled her husband.

B. 1. That high school boys and.giils. have more energy and ambition
than ever-befOre is the Mief of a superintendent who
writes a letter to Time.

2. We children were all very curious to know what had happened
to his nose which looked as if it had been through a
clothes wringer.

3. The best part of the day is the fourth period when we eat
4. We passed throirgh the village of Richford where John D.

Rockefeller ms born,
5. Alaska the forty-ninth state contains valuable mineral resources.
6. I don't think ycu youngsters would.understand.
7. Gold a small hamlet in Pennsylvania was named for the prosperity

of its early settlers.
8. Harry my best friend stood by me in my trouble.
9, This great principle that all men are created equal is the

basis of American democracy.
10. Johnny with five Aollars to spend was a happy boy.
11. The tall, man, with the red carnation in his buttonhole is my

father.-
12. The old hermit with his unkempt hair and bloodshot eyes was an

alarming figure.
13. This is the place where we saw the accident.
14, "Did He who made the lamb make thee?"
15. Mr. Jones did not know who the man was or what he wanted.
16. That he was there on the night of May 14 is true.
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17, Jim Williams the best student the school has ever had won five
scholarships,

180 Linguistics offers a means by which students can learn to
punctuate better,

19. This is the dog that worried the cat that ate the rat,
20, She s%ook her head free of the delicate flakes of snow which

had alighted unnoticed.
21, We ate a few crackers the last of our food while we rested on

a log,.

22, Hamlet asked his friends to play the recorder a wooden flute,
23. The only person who stood by me in my trouble was my friend Harry,
24, The management and the union agreed that the issue should be

arbitrated,

25. The children loved the story of Jack the Giant-Killer.

10,19. Saaratihg. Nonessential Modif:lers: Partici ial Phrases, Particip-
ial phrase3may be'essential or nonessential and are punctuated accordingly:

Essential Participial Phrase

2 2, 2 2A 3/2, 2 3
The man I wearing the Stetson # is his uncle #
The man wearing the Stetson is his uncle.

Nonessential ParticWal Phrase

2 A 3, 2 II 2 A 2, 2 ,2, 3, 1

(a) Clapping his hands # the child jumped I up and down #
Clapping his hands, the child jumped up and down,

2 3. 2 11'.2 A 4 3. 2 II 2, 2 2 3, 1
(b) The child # Clapping his hands # jumped I up and down #

The child clapping his hands, jumped up and down.

2 .2, 2 ,2, 3, 2 2 A 3, 1

(c) The child jumped 1 up and down # clapping his hands #
The child jumped flp and dowrI, clapping his hands.

What are the intonations immediately preceding the commas? Are
these lIcluesn the same as the ones described in section 10.14.7 Why do
we not use a comma in'the first sentence, even though Stetson may be
uttered in a /3-2#/ intonation?

You have doubtless noticed that nonessential modifiers which are
inserted (that is, placed within a sentence pattern) are always spoken
with the "echo". Thus the intonation /3-20 on both man and Stetson.would
be a signal for commas,
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NOTE: As we have observed before, any nonessential modifier that
follows the basic sentence pattern may be preceded by the intonatibn
/3-1#/, So in (c) down may be uttered with this intonation, Of course,
a participtal phrase such as "clapping his hands" must never be written
as a separate sentence,

In addition to the intonation clues for the punctuating of particip-
ial phrases, there is a structural or word-order clue, The phrase
"clapping his hands", which is punctuated, appears in three positions:
before the subject, between thb subject and the verb, and after the main
sentence pattern, In other words, the phrase is movable, It can be
shifted to various positions in .the _sentence wi.thout changing the
meaning (there is, of course a difference in emphasis and rhythm).

Onthe contrary, the phrase "wearing the Stetson" in the first sentence
cannot be moved, "The man is his uncle wearing the stetson" makes no
sense at all, Ylearing the.Stetson,_the.man is his.uncle" is absurd, for
it implies that without the Stetson the mon would no. longer.b'P

Here, then, is another clue to punctuation:

Participial phrases that are movable are
always punctuated; regardless of their
position in the sentence; phrases that'
are not movable are never punctuated.

Here is another example:

I saw him leaning out :of the winClow.

Intonation is not an entirely safe gu,ide, It is true that single bar
seems the most likely juncture after him; but some speakers might use

or /#/, which may signal the omuma. Here the structural signal of
movability vs0 immovability can help Jas., "Leaning ou.t of,the window"
is not movable, for if we shift its position we change the meaning of
the sentence:

Leaning out of the window, I saw him.
I, leaning out of the window, saw him,

In these versions it is I who was leaning, while in the original sentence
he was leaning. Placlag the phrase at the end of the sentence:

I saw him, leaning out of the window,

is not very satisfactory. The trouble here is that two signals' of the
language code tend to conflict, The comma signals that "leaning out of
the window" cs a sentence modifier and that it is I who was leaning. But



there is a stronatendency in,English to place.a modifier next to the word

it modifies Thus, in spitp of the comma, the reader may think that he

was leaning* In the sentence:

The child jumped up and down, clapping his hands.

no such confusion is possible, since the, child is the only person men-

tioned.

One final point on participal phrases:

An introductory is always

nonessential, always movable, always terminated
by major juncture, and always set off by a comma.

10;20. Separatin: Nonessential Modifiers: Adverbial Clauses.
(a) Intonation Clues. Adverbial clauses at the end of the seatence

.are usually essential, but clauses beginning with although, pout, or
whereas are nonessential, and other subordinators (except the relating
conjunctions) occasionally introduce nonessential clauses.

Intonation clues are quite definite, but a little less obvious than
is the case with most of the constructions we have previously studied.
Consider the following examples:

2 3 2 2 3 I

(a) JOhn was ashamed # though he wOuldn't admft it #

2 2 2 2 3 1

(b) He stayed hOme # because he was sfck #

2% 3 ,2 2. 3, 1

(c) He knew # because i told him #

2 2 ,2 2. 13

(d) He knew # because I told him #.

2' 2, 2 3,1

(e) I'll go # if I can #
.

Which sentence should be written with a comma? (You may have to depend
somewhat more on pause as a clue than in previous examples, but don't

forget the flechO"..)

Can you tell the difference in meaning ,between (c) and (d)? Which
sentence means "My telling him was the cause of his knowing"? Which
means. "I'm certain that he knew,for I ,told him myself"?

-In sentences (b), (d), and (e) the.doüble cross juncture that
precedes the adverbial clause is somehow harder to detect than double



cross usually is. This is true because of the absence of p-use (andperheps other phenomena of paralanguage),

NOTE: Once more, ramember that a final nonessential modifier thatfollows the basic sentence pattern may be preceded by terminal intonation.Thus in (a) aihamed may take /3-1#/.. Of course, it is never correct towrite "Though he wouldn't admit it" as a separate sentence,

(b) Two Patterns with "Since". The Aubordinator since is an interesting
word, It has two meanings: "from the time that" and "because", Noticehow the intonation and the punctuation_distinguish between the twomeanings.

When it refers to time, since follows single bar:

2 222
A

3 1%

He's known I since arrived #
He's known since I arrived.

The Main predicator is always a verb phrase, never a single finite verb,

When it means "because", since follows double cross juncture, Themain predicator is always a finite verb:

2 3 2 3 1

He knew # sinbe I arrived #
He knew, since I arrived.

(c) galtiuSaimaLma. The 22121.111LalilE,219.11a always follow anadjective, and they relate an adverbial clause to the adjective. Thereare three relating conjunctions:

2.212Loconiunslions

. as

than

that (when it follows
so or such)

(The word that as a relating conjunption always has weak stress. Whenit has eay of the thred stranger stresses, that is a demonstrative.)
Relating conjunctions normally follow single bar, and no comma is "Ised:

2 2 2 3, .1

He's as big I as I am #
lie's as big as I am,

2, 2. 2 , 2 31
He's bigger 1 than I am #
Pn2s bigger than I am,
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2 . 2 2 2 3 1

She stayed s; lOng I that we missed the bus #
She stayed so long that we missed the bus.

2
A

2, 2 2 3, 1
A

It made such a noise # that everybody jumped #
It made such a noise that everybody jumped.

10 21 saaLt.imssElr2aliag_alruim,

(1)'The comMa is used to set off contrastin
by -not":

2 2, 2 3, 1 2, 3,2 11

The axe 1 is a tool # not a toy #
The axe is a tool, not a toy.

ex zessions introduced

The camma is signaled by the echo of pitch /3/ on tool and
Lob together with major juncture and paralinguistic pause.

NOTE: Many writers today omit the comma in situations of
this kind. For example, The American Scholar does not use it,

When the cortrast is introduced by the correlatives not...but,
the intonation and puhctuation are usually different:

12
A

2 2 2 2 2 32

His best sport I is net football # but basketball#:.
His bOtsport is not football but 'basketball.

2 2 2 3 2

Not 74ashington # but Jefferson # was
of the Declaration of Independence.
Not Wshington*but"Jefferson was' the
the Declaration of Independence.

the chief author

chief author of

When the contrasting expressions are complete sentence patterns
-- a negative statement followed'by an affirmative statement
the semicolon is preferred:

2 .

. .
3

a
2 2

.
3 1

Ne's not a person # he's an institution #
.:: .

He's not a person; he's.an institution°
. .

NOTE: Have you ever seen a comma used in print instead of a
semicolon in a sentence.1ike the last one above? Watch for
thls punctuation in your reading. .If you find an example,
bring it to class fr,r discussion. Be ready to give your
opinion as to the reasdn for the use of the comma. Can you
find approval of this punctuation in any handbook of English?



(2) The comma is used to separate two successive occurrences of
the same word. Here the contrast is in the intonation of the
successive words. The comma is used to avoid =fusing. the
reader.

Whatever is, is right.
Those who complain, =plain bitterly.

What intonation pattern signals the oomma in each sentence?

When the repeated word represents two parts of speech, the
comma is not used:

(a) He knew that that was true.
(b) He had had much trouble.

In (a) the first that is a subordinator, the second is a
demonstrative. In (b) the first had is an auxiliary, the 4..4.

second the past participle f the main verb. Why are not
commas needed in (a) and (b)? The answer is that the marked
contrast in stress between the repeated words signals the
difference in part of speech of each won.;

(a) thdat that

(b) lid'had or, had lad

EXERCISE TWO

CopY the nuMbers of the sentences. If a sentence requires no addi-
tional punctuation,* write "No punctuation" after the number of the
sentence. If the sentence needs additional punctuation, copy each word
that should be followed by punctuation and mark the intonation of the
word. Then mpy the word again and place the needed punctuation after it..

A. 1. Farm life although it entails much hard work is gratifying.
2. l'he bevy standing over there Is my cousin.

3, Confronted With the evidence Hawkins confessed.
4. You hate French since you failed the course.
5. You.have hated French since you failed the course.'
6. "Ne'walk by faith not by sight."
7. He)s not an author but a critic.
8. He's not an author he's a critic.

9. Everyone who cames comes with the highest expectations.
140""Thé human badk can become the seat of more aches add pains

than are registered in books for the composite anatamy of a

regiment."

11. He seemed to be a peculiarly ignorant person though he said
he had a degree from Cornell.

12. You can see that no water will run through the tube until I suck
the air out.
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13:7e deCided to start forhame since it was beginning to snow harder.
14. Why didn't you sign yourname as you wore told to do?
I5441hy-di.dn'tyou-sign your tame as you were told tO do?

16. The paper submitted by Harry has been judged the winner.
17. The angry crowd murmuring ominously moved forward,
18. Our purpose is to discuss the matter not to argue about it.
19. I found John sitting quietly in the library.
20, Looking up fearfully I saw huge chunks of fire flying through

threatening to zlestroy every house in the neighborhood,
21. It is not the teenagers but the adults who are responsible foi.

the situation.

22, Mr. Morgan disgusted by the laziness of the freshmen began to
lengthen the assignments.

23. You ought not to go swimming while the water is so cold,
24. May I have.a second cup of coffee after I have eaten the cakes?
25. "True ease in writing comes from art not chance.

B. 1. Chilled to the bone the survivors walked wearily into the cabin.
2, the materials taken from the locker were returned later.
3. The bridle made of tan leather suits me better than the black one.
4. It was' such a brilliant performance that the spectators rose

to their feet.

5. You can do it if you try.
6. Mickey Mntle trying for a homer succeeded in hitting a long

double.

7. The audience watched.the speaker walking toward the rostrum.
8. In the distance appeared a trembling figure begging for mercy.
9. This book contains important infolmation though it is dull.

10, I expect to see some plays when I go to New York,
11, I found my wallet lying at the bottom of the rain barrel.
12, motioning secretly to Steven I stepped quickly into the closet.
A3. Students wishing to try out for .the play should report to the

auditorium after school,
14, He spoke in sorrow not in anger,
15, He spoke not in anger but in sorrow,
16, Handicapped people who succeed succeed through sheer determination.
17..Poor Lady Flerice crushedby her cold reception went home early.:
18. Beans baked slowly in a wood stove for a long time taste best. .

19. The sophom6re class is bigger than any previous class has been.
20, Mr. Jones plans to retire as soon as ae is eligible.
21, Playing 'Steadily John forced error after error from his opponent.
22. A blowout on a car going sixty miles an hour may bring disaster.
23, Not wanting to enbarrass him I glanced sideways at him.
24. He shou1d have know 'the answers because I had given him my

notes to study,
25. He has occ,upied that house ever since he moved to BUffalo,

4 4.
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B. Absolutes

10.22. saa_r_E.11;aulaalat.as:Nopi:n.ative Absolute phrase, we have
seen that the separating comma or, ocasionally, the separating dash
sets off nonessential modifiers from the rest of the sentence. Another
use of the separating anima is to set off absolute words and phrases.
In grammar the term absolute means "independent". Absolute expressions
are not principal sentence constituents; they do not modify any word
or words in the sentence; thus they have no direct grammatical connection
with the rest of.the sentence.

These "absolutes" include the nominative absolute, the vocative, the
expletive (interjection), and opening or closing parenthetical expressions.
We shall consider these four absolutes in the order named.

The nominative absolute expression consists of a subject and a word
that functions as predicator. Either the'subject or the predicator, or
both, may have modifiers. The subject is a noun or, infrequently, a
pronoun. The predicator may be a participle, a noun an adjective, or
a prepositional phrase.

The nominative.absolute, expression does not modify any word in the
sentence. Rather, At modifies the sentence as a whole, just as a little
dye added to a glass of water does not color one particular drop or
drops, but all of the water.. For this reason, it is considered a sentence
modifier ,

Absolute expressions may begin or arid the sentence. They ate used
to add descriptive, narrative, or explanatory detail.

Like all sentence modifiers,. nominative absolute expressions are set
off by major juncture in speech and by the comma in writing. The
absolute expkessicifts in the following sentences are underlined.

Nominative Abs212LEaression2

2 3 2 2 3 1

iverything consldered we have dOne w411 #
EyeaLting_Eopsidered, we haVe.done.well.

2

The man
The man

2 3

He glAred
He glared

3 2 2 2
A 46

3 1

stood there # gun in hand #
stood there, 2.1111.112211.

2 2
%

at m; # his face white with anger #
at me, his face white with arlaa.
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22 2
A f A A

3 2 2
A A

2

Tae ancient car I clattered slowly along # horns honking

2, 2 3 1
.

_angrily, l_behin&itT#

The ancient car clattered slowly along, horns honking
ancYrilv4 beh'nd it-..a...._--z-----.

The oral clues of pitch, juncture, and pause are familiar ones, for
.,they are the same as the comma signals we have encountered before. We
should, however, review at this point one aspect of the intonation
pattern. You will recall .that the intonation pattern is bounded by
terminal juncture, which does not always occur at the end of the word

.that carries primary stress.
.
This is true in the second and third

sentences above.

Now, the intonation clue to punctuation begins with the word having
primary stress and extends to the major juncture -- the end of the intow-
ationpat-tern. tus in te second and third sentences above, the'intonation

clue to punct:,:tiott extends over more than one words nstood theren in the

second sentence and "glared at men in the third sentence.

10.23. Sevratintlbcolute Expressions: the Vocative. The vocative,

or noun in direct address, is a nominal which names tce person or
persons the speaker is addressing. It may be the person's actual name or
another word used in the entence as a name for him, such as Dad, Mother,-
sir, young man, or doctor

The v.icative is not a principal constituent; that is,it is not
part of the seltenn pattern, but functions like a sentence modifier.
It is set off by n r:v:..ble bar or double cross.juncture except when it

is the last ward in the sentence,

A vocative ct the beginning of a sentence has the pattern of 0..2/
double bar or double cross, or /2-2/ double bar:

3 2 2. . 3 1
a

Mother what are we having fOr anner #

3, 2

#

2, 2

Mother

Vocnti-v2s a1T,nys set off by the comma:

nO:aer, what are we having for dinner?

An inserted inlati-;3 .the pattern /2-2/ double bar or /14/ double bar:

2 3, 2 2, 2 2 3, 1
Ine klng # John is dead #
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2 3 2 1 1 -2 3 1

The kina # John is dead #
. .

The king, John, is deed.

Note.that in writing, this sentence is ambiguous: it might mean
that the king's name is John. But in speech, if John were an appositive,
it would begin on pitch /3/, while as a vocatiye, it begins on pitch
/2/ or pitch /1/.

T.4hen the vocative is the last word in the 'sentence, it may be pre-
ceded by any terminal juncture

. In statements and in questions intro-
duced by a question word, the final vocative has the pat.tern /2-2/
double bar or double cross, or /1-1/ double cross.

.2 . 3. 2 # 2, 2

*Time to get up I John 11 Time to get up, John.

2A
0.

3. 2 t 2, 2
Time to ge; up John # Time to get up, John.

2A 3, 2 # 1, 1

Time to get up I John # Time to get up, John.

Of the three sentences above, the second is more firm than the first,
while the third, with John spoken on pitch /14 is decidedly less
pleasant and polite than,the other two.

7

In inverted-order questions, a final vocative has the pattern 13-3/
double bar. The word preceding the vocative rises to pitch 13/:

2?, , 3 3. 3
Are you reading

I
JOhnil Are you reading, John?

In written composition, vocatives are used only in dialogue or
conversation. Since the vocative and the worthimmediately preceding it
are often short, 'Students of.ten feel that die comma is not needed. But
there is no exception to the rule that a vocative is set off by commas.
You must be especially alert to notice the need for the comma in
sentences (or sentence equivalents) like .the following:

2 3 2 # 2 2
A

Com on I Joe 11

Come on, Joe.

3 # 3.3
Joe II

. O.K., Joe ?

10.24. 2.922zaLlagLzaluteEletive. Words are not
always spoken with the purpose of communicating.thobghts or ideas. Some..
times we use words to express.strong feelings such as surprise, pain,
disgust, joy, or sorrow (ouch, wow, ah, alas). Or we may use a word
as a signal that we are about to answer a question, oras a means of
filling in the ttme while we think of something to say (well, Nata, uh).
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yes and no may be spoken to signal continued attention to the speaker

or agreement or disagreement VIth him.

We shall call such words expletives (they are often called inter-
jections), Expletives do not combine With other words to form phrases

or clauses, but function independently. They are not part of the

sentence pattern. They may be considered sentence modifiers.

Although expletives are common in speech, they are infrequent in

expository writing. They occur frequently, of course, in narrative
writing wh4ch contains dialogue; and they are used in poetry aitd in

highly emotional-prose.

EXpletives are nearly always punctuated, Frequently the juncture

affords a clue:

2 2
f

2 3 1
A

yes # we know #
Yes, we know,

2 2 2 3 1

Well f we ban,try #

Well, we.can try,

2 3 3 z 2 3 1

Why no # ± dOn't think so #

Why, no, I don't think so.
,

Two successive expletives somtimes function like a einge expletive.
The first expletive is followtd by single bar and in unpunctuatjl

: Oh 1 TIO # 611 der #

Oh no.

Oh no! Oh dear!

One expletive that is always followed by 'single bar and is never

punctuated-is 0.4, (Oh isusually followed by a. comma.)

I kfng.

0 king:

6 dw4l1ers'l in the deert
0 dwellers in the desert

Since most expletives conslst of from one to four phonemes, they
form an extremely short intonation pattern. For tbis.reason it ie some-
times difficult to hear the juncture clearly, Other signals sometimes
help. One:of these is the.occurreace of pitch /4/,_a higher.pktch.thgn..
is norMally used in a seatell5IC65-747. may signal the exclametion
point:

4 1

Ouch # OUCh!
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10.25. Paralanguage. There are many vocal signals which we have not
discussed in relation to punctuation, although we have studied them in
a previous unit. For example, the sentence "She said she loved me"
might be uttered in a shout, a whisper, a groan, or a moan. It might
be uttered to the accompaniment of weeping or laughter. It might be
spoken in a slow, drawling manner or in a clipped, staccato one. We
are all aware of how the "tone of veice" dffects*the meaning of an
utterance for instance, a "sarcastic tone". The writing system, of
course, has no way of symbolizing these vocal qualities or characteristics.
This is why sarcasm or verbal irony in literature is sometimes hard to
understand, '4ithout the signals conveyed'by the "tone of voice", we may
take the sentence to mean "just what it says," instead of the exact
opposite as the writer intended.

It is important to bear in mind that these vocal characteristics
are Lot part of language, The sentence is the same sentence whether it
is whispered, shouted, groaned, or mumbled, Because these vocal signals
accompany language but are not part of language itself, they are called
22121210212 from the Greek para meaning "side by side".

Since'mott expletives express'feeling, they are usu.ally uttered with
paralanguage. The vocal_qualifiers often signal the punctuation of the
expletive, Vocal qualifiers are as follows:

2221122.11iLia

Intensity: Extent or duration:.
Overloud drawl
Oversoft clipping

Pitch "heittht:

Overhigh
Overlow

Remember that palse, which we-have identified as one of the oral signals
for punctuation, is pa.rt" of *paralanguage.

10.26. separating Absolutes: Parenthetical Expressions. Parenthetical
absolutes may occur at the beginning of the sentence, in the middle, or
at the end. They are words or phrases such as the following:

of course
in the first place
furthermore

as a general rule
in my opinion
to be sure

Th.ese kinds of absolutes provide comments about the statement made in the
sdntence -- its degree of probability, its relation to what has been said

AMINIMINIPIPManwgiatearamwao
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.before, and the

Parentljetical absolutes are almootj.nvariably punctuated when they
octur in the middle or at the end of the sentence:

3 2 1 1 1 3 1
. I

JOhn 0 to be s ure failed #
. John, to be sure, failed,

,

2 3.. 2' 1 1 1

JOhn fAiled tO be sLire

'John failad, to be sure,

Although there is no pitch echo, there is an intonation clue to punctua-
tion. Nhat is it? This pitch pattern is characteristic of parenthetical
absolutes that are inserted in, or added to, the sentence pattern.

Parenthetical absolutes at the.beginning of the sentence are usually
punctuated, The familiar pitch-juncture.-pause pattern signals the comma:

2 2 3 2 2 2 3 1

Tcl begfn wSth # yOu ghOuld RrActice yOur foOtwOrk
To begin with, you should practice your footwork.

rn a short sentence the speaker is less likely to use pitch /3/ and
much less likely to pause after the parenthetical phrase. The pause,
especially, would impair the rhythm aad wake the utterance jerky". Thus,
the comma is seldom used after the_pai-erialetical expression in a very
short sentence. In answer to the question oDo you know dhe ruleV7 one
might say:

3

2 2; 2 2;
dour'seL do 0

Of course I do.

2 2 2, 3 ).

Indeed I do 0
Indeed do.

10.27. Separating Absolutes: the Sentence Connectors. Words such as
therefore, however, moreover, nevertheless, hence, and conseaustli areDMAAMI.0 -..VM/W
adverbs that have a.special function in tae structure of a paragraph:
They provide a transition between XWQ sentence patterns, Ve shall call
these adverbs sentence connectors.rw, aiso..1.....ftwo

Ne Shall study these'WOrds-more thoroUghly in a later section. At
present we are'conderned with the question of whether to separate such
a word by a canna:when it introduces a sentence pattern.

There is one sentence connector -- the word however -- that must be
followed by a comma. No exceptions are possible. The reason is that
however has two entirely different uses as shown in the sentences below:
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HoweVer, the argument is not conVincing.

However hard he tried, he could not solve the puzzle.

It is evident that in the second sentence 1=2= is not a sentence
connector. It is a suhardiaalam (sometimes called a cubordinate conjunc-
tion) introducing an adverbial clause. (Note the unusual word order:
"hard he tried" instead of "he tried hard".) Because however is used
in two ways -- as a sentence connector and as a subordinator -- the comma
is always used after.however as &sentence connector: to distinguish it .

from the same word used as a subordinatOr .

For a similar reason, the word besides'must always be set off when
it is a sentence connector. Besides is sometimes a preposition, and the
comma is the only means of distinguishing between the two parts of speech:

He did not want to start a fight: Besides, he had come to
enjoy himself (sentence connector).

There were other people present besides our own
members (preposition).-

Also, the word moreover is nearly always set off. Other sentence
connectors are sometimes punctuated and sometimes not. The intonation
clues are the familiar ones:

2 2 2

Therefore # he

3 2 2 .

Therefore # h;

2 2 . 2

He theretore

3: 1

failed #

3, 1

failed #

3 .1

failed #

2 3 2 1' 1

He failed # therefor #

Which sentence is likely to be'spoken without pause? Which sentences
would probably be spoken with the most noticeable Pause? What is.the
punctuation indicated by each transcription?.

As we have already noted, Moderh punetuation is not entirely
. standardized. This is especially true of the kinds of introductory

expressions described in this section and in the previous section. For
example, some modern writers use no comma after absolutes such as "In
my opinion" and "Of course". Likewise, some of the sentence connectors
are set off by some writers and not set off by other writers. The choipe
to punctuate or not to punctuate is detethined by (a)'the'degree of
rhythm and emphasis desired, 05.the functional variety of EnglishformaLor.general --.being_usedand".(c) the writer's individual style.
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Basically, though, the writer's dhoice is an oral one. Punctuation
suggests certain intonation patterns, as well as the probability of pause.
Thus the writer, by his use of punctuation,determines the intonation
with which the reader will imaine the words being uttered.

Class Project

Let each student volunteer to check an article or story in a recent
issue of a good magazine, such as Harper's or the Atlantic Monthly. (Be
sure that' each student reads a different article.) Plan an oral or
written report from each student, giving the following information:
(a) a list of the introductory expressions used in the article, (b) the
number of times each expression was set off by commas and the number
of.times it was unpunctuated. A committee of students may then tabulate
the results, and the class may discuss the information that the study

Irevealed about modern punctuation usage. (A similar investigation may
be made of other areas of modern punctuation.)

EXERCISE THREE

Proceed as in previous exercises, writing the transcription of each
word that should be followed by punctuation and then writing the word
with the punctuation mark after it. /f a sentence is repeated, transcrib
and punctuate it in two ways and be ready to explain.the meaning of each
version.

A. 1. In the first place the city needs more schools,
2. For example our three high schools are crowded.
3. To be sure a bond issue is Unlikely to be voted.
4, Mary was looking for you John.
5. Ow that hurt,

6. However I do it I always get it wrong.
7. Well young man what can I do for you?
O. Frankly this is he worst poem that I ever read.
9. Thank you George for mailing the letter.
10, Nell yes I believe it can be done.
11, In the first place he didn't understand the assignment.
12. Furthermore he hod lost his book.
13. Of course this was careless of him.
14. However he tried to do the work.
15, Yes dear you may go.

16, Oh well it was a good try.
17, There being no corrections the minutes stand approved as read,
18. Indeed he can.
19. No there isn't any answer.
20 "Ah love let us be true to.one another."

B. 1. All right Sam,

2. What time is it Mister?

J. You understand Miss Willidms dontt.you?



4. You understand Miss Williams don't you?
5. No son you can't go,

C. Do you agree Mr. Jones?

7. For one thing she didn't like the.color.
3. So far as I know his record is good.
9. The big cat glared balefully its eyes two coals of fire.
10. Other things being equal the more determined team will win.
11. Why John do you really mean that?
12. He was king in name only the real power being in .the hands of

the Regent.

13. This done he proceeded to tie the eads carefully together.
14. The boy ran swiftly his shirt tail flapping in the wind.
15. Well sir don't know about that.
16. Along the brink of the bog picking their road among crumbling

rocks and spongy patches of moss the English soldiers were
pushing fast armed in helmets and quilted jerkins their
pikes trailing behind them.

17. !.hy no I didn't.
18. You fool vhy don't you look where you're going?
19. The same to you my friend.
20. Howeyer we ought to know him better.

10.28. Separating Absolutes: the Letter Form. By convention, the
sdparating comma is used after the salutation- in an info'rtnal, social,
or "friendlyletter. The' salutation may: be thought of as a vocative:

Dear Aunt Jane, De:a.r Jim,

Also, by convention, th:e separating comma' is used after the complimentary
close in all types of letters. This comma 'may be cOnsidered as separating
appositives (the signatstre being in apposition with the campliinentary
close ).

Affectionately,
Your friend,

Yours sincerely,
Very truly yours;

C. Displaced Elements

10,29. Eaarating Dis laced Direct a' ects. In section 10.3.
we examined the common basic sentence patterns of English. The commonest
of these is the subject-yerb-object pattern as in "John hit Bill." Let
us try changing the order of the words:

Bill hit John,

The Meaning of the sentence is now quite different. Now let 'es try
to v4y the word order in v!John gave Bill monoy":

"'"'"



Bill gave John money.
*John gave money Bill.
*Bill money gave John,
*Money Bill John gave.

(The asterisk is used before a pattern to indicate that the pattern does
not.actually occur in the language, The first sentence is the only
one that makes sense, and its meaning is very different from that of the
original sentence.)

It is obvious, then, that word order is one of the most important
signals of meaning in English° Now, as we have seen, in a sentence such
as

.This actress has beauty, but she doesn't have talent.

no commas may be used in either clause, because principal constituents

cannot be separated by commas if the noimal word order is used.

Suppose, though, that the writer wishes to place special: enphasis on
the contrast between beauty and talent. He can do this by changing the .

order of words:

3

3, 2 2 2 2 3 2 2 3 1

Beauty # thlt-lc.tress_as & tSletlti .she 9s nOt #
Beauty, this actresS has; talent, she has

The commas are needed because the direct objects, beauty and talent are
displaced that is, taken out of their normal position. As usual,
intonation offers clues. In the original sentence, the single bars before
beauty and talent forbid the comma; in the revised version, the familiar
combination of pitch, juncture, and pause signals the commas after the
displaced objects.

10.30. Separating Displaced Elements: Adiectives_and Appositives. Ad...

jectives normally appear before the nominals. they modify. When displaced
for emphasis or rhythm, they must be separated by commas. (Note the i

familiar intonation clues.)

2 3,2 2A 3, 2 .2 3 1

The -iay # dark.and dreary# was depressing #

Ttedayi-dark and.dreary,,was.dep.resSing.

3 '3 12. ? 2
A

Dark and dreary # the day was depressin5r, #
Dark and dreary, the day was depressing.

The displaced appositive.is rather rare but does occur:
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9 3 2 2 3 1

A " I A .

A good doctor # he has a flourishing practice #

A good doctoro he has a flourishing. practice ..
. . .. ..

10,31. Loose and Periodic Sentences in English. Often the basic sentence

pattern is expanded.by including words, phrases,or clauses that modify

the verb or the.complement, or by adding sentence modifier's br absolute

expressions, These expilnded:sentences can be arranged in boOD Ways, If

the basic sentence pattern comes at the beginning, the sentence is called

loose. If the basic sentence pattern comes at the end, the sentence is

called periodic, In the Eollowin- eamPiehe basic sentence pattern

is underlined: .

Loose SentencesIw....ml.wlrwo*aoom...o. .

John runs whenever he is in a hurry.

They elected John captain because he was the best player.

He succeeded in spite of his handicap.

Reriodic Sentences

Whenever John is,inet hurry, he-runs.

Because Johnwas the best player, 5.21-±catain,
In spite of his handicap, he succeeded.

4

Both rhetorical sentence types -- loose and periodic -- are used in

prose writing, and discussions of the meritS and ..valueof each type

can be found in books on rhetoric-Or compoction; At-present we are

concerned with punctuation. You no doubt observed that the examples of

periodic sentences above contain commas, while the examples of loose

sentences do not. The reason is that the loose sentence is the usual

sentence t pe in English, accent studies have shown that in good modern

prose writing, the ratio of loose to periodic sentences is about three

to one, Sznce the loose'sentenCe f011ows the normal word order, elements

that omme before the subject in the-p2riodic sentence are displaced. It

seems natural to separate such displaced elements by punctuation. We

have seen that commas are used to separate displaced direct objects,

adjectives, and appositives. In the next sections we shall examine the

punctuation of displaced adverbial modifiers.

10,32, Separating Ae erbs and Adverbial Phrases.

Displaced adverbial modifiers are sometimes punctuated and sometimes

unpunctuated, In uch of the loose sentences, (a) to,(1), an :adverbial

modifier of the predicate is underliried:

(a) He went home then.44.



(6) He went home at five o'clock.
(c) He found a number of ancient relics there.
(d) He found a number of ancient relics in the caves.

(e) The news was received calmly in 'Aashington.
(f) International tension was yeduced in 1963.

(g) An ancient harpsichord stood in the corner.
(h) Transportation was slo at that time.
(i) He could see a peaceful meadow below the woods.
(j) He tugged frantically at the knots,
(k) He leaped from the wall i.12_clesperaL2a.
(1) 9e cannot complete the work without additidnal. funds.

It is obvious that no commas can be used in these sentences. Now let us

rearrange each sentence by moving the underlined modifier to the beginning

so that the sentence will be periodic° (le shall leave the sentences

unpunctuated for the time being.)

(a) Then he went. hoMe.

(b) At five o'clock he went home.
(c) There he found a number of ancient relics.
(d) In the caves he found a number of ancient relics.

(e) In Washington the news was received calmly.

(0 In 1963 interriatiOnal tension was reduced,

(g) In ti-ie corner stood an anci ent ha rp si Chord.

(h) At tha-t time transportation was slow.
"Kielow the woods he 'coul'd see a peaceful meadow.

Ez-Ann..s21.12 he tugged at the knots.
(k) In desperation he leaped from the wall,

..(1) Without additional. funds we cannot complete the work.

Where should commas be used? We can quickly dispose of three of
the sentences. In (a), with single bar almost inevitable after then, no
comma is used. Rarely would a comma be used in (c), even though major
juncture ia.quite likely .to 'Occur after There. No. comma is used in (g)

because the. sentence is inverted rather than periodic: the entire
sentence has been turned around so that the subject follos the verb.

Ifi 'the r4daining nine sentences commas may or may not be used:

2 2 2 2 3 2
A 0

(b) At five o'clock ,# at five o'clock #

At five o'clock At five o'clock,

e

.2, 2

(d) In th-e caves #

In the caves

.3 2

In the caves #
In the caves,



2 2 4

(e) In 74o.shington #

In Nashington

2 2 ,9

(0 In 1953 #
In 19C3

2, 2

(h) At that time
At that time

2 2 2

(i) Below the woods #
Below dhe woods

2 1..

(±) Frantical1y7#*1

Frantically
.;

3 2

(k) In desperation4
In desperation

2 3

In Washington 0
In Washington,

2 3 ,2
in 1963 #

In 1953,

2
A

3 2

At that time #
At that time,

2 3 2

Below the woods
Below the woods,

1-
2

Frantically' 0

Frantically,

2

In desperation #

In desperation,

2 " 2. 2 3, 2

(1) Without additional funds # Without additional funds #
Without additionalfunds Without additional funds,

Remember thrt the intonation patterns in the right hand column are likely
to be followed.by perceptible.pause,

NOTF: In actual practice, expressions of time or place at the.
beginning of'a Sentence are:usually not punctuated. It is well to...
,remember that the intonations given in the.riht hand cOlumn above .are
unusual; They give the phrases an emphasis that the writer does not
usua lly wish to give them. You should punctuate such phrases only when

" sh to emphasize
"them.

.10,33. Using the Comma to Provide Clarity2_5122L22i2, and Rhythi: 4e hae.
seen,that the usual intonation of /3-2#/ signals the comma after displaced

adverbial modifiers, just as it does with other structures we have studied
One question , however, remains unanswered: :low does the writer know

which intonation to imply and therefore what punctuatiOn to use?

We saw in section 10,174 that the writer can use punctuation as a
device of style to regulate the clarity, emphasis, and rhythm of his
writing. The same nrinciple applies to the punctuating of displaced
adverbial modifiers, In the following sentences the comma is needed for
clarity:
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2 3, 2 h 2

In winter # sports are exciting #

In winter, sports are exciting,

2 3, 2 2%
A

3 1

The day after it; we had the picnic #

The day after, we had the picnic.

Try saying these sentences with single bar:

In winter spOrts are exclting #.

The dc°,y telfter we had the pc.cnic
S.

The first is meaningless, and the second is not even a sentence, The
author's choice is actually an oxal one. He must indicate the intonation
that makes sense, and the only 'way he can do this is to 'use the comma,

Consider the effect of dle comma in sentence (b):

(a) In Wasaington the news was received calmly,'
(b) In Washinn,the news was received calmly.

Suppose that smme act of the Soviet Union was received excitedly in London
but calmly in Washington, The comma, ns in (b); would emphasize
Washington and help to point.up the contrast between the attitude of
London and that of Washirwton,

Note thai: it i very difficult tc explain this use of the gamma with-
out invoking some imaginary situation; The decision as to whether or
not to use the comma for emphasis and rhythm is dependent on the oontext,
No cut-and-dried rule can be given, The writer chooses an intonation
that will provide the desinie emphasis and rhythm in the oontext; then
he punctuates accordingly,

10,34, Separating Displaced Elements: Adverbial ClaiSe: An ddve.ibia1
. clause that begins a sentence is usually set off by a comma, There are
many exceptions, however. Publishers, wha edit books before publishing
them, are using-fewer cCanns than: w'ere'used a feW décade'dgo; -At that
time a sentence like the following rarely appeare6 without a comma:

Wh41 I awok.a!, the sun was streaming in.

Today we often see such a sentence in print without a comma.

When I awoke the sur was streaming in;
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A familiar.advcrtisin3 slogan supplies another example:

!Then it rains it pours.

The second it refers to a particular brand of salt. Note the difference

in the meaning a 1:112 first it, The effectiveness of the slogan depends

on a sort.of.pun or double meaning of it and pours.

Three helpful generalizations about'displaced adverbiaf clauses are:

1,' If the adverb clause is longer,than the.main
cl.E.,:se, it is always punctuated.

2. If the adverb claLse is short, it is often
uapLInctuated,

If thd subiectof the adverb clause and the
subject of the main clause are the Same, the
canma is often omitted.

:

Sometimes the comma muse_be:used.for clarity. In (a) and (b)

below, the comas show that the'foilovnlig nouns are subjects of the
main cla'ase, not objects of the verb in the adverbial clause.

.(a) When I called, the eyes disappeared in the darkness.

(b)* As t croiiet applauded, the violinist appeared on

'the stse,

BUt once again the easieStmld most dependable procedure is to
punctuate.accprding to in*.:cuation. Displaced adverbial clauses have.the

same intcft4tRx,A-s...1.1isplaced adverbs and adNerbial phrases:

2

ThiLigh the

Though the

2 2 2 3 2 2 3 1

bok WAs dfficult # I enjOyedit #
book was difficult, I enjoyed it.

2 2, 2 ;! 3 1
A e$ t,

Nhen it rair:s # it pours #

When it ra.ais it pours

2 3 2 2 3 1

Whon it raf.ns # it pours #

Vhcn if rains, it pours,

10.35, :;.?:aatlur Displaced Elements: Infinitive Phrases. A displaced
infinitive phiage may ex?ree"; tcie Euptase for which the subject of the

sentence acts;
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(a) To improve his speed of reading, he practiced daily.

(b) In order to reach the foot of the mountain, he had

to walk ten miles,

Another kind of introductory infinitive phrase is a kind of absolute

independent of the main sentence patterns It ususally is a transitional

phrase:

'(c) 1,2.12.2all with, you should practice your'footwork,

(d) .ToA)e sure he didn't have much education.

WARNING: An infinitive phrase that begins the sentence may not be:

displaced at all; it May be the subject of the sentence,'

as in the 'following:

0) .)122121/2.1112_22.221.21.221LIE was his goal.

(f) To reach the foot of the mountain was our purpose.

(g) To err is humah,

Unfortunately, the intonation of the infinitive phrases in (e), (f), and

(g) seems to be about the same as that of the phrases in the first four

.sentences. ParalingLiStic pause, however, is likely to.be more

hoticeableln (a), (b); (c), and (d) than in (e), .(f), and,(g);

When intonation clues are not sufficient, we must turn to structural

. c1ué What is the simple subject and what is the verb in each sentence?

Subject Verb Predicate Noun (Adjective)

(e) To improve was (his) goal

(f) To reach : was (our) purpose

(g) Toerr is human

We know that no comma Can be used between two principal constituents

of a sentence; that is*, be'tween subjeCt and verb, between verb and

complement, or between two complements. Hence no comma is permitted in

senteaces (e), (f), or (g),'regardless of intonation.

In sentences(a) through (d) the infinitive phrases are not prindipal

sentcnce constituents. In (a) and (b) they are displaced; in (c) and (d)

they are absolutes. Thus in all four sentences commas must be used.
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pERCISE FOUR

Proceed as in previous'eltercises.

1, The school offered prizes to encourage competition.

2. The clouds black and ominous threatened a .downpour.

3. His discomfort was increased by-the wrind which was cold and

piercing.
4. The wind cold and .piercing.increasedchiS discomfort.

5. Though everybddrknew what was wrong nobody did anything.

6. After the children had gone to bed we trimmed the tree,

7. We trimm.!d the tree after the children had gone to bed.

8. During the winter I learned to ski.'

9. In 1914 the war-Be'gan.

10. To encourage competition the ,schooI offered prizes.

11. As she sat down she Iit a cigarette,
12. As Agnes grew the pines grew too sturdy as mountaineers.

13, After we had eaten my dog.was given some bones. .

14. In 1492 Co1umbus:si1e4:th.ocean.b1ue,
In,1493--Columbi1ed the deep blue sea.
Her wish to tell the truth wap .commendable.

17, Her wish was coihmendable to tell the truth.
18. if he could have gone I wouldn't have stayed.
19. Hemingway Mr. Brown admired Faulkner he disliked.

20. Later was sorry T had not applied;

B. 1. While he watched they mar,7,hed...

2. Since 1955 the Soviet Unicin has possessed great nuclear strength'.
3. After the Presideat's meeting with Khrushchev in Vienna there

were high hopes of peace.
4. To John Smith was a hero. ,

5. As the train apt.roached ihe Crowd on the platform pushed back.

6. An hour later when we needed him most he was gone..
7. I knew Dale wouldn't mind our starting ,late .b.ecalisa he hates to

get up in the morning.
8. In makj_stiltes-the aCcident rate is high.
9, Through the crowded guest room the girl movedlently.
10. With all his faults he is a'popular fellow as )rou probably know.

11. For ten minutes they discus'sed the situation.
12, Perhaps Mary di'd not know that you were coming.,

13. Tired and ill the old trapp4r finally 'reached'die camp.

14, The trapper tired and:ill finally reached the 6.artip.
15, The weary and ailing trapper finally reached the camp.
16, To increase prOduction the company offered prizeS;.;..

17. When finally we reached.the.Erench lines we made some discoveries.

18. In the fnonth. of Mdy.nature is at its finest.

19, In the afternoon we had our May Day progrmn.

20. As you requested our representative called to repair the

burner.
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D. Terminal PunctuatiOn

10,36, separating Sentences: the Period. Six types of sentences are
tenlinated by the period. (The period; of course; separates the sentence
from the following sentence.) Note the intonation pattern that signals
the period,

(a) StAtements in nonnal mrd order:

2. 22 2 2,2 .. 2 3 1

He ..saw the man I that I knew #
He saw the man that-I knew,

(b) Statements in irverted word order:turereamoneasawarmas.

2 2.,2 3 1
Away # ran ik john
Away.... ran Sohn:i.

(c) Impa.....atlyeser....2Le_nces (mild connands with no" stron ernotion):

2 2 2 2, 2 A 3.1'
Open ryoux... books to page .six #:.
Open y15ur. books:to page six,

(d) Conditional Sentencesh

2 2 2 2 3 1
if h.; ,cOmes #,P11 g8:#
If he comes. V-11 -go.

2 3 2 2 3 1
A 0 I

Had I seenhira wOuld ha,ve.told him #
Had,/ Seen him, / would have told.him, :

(e) ^Polite COrimands or requests worded as..aestions:

2 . . a :2 2 . .2 2 3 i
will you please I notify us # at:Onee #.
Will you please notify us at once',

2
'44

2I 2 2 2 .2 3 I

Will you kindly I return noptice #
Will.you isindly return this .notiae,'...

(f) Hortatbry

2 3. -1
A A

she! always .1?9. right. #
May she always be right.
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(f)

.3 12A
A

ray the Ipist man- win it

Nay the best man win.

10137, 2.222s2L.DiantencaEuivaperiod. 4:Sentence equiva-
lents,: should not be confused .with ,,sentence fragthents, One of the
worst faults in writing is to write as a sentence, beginning with a
capital letter and aiding with a perkod, a'group of words that is only a
fragment of a sentence -- for example, a subordinate clause, a participial
phrase, or an appositive phrase, Here are some examples of this fault:

?IlL.limall5laat1512a

He always sltms the door. Even when I tell him not to,

That summer,I'met Dick, .0ne of the best friends.I:ever had,

,

Correctly Written

He always slams the door, even when I tell him not to.

That summer I met Dick, one of the:best friends I ever had,

Thesetztetwe equivalent is not a modifier. It is an expression
which laCks sugject:and verb bUt is written as a sentence because it is
taken a's a complete utterance, Sentence equivalents are of several types,

(a) Greetings"

3 ,1 2 3 1

Hello # GOOd evening #
Hello° Good.evening;

(b) Answers to questions

qhere did he find it? On the back of the shelf,

DId the plan succeed? No.

(6) 1.3.31.ied commands ot

This way, please,
Or' "

Two hamburgers with relish.
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(d) Transitional eessions

So much for:the economic background. Novajor

the 'sod al asp eCtg;

(e) aapational" ex ressions

Note how pitch

22-121212D S°
group of words

no comma is

2 3 2 2 3 1
A

So far # so good #
So far, so good,

2 3 . 2 2 3 1
A $ A 0

Out of sight # out of mind #
Out of sight, out of mind,

and juncture signal the camma. These expressions are like

far .so good; Out of.sight =out of mind, If each

begins with a ComparatiVe-d,g,, "The more,the more,;7
usd except in formal styles;

The more the merrier,

0,

Unclassif4.ed

The same to you, my frienA.
Some people think they cannot learn to spell, Nonsense.
Some say that reading in bed is.bad for the eyes.

Maybe.so.

As yogi no doubt observed early in your study-of-ihe intonation
pattern of English sentences, by,faf the commonest terminal pattern is:

e/3 - 1 /

All of the complete sentences in this lenoh-end lh this pattern. We

have not marked the intonation,pattern of all the sentence equivalents,

but if 4yOu'try Saying them, you Will find that all but one have this
terminal pattern. The exception is "This way, please," which, because
of the addition of please, wOuld perhaps be more likely to end with

10.38. gmaatillialL11122.2.1221 Three types of
sentences are terminated by the question mark:

(a) Questions wi..th Auerted subject.

2 2, 3

Did you 'see him

Did you see him?
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2 3 3
.Is..he sick 11
Is he 'sick?

Though the intcination given above-is usually considered "normal"
for questions of this type, they are not infrequentry uttered
wi th 3-10

2 3 , 1

, Did:you set.biro.

? 3, 1

Is he sick #

(b) 2aesliontLEith inverted subject, introduced by interro ative
word

2 3 1

When dld he come ip
When did he come

2 3A

What are you reading IP
What are you reading?

2 3 1A AWho's the new presiden
Who's the new president?

(c) 1.1211.2_2112121t

2 2 2 2 2 3
111 wrOte 1 his Own sr:Aches II
He wrote his own spe.P.p.he:s7.-::.------- . 6.11.

This is called ait-liechO.question " becauSe it repeats (with a dif-ferent intonation, of'cours'e)' a statement that someone else has made. .The sequence of statement and question might be:

John said, "He wrote Ms own..speeches."
. . .t;He wrote his own speeches?" repeated Tom in surprise,

The echo question is not li6ited to .:dialogUe,.however. It is used ininformal writing to !ho a questiori that the writer imagines the readerhas asked. Here is an example:

You will obey all traffic rules? Make up
your mind that other drivers won't, You are.a
careful driver and always keep you car' under
control? Act on the assumption that other ,

drivers aren't and- don't,.

.
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All echo questions end with double bar, This is necessary because

echo questions have the same structure and word order as statements, and

the intonation is'the only indication' that the utterance is'a question

and not a statement,

10,39, sas2s.21.1E/Ser. ce E en t th e ues ti on Mark , Some sentence

equivalents are terminated by the question mark:

2 3

Cigarette II

?

2 2 2 2, 3

Cream I and sugar 11

Cream and sugar?

2, 2 2 3 1

Lemon 11 or cream,#

Lemon or crearti:?

2 2 2 2 3

That girl I gOod-lOoking

That girl.good-looking?

2 3,1

Why nnt #
Why nut?

10,40, Terminal Intonation of, It is a common misconception

that questions in English end with a rising inflection. The truth is

that echo questions are the only ones that invariably end with /11/.
Questions'.ihtroduced by an interrogative word end with /5.1#/, and*

inverted-subject questions not introduced by an interrogatiVe.may' have

either Ai/ or /11/.

Non-sentence questions are divided similarly,' If the question is a

shorened .form:Of an inverted-Subject question:, it has a 'double bar:

'Cigarette? (Will ycu have a cigarette?)

Cream and Sugar? (Would you like cream and Sugar?)

If the non-sentence question begins with an interrogative word, it has

double cross::

Vhy not?

One kind of question seems to be an exception to the statements we

haye ju_st inadp.. This is.the question that offers a choice, Although

it is an inverted...subject question, it may end with double cross:
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2 2 2 3 1

Lemon or cream #

Lemon or cream 7

2 2 2 2 3 1A . A

Would you like tea or offee #
Would you like tea or coffee?

These questions do have 'the 'double bar preceding or, however, Note that
these sentences are ambiguous in writing because writing does not convey
all the signals of intonation.

.4., .,..
2 2 2-- 2 3, 4. *a a.A % A

Would you like tea I or coffee 11

Would you like tea or coffee?

2A
A

2.2 3, 1

Would you like tea or coffee #
Would you like tea or.coffee?

The first sentence asks the question whether he would.like one of the
beverages, the second asks him which he woUld like. ..The reader, coming
upon the sentence in a book, would have to irdagine the intonation pattern.
Of course, the reply to the question would furnish a.clue:

No, thank you.' .-

Tea, if-you please.,.

t
NOTE: The use of the inverted subject is not limited to questions.

It cccurS ih atleast four other sentence types:

Came the dawn (inverted-subjectstatement)

"HadA* seen him, I woulcl have tole .him (conditional
sentence)

Will you kindly teturn this notice (polite request)
May she always be rfght (hortatory senterice)

10,41,
uax.LLIPJIILLll.:ali21s2aLLLEASIAELu22niEa. Language is a

code composed of many signals. AS-we have seen, 'word order and intonation
are extremely important signals.in. English. Interesting examples are
furnished by the following four sentences, all composed of the.same
three simple ords, but each having a different meaning:

2A 3

(1) May he go #
.

May he go! (expres3ing a wish)

2, 2,3
(2). May he go 11

!may:he go?. .(asking'permiSsiori)



2 3,1

(3) He may go #

He may go. (granting permission)

2, A 3,1
(4).. He may go #

He may go. (expressing possibility)

10.42, sc arating Sentences: The Exclamation Point, Most of the

sentence types may be followed by,an exclamation point to indicate unusual

ly strong emphosis or feeling.

May God help us:
ilets hurt!
Stop right where you are!

Mho do you think you 'are!

What a beautiful day!

How annoying!
"Attention!
Quiec
What!

The last five examples given are non-sentences, As we have seen in a

previous lesson, another type of non-sentence -- the expletive -- is

sometimes followed by an exclamation point.

The terminal pattein of exclamations is like that of statemnts

except that /44#/ may occur, Paralinguistic markers also

frequently are present,

You should use the exclamation pornt sparingly. Its overuse actually

weakens the emphasis, Excessive Ilse of the exclamation point makes your

style seem gushing or sentimental.

10,43. Sum_... r_na22..Teit....ninal Intonation .

't e nals QL.IlmninaLEmatlatian

The'following sentence type normally end eith /3-1#/:

Statements in normal 'word order.
".

Statements in inverted word order
Imperative sentences

Conditional sentences
Polite-reques-t.s-worded as qtrestidfir.

....L....4.ortatory sentences

i\lon'-sententes (except those that stand'for

inverted-subject questions)
Questions introduced by an interrogative

word
Exclamations
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Exce2

The following normally end with /311/:

(sometimes) Inverted-subject.questions
'not introduced by interrogative
word

Mon-sentences that stand for inverted-
subject questions

Echo questions

Sentence ending.in a vocative or an expletive may have

have /140:
1 1

Time to get up, John #

1 1, 1
He succeeded, to be sure #

Questions ending in a vocativemay.have" 1211/:
2 2

What are we having. _for. dinnerl.Mother

Sentences ending in a contrasting expressioh may have
/2#/ or /211/!:, "

32
The axe Ls a tool, not a toy #

Sentences ending in "said John" or a similar expression
may have /I-1#/ or /1-111/:

1

I'm going home," said John #

'other exceptions are rare.

10.44. Terminal Intonation as.a-Guide to entence-'Stiucture. .We bave'.

Spent oo70:73377713=terminal punctuation,.a topic that is
b.riefly treated in most textbooks. We have done this for a good reason:
4 is.the peridds., question marks, and exclamation points that mark the
ehds of sentences in writing, Failure to use these marks in the right

places results in incorrect sentence structure. Hence the writer must
be familiar with the types of structures that are followed by terminal
punctuation.

For example, an understanding of sentence equivalents will enable
you to avoid comma blunders like the following:.

Ir1.22212.211.1.21.1Lt21

Hello, John, are you going swimming?
"All right," she said finally, "you may go swimming

_anywhere except ir the old quarry."
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This way, everybody, the planes leave in five

minutes.
That girl good-looking, not at all.

Using a comma between a sentence equivalent and a complete sentence

is just as bad as using a comma between two complete sentences. The

terminal pitch-juncture pattexn at the end of each sentence equivalent

signals the end of the utterance;

1 1

J6hn

1 1

finally #

1 1

everybody #

2,, 2 3

good-looking

and so the correct punctuation is as follows:

asmaaalia21

Hello, John. Are you going swimming?

"All right," she said finally. "You may go swimming.

anywhere except in the old quarry."

This way, everybody. The plafte leaves in five minutes.

That girl good-looking? Not at all.

EXERCISE FIVE

Copy the number of each sentence., After the number write each word

that Should be followed by punctuation. Mark the stress, pitch, and.
juncture., Directly under this, write the word again and place after it

the correct punctuation (comma, period, question mark, or exclamation

Point). The example is correctly anwered,

EXAMPLE: 1. The answer Is wrong do you know why

3 , 1 2 ,3
1. wrong # why

wrong. Do why?
(The word following the period is copied to

show the capital letter.

1. Is tha:: a good plan no it isn't
2. Will you please reply.by return mail
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3. In the tramp's pocket was a dollar bill the only money he'had in ehe

world

4. Like.father like son
5. It took him an hOur.to translate fifteen lines he had to look up

almost every word,.

6, How they laughed when i told them
7'. "All right" Father said ryou will go without your allowance for two

weeks"
8. Better go out and get some firewood no firewood no supper

9. Good afterrinon Mr. Hammond how do you like the weather

10. 116 is a good teacher although he tiasn't much patience
11. Why did you 'Omit the last.question couldn't you answer it

12. So much for the theme of the.story now for the symbolism

13. Be careful that ladder is rickety
14. Hi Jim what did you think of the program good wasn't it
15. Enough of this let's stop arguing and begin playing
16. Tickets will be on sale at nine o'clock first come first serVed.
17. Jim is a brilliant student he won four SCfiolarships his seniOr year

18. "Every pupil" he said "can. learn to use commas oorrectly"
19; The Bulido3stmere having a poor season they had lost their first four

games
'20. What a perfect sunset aren't the clouds beautiful
21. Yesterday he agreed to help us-why should" he back out now
22, Did intimidation aftd ehreats stop this fiery reformer not.for
23. I glanced sideways at him I dtdn't wan,0.-.embarass.himr-
24. What shall we do sha11.......we.-repOit' irio the police
25. Get all the-edUcatdon 3iou can the more education a person has the

more likely he is to sudceed
26. "Not'at all" he said "every pupil can learn to use ommmas correctly".
27, This is-a very important book one that every thoughtful American

should read .

28. Scientists are very much ifiterested in the Study of time to them time
represents a fourth dimensiOn one that is just as much.a part of
life as the other three

29, Tell the Smiths to opine tonight too the more the morrier

30.. He,waS no.t'sure that the general was awake although this strange

man seemdd to be'always awake
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Linking Functions of Punctuation

10,45. Nature of the Linking Runction. Thus far we have been studying

the use of punctuation to .1222.1212 sentences and parts of sentences. Often,

however, it is necessary to connect or link sentences, parts of sentences
or parts of words. For example, the following series of unlinked state-
ments is choppy, repetitious, and monotonous:

He speaks English, He speaks French. He speaks German.

To combine these statements into a. single sentence, the writer must find
a way to link the three direct objects so that they are tied together to
function as one principal constituent.. This he does by using the linking
comma:

He speaks English, French, and German.

The cormma has both separating and linking functions. Used principal-
ly for li7King are the semicolon, the colon, the dash, and the hyphen,

A. SERIES OF WORDS', PHRM3ES, OR CLAUSES

10,46. Intonation Clues to the Punctuation of Serie.S. A series is a
group of two or more words, phrases, or clauses, The'members of a series
must be similar grammatically, must appear consecutively, and must have
the same function in the sentence. Thus'we may have a series of subjects,
.a series of verbs, a series of objects, a.series of phrases of the same
kind modifying the same part of the sentence, a series of clauses of the
same kind, etc, It is by means of series that'the writer achieves
221211.21ism, a valuable and indispensable d'el'Ace Of style,

The last two members of a series ate u'sually joined by a conjunction;
And is the conjunction most frequently used, though but, or, and nor are
used occasionally,

He speaks pglish, French, and German.
He doem't drink tea or ooffee,
He was poor but honest.

Occasionally the conjunction is omitted:

The day was lE12.11.1.22112.1.12amulia.

Below are examples of words, phrases, and clauses in series. In each
sentence the series is underlined:
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Words Phrases and Clauses in Series

(a) He speaks pglish, French, and German (three
nouns, all obj'ects of the same verb),

(b) He had a mild,

adjectiv&S, all
2211.22t. ?leasant manner (three

modifying.the same noun).

....laaimaq (two verbs with the(c) He Ty)...,4_,7gA2.6.2.ad

. same subj ect)
...-.

(d) 'roe road excended121.1111 the meadow; over the
hill,...i...122_1iltyo'cAs (three adverbial phrases,

all modifying the same verb)0

.(e) The leader'knew that the men ..cimplazi on him,----
that_they

him, and that
he must not fail theM(thrae noun clauses, all
used as objects of the same verb),

Here are the intonation clues for sentendes (a) and(b):

2. 2 2 2

(a) English 11 French 11

English, French,

2, 2 2, 2

(b) mild 11 patient

mild; patient,

In a series of single words, double bar juncture signals the comma, The
doubj.e.bar, with its zuggestion of incompleteness, seems to function
naburally in a.linking.pattern, (DoUble bar also appears, as. we have
seen,* the ends of certain. kinds of questions; but a question can be
conSiOered incomplete in the sense that it requires an, answer.)

r,

Study the intorPtion Clues for the remaining sentences:

2 2

(c) wriggled. I

Wriggled and

2, 2 2, 2 3, 2 11 3, 2 0
(d) Ineadow hill 11 .(or) meadow # hill #

meadow, hill,
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2 2 2 11

(e) depended on him #

depended on him,

2 3 2 11

without him #

without him,

Thus we see that the comma signals are the ones we studied in section
10.19.:

/ 2 -
11/7

/ 3 - 2 #/, and / 3 - 2 11/

10.47. Linking a Series of Two Members. In a series of two members, the
members are usually joined by a =junction. The conjunction links the
two members without the need of punctuation. The first member typically
ends in single bar, and no comma is used:

The flowers were yellow and blue.
John strode down the lane and across the madow.
He plays football and baseball.
He .wriggled and Squirmed.

;

The clues are not quite so simple in a series o *clauses:

John knew that he must pay attention in class and that
he must do his homework,

Three intonationsarepossible at the end of the first clAuse;

2 2

(1) cl;ss
2 2 3 2 11

(2) cl;ss # (3) cass #

W'.iat punctuation is signaled by each intonation? (Remember that certain
intonation patterns are usually followed by perceptible paralinguistic
pauses.)

Although two of the three possible intonations are comma signals,
actually sentences like this are rarely written with a comma, As we
saw in section 10.17., the comma in such a sentence is a stylistic device.
In certain contexts,the writer may desire a particular pace, rhythm,
and emphasis. 'The comma suggests a comma-signaling intonation, paralin -

gui.stic pause, and therefore a slower pace. This tends to increase the
emphasis on the second clause.

I When members of the series are not joined by a conjunction, the
first member is followed by double bar in speech and a comma in writing:

A mild, pleasant manner is a social asset,

10,48. Linking a Series of Three or More Members. In a series of three
ormore members, if all the members are joined by conjunctions, junctures
are usuall sin le bar unless the members are clauses), but no commas

-
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are used, regardless of intonatiollt

The flowers were red and yellow arid blue.
He pleaded and begged and cajoled.

Again we may find the rare exception, as in these lines from Macbeth:

Tomorrow, and tomorrow, and tomorrow
Creeps in this petty pace from day to day
To the last syllable of recorded time.

When Macb.eth speaks these lines, he is in a mood of hopelessness and
desperation. Having ruined his life by his career of crime, heis con-
vinced tha't there is nothing left to live for. Without commas (Tomorrow
and tomorrow and tomorrow) the pace is altogether too rapid, and emphasi.s
is lacking. The commas help us to realize how time drags for the hopeless,
despairing Macbeth, Here the comma signals are paralinguistic -- chiefly
drawl andlause.

But reimember that such exceptions 'are rare. The safe rule for *ihe
inexperienced writer isl no olommas.

. A .

If there is no conjunction in the series, double bar junctures normal-
ly occur at the end of each member except the last. (The best way to
understand the junctures normally used in series is to imagine that you
are.trYing to think of.the members of the sJries as'you speak: For

example,'Suppbse:that the teactier has asked, "What ere the,O6ief Romance
-languages? 'You reply, "French, Italian, Spanish,Portuguese, Rumalfian."
You probably will pause as you are trying to think of another Romance
language, but the pause 5..s paralinguistic. You will almost certainly
use double bar jtincture after each language except the last.)

A series of 'Oree adjectives with nl conjunction is hot uncommon.
Normally the intonation is as follows:

2 3 1,
2

. u
2 2

.
2

, ,
2 2

.
He is an alert il intelligent d conscientious I student .#

' :He i-e an alert, intelligent, conscientious student.

CAUTION: Major juncture may occur after oanscientious, probably as a
holdover or echo of the junctures after the other two adjectives. But .

of course.,mo comma.can be used'after conscientious, since no comma can
be used between an adjective and a noun that immediately follows it.

The commonest type of series of three or more members contains a
Jonjunction between the last two members only:

The dew-covered flowers -- red, pink, yellow, and blue --
sparkled in the sun,

John strode down the lane,across the meadow,and into the woods.
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John knew that he must pay attention in class, that he
must do his homework, and that he must stay out of
trouble,

"The woods are lovely, dark, and deep,"

The same juncture -- /II/ or /IP/ -- occurs after each member except the last.

There is one optional point in the punctuating of series such as
these: whether or not to use a comma before and. Same writers use the
comma; other do not. There is an increasing trend toward the use of
this comma. It is required by three widely used style manuals -- those
of the Universtiy of Chicago, the 11,odern Language Assqciation, and the
United StatesGovernment Printing office. In journalistic style, however,
this comma is usually omitted.

The use of the comma before the conjunction in.a selies of three or
more members has several advantages. One is that 'this punctuation
indicates more accurately the intonations of speech. .In the sentences
above, the juncture after yellow is the same as the juncture 14*,er red
and 2inic; the juncture.after meadow is the same as the juncturt. after.lane,
etc.

Another advantage of the comma is that it emphasizes the parallelism
of the items in the series, For this reason, thq comma probably contri-,
butes to clarity. In fact, the comma.is sometimes needed to prevent
ambiguity:

-
The flowers were red, yellow and blue and white.
The flowers were red, yellow, and blue and white.

The first version of the sentence is hard to understand; it is ambiguous.
The seca'nd version makes clear that some flowers ere red, some were
yellow, and some were partly blue and partly white,

The student sfIbuld,considVethis matter carefully and decide which
custom he prefers to fdflow in his own limiting style. ..No.Matter which
cuftom he chooses to followylleAwld be consistent,

10.49. How Word Orde'i. Affects the Intonation an'd' Punctuation of Noun
Modifiers, When-is'.a series mit a serie'S? This question is not a joke..
Some,times adjectivds preceding a noun appear to claas4tute a series but
actually do not. study.the intonation and punctuation of the following:

IFS

2 2 2 2, 2

(a) He was an Aett 1 young I man,0
.- He was an alert young man,
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2, 2, 2 2 2 3,1

(b) He was a young 11 alert I man #
He was a young, alert man.

Sentence (b) has the intonation and punctuation of series, but sentence (a)
does not. It is word order that causes the difference.

We have already noted (section 10.29.) that word order is one of tbe

chief signals of meaning in English. We also observed that certain word
orders are prohibited by dhe language. An interesting example of the
importance of ord order in English is found in the relative position of
various kinds of modifiers of nouns. lb a considerable extent, the
order of noun modifiers is fixed. We can say:

Ali the *other fine boys/

But we cannot. say:,

*Otherth,e firie all boys.

or

*Fine other all the boys.

Here is a sentdnce that contains every possible type of noun modifier
arranged in normal order:

All I the ten Other 1 stmilar I fine I Old I aging I

*

grey I stone houses # burned #

All*the ten other similar fine old aging grey stone houses
burned.

. As long as the various noun modiliers are arranged in this order, only
single bar junctures are used, and no commas. This is not a true series.
The various noun modifiers are not parallel. They do not all modify
hbuses. Instead, the lines of modification are as follows:

All modifies "The ten other simila7.7 fine old aging grey stone
houses";

the modifies "ten other similar fine old aging grey stone
houses";

ten modifies "other similar fine old aging grey stone houses";
-and so on.

This illustrates the principle of binary composition of phrases, which you
Situdied in Connection with syntax..,
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Now let us make a selection from among the ten modifiers, being

careful to keep them in the same order:

All I the I :ten ne gri y s.one hOuses # brnlied,#
I t#

All the ten fine grey stone houses burned.

We still have single bar junctures, no commas, and no true series. Butr:'

if we change the order of any of the modifiers, the modifier that is out
of normal order takes double bar juncture and is followed by a comma:

a.
4

All 1 the I Old flile I stOne ! bOuses # burned #

All the old, fine stone houses bsurned.

.Also, if we use three successive adjectives 'rom the same ?slot,u i.e.,

three adjectives that could be tubstitut60 .or fine or three that could
.be substituted for grey,, we have a true saries with double bars and commas:

All the splendid M picturesque massive 1 stone 1 houses #

burned #

All the splendid, picturesqlie, massive stone houses burned.

:

All'the'bro4i1 pink
J

and white I stonelhouses # burned #

All the brown, pink, and white stone houses burned.
,

Our diSolasion of series.has been a lengthy one, but it has,pravided
some valuable insights into how the English langukge works. Remember,
though, that our original purpose was to make clear the difference between
patterns such as:

(a) He was an alert I young man IP

He was an alert young man.

-(b) He 'was a youngl alert man IP
,

He Was a young, alert man.

:

In (b) young and alert are paraliel. Both modify man; the meaning
is tnat he was a young man and an alert man.Not so iln-senterice ()... Here
the adjective-, are not parallel:. In this sentence "young man" functions
as a kind of noun, as if .it were a .single word like youth we might
call it a "word phrase". Thus in (a) alert does not modify man; it
modifies young man. "What kirld of. young man was he? He was an al,gr
young man."

Sentence (b) departs from normal word order: null is displaced,
for it is a'gslot 7" word preceding alert, a."slot 6" word.'
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2 2 2 2 2 3 1

(b) He was a young II alert 1 #

He was a young, alert man.

Sentence (b) iIas the intonation and punctuation of.serids, but sentence (a)

does not. It is word order that causes the difference.

We have already noted (section 10.29.) that word order is one of the

chief signals of meaning in English. We also observed that certain word

orders are prohibited by the language. An interesting example of the

importance of word order in English is found in the relative position of

various kinds of modkfiers of pouns. To a considerable extent, .the

order of noun modifiers is fixed. We can say:

All the other fine boys/

But We cannot sayv

*Other the fine all boys.

or

*Fineother all the boys.

Here is.a sentence that contains every possible type of noun modifier

arranged in normal order:

All I thO I tL I Other 1 stmilar I fine i Old I hing.1

grey stOne hOuses # bt.°Irned #

All the ten other similar fine old aging grey stone houses

burned.

As long as the various noun modifiers are arranged in this order, only

:single bar junctures are used, and no commas. This is not a true series.

'The various noun modifiers are not parallel. They do not all modify

'houses. Instead, the lines of modification are as follows:

All modifies "The ten other similar fine old aging grey stone

houses";
he modifies "ten other similar fine old aging grey stone

houses";
ten modifies "other similar fine old aging grey stone houses";

and so on.

This Illustrates, the'pkinciple of binary composition of phrases, which you

studied in connection with syntax.



Now let uc make a selection fLum among ehe ten modifiers, being

careful to keep them in the same order:

All 1 the I ,t4n I fine 1 grey I stOne 1 hOuses # btcrned #

All the ten fine, grey stone houses burned. .

We still have single bar junctures, no commas, and no true series. But

if we change the order of any of the:modifiers, the modifier that is out-

of normal order takes double bar junctute and is followed by a comma:

, ,

All I' the 1 old h fine I stone I houses # burned #

All the old, fine stbne houses bwrned,

Also, if we use three successive adjectives from the same "slot," i.e.,

three adjectives that could be tubstitutéd for fine or three that could

be substituted for grex, we have a true series with double bars and commas:

All the splendid picturesque massive I stone 1 houses #

burned #
All the splendid, picturesque, massive stone..houses burned.

All the bruwn pink and white stonelhouses #,burned #

All"the brown, pink,'and white stone houses burned:

Our discussion of series, has been .a lengthy one, but 1t has provided

some valuable insights into how the English language works. Remember,

though, that our original purpose was to,take clear. the difference between

patterns such as:

(a) He was an alert I young man #

He was an alert young man.

(b) He was a young H alert man
He was a young, alert man.

. .

In (b) youno ahd alert are parallel. Both modify man; the meaning
0.0.1.. Moja

is that he was a young man and an alert man.Not so in sentence (a). Hera

the adjectives are not parallel. .In this senteace "young man" functions

as a kind of noun, as if it were a single wbrd like youth --.we might

call it a "word phrase".. Thus in (a) alert does.not modify'man; i.
modifies young man. "What kind of young Man was he? He was an alert

young man." .

4

Sentence (b) departs from normal word order: young is displaced,

fOr it is a "slot 7" word preceding alert,.a "slot 6" word.
A

:
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,EXERCISE SIX W W W W N,

In the sentence about the stone houses, each noun modifier may be
viewed as occupying a 1:slot, as follows:

o
$.4 C1 Cil 1 U1 .0 N 00 CN t4
4.1 4.1 4.3 4.) .1.3 4.1 4J 4.) 4.) .4J
O 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

r-I 1.-1 rI r-1 r..1
CP V) cr ) Cf) V) (/) Cf) GI VI Cf)

All . the ten other .simi liar fine old aging grey stone houses burned.
.. . ..

This table lists the words that may be substituted in each slot:

SLOT 1 - both, none (of), any (of), one(of),many(of),enough(of),
plenty(of)

SLQT 2 .- these,: those, John's, such, his, ,my, your,. tour, etc.

SI& '3-- two (20.r Ot.her.riumerals); few, S'eVeral, many, innumeroble
'SLOT 4 '- no substitutfons

SLOT 5 - additional, remaining', various; particular, same
SLOT 6 - any adjective denoting a quality (beautiful, magaificent,

ugly, glorious,
SLOT 7 - new, yOung'
SLOT 8 - aged
SLOT 9 - 'all colors

,SLOT 10.7 matexials, societal adjectives (French,, .Dutch, col.onial,etc.)

(a)

1

.1:

lrite sentences .cOntaining '1".'djectives th the following
arrangementis (be sure to Vunctuate the s.entence. correctly):

6.-- 10--.:noun

3-6-10noun

e
(b) Rewrite your sentences, reversing.the order of as Rany,

noun modifiers as possible.. Be. C,areful to ptinctu4. '

-

your sentences. correctly.

*V . .,1~4

,.

I.
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.110.01111111111111141...11=111.11121111.1111,. ......
10,50. Conventional Linkin....r. Me-comma-is .

used conventionally to link th9 members of.certain kinds of lists that
closely resemble series,

(1) Commas are used to rink the year with the day of the month.
/f only the month is given, the comma is optional.

On July 4, 1776, the Declaration of Independence was signeci,
In May 1958 he moved to Buffalo.

(or)
1In May, 1953, he moved to Buffalo,

.Note that major junctures are used after July 6 and after 1776,
Frequently double bar, typically a linking jurmture, is used,
Be sure to sue the comma AFTER the year as we1 7 as before it.

(2),..Commas are used to'link Parts of an address,

Hamilton, Madison County, New York, was his birthplace,
He lives at 1425 Washington Aveilue, St. Louis,-Missouri,
Washington, D.C., is the jationts capital:
The conference was held in.Berne, Switierland.

,

ithide again, major junctures stgnal the commas, Since maior
juncture follows the last part of the address, a coMMa.myst
be used there, too(except at the end of a sentence),:

NOTE: The. linking -comma.gbethi typically to join members that
ar'arranged in the order of smallest to largest, or the part
to the whole, As we shall see. later, the linking' colon signals
the reverse arrangemerit'... largegt to.smallest, or the whole

;

td the part.
,-1-f

(3) The linking oymma joins a degree or title to a name,

Albert Edward, Jr wag efected president,
John Small, M.D., is now renting_ this office.

Again, major junctures signal the commas,

(4) The linking camma joins the parts of.a bibliogiaphical entry,

Roberts, Paul, Understandins Grammar, New York:Harper 1954,

(5) In figures, the comma lfnks the thousands with the millions,
the hundreds .with the thousands, Ito.

29,758,652

fiaa.asaimsiN4
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(6) The linking comma is used before etc., which extends a list

or series by implication.

The sentence connectors are therefore,howeverlmoreover,etc.

EXERCISE SEVEN

Copy the numbers of the sentences. If a sentence needs no punctua*
*

tion, write "No punctuation" after:the number of that sentemce. If the

sentence requires punctuation, copy twice each word that should be

followed by a punctuation mark. Mark the intonation of your first:copy

and place the needed punctuation after your second copy.

1. It was an old dilapidated house.

2. It was a dilapidated old hoUse.

3.2,Many additio01. splendid new w000den barns burned.

4..En was an aMbitious young man.

5. He was a young ambitious man.
6. He lived. iv .a new. brick house.

7. lIt is a oo'd old.. custom.

.8..A galley is a. lOng shallow metal tray.

9. Harry Bill ToM Joe and Rick are going with us,

10, Larry threw fagots on the fire Uurned ths letter hastily'an

went to bed, ..

11,4. we can-empicy. only ;a. strong experienced native 'diver.

.14.. We looked under the table in the breadbox behind the stovc under

the. sink and everywhere else that a kitten could hide.

13, Tony dug dhe hole set in the tree and shoveled back the dirt,

14. The coal car rattled and groaned and jerked its way to the .siding,

15. The girl moved silently expectantly.
16. We shall go to Chicago New york or Bos.ton,
17. Williams smilsdrned around. arid -se. the vab back on the piano,

18,..DictiOnariesoneydlOpedias and atlases need sper3a1 shelves,

sJIggy cheerless .dull weird day I never saw.

20. Grandfather was' very Much pleased by this picture .of a 'boy

who .has assetbled a dafeteria dinner that consists of a

chocolate layer cake charlotte russe ice cream and lemon..

meringue pie; :

21. Even nuMbers are 2 4.6 8 10 ete,
22, On February 12 1809 Abraham Lincolh was born.

23. H:Is address is 1564. : Hampton Boulevard Dallas Texas.

24. In Augusc 1963 the city suffered the Inrstflood in its history,

25, The book was written by Elwood Street Prof essor.of English at

Thompson College Butte Montana.
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I10.51. The Linking Cemico1on in Series. When the mmbers of a series
of phrases or clauses contain smaller elements separated by commas, the
use of the linking Comm,: between the members creates confusion, as in
this sentence:

The mmbers of the committee were John Williams, Senator
from Illinois, Fred Brown, Senator from Ohio, and George
Saxton, Senator from Louisiana.

The sentence is hard to read because there is no contrast between the

linking and separating,functions, There is no clear signal for the ending
of one ser..es mmber and the,beginning of the next.

By usihg the linking semicoion, we can provide a contrast between

linking and separating, making it perfectly clear where each series member
ends:

The members of the.commit'tee were.John Williams, Senator
from Illindis; Fred Brown, Senator from Ohio; and GeortP
Saxton, Senator from LoLisiana.

The Civil Way determined that the Union, which.had been in
danger,would be preserved; that,slavery, ckicb had extsted
in many states, wag abolished;,and that the state.governments
were subsidiary to.the federal goiiernment.

Intonation alone cannot signal when to use a semicolon, for the
intonations are the same for both marks of punctuation in the sentences
above. Hovever, the Paralinguistic pause is usually longer where the
semicolon is.used than where.the comma is

.

B. Series of Sentence Patterns
P

1Linking a Series of sentence Patterns: the Comma and Con unction.
We have pen'that sentences are separated by terminal punctuation the

period, the question mark, and the exclamation point. But sometimes fhe
writer wirhes to link Sentences (that is, complet sentence patterns) so
that they appear on the Printed page as a single sentence, There are
several ways of doing thit. "We shall study first the comma and conjunc-
tion al a linking mechanism between sentence patterns. Bear in mind that
the structure we are studying is a,series of sentence patterns. . .

(1) The follovAng conjunctions are used to link sentence pattetni.
in a cómpound sentence:

..?

and or so

but nor yet

for
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Yet_ is rarely used as a conjunction. So as a conjunction is common

in speech but is avoided by careful writers, since it has been overly

used and is trite and hzAce weak rhetorically. Wc shall, therefore, omit

these two conjunctions in this lesson and consider only the first five:

and or

but nor

for

In the past, the omma was almost always used before the conjunction

in a.compound sentence, but in modern writing, it LI sometimes omitted,

The criteria that determine the use of the comma E..-ze no choice of style

(formal or general); the length of the sentence; the requirements of

clarity, emphasis, and rhythm; and,of course, the intonation pattern.

Compare the following sentences:

. 2A '2, 2 2 , 3 , 1

.4a) _John .is tall # and I am short #

.
John is tall and I am short.

2 3 2 2 3 1

(b) JOhn is tS11 # and I am short #
John is tall, and I am short.

This is a very short compound sentence. In such a sentence modern

writers usually omit the coMma. In formal style, which has a slower

pace, the cams is more frequently used. Note the differeace, in rhythm

between the two patterns.

Here is another short sentence:

2 3 , 2 .2, 3, 1
We must hurry4 or we will be late #
We must hurry, or we will be late,

With no rise to pitch /3/ on hurry and with no perceptible pause
after this word, the sentence would be unpunctuated, The comma does, of

course, increase the emphasis,

(2) When for is used as a conjunction, it is always preceded by a

comma, The reason is apparent in the following sentence:

2. , 3 2 2 3 1

We bOught some fOod # fOr the children were htingry #

We bought same food, for the children were hungry,

Without the comma the reader will assume that for is a preposition: We
bought some food for the children..." Of course, if for were a preposition

it would'be preceded by a single bar:

2 222A 3 1

We bOught same food an. the children #



-

(3) The,word but may also be used aS prenosition, as in the

sentence "They were all.out of step but Jim." For this
reason, the comma should be used before ehe conjunction but
if there is.any possibility of 1.4isreading the sentence:

2 3 2 2 3 1

All the trimbers cLe #büt JOhn wA*s 1Ste #
All the .mwmber4;.*cgme, but'John wis late.

However, but is much less common as a preposition than for. Doubtless

this is the rea.son why the comma is sometimes omitted before the conjunc..

tion but, althouel it is never omitted before the conjunct_on for. In

the following sentence tnc comma is opion'als

I like it buthe *adesn't°

(or) .'

I lilse it, but he doesn't

,

Here the ..ise of the comma is determined by emphasis and rhythm and by

the choice of formal or gcneral.style.

The comma must always be uped, even in a short compound sentepce-, if
it is.needed kor'clarity, _COmpare the following:.

When the boys were asked to choose partners, John chose
Ted and Bill chose Pete°

When the boys were asked po choose paytners,'John chose
1 1.

Ted, and,'Bill. chose Pete,

This sentence shows that the comma before the cc junction is part of the
mechanism thatrlinks.the two sentence paterns. Without the comma, and
tdould appear to link Ted with Bill.

1 The compound sentence is really a series of sentence patterns, and
functions in much the same way as the kinds of series we studied earlier.

. ,

(4) CAUTION: Sometimes ene conjunction joins two prediCators
(verbs), not two sentence patterns° The two verbs are in
series, and you will recall that no,comma is used kn a series
of two,members joined by a cOnjunction. Here is an example:

He'likes swimming and prefers the crawl.

Here we have a series of-no verbs with the .s.ime subject; in other
wqrds, one sentence pastern with a compound predicates

Subject . "'Verbs
He likes

prefers
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Like most rules, this'one has exceptions, but they are rare One

is the sentence from Hazlitt which was discussed in section 10.17.:

Like a clown at a fair, we are full.of amasement and
-.rapture, and have no thoug:ats of going home.

The comma is used to improve th- ,emphasis and rhyltm. Occasionally

the comma is needed for clarity:

Students should recognize good writing when they see

it, and wish to emulate it.
".!

The comma is needed to shdiq that-wish goes with 22s2.21121

Subject Verbs

. students
recognzie

should and

wish

Without the oymma the meaaing would be nwhen they see and wish..n

For a similar reason, the comma provides clarity in the sentence that we
have used ear4er in this section:

The oympound sentence is really a series of sentence
patterns, and functions in much the same way as the

kinds of series we studied earlier.

(5) One final warning: If a 'comma ii used, it 'always precedes the

conjunctions. Some students use a comma after but. It is

true that for special emphasis we. Sometinies use a major

juncture after but. Regardless of juncture, however, no camma
is ever used afra7.a conjunctiiin (unlesS thie is an insertiot
between the conjunction and the sentence pattern). The comma
would emphasize the conjuribtion too sharply and thus 'annoy
the reader.

,

What we have learned about punctuating two sentence patterns that are
joined by a conjunction may be summarized as follows:

vo...
Summary.

(1) When a conjunction connects two sentence Patterns,
it is usually preceded by a comma.

(2) The comma must be used before the conjunction for
in a compound sentencec
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. .

Summamisonla

(3) The comma must be used before any conjurwtion in a
compound sentence if it is needed for clarity.

(4) When not needed for clarity, the comma may be
omitted before and, but, or, or nor in a
compound sentence that is not long.

(5) The comma is more frequently omitted before and
than it is before but, or, or nor.

(6) The comma is used more often in formal style
than in general style.

. .

(7) Even in a short sentence that is clear without
punctuation, the comma ma be used for emphasis

and rhythm, especially in formal style,

(8) The intonation is a dependable guide to punctuation,
especially if the student bears in mind the kind

of style -- formal or general that he is using.

EXERCISE EIGHT

Scme!of the following sentences are compound; others have a

compound iiredicate. Insert:commas where needed. (Some sentences require

no comma;others require more than one.)

1. It was February and the time had come for the seniors to dhoose their

class-pidy.
2. The drama .coMmittee thumbed througn several catalogs and sent for

examination copies of ten plays.
3. The student's 'were eager to read the plays but two weeks passed before

the loligi.kwaited packages arrived.

4. The comthittee mbers, had no experience in choosing plays nor did
they know:'Wha t tyi e. of play they wanted.

5. They argued among themselves but finally agreed on an old.fashioned

melodrama.
; 6. Choosing"ia bait was not; easy for the class did not contain much

dramatic talent.

7, However the seniors were willing to work and the boys and girls who
had not been selected for the cast volunteered for service on the

various committees.
-8. Now the ttme was getting short and the committees promptly set to work,

,9. They knew they must work fast or they couldn't get the production
ready on 'tinw,

10 The property committee Ft:ad to search high and low for old.sfashioned
furniture was ot easy, to find.
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11, The costume committee rented
to make themselves.

12. The stage grew were building
planning the lighting.

13. The publicity committee sent
and put up posters in the:

14. All the 3eniors were selling

audience,
15, The actors were busy studying their .lines for rehearsals had begun,

16. There was plenty of work for everybody but ehe director was the

busiest of all, .

17. He was coaching the actors and the stage manager was bombarding him

with questions,
18. At first the rehearsals were ragged And the director was tearing

his hair. ".

19. kfter the actors learned.their lines the rehearsals were better but

.theiiming was still poor,
20.'Meanwhile the seniors knew that hey had to keep up their class

wdrk or be declared ineligible,

21. The director did not allow any horseplay at rehearsals nor did he

tolerate tardiness,

some of the costumes but others they had

the scenery and the electricians were

several stories to the local newspaper

store windgyas. - -.-.

'tickets and everyone expected a capacity.

:

I.

22. At times he was tired and discoduraged and felt.that'the production

would be a failure,

23. The actors were still slow in picking up their cues but they did not

seem to be worried,

24. The dress rehearsal was not at all smooth but the seniors consoled

themselves with the old supersition that a poor dress rehearsal

means a good performance,. ,

25, The .performance was marred by a few mistakes but the audience edjoyed

It 'and applauded vigorously at the final curtain,

10,53, LinkioLleneence Patterns: the Comma Without a Coalu,-ction. One

of the most important rules of writing is that the comma cannot link

sentence patterns unless they are joined by a conjunction. There are,

however, two exceptions to this rule; Fortunately, intonation is a

reliable guide, as shown in the examples given: .

(1) jc..)rcli.12.21.1.22
.

,

In these sentences the first member, though'teChnically an

independent sentence pattern, is subordinate in thought to

the second sentence pattern. These might be considered

complex sentences,
C

Like it or not, We nIÜSt Accept it, (Whether we liki

it or not ..)
I tell you frankly, I don't approve, (To be frank ..)

Love me, love my dog. (If you love me ,)
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Note that in each sentence the first sentence pattern ends with an inton...
ation that signals the comma:

3 2

not #
3 2

frankly #

(2) A s.........12152.925.. echo ecL1_,.,._.a_E,JLiestioa

2 3 2 2 2 2
He's cOming # isn't he
He's coming, isn't he?

3 ?

me #

2 , 3 2 2 2 2
That's right # isn't it

Again the comma is signaled by the intonation Note that the question
is negative and has a subject that is the same, or means the same, as
the subject of the statement, If the question has a different subject,
it is written as a separate sentence, The first pattern ends with
terminal intonation:

s

2,, 3, 1 2 3, 3
He's coming # Aren't you

He's coning, Aren't you?

2 3 ,1 2 3 4
1,agree # Does he 11
/ agree, Does he?

In.variation of this pattern the.statement is negative and the,question
is not;

2 3, 2 2 2

He isn't coming # is hp 11

-He-iset.coming,

'2 4: fk.

3 1 2 3 ,3

He isn't coming #: Are you 11
He isn't coming, Are you?

(Of course, there is a difference in meaning .between the two patterns.
"Re's coming, isn"t he?" implies that the speaker expects him to come; "He
'isn't goming, is he?" implies that the speaker expects him not to come, )

10.54. Linking Sentence Patterns: the Semicolon. The chief use of the
semicolon is to link the sentence patterns of a ccmpound sentence. Remem-
uber that the compound sentence is a series of sentence patterns.
;

.40.
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(1) The semicolon.liaks the sentence attexns of....2.2021121

sentence when they are not joined'by a:-con'unction:

Modern art is not representational; it does not
_attOmpt conVey. reality.

Beyond this point the,cave was well-lighte some

parts of it were even decorated.

Is there an intonation clue for the semi-colon? To answer this question,

let us examine the possible intonation of the words preceding the
semicolons in the sentences above:

2 3 2 2 3

representational # representAtional #

2, 1 2 2' 1

well-lighted 0 well-lighted #

As we.know, the pattern../3-20.usually signals the comma, and the pattern

/54#freta-peiloA:,':.Evidently :there is no-intonation pattern that
specif16illy iignals the semicolon. The alternative ways of_punctuating
the two sentence patterns areT

Beyond this point the cave was well-lighted, and
same parts of it were even decorated.

Beyond this point the cave was well-lighted.. Some
patts of it were even decorated,

We can rule out the'second version, fox-this version 222212121 the
sentence patterns, and we are assuming that the writer wished to rink them.
This he can do in two ways: (1) with the semicolon, (2) with the'comma
and conjunction We can thexefore set up an equation:

7semfc.61.bn=eimitia'J, conjunction

The writer's choice of one of the two methods of linking Aepends on
considergtions of rhythm arid emphasis, which:are determined largely .by
cdfftdkt. -Th6156TalinguiStibauS ii *longer when:the semicolon is used
than when the comma and conjunction are:used. Separation by a period
and a capital letter implies a still longer pause,)

(2) The semicolon links the patterns of a balanced sentences The
semicolon is the only.:effective linking device in the balanced
sentlance. Remember the proverb we discussed in section 10.17.:
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2 2 2 3 2 2 2 2 3, 1

United I we stand # d!.vfded we fall #

United we stand; divided we fall.

(3) The semicolon links the atterns of a com ound sentence

wh21_12/222.1oined by a con'unction and when at least
one Rattern con!aitaLseparating commas:

John, who hated the subject, was bored by the
class; and although he needed the credit, he could
scarcely keep awake.

Note how the use of the semicolon brings out the contrast between linking
and separating functions. The semicolon distinguishes the two sentence
patterns:

,.,SENTENCE, interruptioh, PATTERN; 5,ENTENCE,interrupticn, PATTERN.

(4) The semicolon is rarely used to link the patterns of compound
sentenceswhen they are 'oined by a conjunction and contain no
commas:'

His father was paying; and money is the root of most
family troubles.

The use .of.the semicolon with the conjunction is redundant, iince either
one alont-lotad link the sentence patterns. The result is that the pace

of rea4ing is slowed a little, and a heavy emphasis is placed on the
second sentence pattern. This use of the semicolon is rare You should
avoid it except when you wish to place extreme emphasis on the second
statement

10.55. Linking sentence patterns:.the Semicolon with a Sentence Connector.
In section 10.27. 0,4e took a brief look at the sentence connectors. Now
we need tO Jearn-more about them.

(1)' Words such as therefore, however, moreover, nevertheless, hences,

and cot_.....Lsesl_.ientli are adverbs that have a special function in the

structure of a paragraph: they,provide a transition.betwden two
sentence patterns.. Ne call these adverbs sentence connectors,

Why not.,call the;se words conjunctions? The reason is that sentence
connector's 'and conjunctions have important structural differences --

differences that affect both sentence structure and punctuation.

SentenCe connectors are movable; they may occur between two sentence pat-
terns, or they may occur within or at the end of the second sentence
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pattern:

John didn't study; therefore he failed.

John didn't study; he therefore failed.

John didn't study; he failed.therefore.

The conjunctions are and, but, or , nor, for yet, 'so. Let us see whether

they are movable in the sentence used above:

John.,didn't,.study, and he failed.

John didn't study, so he failed.

*John didn't study, he and failed.

*John didn.'t study, he so failed.

*John didn't study, he failedarid,

*John didn't study,. he.falled'

We see that and,.and so may. link two sehtenoe patterns

not.movable. The same is true of other conjunctions.

but that they are

.Stress proyides another contrast .be:tween

;conjunctions 'and.*Sentende cOnnectOrs,

Sentence *connectors ma.y take 'primary

stress, while conjunctions by nature have

either.,,weak, 'or tertiarSr Thtres s .
,

L......_,............... .a... ..., ..... ...-- - ................4............o./.......r...............,...........,*~A.....w.l...krielilWiNtiJa.M.4.14,...1.110..........I

. .

(2) Why is it important to distinguish betweeh sentence connectors

and conjunctions: The reason appears in. a comparison of the'

sehtences%beloi;7":

' .
Punctuation Before Conunctions 'and Sentence Connectors

John
John
John
John

Which of the

diAn't Stii4; and he failed.
didn't study, so he failed,
didn't study; hence he failed.

diidn't study; therefore,he,faAled.,

didn't 'stifdy; calszuently, he, ;ailed:.
.

,

underlineeWords aid:%29211112/22:1

Which are sentence oannectors?
What punctuation is used before
What punctuation is used before

the conjunction? -
thd :thentence connectors?

liow you can, 7see why. you h'ave 'to know wheth-er a particular word is a

conjunction or a sentence connector:

,

A comma is used before a conjunction wherr it links .

. two entence patt.etns. -
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A semicolon is used before a sentence
connector when it links two sentence
patterns.

Each-sentence that contains a semicolon could also be writ:en as twc
sentences, with the period and capital letter taking the place of the
semicolon, as folldws:

John_didn't.study. Hence he failed.
John didn't study. Therefore he -failed.

J*n.didn't study; Consequently he failed.

In good current writing the period is more frequent than the semicolon.
The choice of senicolon.or period deends, as we have seen, on the authors
intent to link or to separate.the stalements. The most important point
to remember is that the comma cannot be used before a sentence connector
when it stands beteen two sentence patterns. Such a pse'of the ccmma
is considered a very serious fault in writing because it fails to
distinguish between one sentence and two sentences.

,

You will quickly xecognize the following as a Correctly written sentence:

(a) Ttiere was no one at home, but a child called to
me from the nexp house.

..

Without the conjunction but, the sentence,would iibt be correctly written:

(b) Tere,was no-one at home, a child called to me from
the next house.

There should be a period (or perhaps .a semicolon) after home.
r

:"

THE COMMA SHOULD NOT BE USED BENEEN TWO
SE1TENCES UNLESS THEY ARE JOINED BY A
CONJUNCTION; (The rare exceptions.are
described abgye, in..section'10.53.)

.

Now let us consider another version:

(c) There. xia's no one4 116-de,.however a child called

to me froni the:next hbuie.

Is (c) correctly written?
. No;.it.is-just as bq as.:Sen.en.ce,-(b):. 'The

word however is not a conjunction; it is a Sentence' connector that is
movable (i.e it could be.tplaced'elsewhere in the clause). In other
words, a compound.sent.ence with a semtence connector.between the two
sentence patterns requires dhe same punctuation as it would if the
sentence connector were-omitted. The following are all-correctly written:



There was no ong.at:home; a'child called to me from

the next house.

.There was n9 one at home; however,'a child called to

me from the next house.

Every player was at top form; they managed to win the

game.

Every player was at top LDTM; therefore, they managed

to win the game.

The committee worked daily for many hours; they finished

their report on time.

The committee worked daily for many hours; consequently,

they finished their report on time.

Every one of these sentence3vould be incorrectly written if a comma were

used instead of the semicolon,

(3)

.!

The expressions tha is, far example, for instance, and in 'fact
... ,

are sentence donnectors when they introduce complete sent6nce
. .

pattern's:
.

1.,

The Child was brilliant; in fact:, he was almoSt a genius.

.The,child"was brilliant; be was,, id fact; almost a genius,

hë child.was brilliant; he was alMost a'genids, in fact.

, . ,

In the sentenee-abovd, in fact has.all.he qualities,of other sentence

connectors .. it helps to link statements; it takes primary stress; and

it is movable,
,

. r

10.56. Linking Sentence patterns: the Colon. The colon'is used to link

sentence patterns when the second pattern explains the first pattern, or

when the second pattern fulfills the,anticipation expressed in the first

pattern:

We have only one chance of escape: we may retreat by

the lower road. (The second, sentence pattern might be

construed as being in.4ppositlon chadde.)

These, however, were not for sale: they were decoys,

(The second sentence_pattern, mIght ber'cOnstxued*as a.

kind of'causal ..clauseif,giv#ig the reason why they were

hot for sale.)

Ii
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NOTE: In a cmpound sentence linked by the colon, the second sentence
pattern may begin with a capital letter:

We have only one chance of escape: We may yetreat by
the lower road,

These, however, were not for sale: They were decoys.

The student should be consistent in his own usage, whether he prefers
the capitals or the lower-case letters,

In'ieneral Style the dash may be used instead of the colon. A lower-

case letter is used after the dash:

We have only one chance of escape e may ietreat by
. .

the lower road.

These, however, were not for sale .-- they were decoys,

10.57. Linking a Direct Quotation with'the Author-Ident,ifying statement:
the Camma (1) When-a'dikbt quotation consistd.of a complete sentence,
it is usually linked by a comma with the words telling whb is the author
of the quotation. There are good reasons for regarding this as a linking
rather than a separating use of the, comma; In the first pla:ce, the

quotation marks enclose. the-quoted sentenâeshuttingit. off .from the words
of explanation so that somp ,linking device 'i6 needed to connect the two
patterns, In the second place, there are differences of intonation,
especially, a contrast of pitch which ra'rely occurs _in the "separaXion"

signals. .Vinally, the. separatint comma sts off material that isnon-
essential or displaced. In a sentence such as

Ile said, "I'm going."

-

the dfiect qtlotation is..certainlY 'eSsential, arid it is occupying its

normal position .in the sentence,

2
A

3, 2 1 1, 1

I came home # said John #

came h9me," .said

1 1 ? 3 1

John said # came hOme.#

john..5ai d ..came home."'

A ,helpful clue is the /1-1/ pitch pattern used with patterns like "John
said" and "said John", contrasting with th' pitches of the direct quota-
tion.
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(2) A divided quotation -- with the explanatory words in the middle--

may contain onc sentence pattern or two sentence patterns. If there are
two sentence patterns, a period is used after the words of explanatiOn;
if therdis"one sentence pattern, a comma is used. Study carefully the
following examples:

2 3, 2 1 1, 1 11 2 3 .- 1

Tomorrow # said-John # we play the-chaMpions #
"TamorrOw," said John, "we plaY the,champions."

A
3 2 1 1 1 2

I came home 0 said John 0.Th-en-I- washed the oar ik-

"1 came....fiomeTu.:sala--JOlL :"Then I washed the car,"

:Intonation is about the smne whether a comma or a gerlod is needed
John. To debide bettleen osmma.and peiod, ask:yourserf: How many
sentence patterns?"

after

,(3) 'No camma is used when the quoted.words are a title; when. they
are not a complete sentence pattern; or when.they constitute a'restrictive
appositive. Note that single'bar juncturdprecedes the quoted words in
these dentences; also, note that there is no occurrence:Of pitch /1/:

,:

Have you read,"The-qoldtugil?..

He said that-he. mas Rnot'pbsitive" about this statement.
The prerb'Out of pight, out.of mind" contains some truth.

NOTE: The comma and the period are usually Aaced inside the *quotation
marks, This is an arbitrary convention of printing and farfting most
people adhere to simply for convenience.

A 0
,

. ,

(4) No coimas and no quotation marks are used,with ari'Indirect
quotation, whether it is a statement or a question.

2 2 2 2 3 1

JOhn saidithat ± camehome 10.

John said tha.t I.came hbme.

As we have previously noted, unstressed that.is always preCeded by a
single bar and never by a comma (except in The rare cases whereit-in'tro-
duces a clause that functions as a nonrestrictive appositive). The
;intonatibn,and punctuation are the same if that is omdtted, as it often
is in general style.

2, 2, 2 2% *.A 3 1

John said j came home #

John said I came home.

An indirect question patterns the same way:
- -
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? 2 2 3, 1

John asked I why had came #

John asked why I had came.

Tmo intonation clues signal that the quOtation is indirect:

(1) Single bar precede& the indirect quotation, major
juncture the direct.

(2) Th.e statement identifying the speaker is never

uttered with pitch /1/ if the quotation is
indirect.

10.58. Linking a Direct Quotation with the Author-Identifying Statement:
the Colon. Under certain conditions, the colon is used instead of the
comma to link a direct quotation with the words identifying the speaker

or writer. The colon, which points forward to what follows, is a more
formal linking device than is the linking comma. Under any of the

circuistances listed belo,, the colon is preferred to the comma before
a direct quotation.

(1) The colon is generally used if the material is quotL! from
printed, not spoken, sources:

The McMahon Act .declaredt

The daptiori gOeS,:in:large letters:

In smaller-type this event is explained:
He reported in his book:
The book says:

The.paem

. ,

(To save space, the quotations .are omitted from the

exampleg, given .

- ,
(2) The colon is preferred When a famous or important person iS

quoted:

:

President Jahnson announced:
General Groves said in his farewell address:.
Gagarin shouted:

(3) The colon is used if the'identifying statement contains this,
the following, or a similar expression:

.

This is..thayshe deecribes theii work:
This is how 1-id-diinks and sp-eaks:

The 5ec'retary offered the following explanation:

t.
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(4) The colon is generally used if the quoted material consists

of more than two sentences.

Like the semicolmi, the colon is not signaled by any unique intonation

pattern. In the examples given, the word vi!ceding the colon has one

of the standard comma-signaling patterns: /2-211/2 /3-20/, or /3-211., the

second of dhe three patterns being orobaLly the most common.

Note, however, that tile.pitch /1/ intonation that may occur idlen the

quotation is linked by a comma does not occur when the colon does the.

3inking. That is, uhen the quotation is formally introduce6 we'do not

"drop the vOcce" as me sometimes do in uttering the wy..7ds "te said" or

"said John".

EXERCISE NINE

Copy the numbers of the .sentences, Write "No punctuation" after

the number of each sentence that you dhink requires no punctuation. After,

the other numbers.write in each case the word or words that should be

followed by punctuation and then the cd'irect (or best) punctuation. Be

prepared to explain your choice of punctuation. Indicate. needed capital

letters also.

A. 1. Money cannot buy happiness for us directly b4A.t can make us

',comfOrtable,
2, There.was enough candy for all but Jimmy ate more than his share

3. The committee was composed of Gedrgd Miller a senior John

Wooeman a junior and Nancy Lee a sophomore;
4. This time I want your homework in ink for pencil is too hard to

read,

5. Bill's face li'ghted up and he raised his hand eagerly.

6. Speech is Siliter silence is golden.

7. He isn't a statesman he's a politidian.
8. Much of fhe vocabulary of English is Latin the structure of

English however is Germanic.
9. "In the draWer" he said "you will find a large black book."

10. The senator said that he was "unalterably opposed" to the bill.

11. The yearb'Ook should not be amore picture album' it should besa

complete record of a school year.
12, He aSked-whère the accident occurred.

13, I like it do youl._ .

14..He coutdnrt ii161;re he was so co1-3.

15. John a ievel-headed boy acicnt-.wledged his Mistake at once but
.

.the other students unwilling-to admit that they were wrong

argUed vehemently. . .

16. First he'sharpened and Oiled his tools carefully then he went to

work,
17. "I am not a Virginian but an American" said Patrick Henry.
18. "I am not a Virginian" said Patrick Henry 21;01.1t an American."

.--.- " -
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Patricic Henry said that he was not a Virginian but an American.

20. Patrick Henry said "I am not .a Virginian but an American."

1. This if, what the coach said "If every player does his best.we

can win this game."

2. The-poem -says "Suspense in news is torture."

3. Lincoln said " A house divided against itself cannot stand." .

This-nOvelist has one seri.ous weakness his characters are'stereo-

types.

5. John my in-other couldn't omme for the reunion but he sent a

telegram from Los Angeles where he has lived for the past ten

-years. ,.

6; The chief xharacters in Lord of the Flies are Jack a:cruel anq.,

lawless.boymon alwjptic Ralph a responsible leader. and Pi6y*

a flabby intellectual.*
7. The police had no evidence against the man consequently they: .

released him.

3. One thing is certain success is never obtained without effort.

9. Pete who made friends easily soon knew almost everyone in school

but Dick:who was painfullly shy knew very few students,

10. He didOt Like the suit'in fact he detested it,

11. Some uses of the comma are related to'Pitch and juncture other.
.

uses are merely conventional.

12: The seniors.elected the,follOwing officers Edwin Whyte president

Shirley Jones'vice-President Nancy Smith secretary and Jim .

Thom:: treasurer,

13. He had.always.disliked history nevertheless he determined to get

the best mark.he could,
14: The schools will be overcrowded however no dou.ble'session

be necessary.fOr at least a year.

15. "I didntt like it" Nancy said "It's one of the dullest books I
.

- ever read.tz.

16, "I didn't cOpy dhe ssignment" NanOy replied "but I thdnk I can

rememher it."

17. "The theater is no place for aainful speculation it is a;place

for diverting representation." !

18. You're going write a cOimpOsition every week like:it or hot.

19. He can have the green boxor the blue I"don't care which.

20, you have been unprepared fortt'iree days'in a row that's. trile

isn't.it?

C. Additions to the Sentence Pattern

10.59, L1n1 g Examples, Lists, and Explanationa Beginning with an

Introductory Expression. .(1) The following expressions introduce

examples lists, or.explanations:
,

(Used in formal writing only):viz..,i.e:, e.g., namely

(used in all styles):forexample,for instance,that:i.s, such as
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2

2 2A 2 3 1 2 .2 2.

This little country 1 is neutrarl that is M neither
2, 2 2 3 2 1 . .

pro-communist II nOr Anti-cZmmunist #

2 : 2 3 : 1

- There: re five impOrtant R6ance 1Lguages-# nAMely1
2., '2 2 2 ..2 2 2 2 2 . -1'

--French m sprivgi 11 Italian portugubel and.Runaman

Again we find terminal intonation sometimes occurring at the end of
the basic sentence pattern when the pattern is followedA5Y modifying
material,

(2) The choice of.punctuation is somewhat-arbiti'ary, It depends in
part on whether formal or general style is being used, The following
examples indicate common usage.4.:

This little country is neutral; that is, neither
pro-Communist rior anti-Communist, ( Formal style)

This 441e country is neutrar -7..that,is,_nea6r1
'pro.4-Commutlift-hcir-driti4OMMilnist. -(General stO.e)

This 'little country is neutral', that neither
pro-Communist nor anti-Communist, (General style)

(3) As we have already seen, Some of these'introductory expressions
may function. as sentence connectors between two sentence patterns. In

that case the semicolon must be aed, regardless of the functional
variety of English:

The child was brilliant;' in fact', he was almost a genitis.,

(4) Such as differs frpm other introductor expressions in three
ways. First.it may .introduce an:essential-modifier;

2 222
t

,
2

A
2 9

Novelists such as Dickens # create characters 1

2 2 .. 2 .2 .J:f3:'

that are bigger [ithan-life+size #

Noveliss su..ch as 'Dickens create:Chayac_ters_thiE.are:_L
bigger than iifëizC

. -

Like all essential' modifiers, "sucll. as Dickens" is preceded by single
bar and written withcut commas, Secondly, ,uch as does not take primary
stress. In the third place, suck as can therefore not end in a terminal
juncture and cannot be followed by, a comma. liere-is a sentence Showing--
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sUch as linked, to the end of the basic sentence pattern:

He enjoys the modern essayists, such as James Thurber

and E.B. White,
41

(5) When pcamples oi 1j.sts of the kinds we have been studying occur

in the middle Of the sentence, theyare linked by paired camas or paired

dashes, .Sueh,patterns might, of course, be listed under enclosing

punctlation. They-are listed here becadse such as. and for example intro-

duce expressions,that are typically linked with the sentence pattern.

Many modern essayists, such' as James Thurber and E.B.

White, use an informal style,

many.modexn essayists -- for example, James Thurber and

E.B. White use an infoxmal style, :

,Here the punctuation signals are the familiai ones:

3, '2 . 3 2

essayists # White #

10.60: Linking typoilitivesAfter Termnal Intonation: theColon and
the Dash, An appositive or a series of appositives that is added to
the basic sentence patt:exh is very similar to the structures discussed

in the preceding section. Note the terminal intonatidn preceding the

appositives,
3 1 3 1

He had one interestin life.. eting #
3 .1 2: 2 2, 7 .2 3, 1

Greek has three voices -itt. active middle Wand paSsive #

In sentences likerrthese the comma.seems too..yeak-- doubtless because
the comma does not suggest the terminal intonation ofr13-1:#/. Either the

colon ,or the dash is used, the colon being a little more formal:

He had dne interest,tn.life: eating,
Greek has three voices: activelmiddle, and passive,

(or).

He had one-interest in life -- eating,
Grclik has three voices -- active, Middle, and passive,

4 1

After this, these, the following, or as follows..the colon is always used: '

TheSe are the major ingredients of. success: talent,
industry,...anA:p ers eve ran ce
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The following students were asked to report to

the office at once; Phil Baker, Vary Jones, Kenneth
Lardner, and Nancy Williams.

CAUTION; Only appositives, not predicate nouns, are linked by the colon.

You will recall that no punctuation'can be. used between principal
constituents'of the sentence. Thus no punctuation is i'armiSs!ble between:

verb and predicate noun. Never use a colon after ehe formsof the varbte;

Incorrect

The most important Romance languages are: French,

Spanish, Italian, Portuguese; and Rumanian.

Coriect

The'most important Romance languages are French,
Spanish, Italian, PortugUese, and Rumanian.

.1

10.61;--Conventional Uses of the Linkin Colon. You have prob.ably rioted

that the colon always.points forward; it.is a mark of anticipation. This

is true of the conventional uses of the colon. In additionyou will
notice that the colon points from the greater to the smalrer,- or from:
the whole to the part. This is the reyerse of the linking comma, which
in its conventional uses leads from the smaller to the greater, or
the part to the whole.

,.
.(a) Between,author and title;

Dickens; Tale of Two Cities

(b) Between chapter and verse of.the Bible;

Matthew 3:i5

;f t

(c) Between the hour and the minute when exptessed in numerals; .

8;30 .a.m. 10:20 p.m.

(d) Bdtween volume number and page numbers of.magazines;

Life; 76; 15-17

Finally,we shall note here the conventional Use of the colon after ,

the salutation Da a business or formal letter (note that the colon points
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forward):

Dear Sir: Dear Mr. Brown: Gentlemen:

16.62; Special Linking Uses of the Dash. (1) A single appositive is

separated, as we have -Seen. A list of appositives, however, must be
linked with the summarizing word. Note the effectiveness-of the dash in

the following sentences: .

(a) He had only praise for the fine men he,workea with ..

Jones, Peterson, Villiams, and Thomas.

(bYthe'Romance'linguageS.=._French, Spani.sh, Italian,
t%!.. .

'Ibrtugueser aiad Rum'anian:---&re.descendants dttlatin,

(c) Awards were given to threesenior toilf;

and Rick,

Colons could be used in (a) and (6),:kut...the colons would be too formal

except in Scholarly wri4ngc. In all three sentences, oymmas would be
ambiguous. .'r

.

(2) The dash is used to link summarizing expressions such as these,
all, and all these with a preceding series or list.

Dates, addresE>es, bibliography -- all are conventional
. u6es.of the'cOmma

al. -

Both the colon and the dash are pointing marks: the colon points forward,
the dasti-backward, Compare the following:

. ,
' These-are.major ingredients_o sUccesst:talent, industry,:

:
and 'persèverance', :

.. .. .

..):, ,.

, *w, .

"( Talent, industry, pdrgevèrance -7,the:se.are major
ingredients of:success,

.0

(3) The linking dash may be used to place special emphasis on a wotd
or a group of words:

,

He died-as-ii.e.,...had...Liyes.1../-:alonei-

Prices. climbed -- and went on climbing.

This author says'a great deal about 15.fe and death.

(4) Similarly, a word repeated fr emphasis is linked by the dash:

His reSistance fin'ally broken down, the old man talked ..
talked as if he would never stop.
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(5) The dash is used conventionally before a credit line (stating

the name of the author):

That which we call a rose

By any other name would smell as sweet.

-- Shakespeare

(6) Use the linking'dash drily when it.iYthe most-dffectirve lounctUa-

tion. Do not use itAndiscriminately as a substitute for .other marks

of punctuation.

NOTE: The intonation of examples given in this section has'been

Omitted. Why not mark it yourself? It is time you tried your hand at

this game . You will find that the punctuation signals are familiar ones.

10.63. The Linking Hyphen. In previous units, we observed that certain

patterns of stress have the power to form phraSes; One of the commonest

of these stress patterns or superfixes is I. This superfix

often creates a word phrase --that is, a word that contains more than

one primary base, often called a compound. Here is a familiar example:

;

A
A crow is a black. bi-rd, but it is not-a'sblackbird.

In speech the superfix;distinguishes the word phrase "blackbird" from the

nominal phrase "black bird". It happens that these are distinguished in

writing also, one being written solid and the other with a space between

the two free bases. However, there is often no way to distinguish in

writing between these two types of phrase. A sweet salesman mayboa sales-

man who is sweet or a salesman who sells sweets; a French teacher may be

a, teacher of French or a teacher who is of Fr'ench'natidnality.

A copy editor edits copy, a bookkeeper keeps books, and a man-killer

kills men. Yet all are written differently: ,

copy editor bookkeeper man-killer

Not only are there three ways of writing wordThrases or compounds,

but frequently the same word phrase appears in two or even three different

ways in modern writing. Examples.are high school student, higi-Schbol

student, highschool student; cooperate, and coYperate; sharecropper and

share-cropper.

A complete description of the uses of the hyphen would require a

full-length book. We shall:nerely list here.sbme 'tif the-well-established

and conventional uses of the hyphen.
,

(1) Nominals

(a) Formed from two nominals, both taking primary stress:
....
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I

secretary-treasurer
kilowatt-hour

(b.).F.ormed from a nominal

stress:

actor-manager city-state

carpenter-contractor

with prebase "ex" taking primary

ex-governor ex-presideht ex-wife

(c) Formed from "self" and a nominal:

self-confidence self-denial

(d) A. nominal and a pre?ositional phrase:

comman de x-i n- chi ef editor-iff-chief

Family: son-in-law, father-in-law, etc,
(But not grandfather, stepmother, . etc, ; half., sister,

'half brOtheX)

(e) Formed from verbals and adverbals:

With suvoerf ix '

haa-beems

With superlix '
,

(f) Hudbomb
,

(2) AdIgcti.vals

also-rans

lookers-on filler-in higher-ups .

runner-up,

X-ray T-square

(a) Spelled-out fractions used ag adjectives:

a three7fourths itiaj ority
. ,

Use no . hyphen if the second word is a noun:

three fourths of the voters

'(b)."self" and an adjective:

self-satisfied self-sufficient self-confident

(c) Many compound adjectivals preceding a noun:
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(d)

well-mannered boys
well-defined goals
a tough-mirded editor
uncalled-for remarks
up-to-date tedftaiques

an easy-going man

a single-party system
mortgage-ridden farmers
a middle-aged man

a seven-man committee

These are not hyphenatedwhen In predicate-position:

The campaign was well launched,
Their goals adre%well defined,
The system provided for a single party.
His techniques were up to date.

No hyphen is used after an adverb in -ly:

a beautifully decorated room

a badly managed campaign

It is especially'qmportant to ,use the hyphen in nonce

compounds (nonce means'created for a particular
occasion):

(3) Verbals

(4)

a none-too-even-tempered dog,

a handle-with-care'label

Stitk-in-the mud management
three-for-a-dime apples
an 1-dare-you attitude
an all-alone, out-on-your-own adventure

deep-freeze cold-chisel

aaecial use of the linking hyphen (thel7suspensi:on1hy2222):

Third-, fourth-, and fifth-grade children
three- to six-quart pails
eight-, nine-, and ten-year-olds (occasionally written

without hyphens)

(5) Though the hyphen is a'typically linking i)Unctuation mark, it

it occasionally used for'separation. This is necessary to
prevent misreading in the following instances:..

(a), Between a prebase and a proper name (because otherwise':
a capital.letter would appear in the middle of .the word):

un-American anti -Bri tish non-Germanic

11.
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(b) to prevent confusing. repetition of a vowel:

ultra-atomi anti-inflation

,co-owner

.
. .

(But many common words are now written solid,

such as cooperate preempt reenter etc,)

(c) p distinguish a word from another spelled the same

but pronounced differently:

recover (to get back) re-cover( to coer again)
,

recreatión(pastime) re-creation (creating anew)

reformed(corrected o.r improved)
re-formed (forme:d again)

(6) Though the hyphen is not involved in our final examp1e, this

seems an opportune time to point out the correct way' of writing

two word phrases often incorrectly written by high school

(or high-school, or highschool)..students:

boy friend girl f ri end

No dictionary and no a'Llt_authority acknowledges the existe4ce of

either of these word phrasaiwritten. solid. Despite the teenagers of

American, both of these phrases are correctly written as two words.

Enclosi.n.g.Functio.ns of Punctuat.ion

10.64, Enclosin, Parentheticaj2E,Lea_tEsres.u.
.Certain parenthetic&r.,expreons or side rerriarics-are even more loosely

related to the sentence patterns than arg the absolute expressions we

studidd under sepaiting punMation, such expressions are enclosed

by paired commas, paired dashes, .or paired parentheses:

This student, if one can call him a student, will surely fail.
Thisstuden.t. -- if one can call him a student -- will surely fail

'This -student (if one can call. him a student) will surely fail.

If yoth experiment with saying the three sentences, you will discover that
the intonation signals for punctuation are clear and distinct, with

/3-20/ on the first occurrence of_student. and on call These signals

seem to be about the 'same, regardless of the type of punctuation used.

The clause that is enclosed, hoyever,..will be spoken diff erently in

each case, but the Zifferences ar& paralinguistic and difficult to deft.

scribe exactly. There will probably be longer pauses with dashes than
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with commas, and still longer pauses with parentheses. Some speakers

use pitch /1/ for material encicsed in parentheses, or even a

paralinguistic lowering of pitch.

At any rate, the three types of punctuation constitute a hierarchy,

as follows:

commas: loosely related to the sentence pattern

dhes: less related than the commas
parentheseS: least related (or, most unrelated)

Notd these effects in another series of sentences:

The boy, the one with the long hair, gets my goat.
The boy -- and I mean the one with the dong hair.-- gets

my goat. .

-The boy (who could possibly call him a man?) gets my goat.

10.65. Uses of Parentheses. Some of the uses of.parentheses are

'illustrated in the sentence below:

An early American psychologist was William James.
(brother of,the novelist, Henry James),

Winston Churchill (no relation to the.British
statesman) wrote novels about.the Civil War.

As a rule, avoid nonce words (words coined for a
particular occasion)..

The dash also has linking uses. (See sections
10.60. and 10.62.)

Parentheses may enclose (1) illustrations, (2)
definitions, (3) side remarks, (4) added
but loosely related information.

EXERCISE TEN

Insert the needed separating, linking, and enclosing punctuation in
the following sentences.

1. There are several methods by which new words are added.to. English

borrowing compounding blending shortening and.metaphor
.2.. Borrowing taking words from other languages into English is one

of the commonest methods of expanding English yocabulary
3. The early American colonists borrowed many words from the Indian

languages for example op ssum raccoon hickory wsimmon caucus
toboggan
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4. Many sailing terms ahoy boom deck hoist skipper sloop yacht
were borrowed from the Dutch

5. Mosquito cockroach sessafras mum mesa alligator lariat lasso
corral all these were borrowed from Spanish

6. Some words borrowed from German are sauerkraut kindergarten
pretzel loafer and bum

7. Examples .of words borrowed from other languages are
bungalow Bengali azute PErsian vampire polka 'and mammoth
Slavic goulash Hungarian gong Valay rajah khaki and yogi
Indian boomerang and kangaroo Australian alpaca LEIE
dondor and vinine South American Indian tabou'and tattoO
Polynesian gumbo and okra African tea Chinese tycoon and
kimono Japanese

8. Some religious wOrds brought to Dagland by Roman priests were
'of ,Greek origin 'bishop deacon martyr church devil priest monk/...*0 =1111. NAM. ..m.111NIMN. =m1V...1.0
2222 and psalm

9. Shortenig reduding a longer word to one or two syllables has
been used to a limited degree for centuries but,inmodern -

times which encourage speed shortening has greatly increased
10. Students originated many shortenings some of which are still

considered slang exam math prof promcfrom promenade Exa fret
dorm grad and.coed

11. Some examples of older shortenings are as follows still from
distillery extra from extraordinary wig from periwig cheat
'from escheat and patter from 19....t.E1115_DI

12. Compounding that i forming a new word by combining two existing
woids is very common in English

13. Some compounds. are metaphorical for instance wirepuller
Rpellbinder rubberneck sky6craper lowbrow

14. many new words are formed by blending taking parts of each of
two existing words to'form a new shorter word

15. Vany common words are blends amOng these are chortle from chuckle
and snort boost from boom and hoist squaw,k from saueak and
squall.cablegram from 'cable and telegraM a'nd aailLar from
splash and spatter

16. There is a more economical way of adding vocabulary items to the
language add meaning to an old word

.17. Many extended meanings of common words are originally metdObrs
they may therefore be considered dead metaphors

18. Names of parts of the body often occur as dead metaphors for
. example the face of a clock the brow of a hill the head of the

class an arm of the sea the first leg of dhe journey to toe
the mark and to foot a bill .

19. Many,common British words.for example treacle pettol pannekin
tram lorry po ridge lift m9.aning elevator scone dustman are
seldom heard.in America

.

20. Lowbrow gobbledegook blurb Lima moron sheban all these were
,originally used 1.;31 famous 6merican authors

.



10.66, Uses of Drackets... Brecket:3 are.rakely used e'icceP*E iñfOftiál

style. They enclose the author's comments or corrections in quoted -.-

material, Mterial enclosed in brackets in not part of the qbotation'

but is inserted by the author who is quotins. The intonation is the

same'for'material'enciosed in parentheses., bu,t, paralinguistic manifes-
.

._
tations are gs,,.erally stronger.

(a)

(b) "I will not equivocate-EapplauseTand I will be

heard [loud applause]."

"'..1hen he was thirty-four [Actually he was thirty-seven],

he published his first novel."

'In (a) the writer corrects in brackets.an_error that appears in the

quoted material. In (b) the, writer, qucting a speech, uses brackets

to indnAU-the-audience reaction to certain parts:of the speech.,

(.c) "These communications were never recieved [sic ] by

my office."

In (c) the writer uses the word sic (Latin for "thus") in brackets to

show t.hat Ire is reproducing the original spelling of the quotation,

thou.& he knows that "recieved".is incorrectly spelled.

10.67. Enclosing Functions of Quotation Marks. Since quotations have

already been discussed (see sections 10.57. and 10.53.), they will be
treated rather briefly here, except for a fewpoints not*previously

mentioned.

(1) Direct quotations are enclosed by doulil lauotes

He said, "Come at.once,"
"Come at once," he said.

The comma is a linking one, as we have seen. e found in section 10.57.

that the words 7Fhe said" may be spoken with pltch /1/ in narrative style.

If, however, "he said" is spoken with pitch /2/, then theke is paralin -

guistic raising of pitch on the quoted words. The direct quotation seens

always to be Spoken on a higher pich level than thP Wgr.ds identifying
the speaker. ..

(2) In a divided quotation, use the linking comma if the quoted
matter is one sentence. and the separation period if the . quoted

matter is two sentences..

(a) "Came at once," he said, nor I'll come after you."
(b) "Come at once," he said. "We shall go over the report

together."



(3) if a direct quotation contains more than one sentence, quotes

are not used at the beginning and end of each sentence but only at the

beginning and end of the entire quotation.

(4) If a dkrect quotation consists of two or more_paragraphs,'quotes

are used at the beginning of each paragraph and at the end of the last but

not at the and of intermediate paragraphs.

.(5) Titles of poems, articles, essays, chapters,and short plays are

endlosed in quotes; titles of hooks and names of magazines are italicized

Poem: "Spring and Fall"
Essay: "Dissertation on Roast Pig"

Short Play: "The Twelve-Pound Look"

Long Play: Our.Town

Book: David Cop_per12_.eld

liagazine: The Saturday Review

(6) A quotation within a uotation is enclosed by single uotation

marks:
1111.1.11

The governor drew warmrapplause as he said:"When my'

opponent declared, '1 refuse to debate on televisioW
he was voicing his insecurity and fear."

. .

The following statement.drew epeciallä aPPThuse:

"Thdir'1,I..like Ike.' policy is hardly a national program."

There seems to be no intonation signal for the quote within a quote ex-

cept for paralinguistic pause.

(7) Linking punctuation marks -- colon and.semicolon -- are placed

after final quotation marks:

Two great stories deal with the psychological "double":
Poc!s "William:Nilson"..and Stevenson's "Dr. Jekyll and

Mr. *Hyde."

Poe dealt witti dhe psychological "doublenin
Wilson"; Stevenson in "Dr. Jekyll and Mr. HYde.?',

(C) Primarily separating punctuation marks -- comma and period'

a_..Epla.ce-d-before itiot4tion markst.-

"This," he said, "is true."



(9) uestion marks and e=lamation points are placed inside quotes

if they ap ly to the quotation alone and outside quotes it they appl

to the uhole sentence.

The junctures usually furnish clues to the placement of the question mark,

as you will see in th(.; following emmples:

1 1 1 2 2 2 3

(a) Dld yOu sAy ThAt 1 is the mAn

Did you say, "That is the man"?

. 1 1 1 2 3 1

(b) JOhn Asked 0 NhY die he cOme
John asked, "Eihy did he came?"

1, 1 2 2A 3

(c) John asked 0 is'he here
John asked, "Is he hereF

In (a) the double bar junctures after say and :,,an show that,the whole

sentence is a question, although the quotation itself is not In (b)

and (c) the double Cross junctures after asked show..that the sentence

as a whole is a statement, although the quotation is a question.

10.68. Miscellaneous Enclosing Functions. (1) Sometimes the writer

refers to a woid as a word rather than a unit of meaning in the sentence.

There are:two ways of enclosing such a word:.

The word "cooperatforis sometimes hyphenated and
_sometimes written solid.

The word cooperation is sometimes hyphenated and
somet,imes written solid.

The second method, underlining (italicizing), is used in formal style.

Quotation marks are usually used in general style. In this unit we have

preferred underlining as being a little easier to read than many, many

pairs of quotation marks.

(2) Ih Modern fiction, with its stream of consciousness, interior
monologue, and.,other impressionistic nakrative techniques, the writer

may deal simultanebusly with two different:planes or levels of action.
For example, in the same paragraph he may deal with past and present,

or with,a character!s reverie and the action taking place around him.

To di:stinguish such shifting focuses, writers have developed new uses

of punctuation. For cample, parentheses may enclose references to the
past and thus distinguish them from the present. Faunner uses quotation
marks to enclose words actually uttered, and italics to enclose thoughts

thatare not uttered. Some writers, such as Paton and Saroyan, omit



quotation marks.entixely, apparently in the belief that enclosure is too
divisive or disruptive;-breaking the *Spell or weakening the tone of the

_story.

Omitting Functions of Punctuation
10,69, The Omitting Punctuation Marks, The apostrophe and the ellipsis
have omitting functions exclusively, In addition, the =ma,- the ,period,
and the dash have minor omitting functions.

10.70, The Omitting Comma, If the ''verb in the second sentence pattern
of a compound sentence is the same as the verb in the fitst pattern9it
is usually omitted. Instead of

The Russians grow wheat; bie Chinese grow rice.

we usually write:'

The Russians grow wheat; the Chinese, rice.

The comma stands for the omitted verb, Without the anima, Chinese would
seem.to be an adjective modifying rice.

Sometimes the comma, if not absolutely necessary for clarity, is
useful for rhythmical balance:

"Ivly words are my own; my actions, my ministerst."

In the next example the comma,is not,needed for clarity nor for
rhythmical balance, ,since the balance is provided by-but in the second
member of the series:

"Love is God's presence; powbr but Hi's attribute."

When no omission*comma is needed$ the use of the linking comma instead
of the semicolon is permitted:

"Nost friendship is feigning, most loving-mere folly,"

The modern trend is against the use of the omitting .comma when it
is not needed for clarity or.rhythm:

I chose the r'ed ties and John the blue.

10,71. The Omitting Period, The period after an abbreviation shows, of
course, the omission'of letters. Usually the abbreviation in writing
corresponds to the entire word in speech: .there is no way to pronounce
Dr., Mr., St., or Ave0 except by pronouncing the word. Curiously, one
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common abbreviation stands for a spoken word for which there is no
recognized spelling in standard English: Frs, , which is the abbrevia-

tion of Mistress but is pronounced.W iz/ or /mis9z/.

'Allen the abbreviation consists of the initial letters of words, a
period follows each letter: A,B., a .m.9 p.m.9 Y.D. In such cases the
letters, not dne words, are usually pronounced.

However, periods are, usually not used when initial letters are
spoken as the name of.an arganization: PTA, TVA, FBI, AFL-CIO, CBS.

Abbreviations dnat are spoken as words (not as separated letters)
are called acronyms: ',lac, Nazi, UNESCO., NATO, SEATO;

.10.72. The Omitting Apostrophe:_in Possessives.
(1) Origin 'of the Apostro he

Historically, the apostrophe in the possessive singular of !
nouns is an omitting mark. As we learned in Unit Two, the genitive 'or
possessive singular 9f many.Old English nouns-anded in the suffix -es.
Af,ter the vowel.in the suffix-was no longer pronounced, it was dropped
fkom the'speiling of the word and the apostrophe substituted. By
analogy, the apostrophe with "s': came to be used in the possessive
singular of all nouns, and the apostrophe in the possessive plural.

(2) The NoLin. Paradigm

A Paradigm is a list of all the grammatical or inflectional
forms of a imrd. In the unit oft syntax we looked briefly at the noun
paradigm in English; we shall nOw examine it more closely.

The paradi'm of an English noun has four forms:.

(1) Nor_ninativeorsumsinular. This form has no
paradigmatic suffix. Examples: boy,man,ox,'boat,lass

(2) Nominative plural. This ttates a suffix called the Z1,
which usually has one of three'pronunciations and one of
twO spellings:

/z/ . s boys, gowns, owls
/s/ -s coats, bats, clocks
/iz/ -es boxes, masses, quizzes

There are several additional.variations or allomorphs of
the zi. but they are found in coMparatively few nouns. Some
of them are illustrated in the words below;

sheep oxen mice, 'men alumni alumnae
thieves feet fish dice phenomena
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(3) Possessive singular. Thi. Pake suffix called the Z2 'which

has the same pronunciations as the Z1 but is, of course, written
differently:

boy's; gown's, owl's

coat's, bat's, clock's
fiz/ ts ox' s, -bass' s, lass' s,

James ';s

(4) Possessiv lual..Thfi.rig-ffie most .:..di,fficult .form to write
(though not to speak), an:d is rh.. 'b e t learned by studying
examples. As.. you. stutly the examples, bear in Mfad that the
Z2 always follows the Z1.

Plutal or Z.- Z2 suffix Eciamaiz2.22:21.2.L.

men's
ts oxen' s

sheep'S
children's

. s mice's
boys'

'owls'

masses'
t

Smi ths'
/04e..

Jottees
girls'

. ----
Note thaC.the f,irst five nouns listed' take-the ZL. suffix

while the last si.X nouns take the apostrophe only. Vhat isthe chief
difference between the Z1 forms of the first group of nouns and those of
the second group? Can, you state a rule for the writing of the posses-
sive plurals of English nouns? What .is it?

men
oxen
sheep

children

mice
bdys

owls

masses
smiths

.Joneses.

girls

Scientifically considered, the apostrophe by itself is not a suffix,
since it corresponds, to uothing in ,speCh.' tn fact, the:following are
all pronounced alike:

boy's /boyz/ boys. /boyz/ boys' ./boyz/

High school students often ask, "Should I put the apostrophe before
the ts' or after it?" To ask such a question is to become hopelessly
confused. Forming possessives is not a matter of placing apostrophes

before letters. .2a.ther, it_is.a question of adding the correct suffix
to the z1 form. You will have no trouble if you follow this simple
procedure:
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First write the Z1 or plural form of the
noun. Then add the Z2 suffix that is used
with that type of

(3) Possessives of :.loid Phrases and of Series.

1, The ossessiVe suffix is placed at the end of a word phrase:

my brotherp.in-1,aw.ls
the Queen of England's palace

2. In a .ser.i.es of poss.es!sives, the possessive suffix is usually
added to the last member only:

Smith and Johnson's hardware store
Tom arid Nancy' s arrival

4.

BUT: Jim's and Ilarryts bicycles (each boy owns a bicycle)

(4) The Superfix that Signals Possessives. In syntax we studibd the
function of the phrase superfix /A 'I in forming nominal phrases:

A A A

a good boy the old song a big noise

The adjectives a.ke secondary stress and the nouns primary, (Note that
no omitting comMa is needed in the preceding sentence.) This superfix
,occurs with possessive phrases also:.

A . A A

John's..books a' horse's collar a stone's throw
Aan's job the menls arrival a weea m k Is vac,;tion

(5) Some Possessives that Do Not Show Possession; Does the possessive
form of a noun always indicate ownership? Let us consider ,the..examples
of possessives .in the p.revious. paragraph. John does ovrt the books, or
at least they-are iri his possession for the time. being. But the horse
does not own the collar; a week does not own a vacation; a man does not
own his job (except, in a. sense, if he is self-emplayed); and certainly
a man cannot own an arrival. Thus we see that many so-called possessives
have nothing to do with owning or possessing anything. Some...of the--
commonest of these are classifi,ed below accordinflo th..1 relationship
they express.--

1. Measure of time:
A A .0.

a diy s rk todly's cOld w4r, txm weds yaca ti on-
tomorrow's btsisiness a minute-'-s:titrre-..--- . the yle".1:1-s highlights
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2. saiiisslias12.9.2.L. or ags.ati:

the dOctor's arrfval
the- Enthor's wOrk

FaUlkner's writings

the wind's fOrce

tlebster's orations

the fle16t's crUise

3. Objective (recipient or obiect of an act).:

A 4
the President's killer the team's defeat

the bOys' pUnishment the criminalls.conviction

4. Descriptive:

a hOrse's c011ar
a man's jOb

A
.a carpenter's rUle

A
a woman's handkerchief
childien's boOks
athlete's foOt

.There are a number of other typ es. Some possessives zre hard to
classify -- for example, "a stone!s..throw.2! and "the .nation's aterways."_

Since posseszives such as these Ao not indicate ownership or posses«
ision, students somethmes do not nnderstand that the apostrophe is needed,
lier.e the supgrfix can help, as shown in the statement below:

When two nouns occur successiVely under the superfix
+ '/, and the first .noun, ends in /z/, /s/, pr/i.z/,

,th.e fiys,t noun is almpst always a possessive,

(6) Possessives of Pronouns.
.

1. fndefinite pronouns forth te1 i ossessives like.the singular
possessives of nouns:

Everybody's business is nobody's business,

2, Possessives of personal pronouns and o
without apostrophes:

"who" are written

his . hers its theirs ours yours whose

10,73, Omitting Contractions are out
of place in formal style. In general style their use is determined
by considerations of tone and rhythm. The apostrophe in contractions
indicates the omission of one letter (he's for he is) or more than one
(nhanIt for stall not).
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He' s going, but. I'm not,
I shan't go,
It's true,

.0

He hasn't any book.
Won't you do it?
He'll win,

The rmitting apostrophe is also used in dialogue to indicate that the
speaker omits part of the word or uses the wrong phoneme:

"Good momin'. 1Scuse me, please,"

(Actually, the speaker who says /gud mornin/ is net omitting a phoneme.
Rather, he is using /n/ instead of the standard /13/ ,)

10,74. Conventional Uses of the Apostrophe.

1. The apostro he may show omission of the centuries in identifying
a year:

George Matthews, 11,afar..d !62 .

the '62 yearbook

2, The.apostrophe is used in pluralk_211.2Zas..a.gals
that have no plural -inflection:

.a Is 2's .u.'.s
Noif" s or butts please,

(Note how the apostrophe distinguishes "a's" from 'las",
from "i "1.1 S" from "us", etc.)

3, The apostrophe is Ithed in the viord "o cl ock":

two o clock (two of the clock).

l0,75: The -0Mitting

(1) The ellipsis consists of either three or four spaced dots or
periods, Its principal use is to indicate the omission of words or
sentences in quoted material. Three dots are used if words within a
sentenceare omitted, four dots if an entire sentence is omitted, Compare
the two versions of Stephen Crane's "Open Boat", paragraph 494-,

Original
The wind slowly died away. The cook and the correspondent. were
not now obliged to slave in order to hold high the oar. But the
waves continued their old impetuous swooping at the dingey, and
the little craft, no longer under way, struggled woundily over
them. The oiler or the correspondent took the oars again.
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With Omissions

The wind slowly died aTlay But the waves continued their

old impetuous swooping at the dingey, and the.little craft

struggled wounAily over daem. The oiler or the'correspondent

took the oars again.

(2) In fiction the ellipsis is used to suggest an omission which the

reader is expected to supply from his own imagination, or to suggest a

long pause. Sometimes a row of dots is used to suggest the passage of

time or a shift of scene. In advertising, ellipses are sometimes used

between words or sentences for emphasis. Ellioses may also be used at

the end of a statement to suggest incompleteness (cf, section 10.76..
below).

1

10.76. The Omitting Dash. The omission dash has three uses.

(1) The dash marks a sudden break in thought:

Another thing but why am I tellin&you all.this,-anyway? .

_
Veil, I don't know ekactly what he Likes.

(2) tkata

I think that we --

IND

Occasionally ellipSi us used instead of the dash:

I think that we ...

(3) The shor_t_1221212.121229.111..txplaalla.t...1.2agatharhe_nin
printing) is used between inclusive figures:

See pages 101-109
te Civil 'Aar, 1861 - 1065, was our bloodiest conflict.

EXERCISE ELEVEN
Insert all needed punctuation. Do .n.pverlook the apostrophe or

italics (underlining).

1. The English' drink tea the Turkish coffee.
2. He has never read The Cask of Amontillado a short story by Poe.

3. The class will study the following poets Xeats Shelley Wordsworth

.Browningand Tennyson.
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13. "Our greatest good is hope the last of all oUr evils fear.".

19. They want the fundamntal right of every American the right to vote,

20, His candidacy will help the party not decisively but considerably
in the rural areas. A'

4. The school will be overcrowded until well I dont know how long.

5, Failure and success laughter and tears these form the constant pattern

of life,

G. He died as he had lived alone.
7. Four plays are required reading Merchant of Venice Julius Caesar

UacBeth and Hamlet,
8. Perhaps it was no it couldnt be,
9. Alchemy the attempt to transmute base Metals into golorwas the fore-

..: runner of chemistry.

10. He said well I dont know.
.11. The Russians grow wheat the Chinese rice,
12. The President made the following statement the treaty was signed at

two oclock this afternoon.
13. Two thousand years ago Cicero said friendship is nothing else than

an accord in all things human and divine conjoined.with mutual good

will and affection.
14. France wants the most effective armament of all nuclear arms.

-15. War famine terrorism anarchy all these have left the country in a

hopeless condition.
16, The song had dont old songs always have a nostalgic' effect,
17, He strolled in at 730 half an hour late and was completely unconw

cerned,

entences For Add' tiona Pract.ice

Separating Ad ectivals and Ap ositives

Shakespeare whose genius is universally recognized received very
little formal schooling.
One is inclined to grow weary of exhibitions of pictures whose onlY

merit is that they attempt to show the modern trend in art. ,

3. It is hard for Americans to realize that two thirds of7the-People
- in the world are underfed;

don't know which book to choose,
5. Mr. Tompkins whom you met yesterday will help with the.campaign,

(?. The resolution was referred to the Rules Committee which rep orted it
favorably.

7. Do you. know my brother Tom? (Punctuate in two Nieys and explain each.

version)

8. A person who revels in his ovn emotions is a septimentalist,

9. That man that I saw yesterday is here.
10. William Halbin who graduated cum laude from Harvard is now studying

law.

11. One of the most despotic rulers in history was Ivan the Terrible.
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12. The boy was fascinated by the story of the despotic ruler Ivan the
Terrible.

13. Billy Budd which was discovered in 1924 in Nelyilleis attic is noll
considered a masterpiece.

14. All students whose French examinations were scheduled for. Thursday
morning were asked to report tokir. who.had offered to
take charge for riss Barrett.

15. The pitcher who usually had good control was missing the corners
with his fast ball:

16, Touchstone a jester is an important character in As You Like I.
17. One of the main Characters in As You Like It is the clowri Touchstone.
13. Touchstone was naMed after the touchstone a black stone used to

test dhe purity of gold and silver,
19. Nary who had written the bett paper was asked to read it aloud.'
.20, Is this the book that' you lost?

. .

21, He is a person who always knows what e Wants.
22. Jim who kept muttering to himself annoyed the teacher,
13. We boys didn't care for-love stories.
24, Tom Tom the piper's son stole a pig and away he run.
25, Berea College which is located in Berea Kentucky is a schOol where

mountain students work their'way.
.26. Mr. Skilton was looking for the boy who had written the.nOtice that

caused all the trouble.
27, We went to the pa...k where we spent an enjoyable afternoon,
28, We dedided to go back to the park where we had spent such an enjoy-

able afternoon,

29. He was born in 1872when_the farlKiers.were.using.eorrt-for-fuel.

-30.i-That-that yod"did-rs good.
'

. .

2, Separating Participial Phra'ses, Adverbial Clausestand Contrasting'
Expressions

1. The man at.the desk was so engrosted'in his work that he didn't even
look.up when I dropped my purse,

2. We may even win the game if every player does his best.
3. Ke knows the truth since he receivedby letter.
4. He has known the truth since he received my letter,
5, You will fail if you don't study',
.6. You will fail the course unless you study very har.d,
.7. Whether a tom should have a '.;-n-cante.en would be a good discussion

subject because it involves a ,,L.mber of problems.

3. Not Hemingway but Faulkner is his favorite author.
9; 2:Strength of mind is exercise not rest.
10. Seen through a telescope the. moon has huge craters.
11. Running across the street against the traffi.c light the dog narrowly

escaped being hit by a car.
. 12. The old ship worn and battered by the ocean gale sank in the harbor.

13. Records containing valuable information were destroyed in the flames,
14, smelling the bacon inside the bear proceeded to smash in the top of
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the car.
15. picked a partner wearing a blue dress that just matched my new

shirt,

16. The prison.er who seemed a mere lad stood with his back to us gazing
out, of the one window in his cell across which were thl.,.ee steel bars,

17. Old Yell encouraged by the prospect of the warm barn at home started
to gallop as soon as we crossed the creek,

18. Sidney suddenly noticing a draft from the door moved his chair,
19. What I admire in a man is not talent bit charabter.
20. What admire in a man is character not talen,
21. "It is the guilt not the scaffold .that constitutes the shame."
22. You daould use the answer key as an.aid not a crutch.
23. Dreiser's American Tragedy is great not because of its style but

because of its interpretation of life.
24, Thompson's book published only three months ago is being reprinted.
25, Billy Budd written in 1391 was not published until 1924.
26. The soviet government;pursuing its policy of scrapping oldcustoms

adopted the new calendar in 1917, .

27. They study literature not for profit but for pleasure.
28. He isn!t a very good player although he does his best
.29: Miniver-cheevy wished he could have lived in days of old when knights

wore iron clothing.

30. John'McGraw the great baseball manager was called "Little Napoleon,"

3. Separating Absolutes,

1, Young man I,was building chimneys before you were born.
2, Faustus I believe was a fool to sacrifice his soul to obtain his

earthly desires,
.

3. He has hosts of friends in New York I am told.
4. I wish Dad you wouldtry to understand.
5. You will never understand.Douglas. (Punctuate in two ways and explain

each version)

6. Sir-mayI ask a question?
7. I'd like to .2p with you.Bob.
8. I understand Mrs. Anderson that you have lost your 'diamonds.
9. Listen chum.I've had enough.of this.

10. This is not a pleasant place to say the least.
11. Yes Henry it is entirely true that Bob and I walked.five miles

yesterday.
12. John introduced me to the girl that is wearing the red hat..
1,3. The:dog jumped up its tail wagging furiously.

,14.; The boatman stared at the sky a look of worry on his face;
15. Didn't you hear Miss Robinson when she announced the test?. Punctuate

in two ways and explain).
16. He staied at the apparition .his hair standing on. end,
17. Jas. anger spent he slumped wearily in his chair.
18, Everyone is his friend you may be sure,
19. This poem as said beforc is not difficult to read.
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20. I am .therefore canceling the order.
21. Mr. Smith is however an :excellent bridge player.
22. This land in my judgment is not worth a dollar an 5acre .

23. Oh why did you do it?

ves we can fill your Order,
25. Alas the good news comes too late, ,
26, What, are thy corrmands .0 king?

27. Well every writer has hi s.troubles.

23. "Prithee see there behold.look lo:how say your
29, Why Esther what are you doing:
30. Hi

31, What's the matter George?

32. No Madam the plane has not arrived,
. 33, Let me see the book Susan,

34, Jim .will y8u please open the window:
35,, Bob can you hand 'this in .by Friday?
36. Th'is sketch Iketty as, it is has something lacking.
37. The olmmittee it is now rumored will bring charges,
33. That oornef building iln spite of its age is in good condition,
39. HOW long may I ask. has- he been president?.
40. This gentleman as you' all. know has suffered a..painful injury.

4. ssamtlag. a e ten s

1, He was a dangerous man spiteful and malicious,
2. As far as I know his work is satisfactory,
3. The next 'day warm and sunny was very enjoyable,
4, The warm and sunny day was 'very enjoyable,
5. The wind cold and damp pierced his thin clothing,
6. In Cuba there was .a dangerous situation.
7, By this time the people were restless .and uneasy.
8. 'Though everybody 'knew what waq wrong nobody did anything.

.

9, From that time on conditions gradually improved.
10. In the Cuban crisis Americans were united,
11. Her desire to be sure was commendable, (Punctuate in two ways and

explain)

i2. TO tell the truth her wish vas commendable,
13, In giving advice seek to help your friend not to please him.
14. As a general rule he is a dependable student,
15, If he doesn't answer a long-distance call will be aecessary,
16, If you want to shoot the attendant will load the gun for.you.
17. After the exercises we raced to the swimming pool,
13. "Under the spreading chestnut tree the village smithy stands.97
19.* During his long stay at the hospital his friends visited him daily.
20. At the end of the period you should report to the office,
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5. S arating sentences and Sentence E uivalents: Linking Sentence

Patterns (If an item contains more than one sentence pattern, use

terminal or linking punctuation, which ever seems best.)

1, He doesn't merely dislike it he detests it, .

2, As quietly as he could h'e inserted the key in the lock he turned

it slowly,

3.° Ready or not we leave at three o'clock,

4, America is mor.e than mighty rivers vast fertile plains and unin-

habited forest America is people the people of the past the present
and the Zuture,

5. Tom hasntt called yet has he,
6, We boys di.dn't care for love stories we preferred tales of adventure,
7, "As we are 'so We do and as we do so it is done to us,"
8. Most of the students he knew well some he knew only casually,
9. Ile had never seen a slide rule nevertheless he said he could Operate

one,

10, Hello .Mr, Brown howdo you like the veather.
11, After Haney moved aI4ay Fred seldom thought of her out of sight out

of mind,

12, I don't like science fiction do you.
13, He likes science fiction doesn't he.
14, The Verger had an unusual handicap he had never learned to read,
15, "When I came home" said John "I didn't see any car parked there,"

16. "Did you finish your homework " asked Tom
17, "How in the woild" asked. Mary "did you ever do it"

18. "Yes I like folk singing: 'said Harry "it's my favorite type of
singLig"

19, Abraham Lincoln defined democracy as "government of the people by the
people for the people"

20. Does intonation help to signal punctuation yes it does,
..

6, oflia_s_ent en ce pattennma an d Con un c on

1. Toward the end of the game they lost their self-control and forgot:
about sportsmanship,,

2, We did not stop nor did we utter a word,
3. We can eat our breakfast on'the island or we can go up to the

gymnasium if it rains;'
4 The president will send you word or I will let you know myself

early in the week,

5. I glanced sideways at him for I didn't want to embarrass him,
6, There was no one at honie but a child called to me from the next house,

7. A textbook cari state a nile and give many exercises but it can't form
habits in lazy minds.

8. They like to play tennis and they are excellent players,
9. Bob had been with th team only two days 'and he didn't know the sig.,

nals,
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10, We went by way of the old fort for we wanted to see new scenery.
11, we played at top speed for the whole quarter but we couldn't

overcome West Highls leads

r2. Donit try to set him straight for helllunderstand in a day or two.
13. He speaks German and he understands French as well,.
14, The rain fell in torrents but our guide pushed on swiftly.
15. nr, Jones taught the boys chemistry and coached the basketball

. team,

16.Money cannot buy happiness for happiness is a state of mind,
17, The officer questioned the prisoners but could learn nothing from

them,
:

18, The ship was sinking rapidly and the passengers had abandoned all
hope of rescue,

19. We can discuSs the matter now or we can wait until tomorrow.
20. Americans must be alert or they may lose their freedom. .

Review .0,r Just For-Fun

Each of the foil8wing sonteaces can be spoken and punctuated in at
least two ways, with different meanings, of'course, Try marking the
junctures and punctuating to convey these different meanings. .*

1. John James and Harry are coming to the party,
2. Jim says Tom is the best player on the team.
3. He brought the donkey a very curious present,
4. This club thinks..it.s sponsor is the-best.(Try'this ond"three ways.)
5. Please let me have some honey.
6,;To not break your bread or roll in your soup.,

7. For whom are substituting Dora?
8. What's the latest dope?

9. Idling'people are miserable.

10. All Joets clothes which had been put into the carwere stolen.
11. Who said our class is the best in punctuation.
12. Mr. Smythe the secretary.is.two hours late.
13. Thirteen girls knew the 'secrt all told;

left him ,convinced he was a faol,

15; He 'are going to ea JoE..1 before we go another step.

16. Gilbert Stewart Edgar Allen and I played a little pinochle: Crry
this one dhiee ways.)

17-, Mary:Without her George would be sad.

18, Walking solemnly along the old elephant thinks the staring child
has funny looking ears,

19. Mr. Sandberg your friend wrote these poems,
20, Pupils do not complain of punctuation.
21. Flying planes are dangerous.
22. He got a seat by Jupiter,
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23. Lre you reading Shakespeare?

Each of the following statements can be punctuated so that is
makes sense. Can you do it?

24. That uhich is is that which is not is not that which is not is not
that which is.

25. John where Nancy had had had had had had had ha0 had had had the
teacher's approval.
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MEANING AND USAGE
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_

12.1. 19.2121m0 You have surely heard it said'that.one trouble with
'English teaching nowadays lies in too little attention being paid to

.grammar. Some even say that we need more emphasis'on the good old three

.11's -- reading, writing, and 'rithmetic. Can you iinagine going back to

old-fashioned arithmetic? You could not possibly.master today.f,s

science and technology with yesterday's mathematic's. Why-do.many people

insist that there cannot.have been developments in languages and, more

especially:: the study bf languages parallel to those in science and

mathematics? Whatever the reason, even a cursory comparison of Old

English, Chaucer's English, Shakespearean English and present American

English wi.11 readily show the Changes in sound; form and meaning that

have transpired. .

Alfed (Old English)
,

Iccfacfls eali. gemunde, dug gemunde ic. eac
geseah; thr cfthm cf hit eall' forh9rgod:wthre qnd for.

bthrned, hü cra ciricean giond eall Angelcynn st6don
anacfma qnd b6ca gefylda, (Ind eac micel mknigeo Godes
cflowa; gond ',fa' swrcre... ',Sae fiorme crara. bOca wiston, for
cfth*.m cfe he hiora nanwuht ongietan ne ,Ineahton, for
drem cfe 'hr.e n"&ron on htbra 5g6n gocfrode awritene.

- King. Alfred
Alred's Preface to the Pastdi:a

Care

Chaucer (Middle English)

A.:KNYGHT.ther was;,and:that.a worthy man,

ThUtfro the:,tyme that he first'bgan
To:riden out,'helqvpd, chivalrke'
Trouthe and honour, fredoin atid'curteidye.

Ful worthy was he in his lordes werre,

LAnd ther-to hadde he riden, no man ferre,
As,wel in Cristendom as in hethenesse,
.And:evare honoured for his worthynesse.

..` ..
t 17t i Chaucer

F-11212D22.
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Shakespeare (Early Modern English)

To-morrow, and to-morrow, and to-morrow
Creeps in this petty pace from day to day

To the last syllable of recorded time;

And all our yesterdays have lighted fools
e.
-:-The way to dusty death. Out, out, brief candles

"'Life's:but a..walking shadow, a poor player

That stxuts apd frets his hour upon the stage
.And then is heard no more, It is a tale

'Told by an idiot, full of sound and fury,

Signlfying nothing.-

- Shakespeare
Macbeth, Act 1/, Scene V

We Selected passages in which you would be able to make out most

of the words. Thus we paid fess heed to change.in what is usually-

called "meaning", for people tend to recognize such meaning changeas

inevitable. Just as inevitable are changes in pronunciation and form.

Tho ratter aspec:t of language is grammar intho videst sense of the

term;sit includós'yord Segmentation, parts of speech, and the

interweaving of these, including suprasegmentals, in patterns of

syntax phrathes and sentences:

Ordinarily, most 'people mean'by giammar a- knowledge of parts of

speech .and .the';ability to. apply this' knoWledge in recognizing the

function sc woids in Specific'sentences. This notion falls short

on three counts: first, it'faifs'to take -into.account the supra.

,segme.ntals and intonation; second, it does not ao jUStice;.to the over-
_ ,
all'patterning of.Sentences;.ahd third, it generally fails to bridge

the gap between recognition. of components and actual improvement in

composing, both oral and written.

12.2. ,Structural Signals and Meaniq". We said that we did not

take "meaning" into strong 6onsideration in our selction of examples

because all of us are are ot change in "the 'meaning of words", as

we say, as these are given in reliable dictionaries. ,But what really .

is meaning?

,

Let us go over _tome familiar .ground.in this concluding unit of our

progression. The Plioneme, including one'or more allophones, is a signi-

ficant sound in a par6.661ar language. Significance broadens at the,

morphophoaic and morphemic levels, with each motpheme supposedly

having a meaning. However, you know that the primary base of infleciion,

.1kalin really MS 116 meaning in the ordinary sense. Whole-word

morphemes are often not much more meaningful: to, 1.12., and down (when
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used as part of a verb: to tune IT., to come to, to take over, etc.);

a/an, the (these are not alwayr indefinite and definite respectively:

rn The whale Is a mammal, the is indefinite; in There will always be

an England, an is definite). Added to these is the sequence of words in

senctences, word order, a particularly important aspect of English.

Thus in a simple sentence like

The steaks sizzled on the grill.

there are a.number of signals or markers not limited to meaning_in the

ordinary sense. The demon..,trative /cf9/ signals the noun, whose

plural is in turn signaled by the final /s/. The /d/ signals past

tense of the verb, lenich charaoteristieally follows the noun in the

word order. / 011../ signals a prepositional phrase used adverbially to

modify the vetb,it fol:ows sizzled.

'Structural signals or markers, whether for particular words or fOr

their overall sequence, are part of meaning. Another way in which this

fact can be illustrated is bj converting a sentence like the above

into nonsense words:

.The strorks bleddled on the proolem.

Here the struCtural signal-h't6lls us that'strorks .whatever they are
_

did.somet4ing name1Y,bieddled -- on soMething (noun) called the

proolem -The on here is typical of a whole group of words, often

called structute.words (prepositions, demonstratives, connectors,
etc.), which show the relationship between principal constituents of

sentences. We may call such contr5.ubtions to meaning structural

significance.

12.3. Words and Meanin.E; The more usual kind of meaning we

speak of is that related to words as given in the dictionary. This

kind of meaning is often called lexical meaning. We assume that such

meaning always makes sense, but in continuity it sometimes cannot be

taken literally. We speak; for instance; of putting on our shoes and.

socks or stockings; even though we actually-put on the.latter
Similarly, we put on our hats and coats; actually, women doi but men

put coats on first. Literalness'aside, We need to inquire a little

more closely into what we mean when we 3ay ra word means."

pkviciUsly iA oAe sensep:a '7ord is a' forM; it carries lexical

meaning aS'akind"of quiv'eilen z:. to its structural signals. This can

be readily illius;.rated, Mbul.d you have known hat che mord schWa

meani before you studied the varioui linguistic units? Perhaps you

would have. assoCiated Rhoneme liaguely with the idea of sóund because.

of words You already know, such as telephone, phonograph: etc. But

if you associated morpherne with the morph in morphine (sleep-producing

drug) or Morpheus (god of sleep), you would' surely have been on a.; b:-
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but it is as Clearly not part of the words themselves.

Where, then, does the meaning of words exist?. The answer, "In:

the diCtionary," is only partly right. 'True, that is where the words

come to 'be listed; together with their pronunciations, their,etymology

(capsule history of their use), and their identification as parts of

speech, But you know that words exist long before they get into the

dictionary, some staying around so briefly that they never get in to

it at all.

,

Words, 'then, exist as symbols associated with our experience, .

really dUr'shared experience. If I wish to tell or write you about

the impression made upon me by Mt, Rainier, for example, I could

talk about height, snowline, glaciers,ti#herlinesv crags, peaks, and,

the like with all the emdtion at my command. If you did not know
-

what these terms represented in experiende .- that Is, had never

experienced them.eiVhr actually,or vicariously -- you would.know_only

0114 i was rather excited about something Or other. We can CommUnicate

only in tei-ms of.what we'share from experience,; This ohviouS eRapple

indicates that every kind of experience, actual and:Vicarious, brings

its equivalent words. Thus we all acquire a tremendous store of

experiences which can be summoned up by the words associated with them.

You have probably heard that a person's vocabulary index is a

very strong1Tindicator.of,his_probable -occupational success4 -Now You

can pee why-. IP.is not Elie. number of different,words a petsdn knoWS

nit 'counts; itJs the fact that each Word lie knows
cr.

(names)sand distinguishes. That is, even a.simple word, wall, not "-

onlyznames,part of a Structure but also distinguishes 'it from other

parts (coiling: floor, roof). The more actual and.vicarious experi-J.7

ences we have had: the greater our composite vocabulary will be; that

is why vocabulary is such a strong predicter of our possible future

success (we say "possible" because we may, after all, fail to use Our

resouroos to good advantage), We remind ourselves'that our coMposite

vacabulary ds made up of words we can react to. when we hear'or read

them and,words we can use our:elves in speaking and writing, with the

natural overlapping among these. Language experience, 1 ike all other

experienle, progressive It may take us years to'lehrn

basic patterns: of our language and enough words just to get along-in

everyday-life. But the additions we.Oan subsequently make are alMogt

limitless.
, .

Wejlave noted that structural Signals extend from thezphoteitie

right up through the entire sentence pattern. This is dqually truejo

of lexical ananing from word to sentence; for, as most wordS''hairO

more thOn one such meaning:the particular meaning we apply'depbndt

upon the structural attern or Context in which the wordAs used"

(usually a sentence)....hus.both,structurol signals and lexical

meaning arelinaliy a.tatter of continuity composition, oral ari

written, received and transmitted.
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.."19.'
12.4. Sentences and Meaning,. The basis of such continuity is,

as we know, the sentence. But what is a sentence? Linguists have

found defining the sentence extremely difficult. You know, of course,

the definitions frequently given: that a sentence is a complete'

thought'and that a sentence must have a subject and a predicate. Now

we know: first ofell, that there are oral and'written sentence'.

Oral ones generally form an intonation pattern, or aeries of such,
that conclude with a drop to pitch 1 and a double cross (0 junctur
Written ones usually begin with a capital letter and conclude with

end punctuation (. / !). In both, a subject and verb, expressed

or implied, are usual. In both, we use parts of sentences as sentences.
These imply a physical situation or context which complete their mean.%

ing. For example, what kind of actual situation does each of the

following expressions suggest?.

,Qqiet; ploaso. Hello! Don?

%.. ,., ' i r:.,:I., ',. ..
, ,;

As'you will recall: sentences.include principal constituentg:
subject, verb, Adjuncts. These appear in A rather.gmall number of

.

combinations called the basic sentence patterns, which can extend
themselves through modification ( the pretty at.rl can become the
pmeLtILyoung_collegejak), through compounding the principal consti.
tuents (Both men and women may be club members and tournament entrants.),
and through,repeating themselves as basic sentence patterns (Ma
came over, and 22_211.20,mg.)

Let us see, how such extending works ih gentences. First, through
modification of each of the principal parts:

Mary / saw / Genevieve

Poorly dressed Mary / suddenly saw / Genevieve; overdressed as
. usual.

."
,SeCond, through compounding (two or more. coordinate parts to each

principal lert):

Mary and Henrietta / saw and avoided / Genevieve and,Pete.

Admittedly* the sentence is a clumsy example, one unlikely to
occur in actualcommunlcation, but it illustrates the point. Let us r-

resort to an even clumsier one to show the same possibilities for two
objects:

Mary and Henriett6 / bought and gave / their mothers and
fathers / trees and decorations for them. ,
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The third uay of extending is by bringing together ofie or more
basic patterns in a series, with or without corinectives:

John got the'chair; Mary claimed the sofa; Rex asked
for the table.

.John got the chair, Mary claimed the sofa, and Rex asked
for the table.

John got the chair, but Mary claimed the sofa.

Because John got the chair, Mary claimed the sofa,
and.Rex asked for the table.

Jar} got the chair, though Mary claimed the sofa.

The above examples illustrate some of the poSsibIlities for varying

the relatively few baSic sentenbe patterns we use in English. We vary
them with our purpose, often quite simply and subconsciously. When .

we talk about two people, our sentence subjeát automatically becomes
a compound one,, This goes'as well for verbs, objects and adjectives.
But we also make,subtler distinctions almost as automatically. For

instance, we place these compound principal constituents in parallcl
structure: "

..J... To eat, to sleep, to wor4.and to play are the only wants
of.:ny-dog-z"' .

My favorite pastimes are reading, carting, fishing and
bowling.

Inside, the house is utter confusion; outside, it is all
New England peacefulness.

We have been emphasizing the structural patterns and meaning because
these are basics yet seldomladequately treated. We must always keep
both in mind, for they arecbmplementary ar.0 interdepqndent; .consequently,

they need to be considered inseparably together d:the level of sentence
patterning.

It has become clear that lexical meaning is associated with words,
but not inherent in them. It is equally clear that the structure of
words is 'part of their meaning: ness usually makes a noun; ful
usually an adjective; un usually addsenotion of not to Ivhatever it
is prefixed; and tbe.like. .Finally, it is aliparent that meaning is

associated.with words- only in context, in continuity, in
sentences. Another way of saying it is that meaning of words, and
in fact Meaning of any language elements, depends entirely on how they
are used, on their . context.We c, 'N therefore say that in one sense

meaning is part of usage, not a separate entity.
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We have also established that there are .at. 1.east two aspects to
meaning: structural significance and lexical meaning.

EXERCISES

1. Make up three nonsense sentences. Thin write.an interpretation
for each one.

2. Is any meaning associated with each of the following word
'segmeats?

pre- -ly -ing in-

With each.of, the following words?

'.' into if but which the or.

3. Write a series 'a sentences leach one to include one of the :

three adjectives.before one noun
two adjectives after one noun
a,triple,subject
a quadruple .verb

a #1p1e object.

44-To each of the fo1iowind pairs add two or more items and 044.
the-entire groupin7a sentence that sounds reasonably natuFaX,i,

ham, eggs

on land, at sea
to rake; to hoe
checking, icini
how we,how.they',

when we, why we
then, subsequently
who is2 which are

*."7'

er.
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12.5. Denotation and Connotation.. 'DenOtation and connotation

are usually defined as, respectivly, what a word teans and what a

. word suggests. This definition seems to imply that the two are

consistent1ST searate and identifiable. That is not true, as we.

shall see.

Denotation,as ordinariy used, represents what is constant (and

usually literal). .in our shared ekperience. Foi'instance, a straight

line.may be defined denotatively as the shortest distance .between two

points. Yet our experience of a straight line'is not.only single and

literal; it is also varied and even figurativev ,s IS evident when

we speak bf "Wlkiug a straight linez" of a "thi., red .1ine,", of

"holding the line" and the like. Similarly, the dictionary speaks

of a mother as "a femai..J parent" and of a mmdmother as q.gthe mother

of one's father or mother", but it 'gay. be that the stareotyped.or

exaggerated picturing of mothers and grandmothers in advertising is

far closar to our feelings than the entry of the dictionary. And

this is often true even for lieople who have had rather 41ml-typical

mothers and grandmothers. They might idealize motherhood-and

grandmotherhood the more becaase the reality -- their'actual mother

or grandmother has been disappointing. The variable (often

figurative) aspect Is connotation.

The relationship pf denotation and connotation requires a further

look. Language itself is of course,me,aphorical, figurative, by its
very nature certain sounds in relationship are Signs for things. Note

the use of the more general wordthiaas instead of objects. bvibusly

not nearly all words refer to objects, as wall, tree, 1embn,

friend doe, Even these do not refer'to objects ih quite the same way.
Lemon.is considerably.tore specific in its reference to an object

than;the others, lierhaps even in terms of its figuiative use as

anything of a poor quality. Friend refers to a person, but need not

refer to anyone specifically: as in A friend in need is a friend

indeed. Even the standards of friendship, as you khow, are highly

variable from person to person. Did yoU.realize we went a step

further in the direction of the general instead of the specific when

we used the word friendship?

-
Our association with words all of them are signs or metaphorc

begins in experience. Since experience is both general and specific,

we get both kinds of words early in all known languages: water, sea,

stream, bay. The figurative and literal aspects of language are

similarly intertwined. The well known designation of moons as

periods of time in lany languages is obviously both literal and

figurative, yet we think of them usually as but parts of a memorized

signal system or code. So intertwined are denotation and connotation,

.in fact, that they cannot be thought of as separate entities. We

cannot reduce any word to its purely denotAtional side, though we come

far closer in the dictionary than we do in most of our ordinary

communicating. Conversely, there can be no connotation without a
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basic denotation to prompt the particular variations that cluster

about:any word.

Denotation and connotation are equally evident in structure. Thus

the basic *serktence pattern may be N V N (denotation),but the pattern.

can, as we have already noted, have many variations (connotations).

Almost each variation can in.turn serve as constant (denotative) pattern

to further variables (connotations),

Let us then review the attributes we seem to have found in denota.

tion and connotation. For denotation we can invoke suchleneral,

descriptive. terms as literal, factual, objective, generalized,

unemotional, .For connoation, conversely,: we. supply such descriptions

as variable, figurative (even fictional), subjective, specific, emotion-

al.

EXERCISES.

1. In each of the following series select the or.) or ones

that are, deno.tative (neutrally expressing the basic idea

underlying the series). Then give the connotations of

.each of the other; comparing your reactions with those

of your classmates.

faker, phony, hypocrite, two-faced person

old people, the aged, old folks, elderly persons;

Senior citizens, Golden AgErs

teenagers, young people, young adults, younger

generation, youth

my father, my daddy, my dad, my old man,

my papa, my pop, my pappy

2. List the connotations you associate with each of .the following.

Compare your reactions with those of your classmates. Select

one of these or one of your own choosing and develop its

connotations into an orderly paragraph.

June son star Statue of Liberty

mountain red autumn Paris
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22.6. Usape. .What is usage? 'It include's literally any acpal
language use by anybody. We remind ourselves, howevei, that here we

are concerned with usage in English. Sometimes.usage is considered

As separate from meanings but we have already noted .that meaning is

a.Part of usage. Sometimes usage is considerate as 'separate from

grammars but usage can only work in and'through'grammar, Ole basic,

.§Ovcture of a language moreovei-1.usage dictates wha is grammatically

acceptable as definitely as it dictateS*what' Us lexically acceptable

by whom on what occasions.

12.7. . Factors that_IntlyemsaaLge. A number of fa:qpr.s.iitAlu-
.-z.

ence everybody's usage .-:-:one of th'ee ig occupation.or vocatico,

EverYjkne of%work.has its own .shoPtalk,r: MucK'of tIAS As:Colorful,

.
thpugh.for those,in 'the:field the-dolbrfulness functiOns really only

as shortcut talk. Thus terms like highballing in railroading, can it
in moviemaking, or peer groups in psychology are actually denotative.
You might well talk to your father about terms in his work, including
their origin.

You, talking with youi-buddieS, shOw Us other factors.that influ-
ence usage: _age and 1nterest.(V6OatiOna1 or avoa'tional). We all

know that theivery word age mean6 something'different to you than it

does to your patents;':You.think of:40'a' rather old: But a person of

40 tend to think he still has a good portion OflifsjMost creative
period ahead of him. The word am itself is thus interpreted quite
differently4.-:

r.
\ n

c

,
ifiere gre prObably aS Many.avocationsasthere are vocations, for

It is probably true that every man's vocation is someone else's

avocationd The.tdol and dieligker .aails for,piS recreation; the teacher

turns model builder, perhaps even inakIng'giMple'dies for model parts.
You yourself.surely have:several. interests, as all-of us do. Some we

pursue actitrelY; of Some we:are spectators;.some we follow only through

communications media, never experiencing them in person. Each has its

own vacabulary of terms,. we learn and.accept almost-without.thinking.r",.
LisEen to Bob Newhirt .d.eScrii:;ing 'baseball. to_somoane.who does not know

tihecgame; and yOu:SeeliowlZunny At can be, though yoehiNe learned the

terminology 'without trying., You may, of course becamb So'interested

in it that you deliberately cultivate the insiderls rather than merely
the casual ob.server's side of Its terminology. Nate than many activ-

..
ities 'vocations er:Vocation.r^ give us certain general expressions.

What field gave us each Of the following?

batting a thousand inferiority complex

to take a different tack balling along

timber on the beam



Three other personal factors that influence your language usagv:
are your sex, your education, and your biological make-up or
potential. You know well that boys 'Jill not use certain words because

they seem-unmanly. Ile say "'seee because, as we have noted, words are

simply words; the assoclations are in our individual or collective
minds, Boys will avoid lovely, ohls and ahls, terms of endearment,
etc.2 almost like the plague. Girls are more given to such words.

Boys héve their own strong usage, such as for pepping up the squad in
a game, sweeping, generalized opinions made with a tone of finality,

the extensive colorful language of the sports world.

14e said that such notions are in our individual and collective
minds. How did they get there? T.I.e remind ourselves that they are

not due to biological differences, but to attitudes in the culiture in

which we live. Thus, in our fiction and movies, Il&rdes must never cry.

In Chaucer's poetical fiction, Troilus and Cressida (about 1400 A.D.),

heroes often cried2indicat3.n3 that the culture of his time allowed it.

That is a connotational difference in the 'Neaning" of hero for the

two different timo, The conptant or denotative aspect, bravery, is
common to both; heroes in Chaucer's time had to be every bit as brave

. .

as those in ours.

You can see the importance of education in ,one?s).anguage,usage.

An educated porsorOWlahguage is 'not simply trotted s'Ou.': to impress

people in everyday life. Itj.4oes, however, reptesent'z varied-

knowledge .and many interessts;these ma enable an educated.persog,to
functicitilh m&ik-different:gralps.

".

What is included under your native biological make-up. 'Basic

intelligence, voice, formation of speech organs (teeth, tongue, larynx,

etc.), general physical nature, This is the part of your communication

apparatus that you:cannot-change; but you-can make sure' that you'are'

using it to the best possible advantage.

There are, finally, time and place as factors influencing usage.
Evidence of the first is the constant stream of new words added to
English, especially during certain periods. Particularly strong periods

of vocabulary growth were (1) the post-Norman Conquest flood'of French
borrowings; (2) the Rennaxssance exploration of the universe, literary
and scientific; (3) the tremendous increase in knowledge and technology

during the 19th and 20th centuries. But time also influences our

attitudes to-Tard particular words. Thus the word for earth in any

western European language in the 12th century would have meant quite
a different thing to people than it did after Galileo, Copernicus, and

Kepler, and than it doeS now after the invention of electronic telescopes
and microscopes: Again, a word like streetcar is almost as dated

now as horsecar, 131.....aap or biplane and tri-motor.

Place as an influence is perhaps most marked in the similar jet

different paths that British and American English usage have taken.
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EXERCISE

What factor(s) influencing language usatr4e do the,following fall under?

Is there any difference between the Original use of each .andlts

use(s) today? An unabridged dictionary and a dictionary of Americanisms

will help you.

across the board

breakthrough

...fade out

a hurdle

a (or to) sit-in

off-limits

..,dry goods

buffaloed
e.

,.$.10 gracious, .no!"

' 1 a OhYsical

younger generation

"There's nothing like a dame."

three strikes and out

sweating it out

disc jodkey, (dee jay)

stand-in

grain.of salt

mushroom

olier a barrel

pap (soft drfnkY

corp.pone

"IOs a -blaS.tcVL .

. .

graild slam

that's lovely!
I.

grits
Y

.fish: (Mysi),. push '(

guneto moonlightingi

V

7

pul4./)

Now'add at least five"of your oft examples to :. the list, later

c.-cotbinitig:'a-coniposite for the class.

,

:"..t rr-'

; '
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12.8. Overall Communication Context and Usage. Obviously your
life and language usage are not just there, static, wItting to be
influenced by "factors". In fact, would it not be impossible for you
at any given moment to separate out all the elements of any language
situation in which you find yourself? How, then, does all this work
out in practice?

Take a tYpical day of your own. You cralizI '.Ueonp alone when you
sleep, even though you may be sharing a room. But with waking comes
ceaseless communication with/in they's..rldabout you. First, the family
group. Then school and various groups within it .. homeroom, other
classes, activities -. varied from lunchtime bull session to fairly
formal assembly program; then home again to neighborhood playgroup,
scouts, family meal, interest groups, possible trips to stores, and
the media worlds of papers, magazines, radio, recording, television
and movie. Perhaps illness, travels, and moving add their dimensions
to your world. These succeed one *another as abruptly as one television
program is replaced by an entirely different, even contrasting one.
And they are interrupted by telehphone calls, delivery and repair men,
visitors. This is the seeming mix-up of today's communication picture
as you so well know it, with the adult world extending the channels
into work, voting, financing, homemaking, and the like.

The sit-Witt-oh' seams a little 'impossible 'when seen-ln. sdch
suittarY. Yet we all experience it every day zind rarely

think muCh about'it. 'Arid we'adjust our behavior as-necessary from'
situation to situation, group to group, in dress, manners and language.
This does not mean we put clothes, politeness and nice language on
like so many hypocrites. Rather, we try to adapt to, make ourselves
appropriate to, the occasion, place and people we encounter as
others also do usually in certain patterns of relationship of the
culture In which we live: parent-child, teacher-student, older child-
youngenchild, clergyman-parishioner, doctor-patient, employer-employee,
seller-buyer, performer-audience, candidate-voters, and ever so many
others, In each relationship both parties adjust, but one usuallybA3 tho
stronger role within .the'culture,. Thus in some societies grandparents
are near-gods; in others, near.ndthings; and in most, somewhere on a
scale between the two.

At the center of your communicating Is the individual you, I.
This does not mean'you and 1 Are 'the center(s) of the universe, but
we are, in a sense, the center of our own communication network. That
is why, in a final sense, we cannot be'What is sometimes called purelyobjective. We are what we are, namely, What we have experienced (to
return to an earlier notion of the unit), and consequently cannot
stand outside ourselves, though we can rationally stand somewhataside from ourselves In fairly reasonable awareness of what we are anddo. That is why all our communicating has our point of view inquick remark and In sustained composing, oral or written.

'-'.........ersie.am.o.
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Sometimes we try to show the interweaving of our relationships

with othcrs graphically. That is, we set up a model of them. One

such is expressed in concentric circles:

/, Ltni vere.... t r.
:

Thig élióws well tile self-centeted **(self central rather than selfish)

na.ture og Phq process.. Another model uses ove4apping circles, with the
,

oveplapi 126c4rring every. which. ;jay as they..do .in, ordi,npry =life:
,

7

. .
. I.

r

r
c

11/..
s.,

I a
t .. ."

t , .. t

:i.( . f; ..r.11 "\
'.*".10 i .7.
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This model shows the extent of territories better: but it is still
on one plane, in owo dimensions. When We try for at least a three
dimensional likeness, we might model cormu.nic,ition with spheres instead

of circles. Om the other hand; Stuart Chase in The Poter of_ Words
compares the brafn, nerlrous system and sensestintoracting .in communica.

tion to a city at might, with its changing patterns of lights and
movements. Freud once spoke of the topograpny cf the mind, because that
metaphor was as close as he could come to.describing his notion of
how the brain wor%:,, Ho and others^have us2d the iceberg as an analogy
to the proportions ,of the mind: conscious (abw,e the surface), sub.

consciou's (just belowth-_, surface), and uncon:JlivaS (in tho depths). We
have ourselves spok2n of the comMunication netiTor:K; of interweaving.

12.9.. Denotation/ Connotation and Usage. TIc.,1 many faceted..,Nm.. , Vm....r.0.4. .+*-,
contempordry communication environment.iq.nowhere more vividly illustrated
than in the clustering of assooiatións (counotations) about an object
and its aonsequent extension to the statu:,' gf.vmbol in our lives:
the flag; the team's Colors; Winston thurchill's victory sign; the

unusual...tamp of,a motion picture, television,prograLls or advertised
produCt; label and package designs,aad so' on'almost

. . .. ;.

Our rational flag repte.,ents' in cOlor ond form certain aspeCts of
American history. But aroundcrotqd for as all:,kinds' of other emo-
tional'asrpciatiolx,,subsumed undei such,ftamea Old.Glory and Grand
Old FlAgThe flag can serve'as to'il1ust7.'ate the three domains
of symbol. Its public symbolic nature includes the associations we all
generally share about it. Semi.puDlic symboliZ4tion o:.the flag includes
experiences likt. that of a regiment under tire; of a group of immigrants
taking the oath of citizenshiP, of a marphinglbard's own warof using
the colors,' Privato symbolization cOnsists of the particular emotional
memoriej we, as individuals; associate with the flag. Examples might
be the flat that"draped the casket of a friend; the flag at the Statue
of Liberty when one arrives in New York Harbor, Ci the illag flying
over ono at some remote outpos;t, far from home.

There are many pUblic symbols: national and state seals, mottoes,
coats of avms; religious symbols like.theisCross or the Star of David.

Symbols ot'status 4re',uver'pzeseilt,.frop m:lnk ;.nd RollS Royces to
breadlnes skid row. And.ITU"koW'the'political. ones such as the
donkey, the elephant the hamther and sickle,

; .

Semi-paljc syeols inClude the'rituals of lodges'and. fraternities,
the symbols of progessions and craftsr athletic mascots, military
insignia, un1f6rms. Of musical organizationsvotc. These'are sometimes
largely public, but only to thegublic familiar with theh'Irom a village
social gratip.tci:an linternatiOnal organization that is nevertheless not
generolly'known; for example, the Day Sailer is an international
sailboat class, but it is known only to those, and not even to all
those, in,sailboating.
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Private symbols are readily understandable: "our song", the
anniergary of "our". meeting,,a personal place of meeting, the .family

kidding; (-he office joke.
6.

Some symbols we adapt from nature. The height'and bulk of mountains
as symbolic of aspiration and strength, respectively, is a case in point.

'Others are: the sun as symbol of man, the moon of woman; sea and sky
as the unknown; an oak tree as toughrs and steadfastness; rtver as
the coursc of life. Other symbOls are'deliberately created 7:ather than

:apted: colors;, flags, emblems, seals, songs and mottoes of nations,
states, institution:: and organizations; names of places, builcUngs, and

rooMs; people; real and mythical, symbólio rft certain characteristics.--

Job, Penelope, Helen of Troy, Achilles,,Abraham.Lincoln, Paul Bundan,
Al Capone, Florence Nightingale. Symbols are o prevalent that we
aiuld not go through even an .hour without encountering many of them.

Noirg think of the symbol.categories ptimarily in terms'of wqrd

as we began With Oid Glory. American, Republican, Jew, medicare;

totalitarian, Russian are often "fighting words"; some people "see
red" when they hear them. It is almost as though the word itself wore
accepted as a thing. Take the first word: we have approptiated it So
totally that we hardly think of it as including Canadians, Mexicans,'
and Central and South Americans as well, no forgetting the Islanders,
Indians,'and Eskimos. There are all kinds of Republicans, Jews, and
Russians, yet some peopl ,?. luMp.a whole lot of feelings in reactiing.to

single word: For instande, we may have favorable or unfavorable
as:Sociations with the word Republican, and maw like'Or dislike. a
person mentioned as such even:before mecting him; ObvioUsly, we.ard'

attributing our.associations of the word to a person sight unseeft'..
MoreOver, in thinking that every Republican must be-a certain kind of'
person we are stereotyping people into simple categories -- in effect,
type-dasting them into.certain roLes we think they ought to play. But.

people 'are complex and indiyidual., not simple typos.'

Sometimes we hear the.notion that IfyejUat-eliminated all
feeling from our language and thinking, and did everything reasonably,
rather than with feeling and even irrationality, the world's prOblems
would be solved. Anothet wording often used of this iS that weought....
to learn to:lookgat everything scientifically or at least objectively;
therefore we ought to use as objective or denotative language as
possible at all times. The opposite point is al.:o.orten madei.

:emotional thinking and connotative language are the cause of. most
misunderStandings among us. Thereto-el if we stick to objective think-
ing and denotative language, we wiL gradually eliminate most mis-
under,.4l4andings.

,

This notion is rather naive, becauve we cannot eliminate 'that

side of language or life. In fact, we would not even wish to, con-

,
sidering that appeals for understanding, forgiveness, help in times of
need, patriotism, and love of others all are based on feeling and on
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connotational language. Furthermore, it is impossible to be entirely

objective. Each of us.is of a certain physical and mental make-up* age,
background, and education; each lives in a specific culture and sub-s

culture, and speaks a particular language and dialect. Each one of
us cannot help acting in terms of all these factors. In fact, we
have to carve any freedom we may'have out of our dependence on them.
And.mere opposition is not.freedom. You have all seen the person
who adopts certain clothes, manners, speech and the like to be dif-
ferent from others. But that is not really freedom, or individualism,
becausejle is simply reacting to what "they" are like; "they" are,
in effect, still dictating his behavior, including his language. *.

Denotation and connotation are not opposites that cancel each other

out; they are opposites that complement each other* both vital in
our lives.

We can therefore show those two aspects of semantic meaning on
a single axis:

.

;

Language varies from the predominantly denotative to the
predominantly connotative (D to C). The language that-needs to be
as denotative,As.gossible id Scientific language, bdcadso science
seeks the genera1i2ation* the abstract principle. The language
that ts..deliberattly connotative is literary language, because

literature seeks to catch how individuals experience specific events*
Obviougly, everyday language falls between these, though a good deal
closer to. the-literary than the scientific end. If you doubt that,
think back over, the language you Wm been using in various Situations
just today. Our language axis now looks like this:

. *(rEvery Day.)

D/SC (

Giving directions
etc.

d

Making 2oints
Using figures
of speech

Note that everyday language tends to be less extreme than
scientific and literary language. Of course scientists and poets
use the extremes in their work, but their everyday language at home,
on the golf course, while shopping* or at a party is sure to be con-
siderably less extreme. Occupational language extremes aside, con-
sider your own use of language. The uord'use itself will suggest
thnt we are already in the realm of usage, simply and naturally, be-
cause it, too, is integral to all our communication, not a separate
factor added to language.

4111M
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You doubtless study science?. When you are reading your text, lis-

tening to your teacher, discussing or writing up an experiment, all of

you use denotative language most of the time. You may have classroom

comments and jokes that express feelings, but the language devoted to

the scientific material itself is primarily denotative. You are

also takint English and it has its denotative side, too; such as this

discussion, or the request that you mrite directions for going some-

where or doing something. But when you turn to literature, much of the

language is connotative.' When you discuss a particular situation in

e literary work, however, yOu often use:a denotative approach. The

two trends are unmistakable, as is the fact that one is never quite

without the other. You adjubt to the change of pace in subject and

language. Should you get too unscientific and/or too connotative, the

teacher Or h classmpte reminds you to get back on the beam.

EXERCISES

1. List fifteen (15) symbols-that-are an immediate part of your

everyday life. Then list five (5) which you experience only

Nicariodsly. Comg=e the two lists,with those of.your class-

mâtes.
k

2. Select one symb61..that is.important you and. list all the

connotations you associate with it. What is the:Aenotative

:(cdnstant) factor which underlie6 all these. cOnnotations2...

Remember,: these may be-favorable, unfavorable,:pr both..

-J

t

Then write a paragraph (more, if necessary) giving a unified

impression of:the above symbol and its connot!?tions. Tha

term impression includes your feelings about the symbol in

your account itself: not merely statements that you like or

do not like it or some asfiect of it. The extent of your

feelings ought also to be evident in your account.

0

).
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12.10. Varieties and Levels of Usage. The mass communication
world in which we operate, by its very nature, demands almost
instantaneous adjustments to-many varieties of language. Every
advance in technology.and specialization creates new specialized .

vocabularies. 'Every increase in' our mobility (both moving and travel)
adds to our personal dialect nixture. Every specialized vocabulary
feeds its terms into the general vocabulary of mass communication.
Thus specific liords alsc encounter varieties of usage, depending on
the extent to which peop!.e understand what is behind theil. The terb
atomic bomb will represent its complete technical components and .

changes'in them to the atcnic physicist. To the ordinary science
teacher, it will mean the technical components, without the view of
placi.ng it in the wholektential o atoMic physics. For the educated
generalist it.will Mean sOmething rather less technical, though fission,
cyclotron and energy will likely be a part of his picture. The most
ordinary, quite non.tethnical view will probably be of a bomb vastly
more powerful than any prior explosive, and that's all. One could
take many words and trace them from highly specialized to very ordinary.
meaning they have for different people (Martin Joo- has demonstrated:
this especially well in The Five Clocks). This farit demOn.strates in
another way one of our previous findings: meanings are not in the .

words, butin our experience.

These varieties of usage add a third aspect to the two we have
already noted for Meaning,structural Agnificance and lexical meaning..
These two together are often called linguistic meaning. The new
dimension we add now is social meaning. The three in turn comprise
what is sometimes-termed the total meaning.

'The conCept of varigties in language usage has surely become clear.
What, hoever,*:is theconCept of levels of language usage? Usually
levels are thoUght of-in terms of:what usage society will approve, or
even accept-Ihe standaed for approval tends to be mere strict the
morepublic tile occasion, and also the more "social" the event of
"society" In the more limited sense. Conditions which entei into the
matter of #proval are whether an audience is'mixed, intellectual,
°volt botn", monied, and the like. Generally, groups high up in .
business, indugt'br., government, and the professions tend to set certain
patterns of social,belialor, and these they tend to consider.the
acceptable ones, thestandard for others. That standard includes at -
least a reasonable degree of manners in grammar and vocabulary.

We know that this standard differs from one age to another. We
have seen that after the Norman Conquest, everyone with any'preten.
sions to court life spoke French (preferably Norman French), and the
ruling class felt'no nee0..whatever to adapt to their English workers.
On the other hand, in today's democratic countries the leaders in
government and business have to be able to adapt to the varieties of
people in their electorate or company, whether "up" or "down." To
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get away from the very notion of "up" or "down", they speak .of repre-

senting a "cross section" (a notion more geared.to varieties than to
levels).

Varieties and levels have, of course, been associated develop-
mentally throughout the history of English. By rending the writin4.;s
of any given time in the histoi.y of English (histories, journals, legal
proceedings, presss literature, etc.) we can reconStruct a good deal of
its usage, including what was considered appropriate for whom.and
where. That is true of all three components of language . sound)
structure, and meaning.. As all three comprise language, so all three
comprise language usage.

l2oll., Some Views of Usaae.' People make models of the totalitY
of communicatiop and of'its part, trying to clarify by anaolgy their
notions of it. We have, in turn, gone into this model making to

remind ourselves vividly that there are different ways of looking at
communicating cia language just as_there_are_different ways of language
use itself. Some people look at language usage from the view of what
is correct and not correct. 'These usually speak of levels of usage

from formal through informal, colloquial (oral), and slang (substandard
oral), to vulgar (unacceptable). Other people look at language usage
from the viewpoint of what is right or appropriate to a given audience
at a given time and place. These usually speak of varieties of usage'
iather than levels, ho1d1n,7; that any %Ind of language is acceptable
somewhere to someone; we need only adjust our usage accordingly. A
third group looks at language usage more proportionately from both
%he communicator who has to adjust and the time, people and place to
which'he has to adjust. Those who belong to this group speak of both
varieties and levels of language usage, They'hold that while there is
no usage not appropriate somewhere to someone, society Ln general tends
increasingly to favor adaptability to the educated varieties rather

than to the uneducated kinds, especiz..ly because of the high literacy
demandee 637 contemporary'technology and specialization. To which of
the three, would you say, do the writers of this book belong? How.
do you know?

1.2,01.2. American Standard Dialect 14.:Ige. We have been speaking..1
of varieties and levels of usage. It is really imliossible to speak
of varieties and levels of any language in general, as is evident
from our finding that a language is the sum total ok its dialects
and ichaects. We can go even further in one sense, and call it the
sum total, of all its actual. (past and present) and possible (present

..,
and fututd.) dialects and ideolects.

You can now readily'see that when we begin to talk alxtut language
varieties an&lovels, we are not in such a theoretical never-never
land; we have to think in terms of actuality- some dialect or dialect
combination. For practical reasons we 'wish now to look at the widest



actuality of Engliith in WhiCh yod and I fuloction daily, notThecessarily

our most frequent one. Our most frequent is surely th. regioual one
of our everyday talk,..Our widest aftuality is the Amuican Englioh mass

medid'disccui.se.on a.national scale; the usage of our newspapers, maga-
zines., radio, rocordings,"films and television. This ugagd spikls over
into much of the conduct of wr eVeryday affairsg school., church,

business, industry, organizations, government.

To points need to be made abdut this "standard"." It is the
product of general language interaction in our societyn not the de-
diFi.6n of iome people who might like Anerican English usage tom follOi
their beliefs and taste in language. Secondly, this general standard
is neither rigi.d or unchanging. A goad illustration can be found
in an adVisdhent that caused..a.big stir. in Y.anguage circles:
"Winstons taste good like a cigarette --Nuid," Them were shocked
reactions t6Aft6use'of fike instead .of S.;.there were .even editortriS

in soma of the very periodicals that 'Coned the ad. Yet.su611

of Ole ros once prevaleht'in Ifmg1ish;.tI.16i1 virtually outlawed, and

now f.t is E;ainin 'which carry such.

usage and criticize it'editorially'adtually haVe official guides of

American Standard for pronunciation and usage which their speakers
and wIlters ara requirecito'follow.Exarftplas'are-tho-annoUnce.rsr-'''

handbookS of the national radio and television ria6iO3 and-viriie1 I)

It Rht, a selection of usagq dicta to the writers of The liew York
"r^'

Times by Editor Theodord Bernstein. These guides undergo pdr%odic----
revision in usage as well as vocabulary;,they scot-, .to reflect gcnerak,

cutivatad taste and to act dg a dheck against an arjt,ing-Lgoes View..
Thny can, ',therefore, serve as materials (data) for studyip; usage

change opong us .ocver the past several_decades.
I

. ; t
usage, in :whateyer:dialect,, can:be claSsified into thfee

levelc tormal, generaf,'and 7.1aCceptable -. that functicn in phonology,,

morphology, and meaning,. 'Let us now apply the.olassification to,p.ur.

c't actuality of usaget, Ainerican Seendard dialect.
. k,

FormaL UFaLe: In sounds, his.level represents precision of enuncia....,.

ti-qq.and.recognized dic.t!.6hary pronune.ition. OthOr rel.atepects
ate paralingUistic evennesi; heigntened intonation, oven to tfid
of chant; ritually regulated kinesics (gestures, posturesp'rioVementij;
and grour recitation.

,

Thelstructured of thi, s level are not gently varied. Often they,
tend to the did-fas'Aoned, even the ar.:1aai6, either to hefghtOn Or
to keep the 1.ean'ngs constant over long pdriods.of time (Idgal..pro...

. " ,"

'persoral tone is seldom used): "We will descend and fold
him in our ms (King Richard in Shakespearevs pchard II)

cedureo), Some typical formal stamtures are illustrated below. Note
that the phonological aspects cited above are eviden:_, and that the

structural ones are both mor'ph Themid.and syntactic. e

"we (a

repres(,atative,

..... .
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"We declare .. (A Pope's declaration) ,

. "We cannot approve the candidate's stand on taxes"

(Newspaper editorial)

Third person address: Will the distinguished collea ue fr.= New 4.,,u.lea

yield ..." (U.S. Senator's request of ajelloW' Senator on.the Floor)

"Archaic" forms: "With this ring I thee wed" (address, yerb, etc.)

Note also the unusual sentence order of P.P V.

"We the undersigned hereunto set our names" or "affix our signatures":

(electoral petition)

"Sworn before me this day anno (Notarization)

"1 do therefore cause the thfrtieth day of NoVeMber next to be set

aside as ..,." (ex6cutive declaration)
"Thou annointest mine head with

.

(23rd Psalill).
. ,

Verb of wish.p. request or condition: "Be.it agreed b6tween the party
of the.first part and the party of th& second, that ... (contract)

"Whereap_...., and whereai be it "therefOre resolVed that .i."

(parlf.a.Mentary procedur.e)

"Let us bow our he'ads in prayer." (religious ritual)

"May you live happfly ever after"*(ceremonial toast)

StructuralE2mp1etenessandpara11eilstht "We.do riot wish to lie, to

distort, or to misinterpret" rather than the more .ordinary "We do
not. (or don't) wish.(or want) :to lie, distort or asintdrpret"

"He thinks that she is well" instead of "He thinks she.is well" or

"He.thinks she's well"

The Company hereby insures the life of
herein called the Insured, in accordance with .the terds Of this Policy
No ,P*0

Formal usage', then, is as much a matter of structure as it is of

word Choice. ,The latter. keeps out moSt, if not all, shOptalk, group
lingo,and oral 1.nformalities such as contradtions.. Note, however.,

that the yocabulary of function words remains the same, showing again
that structure is central.

Most literature falls into the category of formal structure .

(especially poetry), primarily because of its essential nature; as we

shall see in the next unit.
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'Unacceptable Usap:
IThonologically, this level epresents a diagouragement of excessive

regional dialect use. Even in cOmmunication of'PatlOnal scope where

such is used by comedians, sportcbsters, writers, and singers, it

conforms to general understandability. Also considered unacceptable

. are careless, sloppy and siurvian enunciation and pronunciation which

disregards standard dictionaries. Overloudness, unpleasant voice

quality, monotone, lack of fluency are paralinguistic ,characteristics

frowned upon. Kinesically, vulgar and disrespectful gestures, posture,

and facial expresrions are out.

'Structurally too2 the unacceptable Items.are both morphemic and

syntactic.

Double negative: He won't do nothing about it.

Agreement: He don't know you; There's two of them.

Verb forms; I ain't coming; I seen him; Bob done It.

Adjective instead of adverb: No fights BarD It. was a real long

train:.

.ni

Syntactically, there is strong reaction against the repetitious

useof Simple sentenCes.strung together with ana; against sentence

fragments (verb or subject missing, or inclusions Used as complete

sentences); against oral cutting of corners in which the listener has

to-interpret a word or phrase 'as.summing up an: entire sItuation,,

Voâabulary taboos are directed against repeated profanity,
vulgar namecalling, vulgar words and expressionsp.and excessive

lingo language (of 'occupation, avocation, age group) - especially.

::In'"miXed company'? (of age, sex, etc.).

.
Some literature or parts of literary works fit this category,,

but again it Is primarily a matter of the nature of literatureo. :

General Usage:
General usage is the great middle ground between Formal and

Unacceptable that overlaps these at times. You might well say,..:

nhat.a grand, "easy wak to settle the clasSification.!' But we are ,

not docrig So hapilazardly at all, when me reCall how careful we were,

to 'define and illustrate the other two levels

Some Of .Us were brOught up When*4 4i1Cevell 5 Levels were.the.. . . .,...

standard (for"iiistánce ,.:.,. fbrmal, informal, colloquial, s14ng,...:-7-1
vu1gát6)." HOwever, the #end of the'past'several decades toward a,
more relaxed attitdde on dressing up, company manners, and social.

. ,
customs.generally, has had a natural Counterpart in.a mere relaxed .

attitude toward language0 jhe change In-attitude, comb4ned pith the
naturó of language and language standards we have already discussed,
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. . ....",...Alwa . . ...--..._ ___

has shrunk both the forpal and unpcceptable categoties and has. greatly

extended the ifiddlegrOund., _This middle-gfbund is.expressed primarIll'

ia terms of (1).6pprOpriatenes to occasiOh,'people.and purpose; and
(2) the:Mass communisation:standard.

,
..

. . We had better cite" s'ome examples of .holi this works out in practice.
.

Sermons used to reflect the style of 17th century translations. of2the
Old and New Testament. This was true of secular dratoky as well;
witness%thelspeeches of-then like Webster and Lincoln (his Gettysburg
Address, for instance). Newer Bible translations, plus ,the wish to
appeal more directly to, wprshippers in thefr:.own larigudge, has led

to sermons that are far. less "formal" and therefore: more .'general".
Let us consider alsOth8.lnfohal party invItationo- It lised to be

.

f

written more or lesS:formally, dePending Oh the nature of the occasioh-'
and the. dreg'.4 desiredt Nowadays the invitation is either a short,
folksy note, or it is made by telephone.

;

Phonologically this level..permits a very 'wide leelMy, but.usuaily
insists updn clarity of enunciation, and pronunciatOn,,upon reasonable
ease and:fluency of .speech', and, upon at.lest some Ioncern for keeping:'
onels voice. pleasant:td.the ears of others. - ,

,
:

Structurally,'tooi this level includes the greatest variety of
structures. Generally, the complete sentefted is.preferred1.1though.

ranging from th6 well-balanced:ones of careful patallelfsm,to the
.jargony ones%6f specialized fields, and the slapdash informal ones of .
the couldn'tL;Sare-leSs speaker and writer. -Mcst of the struciures
we shall consider in subsequent sections are used at thi.s..level.?

With.regartUto VOcaDulary, the.sociai,permissiveness ie equally
wide. Every,16V61.:of'readability from the Atlantic Monthly, Scientific
American or Saturday Review to the simplified classics and comic
books is found. A magazine that covers this wide and diverse leliiefis
Mad. It also exemplifies .our culture's cohstant juxtaidOing of the
trivial andthe ilomentous.:. deodorant' ad'and President's address.
We are now back at eur_earrAer:picture of the national:pass, media
intercom. To us itls nöthing*extraordinary;tit's just life.

What are the consequences o these three levels for.us? Denotation
and connotation naturally figure prominently,'in usage: Denotation
is dominant in Formal and 'UnacCeptable .Usage, but in different ways.
In Formal Usage,,the cont,tancy-lies.in.restriction.:of possibilities
or variations (connotation) :whether in the strict literalness.of a'

contract ov.instirance'.policy or. .the litevariness of a strictly

structured certIliony or art fokp.- In Unacceptable Usage; disapproval

comes as a. result Of the const.ánt factor. If'vulgarity, profanity,
lingo, .and unapproved grammar become constant, they tend toward the

unacceptable; the greater their constancy: the more certain their
unacceptability. Note that what has been said in this paragraph holds

.1
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phonologically, structurally, and semantically.

In the great middle ground, General Usdge, connotation (variation)

predominates over denotation. The variation is limited only by the

2iastic boundaries that mark the other, and fnr smaller, levels.

Variation can extend Into both, but to a lesser'degree into the

unacceptable than into'the formal. For example, many oolitical'speeCheso
commencement addresses, testimonial talks take on a kind of formal

pompousne3s, but public speaking seldom ventures el:analmur. into the

unacceptable,

NoW you might see the problem of what language to use as a rela-

tively simple onev since anybody today can recognize the very formal

situations and almost anybody can avoid the obviously unacceptable

in general company. Everything else falls linguistically in between

and so should present no problem. Quite the contrary0 If you function

in a prescriptive atmosphere in which yJu are constaptly reminded
what to say, wear and do in definitely structuredond labeled situations,
you can learn the system by rote and.at least do a r ectable surface

job. Actually, of course, social relationships are , wmplex as any
human relationships are bound to be, whether we recogrtze them to

be so or not, 'In a more permissive atmosphere, such a is'very usual

in our society, we havn to adapt and adjust just as silrely, and'yet

often without ready guidelinee to hcl.p us. The etigucete.booko,

whether sOcial or grammatical, are far less helpful today than they

used to be. We have to rel far more ^7.1 what we learn to observe

about peOple and situations, on.considerateness of others,as an empathic
practrce; and on common, sense.

'Why? Becauie hardly anyone'will tell us if we have talked.too

much, poo loudly, too informally, too pompously, too mousq-like, too
irrespOnsibly, too un-understandingly in a situation. When we donit

get the 5ob; wheAue are not invite0 again; when we do notecet into
the organizatioh'w6,*anted to enter;. when "their" impressions of us

become part of recomMendations we never see; when we succeed only in
being misunderstood by the Person we want most to understand us r

that''s the pay-off. Subtly, standards are ever.at,workt

Sometimes we fight the standards, written or unwritten -- not to
retain individual and lo6al color that are all to the good, but simply

because we resent others, especially parents and teachers, seemingly
forcing us into molds of °correct" usage. Parents and teachers did
not set the standards; society, our culture generally.: has set them.
Parents and teachers seek'to make available to you as wide an experience
of situations as possible, together with a knowledge of the cultural

choices and values involved. This is a gradual and'cumulative process;

it must be le6rned in the surest experiential sense, as habit; then,

and only then, will you have available in any given situation the usage
to take full and free advantage of the choices offered. To use a partial
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analogy .. only what Is already potentially In the computer can come out

when you press the button.

EXERCISES

1. Formal usage in the dialect of.any special field concentrates

on its own terminology; general usage in it means employinf

thoSe terms that have reached thegeneral Public, and'
unacceptable usage consists in not using, or misusing, the .

terminology of that dialect.

(1)9 Look up an ad in the Scientific American that represents
.,formal usage.

. (2). What Rind of,special fields are likely to have large

general vocabularies? Aame some that are so for nost of*

us. Name .some that are so for others but not for us.

.(3). Give examples of misuses in a dialect.that are likely

to be unacceptable.

What kind of usage problems are involved in each of the
following eVeryday. situations?

(1). Introducing a speaker to a school assembly -

(2): A prospective employer telephoning you regarding a
personal InterView in response to 'your'letter of

application.

(3). A prospective employer intervfowing you for a job,

speaking informally to put you'at ease'

(4). A conference among your mother, father, teacher and you,

regarding your college potential

(5). YOu meeting som6ono from anothercountry *(and perhaps
the family) in (a) your:home-town (b) his home-town.

(6). . You meeting a celebrity.at,a small-social qffair

(7). You being.introduced to enew friend's parents

List several ituations you might encounter and the.language

usage factors inVolved.

S J.
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12.13. American Regional Varieties And Levels. Since we are

primarily concerned with American English, we should know something

of its usage development still eviaent in its regional dialects. These

dialects are gradltally being recorded in a.project of regional Lan-

guage atlases maps of regional speech patterns -- one of which, the

Linguistic Atlas of New England, has been published. Several others

arwunder way. Together they will eventually form the Linpuistic

Atlas of the United States and Canada. This work in progress has already....e....r
'. established three general areas of American English.

Northern:

Southern:

New England, New York, and upper New Jersey

and Pennsylvania westward tc the Mississippi

Southern half of Delawsre and Maryland and

southwestmrd east of the mountains (App,Ilachian,

Blue It7.3e) to north central South Carolina and,

below chat westward to the Mississippi.

Midland: The dialect between Northern And Southern,

subdivided Into izrthern,and Southern influence

areas..

. _
'Each of these'major areas is subdivided into a half dozen or more

sub-dialect regions. Some of these are important evon when they cover

a-comparatively small territory, like Metropolitan Now York. The state

of-ianguage usage from west of the Mississippi is rL.latively new to

systematic study; it is therefore often labeled "Regional Dialects"

section. Further variations are added by the.acconts of people from

different nationality backgrounds who lélrn English as a .second

language in their teens or later. Also, people today move about. and

travel so much that clearcut differenceS become rarer 'and oirerlaPs

bbcome more and more frequent. Finally, each of us individually;

afte acquiring certain regional pattzrus as a child $. takds on all

kinds'of specific influences and overlays from people of other

regions, So that One turns out to be quite a mixture.

Each of the major areas has certain Characteristics of pronunciation

(sound), grammar (structure), and meaning, in both varieties and levels.

We have already noted some of the regional variations in pronunciation

(Chapters IV and V). Thus Metropolitan New:York bas-hoSts of Oeople

who pronourice All,asjOy/ or'fly/ in such wirds as turn, bird, ermine;

althOUgh the educated New Yorker tends to frown on it, This is true'

of the,educated person from southern Ohio who disdains wash pronounced

/4ri1.. Can you identify any pronunciations of your region or locality

atrit-4d') riot. have.general social apkoval there? Sometimes entird

%rdiafects ai-e'considered low status, as London Cockney by most educated

Englishmen,'or Midland Nountaineer by most educated AuCericans.

.

To these varieties and leyels of pronunciation, and those of

voabulary Considered earlier, must be added those for thc third
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language component, Morphology. They are of bourse grammafdcal..- The
sentence, past tense,

I (seen, knowed, give, writ) him

is acceptable in many circles. But all educated people avoid it. On
the other hand: it's me and not me are accepted and used by most
educatd'people in everydr7 1O Again, ain't I is frowned on by the
educated, some of whom will accept and use informally aren't I.
Regional expreósions are often generally tolerated: Inland Northern I
waited on (youp_the bus) instead'of the rat:me usual'uait, for. From the
sarpe region come all tha further: the cat wants 1n2 anc Anymore it's

zentscsaliarder to find druca in, a drugstore; all are rather generally
used, often also by the educated. Other regions seem to find them
quaint and so do not demur. Regional differences in past participles
of verbs become optional'in dictionaries: strived: striven; so do six'',

ple Ost variants: sank, sunk; shrank ghrunk; alma, amana;
shone: shfned. Levels in regionalism can be illustrated.by a related
verb fein, the past tense clumb for.climbed; It is widely accepted
Midland:, but educated speakers use it only among fellow natives and
for homespun or comic effact. The western a11owe0, holding an opinion,
as in "He allowed we'd have to work overtime,"is anotherexcmple.

We can now see that there are both general and regiorial varieties
.and levelS. A easels Sometimes.ma,le fcr calling tho leVels "social
varieties," a term meant to minimize the social snobbery that may
seem imgicit in anyone looking down on another's use of language.
However, acceptability is a different raltter from mere variation;'and
snobbish attitude is unmistakable to those at vhom it is directed, no

matter pow discreet the language in Which it is put. l't remind ourselves
that .this is not only educated talkers looking down on the language of
the uneducated; it is just as often the reverse, the ridiculing ef
prease language use by those who don't have it. In between is one
grouli who look down on "learned talk" as unmanly, but make sure every-
body knows they themselves can use such language. And there are, of
course: all kinds of gradations in the scale.

12.14. Our English and Indo-European Language Context. Added...
to.the variattons and levels of social'groups (dia/ects) is our

lqntivage usage (ideolect). ;:e can see again why it
difficult to say what the'English language really is. Sinc it id4w.
group of various dialects, we must be careful not to assume a single start.:

Llar,2 fern of Eaglish of which all dialects are variatiOns. Historically,
English'began as Germanic dialects (those of the Angles, Jutes and

Saxons), Influenced first by Scandinavian languages and then by Norman
French, itself a mixture of Germanic and Romance dialects. Old English
developed as four dialectS2 variously inteiaáting and dewloping itit6
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four Middle English equivalents, one 3f which (influencyd by others)
gradually emergeJ as the dominant ,Jne,,though with the others continuing
as influences upon it: Then that dominant dialect (the London mixture
of East Midland, Southern) became the one 1113t frequently exported.
The.exported versions then developed al9n3 regional lines, such as
American, SNith African, Indian, and Australian English. These sub-
divided into varieties in turn, as we have seen in our own American
English. Homeland British English has not stood still eith but
developed along its,own varied lines.

And the.context is even larger. English is one of the Indo-
European languages that predominate in Uestern Europe and are fairly
strong in Asia as well. All these languages;structure roughly in the
same way -- with parts of sptech much like ours and syl.tax combining
them like ours. Actually, ris we have noted ropeate'dly, English has
emerged (even. more strongly than the other as EP.piedominantly word-
order language. zat does this.mean in ehe larger sense? First,
because we read and write tronlleft-toright and top-to-bottom, we tend
to do things generally.in thbS pattern's. Second, our concern for
ordering,is shout-alio in our ordering the things to be done during the
Ckly; therefore, wit become very time-conscibus. Thirds'if me add to these
oUr dependence on word order, we see some of the reasons fpr our insis.
tence upon putting'eVerything into logical.order.

This tendency to be rather strictly logicak.ls'..so-trong that
artificial devices to break out of it have.to bd..:Ehought-of. Thus,
in recent years we.have heard a good.deal aboutlirainstorming, a pro- .

cedure in which-people make'suggestions foi problem-solving literally
.

off the tpp,of theIr.Jeds and_leave the consideration of their practical-. .....-

ity UütiI latois..r. :top..s1*other languages are not as linear as ours.
Some languages,Thr instance, pattern in single constructions which
are their units of syntax much as the sentence is ours. Others have
only one tense for the verb, the present. Sveh instances are legion.

In short, we are so much affected by our native language or len-
guJges (we may grow up as bi- or even tri-lingual) that our vet:. think-
ing is molded by it. Even when we become aware that other language
and thinking patterns work as well as ours, we subconsciously still
follow our own. This centralness of language to our lives, from
smallest to largest context, begins to indicate the full appropriateness
of a statement often used by people in a relatively narrowsense:
"Your language is you." Our language is not only as definite a part
of our behavior as our clothes and manners; it far surpasses these
in importance, since it makes all life as we know it technologically
possible. Without it, we could not pass along what we learn from
generation to generation, adding to the store constantly. In 'fact, a
good case can be made out that we think only in language, if we mean
by "think" relating things. '.7e often do such relating without think--
Ingo but verbal behavior led to the habit.
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EXERCISES

In*

1. Look up a detailed weather map and forecast in a current
newspaper, and list all the usages you find peculiar to the
ficgd Imather.

2. jhich of the following television terms would you classify
as belonging to General Usage: pans town crier, viewer, audio,

bull frog, gallows, zobb, hiss?

3. Compare the meanings of,the following in Aperican and British
English:.

a bonnet mineral greasy

lift fly.overs the undorground

interval chemist a flat

4. Dialects other Oan the standard spoken have gained in status
in.England with.te/evision. .Can you think of any reason(s)

_for this?.= It "there a similar-trend in the United States,

:you suppose?

3. :In what way arc Southern Negroes handicapped by dialect when

thu tnter the northern labor market?

6. Mat nationalities and dialects are represented in such
James Fenimore Cooper novels as Thelex, The Pioneers, and
The: Prairie? 'In such Willa Catha novels as 0 Pioneers and

my Antonia? In O. E. Rolvaaes Giants in the Earth? In .

Hamlin Garland's A Son of the Middle Border?
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THE DICTIONARY

We return now to the very usual answer given when we ask where__

words are . "in the dictionary". Note that here the word usually does

not mean just one, for we all know there are many dictionaries and ,

that there are even four or fiNie :desk ictionaries most schools.would

rule acceptable. The article the seeMs, however, to suggest that:all

dictionaries aid alike enough to be termed the. This.is only rela-

tively true, since even the acceptable ones vary in the words included,
in pronunciation keys, in order of definitions for each word, in many

spellin'g variations, and in* usage labels. But let us start with, the

specific rather than with the overall.

12.15. Ilitanio_,:ind Dictionaries. Here is the.entry in a 1963

edition of a generally accepted desk dictionary for fusion, a word

that has an .old ancestry but also some very recent meanings:

1 a: the act or process of.liquifying ov rendering
plastic' by heat b: the fiquid or plastic state induced

by heat 2: a union by melting: as a: a merging of

diverse elements into a unified whole b: a political

partnership: COALITION gc: the union of atmic nuclei
to form heavier nuclei resulting in the release of
enormous quantitfes of.energy when certain light

elements unite"
.7

. .

Earlier we found that denotation is the constant factor in mehhing
and*that connotation is the variabfe one, the environment in which the
constant functions. Here the constant (denotation) is the notion of

more than one separate entity melting together to form one.substance.
The variations are theyays in which this happens, meanings 10, lb,

2a, 2b, and 2c. These are the connotations of the yord fusion, and
onlY a context or structural envirrnment will tell us which of the .

connotations is intended. Thus if'I say.

He was the candidate of the'F,uslpn Party

we woUld know at once 'Mat connotation 2b is the One intended. But

here the word is used as a proper,:adjective applying to an actual

political parIgsomewhere. Thus wecan see.that meaning 2b is inl
turn.a.denatation'that has its own vaiiatiles'or connotations; political

meanings of tha word differ in the following sentences:

He wa.6:ihe candidate of the,Fusion PaFty.

He was the candidate of the'fusibn parties. ..

He was the logical candidate for any fusion parties.%!
.
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Not only the general structural anvironment makes a difference;

the specific factors do too: the capitalization the words loo'lcal,

of the, and for...an/ are variables that also help make.a differe4t
version or connotation of the samo ncition of fusion - 2b. .And the same

procedure can be f011owed for la, lbr and 2c0 Ue repeat: each word

will have in specific structm.al environments tne.connotations,of its
different meanings; and each meaning in turn has its own vafious struc-

tural environments or.connotations,

Thus far we have ;seally dealt only with kinguiscic envir9nments,

but.there are non-lingu'is.ic ones as well. Consider the ordinary

conversational sentencer

HePs a kid..

Depending.on_how you saythe same sentence, I will get a different
connotation- How'would you say it ifyou,wished to indcate that he
is only a kid? that he is a kid but ought to be, grokin-up? that he

seems otder.than hip years?

Ile have hefe.our old friAndS, the SuprasegMentald 1-1.d paralanguage;

and here'they give us at 1.east three yaria4tions, or cabnotations,

of the same m6aning ofIcid, a young human between tothocid: and adulthood.
That is a somewh'at,indefinite spread in itself,. which-makes'possibt

many variatIonS7or'cohnotations foi the age of "kids" (totsp.children,
youngsters, teenagerS, adolescents, young,adults). Kinesics :our.

bodily communidation, is also usuaZly part of such di'ffe'rentiation$:

or underlinizg, of our languabre' intent.

j
But therd are also broader cultural connotations inVolVed. Sugh

a upp of yid is basicaLly American and not). for Irstance, British; :Its

uge in Oerican particularlY in informal oral s4uations, is .

ratthr ápmmon.. It's use in British 1.1ilish mig;lt be taken as an'undue
liberty, evendh affront. Or consider our main example, fusion,

The very words used in the sevelal meanings have connotations for us
they would not have had.for any people prior to 1900 -- .;

element, atomic nuclei. On the other hand,, words do not 9nly'acquire

new variation:, or connotation's; they also lose old one's, sothat
finally tilOse meanings and even the very words themselves aremarked -;

"obsolete", eventuallY'to dis.Ippear from desk dictionaries 4together.

r.
ir): other connotations can be found Je spoke of the cultural

. A

connotation of rat fdr us, as against that of other cultui.es where they

are used for foc,d0 is.our cultUral connotation'of distaste to be found

in our dictionaries? The second meaning for rat is the oae we have
been using: "2: a (ontemptible person'as 5Gtrayer;b:scab 3 b;c:

informer 21P The numbers which follow b and c indicate that the3b and
2 meanings of those words apply. So our attitude toward rats is found

in the unfavorable things vo attribute to human beings by calling them

.1111
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rats,

Another point should be made about meanings in dictionaries: all

use some kind of order. Some go from most recent to most remote; some

reverse this order and list meanings chronologically; still others list
them by frequency with the most usual use first We see, consequently,

that from dictionary to dictionary we have denotative constancy* the
essential meanings, .and connotative variation, the order in which the
meanings are listed.- Since Ile, have already stated that even..the-

leading dictionaries vary in several bays,- we can say that the whole
information for each word included in all-will have connotativt varia.
tion and molnnz,

Finally, we come to the designations of synonyms, analogous
words,,antonyms and contrasting words, Dictionaries are not at all
equally, full in their treatment of these. Some merely liSt synonyms.

Other distinguish between or aMong synonyms, with Or without sample
sentences. Some give antonyms, most do not. Our entire discussion.

regarding context and denotation and connotation apply to this aspect
of dictionary entries. No two.words can have precisely ithe .same

meaning; the multiple factors at work With the use of any word in%
any context andpituation are sure.to present differences. TherefOrdi

the meaning that-synonyms share is the denotative constant; the
distinptions ma'de are the connotative Variatiohs. The extension of
these variations:Vring analogousjaords, those similar in meaning
but not as,cloiely So as synonyms.. Each of these in tvrn has its

,

own symnyms.

Antonyms are also a literal impossiWity; no word can .be the'pré-
cise'opposite ct any'other. Takea for example, dold and hot, fast 'and'

4414 white and blác. The first two pairs are directionally opposite,
but not exactly so, ;Ince we do not know how fast is fast and how slow
is Slow and where'they tend to meet. The third pair white and black,
are* respectively, ail Colors and the absence of any color;,do we
actually have the latter around us? The meaning that, anConSrms oe a

word share is their denotative constant , ana, color);

4.1-Lom a.ce-np. connotative variations

(white arid black,' red and greens light and dae.:). TheSé too havean
extension. (as mEsynony haire:to analogous words); name;y2 to contrasting
words.

_"
.

The full coi"..plment of the four .1S uSully foyfid-oftly.ifi unabridged

dictionaries or in specifid dictionaries of,synoriymi. Vsiltscii
at an example.of all fOur'from an entry'in Webster's Dictionary' o!

241WIV .

Combat, v. *Oppose, resist, wi.thstand, antagonize

:1r



Ana. Cope, fight, *centend, battle, wet:

*attack, assail, assault, bombard, storm.

Ant. Champion: defend. - Con. Protech, shield,.

guard (sée DEFEPD):'*support, uphold, advocate:

*maintain, justify, vindicate.

Here the v, identifies combat as a verb. There is a separate

treatment of the noun. The first row includes the synonyms. The

asterisk on oripose moans that onelmust look.up that word to get the

distinctions among these synonyms, including also'quotations from

eminent writers. Next follow the analogous words, the distinctions among

which are given under contend and attack (asterisks). Note that

combat actually has two sets of variations, separated by the colon.

If you are wondering whether or why these two sets ought to be kept

distinct, look up the distinctions for each set under contend and

attack. Next follow the antonyms and the contrasting words, vIth the

latter also having two sets of'variations.

Our Rrimary point in bringing out all this detail about the

treatment of meaning in dictionaries is that:our most frequent use

of them I. "to look up the meanings of words," as we say. 'Yet often

we do not take full advantage of precisely' thokp eleftents.of a

tionary entry most practical for our own Use a words -- the dis-

tinctions of.meaning and .the use of the wordsjn. context. The

thorough exploration of a single word or woN'cluster in the way we'

have just,been doing it can help build a sounder vocabulary than most

word lists cnn.

Our vacabulary, Ire remind ourselves from an earlier section

of this unit, consists of distinctions learnedthrough our experiences',

not any number of words we have tried to memorize,;.

CUMULATIVE EXERCISE (STEP 1)

Collect various desk dictionaries; .esPcially -,ebstert

Collegiatd (5ixth Edition and Seventh'Edition), Uebsterls,New

ThorAdike-Barnhart, winston Simplified, Furd-Lduacat.d
Desk? kiellsartionary. Divide the class into groups, one

for each dictionary, for a comparison of the dictionaries.. F:gr the

first part ofthe comparison, 68certain the order in which variant

manings :of worda are given. Plado your findincs on a sheet of

papor So"that the sheets representing the various dictionaries can

be placed side by side.

12.16. Phonol.opinviolthap. Dictionaries
vary in their keys to pronunciation. These are listed in detail in

the introduction and in a summary of the most,frequent.ones at.the'

bottom of each page. :lords are usually presented in syllable form,
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though sometimes, as in the Oxford Enslish Dictionary, this is not the

cast: (syllabification will be discussed at greater length in the

following section). Pronunciation is variously enclosed in / 1,

( ), the first being preferred by most linguists.

There are often two or more Pronunciations. Usually some system

uSed to indicate nhether theS9 are equal,in frequency or not.

And all dictionaries do not agree on the frequencies, or preferences,

as some term them. Again, there is great diversity in the extent to

which regional dialect variations are Indicated. Some dictionaries

restrict themselves almost entirelyto how "educated speakers" pronounce,

This is an unreasonable expectation, since almost all highly educated

and articulate people reflect their native *dialects: recall thb late

President Kennedy's adding /r/ at the end of Vowel..ending words like

Idea and using /sit instead Of /r/ for the tv/r/ morphophone on words

which have a final /r/ in most standard dialect pronundations. Up

to 1949 and the publication of The AmericalSolleaelasammo
edited by Clarence Barnhart, leading diCtionaries had used New

England pronunciations:predominantly, despite the fact that the great

majority of Americans did.not use them at all. Dictionaries before

that tended also to give New England as the standard. The Switch

to Inland Northern is not merely one, of switching standards, for Inland

Northern is todaylused,simply ai a base (not a standard) from which to

demark usages of other dialects, and it is used because it is the

dialect that is most widely used. ,Let ps remind'ourselves once more..
the fact that more people use this dialect than..9se any other of our,

major dialects does not make it ,either a better One or the standard

one. For the same reason, we cthinot think of Inland Northern as the '

deinbthtie element of.which the 'others are connotative variations..

Having said all this, we'must say also that some dictionaries, especially

the run.of.theemill kin4, still treat one dialect as a standard

of which others are variations. This is only One-reason of manY

for owning_one of the reputable dictionaries.

No:.dictionary as yet gallows a omplete PhOhoiogical system, that

is, one which accounts for.all possibilities'in pronunciation. Here

is just one example that will be clear to you from your own experience

in phonology. The Webster's S 1*/engulgEssillaukalcalalia (1263

uses /1/ but no AI. There e, nmair odsbèg1nning with em .

and en and with strong stress on a later voWeig.it'gives almost all

of these as ji/, a prónunciatiOn'that will not hold for all. Other

dictionaries, uhe 44stu4ly. thorioadooles raprasect.thrse different

phonemes: /1/, /9 1, and j4/, Again, the word idltrale is given ag

/-m9r91/, yet many people sure use /11/ especially before /r/ and some

as well for the final yowl, A third instanoe'is found in Words

beginning with de. with strong stress (liming tater 1.n the word. Mast

are given as AV: The /i/ and /9 / will simply not cover all eventualv

ities. The use of the same basic'written symbol'for ,clifferent prods

nunciations also seems undesirables' /a/ as in ?1,4z a as in lataiib
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. .

Was in cart. The whole problem of showin3 vowel Fonjthening is 'Unsatis-
factory too. Cnn anyone really see sense in a progressi,on from /e/ in
less to e in 22sx? Such instances make sense to anyone only when treated
morphopt.onically, as in these units. A system of morphophonics has not
yet been available to any dictionary makers, thougi-,, as when they write
/di/ for de-, they are perhaps unknowingly responding to the fact.that
/t/ and &I and /iy/ are one morphophone,,/iy

Another sense in which dictA6nariés dikfer phonologically is in show-
ing stress. Some show primary and secondary as I', some as 1/. Not a

single one indicates that the pattern of stress undergoes change as soon
as a word becomes part of a phrase or sentence. Nor would any stlident

of English get the notion tnat stresses work together with some regularity,
in words and in larger units. Happily, dictionaries seem now to be on
the way toward a more complete stress system, as some show a primary at

_ .

two secondary (obviously 'sbcondary ana-tertiary) stresses.

You have already seen (in the Unit on Spelling) what'variations ;

exist among dictionaries in the listing of spelling preferendes. The
dictionaries now reflect the long prevalent notion that wrieten English
is an imperfect phonemic system. You know, of course, that"recent dis- -

covery has established it as a mcrphophonic system. The issue of the moment
really is how that will help you locate wbrdS in the dictionarTfor
spelling.

English teachers and texts perennially send students to the dictionary
to look up spellings of words. pas becomes a,difficult procedure, how-
ever, when unstressed vowels do not identify themselves.- One tedhnique
we have already suggested is to say to yourgelf other"Iibrd6 with the:same
primaly base; this very often brings out the lettei tthed in.aliarticular
instance of /G / or /i/. Still, the procedure.:will be only partially
helpful. The essence of mastering spelling is literally to learn the
morphophonic system -- the equivalencies between English writing symbols
and the oral sounds for which they are used, and the patticUlar condi-

tionb-under which they are used. This is not uniik:e maStertng.the

multipritapion'table or essential algebraic' fOrmulds dnd.functions to
her.0...yousolvdprogrerartiffrifvfmrreitiitema4.eg.i.-...'.....'....

One final caution must be kept in mind about spelling, the wrAtten

version of English. It is juSt that' -- the written versiOn of the

language. The ftct that the written versioli is common to thd various

levels does not make 'it the.language, nor'e44n the denotative element

of which the dialects are connotative variations. .We must not confuse the
-language system with the writing system.'

.,

'Let us conclude.this section by painting out an ObVious fact:

dictioparies vary i.n.linguistic effectjveness,"'and even the best fall

short simply because-Ofir knowledge df the English language is growing

so considerably that it is in its way as hard to kpep.up wi.th as are

the new math and physics. You are, therefore, indeed part of a new



advancement in scientific knowledge, not just of some person's notion

of.a new way to.teach the same old stuff.

CUMULATIVE EXERCISE (STEP 2)

1. List the Pronunciation symbols (phonological system) used in ,the

dictionary your group vas assigned in our comparison..

2'. What are the stresses shown by Your dictionary?

3. 'List the.spellings for the following words given in your

dictionary:

carburetor cookie installation

monied pixie driest

endure, gauge . amoeba

catalogue dullness fulfil

instill . Siallful ',hearken

syrup whiskey buses

eyeing inclose indorse

peddler aesthetic gypsy
develop judgment

.

adviser

gaiety license loirAld

millionaire goodbye chaPeron
.1.
.moveable caulk employee

12.17. i/loihemiCs and Dictionaries. Segmentation is repreSented
in dictianaries.by.syllabification, dividing wards into. syllables. This

is not a. true segthentation,beCause iS not fully systematic. .First

of all, dictionaries'sta'te that this is often done conventionally for and

by printers. Thus hatched is divided hatch-ed for possible line division

in printing, even though the past tense is pronounced as a single unit or

syllable. A second group of words is divided morphophonically. Words

with double consonants furnish a ready example: col-lact, mat-ter,

travel-ling. Third, a word like motor is divided mo-tar,- which-is a-
phonological division paralleling pronunciation, but it fails ,to con-

sid6r that the primary base is mot? nat,mo-. On the other hand, color is

divided col-or, which'is a proper morphemic division, col- being the

primary base.. You can see that dictionaries segment phonologically,
morphoOoniCal).Y, morphemically and arbi:trarily' (by.printers'. coniren-

tion). The procedure is SO-inconsistent that it is asking the impossible

oi children to learn to syllabify. Eventually, dictionaries will have

to reach an overall system of segmentation, or at very least, one con-
sistent on some.linguistic level, perhaps discounting the arbitrary
one of printers altogether.

Dictionaries list.the usuqlly recognized prebases, postbases, sib-

bases paradigmatic,suffixes, but miss, for example, the non-

derivAional base extenaers. And as we have seen, primary.baSes are often
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not identifiable from the syllabicated listing given in most dictionaries.

Desk dictionaries have traditionally Included a summary of language ;

aspects like grammar, punctuation and spelling. Webster's Seventh no

longer does so, on the theory that these are not properly within the scope'
of a dictionary and that they cannot be adequately covered by the limited

treatment possible in such dictionaries. This seems a wise'decision,

as your own travels through these units and your previous experience

with them will have shown you. Basically, grammar is represented through

the identification of the words as parts of speech. The variations

listed reflect hou well dictionaries keep up with contemporary usage,

some more closely than others. These Variations are usually of two

kinds: those of roughly equal usage (dived or dove for the past of to

dive) and those which are not (courts-martial, but court-martiOs also
coming into general use). A version about to !rake the dictionaries is

mother-in-laws as an alternative to mothers-in-law (note that the
possessive has to be formed at the end in either case, my mother-in-law's

house).

A comparison between the dictionaries of today and those Of 20 or

30 years ago will reflect a tendency we have already remarked: for a word

in one part of speech to be converted to use as other parts of speech.

Some words exist and function as three (go, run, well) and four (fqst,

slow) parts of speech, these examples being early versions of the pattern.

Many new words enter st..tch multiple status and function almost at once:

the telecast, telecast director, to' telecast; the blhst-off, to blast off,

blast-off. conditions. Dictionaries confirm the growing need to identify

parts of speech by sSIntactic fundtion as well as by morphemic definition

indeed, in everY way possible, to help tis in listening and reading,
-

speaking and writing.

CUMULATIVE EXERCISE (S '-3:11='.3)

1. , Check the words in Step 2 of the Cumulative Exercises in your

dictionary, and give their syllabification.

2. What'are the :plurals given for the following: court-martial,

attorney-at-law, mother-in-law brother-in-law, sister-in-law?

12.18. Etymology and Dictionaries. Etymology is the tracing of

word derivation. Some dictionaries begin with the earliest pOssible
ancestor of the word; some begin with the most recent. Th-e latter is

perhaps more helpful to the ordinary person, because he can often see
the historical pattern more easily by starting with the present word

and its immediate predecessor.
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lord etymology covers form and meaning; the phonology is available
only to those uho speak the language from which the particular word
is derived. 17e usually think of the structure only, or primarilyv
as an aid in spelling, and even then we make scant use of it. 7:!e can,

however, use the dictionary etymology in several ways.

The derivation is shown first in English, as far back as it will
go, then it will turn to other languages, again as far back as possible.
Thus the word alkanet in Uebster's Seventh, bears the following history:

'qME, fr.,0Sp aloarieta, dim. of alcana henna shrub,

fr. ML alchanna, fr. Ar. al-hinnA the honna)".

We see that the word entered our language during the Middle English
period from Old Spanish, which in turn derived it from Middle Latin
(remember that the Romance languages developed from popular Latin),
which must have picked it up from the Arabic in the heyday of its later
(post-classic) trading period. The word is therefore non-Indo-European
in.origin, yet has had quite a journey through Indo-European.

Here all the evidence is available and clear, because from is used
throughout. Sometimes this dictionary has to resort to "der. of,
derivative of, or even "akin to", because the direct genealogy remains
incomplete. Wherever possible, even as in our example, both lexical
meaning and form are given for all stages of a wordgs development.
Perhaps it should also ba added that whenever an English word is borrowed
from a tone language -- that is, a languago (like Chinese) which makes
distinctions primarily through tone instead of stress as English does --
the tone levels are indicated.

One other development needs mentioning, and that is the rapid growtb
of scientific terms in every branch of science, with a certain number
inevitably becoming part of our general vocabulary and so candidates for
the dictionaries. Now scientists the world over are working together
closely in research, more so than ever before. As a result, many terms
crop up almost simultaneously in various plades, so that the language of
origin is not traceable. This is especially true of the computer terms
that have become commonplace, as we noted in the historical unit. These
are often quite removed from any particular language, being made up
mechanically from elements of scientific Latin and Greek. As an

,

automated product, they cannot even be attributed to the two languages
whidh.form their elements. Websterls Seventh lists all modern scientific
terms whose language.origin is unknown or unasdertairiable as ISV,
International Scientific Vocabulary.

.

Now all this is interesting for the specialist in linguistics, or
even English teaching; but what can it possibly do for you? It used to
be said that if you knew Latin you could (1) spell English more readily,
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and (2) know Eliglish grammar better. Both os these notions we have in

effect disproved, kor English has its oun systems of morphophonics and

segmentation, as well as a grammatical development radically different

from that of Latin. However, since most Latin words came to us through

French rather than directlyp a knowledge' of French ought to be helpful.

And it is. But ue are really skirting our original question.

Sihce you hava learned a system of segmentation wholly applicable to
English, you can use etymology to reassure yourself about primary bases.
If you are in doubt about some of the other segments traditional to

English, etymology is again helpful. If the base extenders are difficult

to establish, a look at the borrowed forms will often aid in establishing
what bridge must have been useCto join other segments to the primary
base. More remotely, but nevertheless important, you will learn much
about the specific development in English, as well as how language
borrowing, adaptation, and change resulted in the current product --

the words and structures you and I are using today.

CUMULATIVE EXERCISE (STEP 4):

Give the symbols for and the order of the derivation system used
by your dictionary.

12.19. Usage and Dictionaries.. Earlier we said that dibtionaries
nowadays carry gewer usage labels than they did 20 rears ago. There

is a difference even among the "modern" ones. Uebster's Seventh has,

aside from major dialect designations, only the following "status

labels" (its term):. obsoleto ,. archaic, slang, substandard and non-

standard. "The stylistic label slang is affixed to terms especially
appropriate in contexts of extreme informality ..." begins the short

explanation. The words to be highlighted are appropriate and context.
Substandard here marls general usage different "from that of the prestige.

group;" for example the instance of drounded for drowned. Aint is also
classified so, but only when used in the sense of have/has not ("I ain't
aot no bale). Nonstandard applies to "a very small number of words"

in too general use to .be labeled substandard; irregardless is the

example. The distinction Seems minor; since it affects so few words,

the two designations Might well substitute for pur "unacceptable" in

American Stanaard dialect (though some of the.items are acceptable

in regional dialects).

The first of the "modern" dictionaries, the American College
Dictionarx, lists only "levels" of usage, aside from regional dialects

(note the quotation marks to indicate disagreement.with the prior usual

interpretation of the term). t has Archaic, Obsolescent, and Rare to
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cover the area of age. It also has the labels "Poetic", "Literary" and

°Humorous", none of which needs explaining. Then there is a wide level

crlled "Colloquial.", defined as primarily the usage "of the polite

conversation of cultivated people." Yet irregardless is listed under

this lalml! Then comes slang, already with the recognition that this

is a difficult label to pin on anything.exccpt under certpin circumstances.
Guy in the sense of fellow, is listed here,'as in Welisteiis"§eventh,

as slang. The lowest level is Illiterate, generally "tihe'lngilage of .

the uneducated." . .

"

.American College.Dictionarx Webster's Seventh

.

:..... .t. -'. , t 1 .

(Undefine6.most words) (Undefined-Most Worils),

ColIoquial Slang
, ,

.,...

Slang : , .
Substandard' .

( ,and

Illiterate Nonstandard

Thpse profiles ehoW,the few levels.now used. The earlier ACD
has morel.varieties and one,Mere level..., This level,'.golloquial,.reflects

an earliersstrofiger distiaction peopleUsed to make, between their wricing
and their.speaking. .

The.comparisOn also illustrats the increasing difficulty of usage
designation. On the other hand, the limited number of levels in both
may well reflect a changed attitude of dictionary makers about what a
dictionary ought to do. There is a growing belief that dictionaries
ought simply to reflect and describe current language usage, not to serye
as an etiquette book of standards for proper language behavior, e4ebially
since that is so much a matter.of specific context. It is this idea

underlying Webster's Third International Dictionar (1962) which set off

such a storm of protest about abandoning standaids: A Collection of

rev1ews of it has been made (mulislistaub jaedited by mestSledd).

Many:pritliOisms show.that the, writers pften had very.por4onal.usaige

preferences they wished to,preser've.',This faCt should hothowever,
obscure the'two schools of thought about dictionaries:

1. That dictionaries should reflect as objectively
as possible the language use of the time when issued.

2. That'dictionaries should reflect the language

use.of the time and lay down guidelines for usage.

Purpose (0 is' held by today's major dictionary makers, linguists, and
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a growing minority of other specialists and teachers in languages generally

and English in particular. Purpose (2) is held by a very few profes-

sionals in the language field, by most of the writers and editors of

newspapers and general periodicals issued for highly educated readers,

and by the majority of teachers of foreign languagcs and English. Where

will the conflict lead?

First, the Third International is a fact. The cost, effort and time

to produce such a work do not point to another edition soon (the previous

edition preceded this one by nearly 30 years). Second, there is no sign

that a new edition would abandon purpose (1); quite the contrary, the

edi.tpx.--in-chief, Philip Gove, and some of his associates have been

speaking at meetings and forums all over the country, seeking to lead

the general public to an understanding of linguistic theory and method.

Third, the change, ferment, and technological complexity of the social

and communication context in which we live necessarily has its influence ,

on language usage.as well. We canhOt pretend that language usage has

littlr-nothing to do with other aspects of social life. If we do, we

will have English classrooms reflecting so little of4.eal'life that they

will-mot prePare students properly for that life. The so-called "new"

view of dictionaries is here to stay. We need hardly remind ourselves

that it puts a greater burden upon us for developing our sensitivity to

what language is,appropriate,for whom, on wbat occasion. If ve prefer

and achieve greater freedom, we also have to accept the responsibility

that goes with it.

CUMULATIVE EXERCISE (STEP 5

r.

List ail the usage labels of your dictionary and indicate

what each means.

2. Class, teAsk; compare, the dictionaries whiCh your various gilwps

. 'have' studied, arid draw.conclusion6 about the samenesses and

differences you have found.. How would you now interpret the

direction,.."Look it up in- the.dictionary"?

. . .

LANGUA.GE .AND. COMPOSING
- /4

12020 .....ntd.tiaa9...1111111.1115.140 It has often been said that speaking

$3r writing is basically thinking, so that if we improve our thinking

. we will also better our writing. This notion is based on the belief

that we think in words; therefore, any improvement in thinking will

mean a corresponding improvement in wording. But this.is one of those

semi-truths that.have to be examined more closely. You will doubtless

agree thnt one can fix a motor and yet not be able to,tell others clearly

and precisely how to do it. On .the other hand, you have also heard

people whose talk and writing are fluent.but who say little ',forth
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anyone's while.

Here are some basic kinds of thinking we use in everyday life; we
refine them to precision in our more deliberate and logical efforts like
problem solving and criticism* See if you know how each functions and
can give an example of its use in a sentence.

"1.- Putting things (broader term than objects) in.order.

2. Generalizing

30 Defining/Identifying/Characterizing

40 Choosing

5. Comparing and Contrasting

6. Showing.Dependence (Conditional and Cause and Effect) .

;

These thinking processes can be carried on at greater or lesser
length and in many combinations. It iS interesting to note that our
basic unit of continuity, the sentence, reveals in various patterns
the very kinds of thinking just listed. Since a sentence exists In a
continuum and itself includes relationships *hose suprasegmentals and
paralalguage require end anormid punctuation, we can'see the structuriW
signals, the lexical meaning, and the social meaning, all working together
(with the aid of punctuation in written expression).

Let us remind ourselves that every sentence represents not only
a thought process or combination.of.such; it also represents an attitude"
or pant of view Oat 'its narrator wants to convey:

The'house is a'one.story ranch type, with
glass making up as large a part as wood in
the construction_of its walls.

The house is'all gaass and.vfew, a perfect
merging of inkloors and out.

These two sentences are roughly making the same point about the house. .

The narrator of the first is obviously trying to be descriptively ob. .

jective. We often think the first ropresents absence of a point of view.
It is not so. There is no such thins as anything spoken or written
without an attitide cxe point of view. The point of view is precisely
to be as destr'.pti'Ve as possible. The second narrator is making a strong
comment. A..,...tude, as expressed in the language. itself, is usually

called tone. Mast kinds of tone are Self-explanatory: serious, comic,
heroic, srtiric, sentimental, neutral, etc.

4
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Once a purpose or point of view is established for even an isolated
sentence, its speaker or writer has to remain faithful to that purpose.
Sometimes it is his duty to be factually complete:

The garden was next to the house (front,
back or side?) with bands of rosebushes,

vegetables and flowers (which band is
closest to.thehouseetc.?), stretching
parallel to it -(to its length or width?).

,

When one tells of things, having a certain spatial relationship,

that relationship -ust be made clear at every step to the potential
audience. One catr,ot just jump from one iteuto the next without
losing the reader.--liai try this sentence:

At least one phase of our foreign policy
seems beyond dispute: %the%brief1ng of
State departMent officials by the Pentagon
brass.

Considered by itself, this sentencetchanges tone at the very end
with Pentagon brass, In a context of satire this might be all right;
but here,detinitely not.. .

!-% .

Every sentence, then, has an established point of view to which
the Wtitek,has.to remain true throughout, including order, tone, and.the
structural Signals_and semantic progression that, aS we shall see, are
necessary'Aids to the reader. .

, .

12.21; 'days of Making,New Sentences. Out prlmary concern now
will be the.apPlication of what we have beeR learning- abOut language
to our oun language 'composing, especially writing. This Seems an eadY-

enough task, considering that we write in sentences and use only a good
handful of sentence patterns. Two avenues of improvement seem logical:
isolated Sentences .and secktences in continuity. There are also two

.

ways (it improNiement: to work with the sentences and continuity of

others, and to make our own.

Uhat can we do with,the sentences of-others in a composing sense?

Ue can substitute within, add to,,orduplidate their patterns. These

procedures can be as simple or complex as we choose to make them.

Substituting:

The house on the co.xner is red.

:

Think of other, ways to fill the place filleu here by red, remembering
thae one tti to fi+- the word also before house (The red house on the
corner is red) A third grader might not get much beyond other colors.
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You can be quite inventive, having had far more actual and language
experience. The point is, nf courso2. to make substitutions as specifically

Ieffective as possible, not vaguely to add descriptive, color. Only
I gradually do children begin to think of hoa each element of a sentence

affects substitutionscfor every other element. Hete-for instance,
subsituting black for red is probably not realis4c fop a .house., is it?

,e
Adding:

Try another sentence.

The

England village.

%,.

house blended into the New.

.
116.

Here you can add as many modifiers as you wish. Now_qrthird
grader might well know so little about NeW England that e could not
be specific in his choices. One can use general Words like new, bia,
small. The restriction (connotational as well as denotational) brings
a challenge. The challenge can be broadened by subsituting other
locations for New England (Iowa; Hudson Valley; 'Natchez, Mississippi),

and even other environments '.foi New England village (Swiss Alps; West
82nd St., New York City; RuSsian steppes)6. 'In short, you can make
the substitution and adding pibcedures as diverse and interesting as

the backgrounds and knowledge of your class.
;

Duplicating;

The method of duplication is simply to add sentence to sentence,
naturally with appropriate connbctives and punctuatlon,

The house on the corner is red.

The house which has juSt 'been built on the corner
red.

The house on the corner is red, and:the next one is
yellow; that's quite a combination.

12.22. Review of Basic Sentence Patterns. As you will 'recall,
sentences include primary constftuents: subject, verb, complement.
These appear in a rather small number of combinations called the basic
sentence patternss which can extend themselves only by modification,
by duplicating the principal constituents or by duplicating them.:'
selves (the basic spntence pe:tterns). Let us review these baqic
sentence patterns.
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1. Subject
1

Predicate
1

Birds sing.

1 2
2. Subject

1
Predicate Complement

Birds sing songs.

13.' Subject/ Predicate
1

Complement CoMplement
2

'Birds sing US songs.

3
Suhjec

I
Predicate

1
'complement.

Birds are animals.

5. Subject
1

Predicate
1

Complement
4

Birds are beautiful.

6. Subject
2

Predicate
1

Subject
1

There are birds here.

4
Subject

2
Predicate

1
Complement Subject

1

It is wonderful to have the birds back.

These are the major patterns. They make up more than 90% of all
our discourse, as per study reported by J. N. Hook and E. G. Mathews
in their Modern American 'Grammar and Usage (1956; pp. 80-93). Here
are some minoltpatterhs*to add to our.list:

r
".

7. Predicate/
Subject1: I

Are the birds back?

IR he. 111-e?'

Here are the boys.

Predicate
1

Subject
1

Predicate
1

Do you have a car?
Did she 4r1va?
Thon was she in her element.

Predicate
1

Subject
2

Subject
1

Is it*.a nice day?

Was there a crowd?

8. Subject
1

Predicate
2

Songs are sung by the birds.

90 (Subject
3
) Predicate

1
(Subject

3
)

Come here.

John, come here.
Come here, John.

10. Sul) edj: 'Predlcatel Comp1'ement2
,

, .

They 'elected Jim president.
Complement

5
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Let us now consider structural significance, lexical meaning
as related to our basic,thinking patterns, and social meaning - all
working together in Sentences generally and in certain sentence patterns
particularly.

12.23. Baiid Thinkin Processes and Basic Sentence Patterns.

I.

Potatoes Steak Which of these two, lists do
Steak Pork Chops Irou feel to be more helpful?
Margérine Copkies Why? Would you ,pall the
Butter:.% ,13,i-e-60-' __ first list a random one? Why

_. .

Celery Marderi.ne' or why:not? How did you
Cookies Butter automatfcally identify which
,Cheese Cheese list-Ii,!..thei"firat"' one.

Eggs

Pork Chops Milk-
Bread : :- Potatoes
Milk

. ____
-Celery' -

Oranges Oranges .

Germany, UnitedStates, Japan, Canada, Great Britain,
and Australia:qualified for the soccer semifinals.

The Scoutmaster chose Bill, Tom, Henry and Ed to
stand the first camp watch.

I

;
.1

-
Do these sentences hvie anything in common with the preceding

lists? We are ready now ta suggest that the batic thinking process
at the heart, of all four examples is listing. The essence of all

listing is putting things, in order, either random or according to
:-
g5mo patOrn.,, You may know from mathematics that pp one can think up
random numbers; We think up things'by association in our heads. When
mathematicians want random numbers, they have a machine supply them.
Our first list is not a random one for an even more obvidds reason.
What is.phai?,

t.
.

What are the kind of lists in the two sample sentehbbs'called?
These concern us here far *more than the other kind of lists, because
they appear in sentendea: You know Qf course that itema in a series
should be all of a kind. This is true fbr both their, lexical meaning

(all animals or groceries or cap,ses). and their structural'significance

(all nouns or verbs or clauses). We see again ha4 structural signifi-
cance and lexittal meaning work together. We .note4. too, that the minute

*

*
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we list things in some definite order we are classifying them, in

this instance both lexically and grammatically. In sentence structure

such balancing of parts is called parallelism.

Harry, Jim and Bill rebounded and shot their team
and school to victory and the championship.

Veal or chicken will be fine with us.

..Are you coming, going or wbat?
A

These sentences demonstrate that and and or are the two.pcthsiiile.

connectors. The and (in addition to) usually creates a plural which
demands a plural verb. The or presents three possibilities:

two:singulgrs':.2

tWo plurals:

a singular and a

plural:

-- Bob--6/ Bénffä Efie book.

Mothers or Fathers have to be present.

.Brussels sprouts or ,spinach is fine

with me.
.

4..

Spinach or Brussels sprouts

'tine with me.

(the verb agree,sytt,h the item

'closest to it)

Note that items in a series need not be words or phrases; they

can be sentences that are closely related:

The weather is just right; everybody has arrived; we
are bound to have a great reunion. k

There are several regular series introducers in syntax:

the.following:. 'ekampl4i.(or instances, illustrations)
.
,

are:

as follows: ..war<,examples (or instances,
illustrations), such as....

Strudtural markers used en route for longer items,.pLases and
sentences,. follow.. Make Up examples to fit eacli marker.pattern.

:q

first, second,

then2..*..

next; ..
..

also ..... too...

too

again,

r
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We also order logically, for emphasis, climax, and even anti.
climax, the latter usually for fun or satire. Emphasis requires
that we put at the end of the sentence that which we wish to emphasize.
Thus He'll choke uR I think loses our interest because of its end-
ing. Unless you do want to emphasize that this is your opinion,
think he'll chokejup is the more emphatic (note the change in

punctuation in the turnabout). Climax parallels emphasis in sentence.
position. Anticlimax is placing the leaLt important in the most
emphatic place, usually at the end:

He a .great dribblerallhandler, and misser.of
shots.

,
,

"Oh dear, oh dear, what shall I do?
I've lost my beau and lipstick, tool"

-Alexander Pope

High hopes, integrity and thirty cents were all he had.

Sentences whiCh hold their emphasis to the very end are often
called periodic sentences. Others are known as loose Sentences.'
We shall see that not all sentences can, ot heed to be, periodic.
Endless emphasis would no longer be emphasis, as we know from people
who overuse the dash aS'a mark signalling a break in thought. We
all know the kind of writing that is not merely loose in structure, but
also suffers from wordiness:

He was a teacher who-Was afraid to risk an opinion
because he was fearful of offendin&his Board.

To me, I think every te6nag6 American should have the
chantte to get at least two'years of higher education
in a eollege of his'choice, but that's only my.opinion.

There are, tbree mks 'of handling:these: (1) to start over.'.2-:
(2) to literally aross out,all wordsnot needed to keep the eseential
meaning, and (3) to revise as necessary, AlMoSt everybody falls into
wordiness nowadays because we are so surrounded by words, many of
them unnecessary .- a little like using a 300 horsepower car Solely
for trips to the shopping plaza. We need lean, working prose, not
flab.

rrocess I. is listing, or putting 1
in order, It can function in all I

10 sentence atterns.

A. Cats are smarter than dogs.
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.

lid more gbrr Wonder 'Rug CrearOt is 'here!.

At .'se .1e'vel* .wa'ter'boi is at 212° Fahrentieit.

At first glance these sentences seem juSt the7-sate es these
under reporting. A' closer look, however; tells us that Aile we'
would agree on C; 'as stkteMent bf a fact, we wOilld Consider A.'and

at least debatable; 'These sentences are general statements,
usually called generalizationa

The most precise kind of generali.zation is that arrived at
by scientists iti'their expetimentatiari. The mo'st impreCis'p are
opinions worded like genoraiizations Examples of the'latter are:

"Rebecca is an .exclting ,nOve.O'instead thinli Rebecca
(is) an excitinsimvei."'

"Gloop2s,enamel is the best", 1nstead7pI..found
Gl.00pys enamel' very satisfactorj-fcedYln-terior "use."

-All genet.dli'z'ations should:
I. f

r

.

ife
.

.

2. HAve ;all-terms
&F

soeCific"andtqf'nebessarj,..
,

defined:"
r ,

!,t
*T. Be backed by'Sufficient evidenbe';

Carry any necessary qualifications;

. . . .
.

One tea'sb'n why C meets di four requirements'is that hll its
o

terms are speclkic and clear:' sea level, water (1-16);'b011s, 212
Fahrenhekt. In contrast; what is the smarter of. A. Even experts
find that cilti: dud dogs are smart (show intellig.6nce?)* in different
ways. T$0!rug...Worry of B sounds more specific than.it IS." One
problem here is the lack 'of any qualification. Is 'all a.m.:EEL=
settled by a rug cleaner? Qualification helps, even when it is in
general terms such as .these:

. f ,
.

4"
most neaay rarely
majority erkftref. often

,. . el .4
some

.

rath.sr'°' frequently.
!.:

' all almbst sometimes
i'few somewhat generally

several fair:Ly usually

-

r'
Specific arinnt, quantityi:e4eilt 6:Jntensity are even more

desirable; but cannot always betirsisii&dhd do not always apply.

Process II isypeneralizing. 1

It can take hll sentence patterns,
but 7. and 80 only within direct

.

quotation's.
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EXERCISES:

1. See how many different reasonable substitutions you can .

make in the following sentences.

(1) His shoes were caked with from

the

(2) The quarterback for,the gain.

..., $ the crowd responded.to the

(4) the horse if you want to

2. Make up 3 sentences of your own with blanks that can be filled
by more:than one word-choice, but that is also specific
rather than vaguely general.

3. Use each of the qualifying words in the list above in.a
different sentence.

4. Give a generalization to fit each of the 6 main sentence
patterns.

5. Place each o.f.the following series in 3 sentences, featuring
them as words, in phrases, and in clauses.

(1) grounder,.Texas leaguer, fly ball

(2) marigo1d$, zinnias, pansies

(3), Ddtroit, Chicago, Minneapolis

(4) subjects, verbs, objects

(5) conga, samba, rhumba
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° cow is oE the bovine ilk;
end is moo the.other, milk."

.0gden Pash

"Today is the .tomorrow you worzied about yesterday."

Jack is essentially a jump.shot scorer.
"Home is whore the heart isc::

He's a kat, ---.

tihat-elo.mbat (s) do li these contain incommon? Certainly you

recognize sentonrm pattern 4 0 Mat kind of thiaking prodesS do the
above exam!ples-of.tho pcttterncarry out?

"
If Wen 'Jash wez.e a biblogist he would be more precise in

. .

defining cd.Ti 'En faet the most predise definition we know-of
is the scientific one7

D- gent.f6 + specleS'Y differentiation

or Dm' class + group : what nakes thiss group, different fr6M

others in th class.

The sImplest 1dn is 'antifying or naming:

Judy".is'hvrgirl-soout leader._
Jim is the !?;overnbrs 'nephew.% ..-

Another fo...."m fox 5.diittify1n& and stnetimes defining, is the

appositive, Th o;itiv s usually Let off by commas.

Jimmy, 1.-.f.hoy came today.

Jolal rii &try th,,) toad in the play.

Planing siiiing with the boat on instead of in the
water, Is ne fastest kind. of-sailing.

Still anothei' fozm v identify:ns'is the.inclusion, used either
as appositive (.with coma-) cz cs nodifier (usualfy without commas)
though sometim,.,:; r1 t7A)

,Yimmy9 1.:hc 7.s the botboyn came today.

The fsllow who Is the bat%oy came today.

mt painte: (that) you told me about.

Closely related to defining or identifying is the process of
characterizIng as evieent in sentence pattern 5.

She is beautlf!Al and vivacious.

The entire western sky was unbelievably colorful.
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As sentence pattern 4 ten-_'s to be one of defining and identifying

or naming, so sentence pattern 5 tends to be one of characterizing;

And where the appositive appuars in the former, the modifier (word,

phrase,,on.clause) appears in the latter, usually set off by commas.

The day, dark and dreary, vas depressingo

Dark and dreary, the day.was depressing..

Chilled to the bone, the survivors'troopad in.

The survivors, chilled to the bone, trooped in.

Begging for mercy, the .sniper:threw down Jas gun.

The sniper, begging for mercy, threw down his gun.

That the earth is the'center of the universe, the

.Ptolemaic theozt, was accepted fqr centuries.

The Ptolemaic theory, that the earth As the center of

'the universe, was accepted for centuries.

His faces,. with its sunken cheeks and hollow eyes, .was

.. .like-,a death-maSk.'
..

Wfth its sunken cheeks and eyes, his face was like a

death-mask.
. i

The primary mea.ns of characterizing is, of couriSe, the usual pat .

tern of adjectival (s) with'noun: the broken plough; the tawdry ad

red dress.

Process III.is Defining-. Identi-

characterizinge: Usually

this use's sentence patterns 4, and

5; modifiers and appositives are

other forms used. ,

1. Make. a,sensible,sentence of your own that imitates each one

Of the sample sentences given for Process III.

Write.One.sentence definitions of the following:

home run patriotism

.barn, spinnaker Van Winkle"-

3. Write a paragraph definition of cne of the following:

school spirit sorrow grammar
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You must choose either him or me. (word)

We'll see him either in school (phrase) or at home.

'Either,you hire us both (clause), or you .will..get neither.

Make up your mind that either helgoes py I:do. (Inclusions)

lather com(.. or- go'.

What kind of process is illustrated by taese examples? See

whether the sentences that follow mirror.the same process.

You will have to decide whether to go or not.

You will Imre to. decide. whether.you should go.or not.

You'vill. have to decide whether you should or should not go.

The ptocess'of chooSing sometimes presents a choice of but

two alternatives, as all eight examples above do. Such a.choice

is known as a dilemma. Dilemmas in turn are characterized as true

and false dilemmas. What do you think is the difference between the

V.

True: The Nieraidt is either.guilty or not guilty.

False: Either we meet the Russians head on or we sell out to them.

As you can see, the full either.....and or....'elements are

always parallel. This Ts' true also of.whethor....or not, though

sometimes the ...or not is omitted, the whether.being used almost

like an if:
P

,

I'wonder-whether she will come (or not)..

You can see that false dilemmas can also be presented in thiS

pattern: 4Your vote will decide whether this nation marches forward

to security fôr .all'its citizens ornot."

Other patterni Can .be utillted as dilemma patterns, but they are

usually used'toshow 'contrast:- this/these ... or that/those and on

the one hand, on the other (hand), no.

This is the way to happiness; that'is the way to mi.sery.

This is the way'to happiness; that, to misery.

On the One hand, you can look,for anather job; on the other

(hand), you can mike the best of this pne.

Simpler choOsing, of the non-dilemma'typel ig expresSed in lexical

meanings such as rather than, orefer (ta)l choose, select, etc.
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IProcess IV is Choosing. Ali
!

sentence patterns can be used.

EXERCISES:

1. .Give 3 examples each of false pnd true dilemmas.

2. Write a choosing sentence in each of the.fi_main sentence
patterns.

3. Write a paragraph-supporting your.choice of one of the fol-
lowing pairs:

4 season - 2 season climate
hamburgers - cheeseburgers
Bobby Darin - Vic Damone

1:.cats dogS..

He ig taller than Mike.
He is as tall as Mike.
He is more intelligent than Mike.

"A pretty girl is like a melody."

What does each of thethe sentences do? The thinking process
illustrated'is comparison, which can include both. likenesses and
differences, even thoughye, often use the terms coMparison and contrast
for the two.. We'remincl:ourselves tOcrlhat comparison can be both
lfforal;ind figuratiVes the conclildfng song title being an example
of the figurative.

A number of structuree regularly show comparison. (and-contrast).

In the illustrations below, words, phrases or clauses.can be used
in the open slots 6f- tM pattern.

!.

id like, (except, only)...

A rectanglp_ig like'a Square, except one'imir of
./ opposite sides.it longer than the other.

_A re'ctangle is like a square, only differentir

r,
Note that when the pattern uses the except extension, there is a comma
before it.

.
7 I:
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is (equally) as

-
He is (equally) as tall as I ard.

He is (equally) as flabby as Jello.

is so .!"2 (that)

Though (or although) 2

though, (although)

..

Although it is bitter cold, we must get through to
the survivors.

We must get through to the survivors, though it is

bitter cold. ,

This category can take all the hasib sentence'patterns. 'The
punctuation is indicated for all types.. Thei.e are, of course, also

words uhich'lexically serre.the same'purposb; euch al equal (to).,
compared to, compared with.

Joe Is so strong,(that) he has tb be'careful I:7hen
stiaking.hands.--

:

x

Karenis so.beautiful, (that) she makes Me drOP

knows from
(can tell)

. . T

He certainly knows-,(or Can. tell) a sheeli froM.a go#.

He can tell Somebody Up There KnoWs Me from Somebody
Down There Tbrows Me.

-er than,41.01. 1.111

more than:

This is colder than yesterday (tlas).

.A home is warmer than.a.house.

Their boss is more considerate than ours.
You can catch more flies with honey than with a swatter.

0 (2 or more patterns)

oUnited we stand; divided we fall."

He's not a person; he's an institution.

4.
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,

Some of'these, may b'e used fAr contrast (differences). The following,

however, "are"aefinitely primarily; patterns of,contrast.

. .

t.

but' (or yet) ^.
11

AO'waited, but 'the; mail dict.not

Ws not the heat, but die humidity. -

."

; however*,

(*Alsq myerapleasp sproszly, contrariwipe., in contrast).

There was no one home; howevefi a child called over

:from, next dbor. '1!1:

On the one hand, on the,otherj(hand),

We have already had this as offering,a choice, but it is more

often used to show contrast.

On the'one hand; we have the voters Iehind us; On the other

(hand)D we have all.the officials against us.

EXERCISgl:

t :.

.Procps V is:tlomparing and Contrasting,

bOth literal and figurative. It

can use all sentence patterns.
... ..........___

(

1. Write sentences inCorpOtAtIn.
.

g a zompariSon or-Eontrast

for each cf the folpwing.: !Try: to vary,your sentence patterns.

Johnson . Goldwater

N. Y. Yankees St'Loui§
train . planci

Florida . California
vegetable garden,. flower
:soft-water--; hard water

2.door cars . 4-door cars
.

Ctikdinals

prden

r.

2. Write a comparison and/or contrast between any.2 items of your

-lown-choice. 'Make it d-ii.k-agt'oph in length:

.,..

e

If he realp triesD:he'll make the team. . :

make the team, iehe recillv tries. (comma optional).
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When the bell rings, everybody will stand.
_Everybody will gtand when the.bell ringS (no comma)...
Because.hissaddlecinch slipped, he lost the race.

He lost the race because his sad& a cinch slipped.

All these sentences have something in common, and you will at once

see tha,eaphinclUdeS-a siMple-sentence and an inclusion. The basic

thinking process in. all Of them is shoiging dependence of one element

on another, paralleling the structural dependence of the inclusion

on the simple sentence. ,

14lis,category has_two.general subdivisions, Conditional and

Cause lieid-Effect dependency. The one is possibility; the other, fact.

Conditional - If it's a nice day.; we'll have the picnic.

Cause and,Effect . Because it is a ,nice day, we can have the picnic.

(*Also when, whenever)

If all goes,well$ we'll:be in Altoona by ten.
"When the moon comes over the mountain, every beam

brings.a dream, dear, of you."
Wh9never:the,-.trails call, I'm off with my pack and gun..
Unless

Unless we get more supplies, we'll have to break camp.

or .

We.must hurry, or we will be late.

As so

"As Maine gces, so goes Vermont."

How much more if (or When)

How much more we would miss him, if he would go away more often.

Howimuchi,: -et -
.4....

if (or when)
. .

How much slowr the time drags phen we are looking

nothing.

The clauses In all these conditional situations can,be

But no matter in which order they come, the comma appears.

forward to

inverted.
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Cause and effect expression varies greatly, utilizing any o,f the

basic sentence patteths'.

He knew, because I arrived.

He knew because I arrived,

He knew, since I arrived.

He wa's so engrdssed'that he didn't look .up..

He was so engrossed, he didnft look up.

Confronted wilth:the'evidence,'Hawkins confeS'Sed.,

He didn't study,'so he'failed.

He didn't study; therefore* he failed.

(*Also hence, sza§atienta,"as a result; as a conse4aence.. ,Commas

with last three; tcmarml optional with therefore and herice.)°j"

This process can take anY of the baic 'Sentence patternS; hoWOrer,

two clauses or'an absolute phrase and a clause arerequiked. The'

absolute phrase, here and 31sewhere, must refer directly to the subject

(the object, if applying to it), or it will dangle by itself, creating

possible ambiguity and misinterpretation (Example: .In order to improve,

daily practice was necessary).

We bought some fbod, for the children were hungry.

In order to improve, he practiced daily.

EXERCISES:

f

Process.VI is showing Dependence,
conditional.and cause and effect..

. 1. Make at least 10 substitutions in each blank of this.sentence:

If, p we
I.

Note that the substitutions here are of clause length.

2. Write 10 sentences which incorporate cause and effect relaeion-

ship. In some...try to u4o words other 'than because to shiii4 the

relationship.

3. Write a paragraph on the cause of the loss of inflections in

English.

These.six.basic thinking ptodesses are not the only ones that

sentences can and do handle. We haVe considered tliese to show how

closely structure and lexical meaning interact at the level of syntax.
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4 1.

Small wonder that some linguists extend the term 'Ystructural significance'

to structural meaning at this level. We shall next show that the inter-

action is equally close in larger structures.

12.24. Sentences in ,continual. Wc might ask first whether there

is just one kind of continuity. The answer is no. The continuity you

use in just talking with others is somewhat different from that which

you use In giving a speech or writing a paper.

In.which Of thqs two types of talking do you use more questions?

More commands or requests? More words and phrases? More informal usage?

More paralanguage and kinesics? Which is mare temporary? More abrupt

in change of topics and.pace? All these questions are answered by the

same kind of continuity, that used in talking with others. We can

characterize such continuity as follows, remembering that the word

dialogue holds for both the actual tatk and the written versionof

th.q.talk..; Note very carefully the qualifying words, used throughout

those generalizdtions.

Eia1222.

1. Frequently utilizes questions, and answers.

2. Utilizes dommands and'requests,
structures like sentences,

3. Often treats'one-word and phrase

as shown by intonation pattern.

4. Depends strongly on paralanguage

this'is personal communication:

note, letter).

5. Usually functions'at General and Unacceptable levels of.usage

.and point of view, its infOrmality depending on how personal

the context, the situation (people and occasion).

6. Is usually temporary.in.intent, for-an immediate' audience;

7. Often makes its connection in jumps by mutual association,

even deliberately So.

8. Tends to be somewhat more connotItive than denotative.

.The other.kInd of continuity must have characteristics of its own,

not merely that it is different from dialogue. We might term this dent).-

erate talking or writing in a Single personas continuity monolome.

Monologue!can include dialogue, but the teller'S single,point of view

still guides and controls it. Here are the chief characteristics

of monologue:

and kinesics'(it can beCause

conversation, telephone,'Inemo?

'

Monologue

felativety few'incomplete sentences (words or phrases

functioning like sentences)

2. Inuludes few questions, commands, and requests, and then
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primarily for emphasis and variety.
3. Consists'primarily of statement sentences grammatically

complete, often extended in'structure.
4. Has to be se1f.perpotuatin"g, and so must have its owh' connections

(tran4tional devices) instead of relying on paralanguage and
kinegics.

5. Tenft to be at least somewhat permanent in intent-(or else
why writelt down?) often for a remoter audience, as in talks
addresses, ceremonies, letters, papers and articlesi

6. Usually functions at General and Formal levels of usage.
7. Tends to be somewhat more denotative than connotative in

its ordinary (non.aiterary) Use:

Perhaps the single factor at the heart of the various differences
is that of multiple points of view (more than one speaker or writer),
which marks dialogue as fragmentary, while monologue is more sustained.

12.25. Transition in Sentence Continuity.. sentences have vord
order and phonologically marked constituents as their structural
sequence, plus such other markers as we have already 'noted. 14,hen we
go from sentence to sentence we also imse devices to mark the progression.

These are called transitional devicesa because they help to mak.e the
transition from one item to another. The most self.evident of these is
repetition of words or meaning. The latter includes pronouns, synonyms,
and words or phrases embodying the same notion or idea.. These are
exemplified by the following, the original words' bein,0.4 shown in brackets

. .

after each substitute:

After lunch all the men went into the solarium.
There [the solarium] they [the men] stretched out on
cots for sun and sleep, timed by the attendants so that
no one [of all the men] would get either burned or
groggy. Promptly at two o'clock all hands [all the men]
were given a massage and sent to the pool for a dip.
Then they [all the men] rejoined their wives [of all the
men] for the afternoon activities.

Some words and phrases are themselves transitional in function.
In the above passage we note some as time markers: After, Then. Most
of the words and phrases we have found to structure certain thinking
patterns in stngle sentences can do so in a continuity or sequence of
sentences.

Third, strands of development are kept parallel and so serve for
transition, In our passage the parallel of sun and sleep is kept by
burned and waa. There are also the parallels of men and'attendants,
and then of men and *omen. The overall time pattern (After, metal
at tWo o'clock, Then, afternoon) also embodies continuity. We are here,
then, thinking of more subtle structural ways for transition.



Finally, our brief passage is In the form of a paragraph. This we

have already defined as a unit of closely related sentences, Actually,

you know that (1) single sentences are sometimes paragraphs (on occasion

serving as transitions between two other paragraphs); (2) dialcgue Is

placed in paragraph form; (3) newspaper paragraphing is often a visual

conyention for breaking up copy, rather than a matter of units of develop-

ment; and (4) paragraphing is for written material only, though some-

times we think of a point or sub.,point as the Spoken equivalent.

All this suggests that the paragraph is a rather more conventional

and arbitrary unit than the sentence. The sentence is really the basic

unit in the continuity of English discourse,

EXERCISES:

1, Select a paragraph of some size from, Unit II-end-underliLa

all the transitional devices, explaning the mor6 subtle,onos.

First, list a series of items needed to summarize the general

change in English verbs over the centuries. Second, write.

these in a series of sentencese Third, put the sentences.;.

into Sequence and write';.n paragraph form with needed

transitional devices, underlining the latter.

3. Look up three essential differences between American Inland
Northern and American Midland dialects. Incorporate an

account of these in (1) dialogue and (2) monologue,

....
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GLOSSARY

ACCENT: see STRESS.

ACOUSTIC: relating. to sound or the petception of stkind -Acouptic

Phonetics treats'speech sbunds in terts bf Sound waves. (Compare

with Attioulatory Phonetics)4

ACTUALIZE, ACTUALIZATION: conversion of any transcription into actual

speech or into a transcription on a lower level of abstraction. For

:exarriple, morphophonic 4/aew.r. and orthographic tour might both be

actualized, phonetically, as

ADJECTIVE: a morphemically identifiable class of words which contain

certain derivative er designative affixes, or which-can combine with

the suffixesN/r. (comparative) and 4.44. (superlative).

.ADJECTIVAL: a word class at the syntactic level. The adjectival class

includes adjectives, p/us any items.classed differently or unclassi.

. fiable on the morphemic level which are identifiable as adjectival

by syntactic criteria.

ADVERB: a morphemically marked clasd of words identified by the presence

I

of specific affixes. (Example: neatly).

ADVERd:J.. a word class at the syntactic level., including adverbs and any

other items identifiable as adverbial by syntactic criteria.

AFFIX: a general term for morphemes which occur in the before.position

and after.position.

AFFRICATE: a type of consonant in which stoppage of air Is followed by

frictional release. The affricate phonemes of English are /c, 1/.

AFTERBASE: a type of after.position morpheme which can either derive or

designate verbs, adjectives, or nouns. These are added o free or

bound forms, and always bear primary stress. (Examples: doerinnaire

auctioneer.)

ALLOMORPHS: the variant morphs which constitute a morpheme.

ALLOPHONES: the variant speech sounds (pima) which constitute a phoneme.

ALTERNATION: a predictable substitution of one morphophone for another,

in a specific morphophonic environment, binding on' all speakers of



a dialect. In English, most alternations occur in the environment

of the morphophone y. (Example: ey.evee. in insane, insanity;

t.INA, in revert, reversion).

ANTE-VERBAL: the syntactic relationship of material placed beforo a verb

within a phl:as4,(see SYMBOLOGY).

ARTICULATION: the shaping of speech sounds in the vocal cavity by means

of the tongue, lips, teeth and palate (articulators).

ARTICULATORY PHONETICS: speech sounds defined in terms of their articula-

tions.

BASE: any morpheme Which can occur under primary stress. Primary bases

are central-pdsition morphemes; secondary bases occur in before- and

after-positions.

BASE-EXTENDER: a morpheme which, added to a base, does not produce a free

form, but produces a base to which affixes of a certain type may be

added. Thus some nom.desianative affixes are added to free forms to

produce bases which can take designative affixes (Example: particle).

Others are added to bound forms to produce bases which are then com-

patible with designative affixes (Example: history, exkilate).

BINARy COMPOSITION:. the principle that word-formation and phrase-building
take place through the combination of two elements at a time. Thus,

a word composed of three or more morphemes involves two or more stages

of binary composition.

BINARY PHRASE: the basic English syntactical unit. A simple binary phrase

is built by the combination of two words under a single superfix.
This phrase then function's as a unit In combination with additional

material to form an expanded binary phrase. (see PHRASE).

BORROWING, or LOAN-WORD: a lexical item which has been borrowed from one

language and incorporated into another. For example, English hammock
(from an American Indian language), Russian beizbol from American

baseball. Linguistic borrowing often accompanies the borrowing of

cultural items.

BOUND: unable to occur alone. 'For example, a bound primary base is one

which can constitute a word only when combined with one or more

affixes.

CLASSIFICATION: separation into groups according to certain definite

criteria. For example, word classes are set up on the morphological

level on the basis of morphemic criteria (the presence or absence

of specific morphemes). On another level, syntactic criteria (the
combinations into which words can enter) are used as the basis of

classification.
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CLAUSE: (1) grammatical clause: a syntactic unit containing a subject

and predicate. (2) phonemic clause: the stretch of speech bounded

by major junctures.. The relationship between grammatical and

phonemic clause, while variable, undetlies much of English punctuation.

COGNATES, OGUATE WORDS: words in different languages which have the same

a parent language. The similarities between cognate words

are due to their common origin rather than to chance'resemblance or

to borrowing. (Example: English three, German drei, French trois,

Russian tri.).

COMPLEX NUCLgUS: see NUCLEUSS.:

COMPOUND NOUN: see WORD PHRASE,

r

CONJUNCTION, CONJUKTUAL:. 'a:group of morphemically unclassihable words

which can be classed 'S..intactically by their ability to .form binary

phrases with pronouns.in the nominative case. Example: You and

-he -Or she 64d (compare with prepositions).

CONNOTATION or CONNOTATIVE MEANING: extensions in meaning, associations

between words;..the Implications pf lexical items which go beyond a

one-toone relati.onship between word and things (see SEMANTIC).

CONSONANT: sounds in which.the flow of air.is obstructed' or restricted.

English has 21 consOnants, subgrouped as stops, admata, affricates,

. lateral and resonant.

CONSTITUENTS: the forms which Make up a, larger construction. (see

IMMEDIATE CONSTITUENTS, PRINCIPAL eoNSTITUENTS).

CULTURE: the learned behavior of-a droup of people --'a11 of the ways in

which they act and :interact. Language is regarded as a part of cul-

t ture, and as the essential Medium through which most cultural inter-

.. action takes place.

DEMONSTRATIVAL: the demonstrative class in terms of syntactic relations.

DEMONSTRATIVE: the class of words Identified on the morphemic level by

the prefix Nifl (excluding proncuns containing the same.prefix).

Example: there, this..

DENOTATION or DENOTATIVE MEANING: the specific, standord or unvarying

elements in meaning.

DERIVE, bERIVATION: the fdrmation of'one base from another by use of a

.prefilc, suffix, or some other morpheme.

DERIVATIONAL SUBBASE: a type of after-position morpheme added only to

free forms. These subbases occur only urv..1er weak stress, and most do
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not contain a vowel. They derive nouns, verbs, adjectives and ad-
verbs from Other parts of speech. (Example: worker (N/r.),
boyish (N/4.)),

DESIGNATE, DESIGNATION: the addition to a bound form of a morpheme which

marks it as a particular part of speech (and thus a free form).

DESIGNATIVE AFFIX: a type of after-position morpheme which is added to

bound forms and may bear any degree of stress ekcept secondary.

Designative affixes'mark lexical items as nouns, verbs or adjectives.

(Example: contrite, peculiarity).

DESIGNATIVE SUBBASE: a type of after-position morpheme'which is added

only to bound forms; occurs only under weak itress, and generally
contains no vowel. These designate forms as nouns or verbs.

(Example: width, verdure, breathe).

DIALECT: the speech of a subgroup of the speakers of a given language.
,Dialects (a) have some unique linguistic features, but (b) share

enough features to be mutually intelligible. Dialects are often

identified on the basis of a geographic region, social class, and

occupation.

DIALECT VARIANT:
.

.-the phoneme or phonethes representing a morphophone in a

given dialect. Thus, for example, the mOrphophone,a. has variants
/a/WaiWah/z/a.lh/ in various English dialects.

,

DIAPHONEME, DIAPHONEMIC VARIATION: the variation between two phonemes as

representatives of a sinLkle morphophone within a giVen dialect.

(Example: /kaBn/Wjan/pk.al n. can )

DIPHTHONG: a glide from one vowel position to another within the same

syllable, (see SEMI-VOWEL).

. .

'ENVIRONMENT: in ieferenCe to linguistic analysis, the phonemes (or units

of any order, such as phones or morphemes) immediately preceding,
following, and/or cooccuring with the phoneme (or other unit) under

. investigation, 'The environment is often an important factor in
causing variation and producing. change.

ETYMOLOGY: the studY of the oiigin and histby of words.

EXPANDED WORD: a lexical item composed of a primary base, free or bound,

.and.prebases and/or postbases. Other affixes (non-derivational,'

paradigthatic) may be present or absent. (Examples: spectacular,

pr'-ry, compelling),

FRAME: an environment selected as diagnostic in classifying linguistic
units of any order., For example, a syntactic frame "the:f. ......."



'can be filled :only by'words which function as nouns; the ability to

Occur -in such a frame, then is a criterickalor classifying the word

as, a nominal..

FREE: able to occur alone. For examples a free Primaty:base is a base

which.cam constitute a word (or lexIt.:al item) wahout the addition

'of affixes.

FRICATIVE: see SPIRANTs

t 'am: see DIPHTHONGS
;

GERMANIC LANGUAGES! the group 'of closely related'Indo-European languages

including German,-the'Scandinavian languages, and English.. 4

GRAMMAR: the morOheMes of a:language and the 'arrangements in which they

. occur. Alscii the rules for these arrangements of morphemes.

GRAMMARIAN: a specialist IA the grammar of a language, Particularly one

concerned-with correctness.pf grammatical%usage.'

GRIMM, JAKOB and WILHELM: 19th century folklorists and philologists.

Grimm's Law, formulated by Jakob,Grimm. demonstrated,the regular

phonetic corresponOnCes betwen different branches of Indo-European.

HOMOPHONOUS: sounding alike. Homophonous morphethes have the same morpho-

ppnic shape, different StructuFai signif.icance .7 for.pxample,

'4Z. plural, 47Z. possesstve,,and 3td"singular present tense.
.

HOMORGANIC:% articulated in the :same:uay orin tti6 same'part of the mouth.

For example, in reldtioncto /n/, /t/ is a homorganic voiceless stop;

in relation to /t/, /n/ is a homorganic.nasal.

1140ECT1 the speech of .4nlindividual.speakei.. of a given language.
. . .

IDIOM, IDIOMATIC EXPRESSION: a phrase or longer expression which does not

fit the regular grammatical or semantic patterns of a language.

IMMEDIATE CONSTITUENTS: complex units seen as made up of next lower units

of structure; especially, lexicalltems as the coMponent units of

syntactic relationship making up the phrase.

INDO-EUROPEAN: the large family of languages, inclUaing ancient Sanskrit

_arid several modern languages of 'India and the -Near East ancriost of
.

the languages of Europe. 'Some of.the main'groups oflanguages

included are Balto-Slavic, Celtic, Romance, Germanic, and Indo-Iranian.

INFLECTION: the addition, to simple or derived lexical items, of morphemes

which indicate grammatical relationships or complete the grammatical

meaning of the words.
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INFLECTIONAL SUFFIXES: see SUFFIXES.

INTELLIGIBILITY: in reference to languages and dialects, degree of

intelligibility is a rough correlate of degree of relationship.

Forms of speech which are mutually intelligible (speakers of one can

.
understand the.speakers of the other) are consi&red to be dialects

of the tanuage. of'intelligibility wouldclass the two

as separate langua5eS:

INTERCHANGE: differences between dialects in the morphophone content of

: a given vocabulary item. (Example: k.e.nbi- n. can;

n.iy.4.r. *-) a.ay.d.r. neither.

INTONATION: the complex of 'speech melodies', made up of stress, pitch,

and juncture.

INTONATION PATTERN: the phonological phrase, bounde'd by major junctures,

.
and with one and only one primary stress.

INVERTED ANTE-VERBAL: the syntactic relationship of nominative case

nominal or pronominal material following a verb (contrast with post-

verbal).'''
- .

JUNCTURE: the name given to characteristic ways of.joining or terminating

stretches of speech. Four different types are-'distinguished in

English. (see SYMBOLOGY).
d

KEIZNEL VOCALIC: a central-positiOn 'morpheme, consistingof a vowel

nucleus only. The kernelyocalics combine with prefiXP.4nd post-
. fixes to form a small group of lexical items; mainly limited to

personal pronouns.

KINESICS: ffie study of the bOdy movementi and facial expresitons that

accompany slieech. Such movements are considefed iart of-the nspeech

package" or language in the widest sense.
:

LANGUAGE: the system of communication by means Of convOntionalized vocal

symbols. Langdage, like all human culture, functioris in'regular and

complex patterns, but -- being conventionalized -- is transmitted

informally and unconsciously. Linguistics analyzes human speech'to

discover these regular patterns and state them formally.

LATERAL or LATERAL RESONANT: a type of cOnsonant in 'which the passage of

air is restricted and channeled to one or both sides of the tongue.

The English lateral phoneme is /1/:

LEXICAL ITEM: a linguistic form which can be uSed-as a free form.

lexical items.can be composed of one segmental morpheme (m) or many

(sp.25asular), plusone Superfix morpheme. (See.WORD).'

,

,,x A.,

..;
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LEXICOGRAPHER: a compiler of dictionaries, a scholar concerned with the

lexicon of a language.

LEXICON: vocabulary; especially, the total stock of lexical items of a

language.

. .
.

LINGUIST: a specialist in thc: scientific study of language, linguistics.

r r

LINGUISTICSi the scientlfiC study of language,.especially from the point

of view of internal structure. '

LINGUISTIC FORMS: language considered at the level of morphology consists

, of-linguistic forms': morphemes, words .andjarger syntactic units

- (these may vary from language to language)1

LOAN.WORD:. see BORROUING.
.

LOCATIVE: the class'of words identified morphethioally by.the prefix 4ith.

.(Examples:, Iiee, hither).
OJ

MEANING: ,two general types of (denotative) meaning are diStinguished:

f'semantic"); residing'in indiyidual words orbases; and
strycturalp."the part:oT'ineating *hich is;given bj inflectional- or

derivational enqings, Word order, intonations, etc.. Consider also

the contrast between. DENOTATIVE and CONNOTATIVE meanings.

s,
MONOSYLL4BIC: iconsisting Of.one syllable.'"
MORPHEME: the smallest linguistia imit'wit1i grammatical significance.

(Example:, de-com.part-ment-al-ize, illustrates morphemib segmen;1.

tion). .

MORPHEMICS: se6 MORPHOLOGY. .

Ck

MO,APHOTCGY: the area in linguistics dealing with language shapes that

is, the. bundli,ng together of units of-sqund (morphoohones) to form

units with 'grarinatical and semantic significanOe (lexical items,

words). nalsoloau deals with horphophones, poroherilicwith the
combining of morphemes into words (or lexical itebs),'and syntax

with the relations between these larger units.

MORPHOPHONE: .a unit representing phonemic equivalences between dialects.

Morphophones'are.skn.as'the minimumunits.of morphemes and words .

thus, regular variations in phonemic transcript4n,are.sübsumed under

a single morphophonic. transcription. (2xample: -1haails/r-/hews/,

/hews/ all are phonemic actualizations of morphophonic h.au.s.,

house.)

1

MORPHOPHONICS: see MORPHOLOGY.
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I NASAL: a type of consonant produced uith closure of the mouth and the us

of the'n6sal passages as a resonator. The nasal phonemes of English
are /m00/.

NEGATIVE: the c1as6 of words identified norphemically by the prefix ?In.-

(Example: not, never).

NEGATIVAL: the negative word-class seen at the syntactic level.

NOHINAL: yord-class on the syntactic level, including morphemically-
marked nouns and.othet wordi identifiable as nominals by syntactic
criteria.

NON-DERIVATIONAL AFFIX (nda): 6 type of after-position mo7;pheme added to

. either freo or bound forms, ih1ch can bear'any degree of stress.

These affixes neither,designate nor derive, but serve a's basb ex-

tenders; therefore, they are neVer final in a completed word.

.(Example: legitimate, particle, horrible). (see BASE EXTENDERS).

,NORMAN.FRENCA: the French dialect, originating in Normandy, which was
the source of most of the Romance vocabtAary items in English.

NON-PRMUCTIVE or CLOSED: refers to mOrpheme classes'or morphemes which
are not used in forming new vocabulary. In English the vi-n. plural

(as in oxen) and the class of strong verbs are examples; they are

.:,. ,represented only by old vocabulary and do not form new words.

NOUN: the word class identified morphemicallY'by,cert9in designative
or deriva:ive affixes (Exathyle: V-. y.z.mb, Viy.,, V- n.s.) and by
combining with suffixes viz (plural) and NLZ (possessive).

OUCLEUS: the vocalic part of a syllable. Stress and pitch..are carried

. oY the nucleus. Twotypes ar.e distinguished -.:. Lim212.,' composed

, of a single vowel,-(/hm, .13.bil1M.3nd 22221ex, composed of a vowel

plus a semiVowel.ymaDws, b9111/fh,

--6RTHOGRAPHY: a convbntional or established system of'speiling

the one used for books and newspapers in English, and taught in

ths schools. (Contrast with TRANSCRIPTION)0

PARADIGMATIC.SUFFIX:.. see SUFFIX.

PARALANGUAGE: 'vocal phenoena whiCh mikup the-tone and voice qualities
of individual'spoakers. Those are:''voice set; voice qualities,
vocalizations, and yocal sep;regateS.

PHILOLOGIST: an expert in language especially language change and

comparative linguistics.

PHONE: an individual speech sound. (see PHONEME).
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PHONEME: the basic sound unit of language. A phoneme is a family or

class of sounds (phones) for exatiplet.thp.different_tpPs in

spin, pia and atm,' These sounds differ in regular ahd predictable

ways, and so can be grouped together as a single functional. unit.

PHONEMICS: see PHONOLOGYt

PHONETICS: see PHONOLOGY.

15HONOLOGY: tfie first major level of linguistic analysis. Phonology

includes the identification of phones and theit'groupinEfinto larger

units, phonemes. The first of these two phases is 2h2R2otics, .the

the second phonemics.

PHRASE: (1) a syntactic unit larger than a single word, (2) Rhaamia

phrase, the stretch of segmental phonemes delimited:by a phonemic

PITCH: the'relative highness or lowness of the vOice in speaking. Like

stress, pitch is carried by the vowel nuclei of syllable's. Four

Tibóriethic degrees of pitch are distinguished in English ."Csee

SYMBOLOGY).

POLYGLOT: a person who speaks and understands many languages (contrast

with linguist).

POLYSYLLABIC: consisting of more than one syllable..

..P.OITION:" location within a segmented unit of any order thus, phonemes

can be in initial, medial or final position within a syllable or

word. Used in connection with morphemics, we have referred to the

location of morphdmes within the word: the base occupies the

.22ntra122-1, affixes occupy the before- and afte_j_r-pasittom, and

superfixes occupy the 9.122.172±p2sItion.

POSITIVE: a class of words, members of which form pairs with members of

the negative class.

POSITIVAL: the positive word-class seen.at the.syntactic

POSTBASE: a class of morphemes added ody. to free forms, which can bear

any degree of stress except secondary, Postbases are derivaponpl,

affixes, forming noLins.,, adjectives and Verbs from pre-existing

lexical items, (ExamPles: definite, linguistic.)

POSTFIX: a.type of after-position morPhene which occurs only with kernel

vocalics'. They are stressles.s and vowelless. (Examples: him, our).

POSTPHRASE: a sequenceof after-position morphemes (usually.an nda and

a designative mor6heme). Postphrases odbur as "packages" they are
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limited in number') and most of them are productive. (Examples:

tempt-at.ion).
V

POST.VERBAL: the syntactic relationship of nominal or pronominal material

following a verb. (see SYMBOLOGY).

POSTWORD: a type of designative

to bound forms and can bear
These mark lexical items as

fragile; fragility).16 ft

after.pcsition morpheme which is added

any de6rce of stress (including secondary).

nouns, verbs, or adjectives. (Examples:

PRE.ADJUNCTUAL: the syntactic relationship of material (below the rank

of N, V, Pn) placed before an adjective or adverb within a phrase.

(see SYMBOLOGY),

PREBASE: before-position morpheme, bearing any degree of stress except

secondary, and occurr2.ng only immediately before a bound primary

base. (Examples: object emphasis)-

PREFIX: a type of before-position morpheme which occurs only with kernel

vocalics. These are stressless, and never contain vowel morphophones.

(Examples: Ay; where ).

PRE-NOMINAL: the syntact:,.1 relationship of material placed before a noun

within a phrase. (see SYMIALOGY).

PREPHRASE: a combination of prewords, or prewordi and prebases, coming

immediately before a free or bound primary base. (Examples: miscon-

strue,) re-examination>,

PREPOSITIONAL: a group of Morphemically unclassifiable words, classified

syntactically on thebasis of combination with the objective case

...0..ptonouns0 (Example: at him, to them,'..inside them, around us, etc.)

PRE-VERBAL: the syntactical relationship of material (below the rank of

veib, noun, or pronoun) placed before a verb wtthin a phrase.

(see SYMBOLOGY).

REWORD: before-position morpheffle; b'eai..ing any degree of stress, occurring

with any type of pri. ry base. (Examples: myerbp,mishap).
"..

'PRIMARY BASE or BASIC MORPHEML: the class ok morphemes which occupy the

'central-p6sition of most words, and contain the essential meaning

of the wo±d Two types.of bases are distinguished free primary

bases, which occur as lexical items: and bound primary bases, which

form lexical items only in combination.with one or .more affixes.

PRIAIPAL CONSTITUENTS: the'"basic:: or essential parts of the sentence --

in.tnglish, the subjects 'verb, and comprement



PRODUCTIVE'or OPEN: used in reference to:morphemes or morpheme class rs

which are used in forming neAT vocabulary. Fa exam2le, the q(-Z.

plural is productive (two Hi-Fi's, two Mickey-Mouses);"the /I-N.and

N/t4 are not.

PRONOMINAL: words morphemically classified as pronouns, seen in terms

of theii syntactic relationships._

PRONOUN: the class of words identified morphemically by their Inflection

for case and number. This is the only completely inflected set of

forms in English, '

.RELATIVAL: the relative class, seen at the syntactic level.

-RELATIVE: the class of words identified morphenically by the prefix 4/(h)u.

(Exampler who, whether).

REPLACEMENT: the substitution of one morphophone for another in a specific

morphemic envixonment. Like alternation, replacement is binding

on all speakers. of a dialect. (Examples: in sleep). slept;

1, in five, .fiftx).

RESONANT: a type of consonant in which voice qualitY is modified by the

shape of the oral cavity, but the passage of'air is not obstrUcted.

The terh can include.nasals and semivowels; as used here, it excludes

these and'refers to the English resonant phonemes /r/ and /1/ (also

called a lateral).

ROMANCE LANGUAGES: the group of Indo-EUropean languages derived from

Latin -- French; Italian: Rumanian, and others. Many English words

are, through borrowing, of Romance origin.

SANSKRIT: an ancient literary language of India. Sanskrit is iMportant

in studying the history of thelndo-European language family, because,

l:ke classical Greek and Latin, it represents an earlier historical

stage-than languagesstill,spoken.

SECONDARY BASE: the group of affiXes whidh can take primary stress:* This

includest lin:bases; prewords, prephrases, poStbases, postuords,

postphrases, designative affies, afterbases, and non-derivational

affixes.

SEGMENTAL PHONEMES: the phonemes which otcur in sequence and 'are written

as a linear chain (the letters in transcription). , The other* phonemes,

which co-occur with these, are the suprasegmental phonemes.

SEGMENTATION: .division of a stretch of speech into linear parts of a given

order. Thus an utterance can b6 segmented into phones; Oonemes,

morphophonos, morphemes, phrases, or sentences -- depending on the

criteria used for segmentation.
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SEMI-VOWEL: sounds which are vocalic in production and (at least partly)

;'
consonant-like in their function as'segmental phonemes, The English

semi-vowel phonemes (/w2 y2 h/) combine with the vowels to form

diphthongs or along vowels" ..in listing morphophones, these are

also called complex vowels. Both simple and complex vowels function

as syllable nuclei.

SEMANTIC: a general term referring to the arca of meaning, especially

of the connotative variety.

SEMEMICS: see SEMOLOGY.

SEMOLOGY: the third major level of linguistic analysis, concerned Ylith

meaning. Little systematic TIork has so far been done in this area.

Paralleling the analysis of phonology and morphology, a tripartite

division is seen in semology an analysis into the smallest particle

of meaning (sememics), and two higher levels of units of meanings

("Meaning 2") and the interrelations between these ("Meaning 3").

SENTENCE: a self-contained grammatical structure; one which is not in con-

tstruction with any other grammatical unit. It is also correlated

with the sequence of intonation contours and final and non-final

junctures.

-SPIRANT pr FRICATIVE: a tlype of consonant in which.the flow of air is

.constridted2 cailsing'frictional nOise, but'not blacked. The spin.nt

phonemes of English are If, 8 p Sp v, df,, z_anct.i/.

STANDARD DIALECT: a dialect adopted as correct or as the dialect most

acceptable for certain situations* NorMally,:it is the dialect

taught in schobls and used in mass communication media'.

STEM: a primary base, with or without before- or'after-position Morphemes,

which is used in binary composition with othier material 'to 1ld

larger free forms.

STOP: a type of consonant in which the flow of air is completely blocked.

The English stop phonemes are / p2 t, k2 b, d, g/.

STRESS: the relative loudness with.whiCh a syllable (i.e., its yowel

nucleus)-is prOnounced. Four degrees of stress wah the status of

phonemes are distinguished in English (see SYMBOLOGY).

STRING: a combination of a.post-phrase and some othar morpheme(s), ut not

'a primary base) which functions as a unit in 8inary composition with

a stem to build a free form.

STRONG VERB: in Germanlc languages, a verb which does undergo '11.ternal

; change. Verbs.of this type are rare and unpioductive in. English.

(Example: fly, flew, flown).



STRUCTURE: the arrangement of parts in a whole and their relationshipsyr

to one another. In reference to a language, the term can beiused

to refer to different levels of complexity,,to the grammatical

structure of the language as a whole, or'Eo Ehe structure of a smaller

unit such as a word or a'phrase4

SUBBASE: see DERIVATIONAL SUBBASEp DESIGNATIVE SUBBASE.

SUFFIX: in general usage, a synonym for "after-position morpheme". As

used here, a grouli of after-position morphemes, always final in a

word, which are designative and are always added to,free forms. In

addition to designating nouns, verbs, and adjectives, they add to

the grammatical reaning of the word. This is the group of morphemes

sometimes called paradigmatic or, inflectional suffixes.. (ExamPleS:

boxds, mouse's, warmer', thinking

SUPERFIX: abovd-pdsition morpheme,
consisting of a combination,of two

stress morphophones. These are designative morphemes. 'Poi examPle,

cOntrfict (verb with v/-. '.) and cOntr.act (noun with 44/ +--.).

SUPRAFIX: a type of 'abovd.:position morpheme, composed of morphophones

of pitch.

SUPRASEGMENTAL PHONEME: phoneme which is of longer duration and co-occurs

with the segmental phonemes. The three English suprasegmentals are

stress; pitch, and juncture together they make up Eglish intonation.

SYLLABLE: a stretch of speech containing a.simple or complex:vowel and,

usually, one or more consonants. In terms pf production, a,syllable

is the stretch of speech pronounced with a single puff of breath. As

here defined for-English, the syllable is usually co.terminous with

the morpheme.

SYNTAX: see MORPHOLOGY. Syntax treats the analysis of linguistic forms

containing more than 'one base ....phrase, sentence, utterance, etc.

TRANSCRIPTION: any systematic symbolization of speech. ., A phonetic

transcription represents speech in fine detail. Broader linguistic

transcriptions (phonemic,
morphophonic, etc.) are derived

analysis from phonetic transcription. Transcription differs from

conventional orthography in that the rules of phonetic actualization

are always regular.

TRANSFORMATION: Cliange of a unit .from one class to,another, Especially,

in syntactic andfYsis, a unit'classified as
one,part of speech mor .

phemically, transformed syntactically to another.
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TRUE WORD: a lexical item composed of either a free primary base or a

kernel vocalic, with or without paradigmatic suffixes. (Examples:

isy, books, them, smaller).

ULTIMATE CONSTITUENTS: the smallest morphemic units (single morphemes)

into which a linguistic form may be analyzed,

UNCL,',SSIFIED: items for which there aro no diagnostic criteria. This

label has been used here to classify words which cannot be assigned

to word classes on the basis of specific morphemes which they contain

or with which liey can combine.

USAGE: within a given language community, the'ways in which specific

linguistic forms are used. Variation in usage is conditioned by

such factors as age, occupation,.socinl status,.and education.

UTTERANCE: the linguistic form of maximum duration, limited by tnset

and cessation of speaking.

VARIANT: two or more different forms which are represLnted by a single

symbol of a higher order. For exaMple, allophones ate variants.of a

phoneme,' The term is here used especially to refer to. dialect

variants morphophones.

VERB: the class of words morphemically defined by the presence of2certain

derivational or designative affixes (such as N/-iy.z, Ni-ey4t ) and

by qe.ability to combine with3the suffixes //..D (past tense),

N;-D (completed action), vi-z. (third person present tense), and/or

NI ,(participle).
04

VERBAL: the syntactic class containinE!. verbs and other words classified

or unclassified morphemically -- which can be identified as verbals

the basis of syntactic criterin.

VERNER, KARL: a 19th century philologist. Vernervs'Law,\a'ailestone in

systematic study.of languages,,Ldds such factmgas location of accent

and phonetic environment to expinin sound changes in Indo-European

languages which formed exce.ptions to Grimes original-formulation .

'VOCAL CHARACTERIZERS: see fOCALIZATIWS.

VOCALI7aTIWS: a component of para1an3uage. The term covers various sounds

used in conjunction with 1angua3e. These are grouped as vocal charm

acterizers'(e.g. laughincs, whispering,.sobbing); vocal qualifiers

(intensity, extremes of.pitch, and drawl or clipping of speech);

vocal segregates (non-linguistic utterances'such as clicks, gasps and

sighs).

VOCAL SEGREGATES: see VOCALIZATIONS.
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VOCALIC: general term for soundS produced by'the unobstructed resonance

of the vocal cords: vowels, semi-voweis, "vocalic glides" (the

exact status of these sounds as phonemes vartos from language-to

language).

VOICED: a characteristic *of certain consonants, that they are produced

with accompanyinvibration of the,"ocal CordS. The voiced consonants

of English are /bp dp g2 v, d2 z p lp m, np y9 1, r/.

VOICELESS: a characteristic of certain consonants, that they are produced

without vibration of tha irocal cords. The voiceless consonants of

English are: /pp t, kp fp 0 $ Sp

VOICE QUALIFIERS: see VOCALIZATIONS.

VOICE QUALITIES: .a'component of paralanguage.

as pitch range, vocal lip control, glottis

these affect such voice qualities as rasp,

of speech.

The terM covers suet' feature

control, resonancep.tetRo;

force of articulation; rate

VOICE SET: a component of paralanguage; The term covers the over-all

qualities of an individualls voice, determined by such features as

age, social stAtus, physical condition, mood, etc.

VOWEL: a simple vocalic segment which fundtiohs.as a sSqldble nuclbus.

English has 9 vowel phonemes. (/ip ep (7:02!:2 G 2 a, U$ 02 0 I.

WEAK VERB: in Germanic languages, a verb which does not undergo internal

change; Almost all English verbs are of this type .0,a, watk

walked, walked.

WORD: in general usagep a'rough equivalent of "leicical item". We here

distinguish under this heading (1) true words, (2) expanded words,

and (3) word phrases. (q.v.)

WORD-FORMATION: see DERIVATION.

WORD PHRASE: a lexical item with more than one primary bade; prebases,

postbases, and all categories of affixes may/be present 9r absent.

(Examples: baseball, 22011,11a, tap-dancer ).
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TRANSCRIPTION SYMBOLS

< cv

'SYMBOLOGY

. .

any consonant, in phonological 6.r,motp.hophpilic formulas

any vowel.,.in phonological or morphophonic formulas

.

brackets, itditate phonetic titnscriptioh

slant-lines inditate phonemic transcription

period indicates morphophonic transcription

wedges indicate conventional spelling or 'dictionary phonetics'

PHONETIC DETAIL

[03 unreleased; [0'3 aspirated; ['CI unaspirated, normal: xel ease;
. .

[C?3 glottali.zed

] raised; [Vv] lopered;: EV$.".1.c.rortt, EV'<3 bick

'[?1 glottal 'stop oi CatCh"

SEGMENTAL UNIT SYMBOLS

p t k ..b d j f & s v. ,Tz maglr .(cOnsdnants w y h (semi-:- . .

vowels); i e .o a u o 0 (vowels).

a

STRESS

primary, /A/ secondary' , /`/ tertiary, r/ "w6ak stress phoncmuz.

strong; weak : stress morphophones.

/ 0°O + stress morphemes.

o necessary absence of juncture; o stresslessness.\-1

PITCH

/4/ highest pitch; / 3/ high; /2/ mid; /1/ low pitch phonemes.
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JUNCTURE

/0 'double cross' rapid falling of pitch and f,'.ding of voice, a

'decrescendo' eff ect.

/11/ 'double bar' rapid rise of pitch and fading of voice.

/1/ 'single bar' pitch neither rises nor falls.

1+1 Iplust break in phonemic flow

IN MORPHOPHONIC FORMULAS:

lis represented byt c:-) variation (between dialects)

e) interchange diaphonemic variation
nJ

-0 replacement r\., alternation

IN MORPHINIC AND SYNTACrIC rORMULAS:

4/ morpheme

aN/ allomorph

0 'operated on byl

.-:Presulting in'

'resulting f roml

flexical unit at syntactic lcvel

FOR SECOND LINE SYNTACTIC ANALYSIS:

o anteverbal

bi verbal

A postverbal

Si inverted anteverbal

o series

o- prenominal



Lr preverbal

.'t adverbal

preadjunctual

NL prepositional

conjunctual

> 'converts into', transformation

arrangement

[( ) parentheses group constituents'

PARALANGUAGE

For symbols used in transcribing paralanguage, see Chapter IV, pages
6-40.


